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Preface

Advances in Formal Slavic Linguistics 2017 is a collection of fifteen articles on
formal Slavic linguistics. The articles cover a wide array of topics, such as con-
trol verbs, instrumental arguments, and perduratives in Russian, comparatives,
negation, n-words, negative polarity items, and complementizer ellipsis in Czech,
impersonal se-constructions and complementizer doubling in Slovenian, prosody
and the morphology of multi-purpose suffixes in Serbo-Croatian, and indefinite
numerals and the binding properties of dative arguments in Polish. By exploring
these phenomena in individual Slavic languages, the collection of articles in this
volume makes a significant contribution to both Slavic linguistics and to linguis-
tics in general.

The articles in this volume were prepared on the basis of talks and posters
presented at the conference Formal Description of Slavic Languages 12.5, which
was held on December 7-9, 2017, at the University of Nova Gorica. FDSL was
initially a biannual conference, hosted in turn by the University of Leipzig and
University of Potsdam since 1995, with the University of Göttingen joining the
main conference cycle in 2011 and Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin in 2016. In
2006 FDSL was partly turned into an annual event when the University of Nova
Gorica hosted FDSL 6.5. Eleven years later, after successful stops in Moscow in
2008 and Brno in 2010 and 2014, the 12.5 conference thus brought FDSL back to
Nova Gorica, the place of its first halftime edition. The 18 regular-session talks
and 10 poster presentations given at FDSL 12.5 were selected out of 47 submitted
abstracts. The conference also featured 5 invited talks. Following the conference,
17 articles were submitted for inclusion in this volume, and 15 successfully com-
pleted the two-round review process in which every article was evaluated and
commented on twice by two reviewers.

This volume would not have been possible without our extremely helpful re-
viewers: Nadira Aljović, Svitlana Antonyuk, BobanArsenijević, LorenA. Billings,
Petr Biskup, Joanna Błaszczak, Anna Bondaruk, Olga Borik, Mojmír Dočekal,
JakubDotlačil, Berit Gehrke, Guillaume Enguehard, Julie Goncharov, HanaGruet-
Skrabalova, Peter Jurgec, Dorota Klimek-Jankowska, Iliyana Krapova, Jonathan
E.MacDonald, ChristinaManouilidou, TatjanaMarvin, NatašaMilićević,Moreno



Preface

Mitrović, AndrewMurphy, Zorica Puškar-Gallien, Jana Reifegerste, Branimir Stan-
ković, Adrian Stegovec, Radek Šimík, Aida Talić, Neda Todorović, Barbara To-
maszewics, Ana Werkmann Horvat, Jacek Witkoś, Sławomir Zdziebko, Sašo Ži-
vanović. We also wish to acknowledge the extensive technical support of the
whole Language Science Press editorial team, particularly Sebastian Nordhoff
and Radek Šimík, as well as the help of everyone else, including many of the
authors of the individual articles, who contributed their time and effort by type-
setting and proofreading parts of the contents of this volume.

Franc Marušič, Petra Mišmaš & Rok Žaucer
Nova Gorica, 28. 4. 2020
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Chapter 1

Object control: Hidden modals
Irina Burukina
Eötvös Loránd University

The paper proposes a novel analysis for object control verbs in Russian. First, I
argue that object control verbs are not a homogeneous class, despite the common
opinion advocated by Franks & Hornstein (1992); Babby (1998); Boeckx et al. (2010),
a.o. In Russian, desiderative object control verbs with a dative argument (velet’ ‘or-
der’, razrešit’ ‘allow’, etc.) differ significantly in their syntactic and semantic prop-
erties from implicative object control verbs with an accusative argument (zastavit’
‘force’, ubedit’ ‘persuade’, etc.). However, this distinction does not match existing
classifications. Second, I develop a structural description for dative control verbs
and argue that (i) the dative argument and the embedded clause form a single con-
stituent that excludes the matrix verb, and (ii) this constituent is headed by a silent
modal element. This analysis accounts for many semantic and syntactic properties
of dative object control verb including the unavailability of split control with dative
control verbs and their distributional similarity with modal predicatives (možno ‘al-
lowed’, nado ‘necessary’).

Keywords: object control, non-finite complement, covert modality, dative, Russian

1 Introduction

The present paper investigates Russian object contRol veRbs (OCVs) that re-
quire either a dative or an accusative argument: velet’ ‘order’, prikazat’ ‘order’,
zastavit’ ‘make’ etc. During the past decades several major theories of control
have been developed (Wurmbrand 2001; Boeckx et al. 2010; Landau 2015), how-
ever, Slavic languages have not been sufficiently approached (Franks & Horn-
stein 1992; Babby 1998). Existing approaches usually draw a line between subject
and object control predicates, and the latter are treated as a homogeneous class.
The most significant attempt for further sub-categorization has been made by

Irina Burukina. 2020. Object control: Hidden modals. In Franc Marušič, Petra Mišmaš
& Rok Žaucer (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2017, 1–14. Berlin: Language
Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.3764843
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Irina Burukina

Landau (2015), and has resulted in the development of the two-tiered theory of
control. However, when the Russian data is analyzed, the two-tiered theory of
control makes a wrong prediction: the suggested attitude vs. non-attitude distinc-
tion does not correspond to the real availability of partial control.

The classification proposed in this paper captures the correlation between syn-
tactic and semantic properties of Russian OCVs, partially inheriting Jackendoff &
Culicover (2003) idea to sub-categorize verbs of control according to their mean-
ing. I distinguish between desiderative dative predicates (1a), on the one hand,
and implicative accusative predicates (1b), on the other.1 Aswill be demonstrated,
the two groups differ significantly in their behavior.

(1) a. Petja
Petja.nom

razrešil
allowed

Maše𝑖
Maša.dat

PRO𝑖 vzjat’
take.inf

kuklu.
doll

‘Petja allowed Maša to take the doll.’

b. Petja
Petja.nom

zastavil
forced

Mašu𝑖
Maša.acc

PRO𝑖 vzjat’
take.inf

kuklu.
doll

‘Petja forced Maša to take the doll.’

The paper continues with a novel two-part analysis for Russian dative OCVs:
(i) the dative argument and the embedded clause form a single constituent that
excludes the main predicate head, and (ii) this constituent is headed by a silent
modal-like element that takes a non-finite clause as its complement (2).2 There-
fore, the core claim is that the modal item is not merely a part of semantic decom-
position, but that it is present in the syntactic structure, separately from the main
predicate. I further suggest that, in Russian, this silent modal head belongs to the
existing class of modal predicatives (možno ‘allowed’, nado ‘necessary’, etc.).

(2) [vP Petja
Petja

[VP [V razrešil][ModP

allow
[Maše𝑖]
Maša

[Mod′ modal [CP PRO𝑖 vzjat’
take

kuklu]]]]]
doll
‘Petja allowed Maša to take the doll.’

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: §2 examines general properties of
Russian dative OCVs in comparison with accusative OCVs and addresses the con-

1I use the terms “desiderative” and “implicative” to refer to these particular verbs following
Wurmbrand (2001) and Landau (2013).

2I leave the question about the size of the embedded non-finite clause for further research
and I mark it as a CP, adopting the traditional Lasnik (1998) approach to infinitives in Slavic
languages.
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1 Object control: Hidden modals

stituency issue; and §3 presents the analysis of sentences with a matrix desider-
ative control predicate. Finally, §4 discusses the peculiar unavailability of split
control in the presence of a desiderative OCVs.

2 Desiderative control predicates and their properties

Desiderative OCVs in Russian include the verbs razrešit’ ‘allow’, pozvolit’ ‘allow’,
zapretit’ ‘prohibit’, prikazat’ ‘order’, velet’ ‘order’, predpisat’ ‘obligate’, poručit’
‘charge’, skazat’ ‘tell’. They cannot assign accusative case and require a dative
DP. OCVs that select an accusative argument are implicatives zastavit’ ‘force’,
vynudit’ ‘force’, ugovorit’ ‘persuade’, ubedit’ ‘persuade’ (3).

(3) a. Vrač
doctor.nom

zapretil
forbade

Ivanu𝑖
Ivan.dat

PRO𝑖 jest’
eat.inf

konfety.
candies

‘The doctor forbade Ivan to eat candies.’

b. Vrač
doctor.nom

ubedil
persuaded

Ivana𝑖
Ivan.acc

PRO𝑖 ne
not

jest’
eat.inf

konfety.
candies

‘The doctor persuaded Ivan not to eat candies.’

As demonstrated in (3), both types of control predicates under consideration can
embed a non-finite clause. Aside from this, desiderative OCVs often embed a
finite subjunctive clause; importantly, a dative DP is still present and its referent
can differ from that of the embedded subject (4).3

(4) a. Vrač
doctor.nom

zapretil
forbade

Ivanu𝑖 ,
Ivan.dat

čtoby
so that

on𝑖
he.nom

jel
eat.sbjv

konfety.
candies

‘The doctor forbade Ivan to eat candies.’

3Accusative OCVs only marginally allow embedded finite clauses; in such cases the accusative
DP and the embedded subject should be co-referential (i). It is beyond the scope of this paper
to examine these constructions in details, and I will only briefly return to this problem in §3.

(i) a. ⁇ Vrač
doctor.nom

zastavil
forced

Ivana𝑖 ,
Ivan.acc

čtoby
so that

on𝑖
he.nom

ne
not

jel
eat.sbjv

konfety.
candies

‘The doctor forced Ivan not to eat candies.’

b. * Vrač
doctor.nom

zastavil
forced

medsestru,
nurse.acc

čtoby
so that

Ivan
Ivan.nom

ne
not

jel
eat.sbjv

konfety.
candies

Intended: ‘The doctor told the nurse that Ivan must not eat candies.’

3



Irina Burukina

b. Vrač
doctor.nom

zapretil
forbade

medsestre,
nurse.dat

čtoby
so that

Ivan
Ivan.nom

jel
eat.sbjv

konfety.
candies

‘The doctor told the nurse that Ivan should not eat candies.’

Constructions with implicative and desiderative OCVs in Russian differ when
it comes to structural relations established between a DP argument and an em-
bedded clause. In sentences with an implicative OCV an accusative DP and an
embedded clause together do not pass constituency tests; they cannot be sepa-
rated from the rest of a clause, excluding the main predicate. This is exemplified
in (5), where attempted pseudo-cleft and short answer constructions are ungram-
matical.

(5) a. * Čto
what

ja
I

zastavil,
forced

tak
so

eto
that

Petju
Petja.acc

pojti
go.dat

v
into

kino.
cinema

Intended ‘What I forced is that Petja would go to the cinema.’

b. * Čto
what

ty
you

zastavil?
forced

Petju
Petja.acc

pomyt’
wash.inf

posudu.
dishes

Intended: ‘What did you force him to do? I forced Petja to wash the
dishes.’

In contrast, a dative DP and an embedded clause apparently form a single con-
stituent that excludes the main predicate in sentences with a desiderative OCV;
see the examples in (6), which are judged as acceptable by native speakers.

(6) a. Čto
what

ja
I

razrešil,
allowed

tak
so

eto
that

Pete
Petja.dat

pojti
go.inf

v
into

kino.
cinema

‘What I allowed is that Petja would go to the cinema.’

b. Čto
what

ty
you

razrešil?
allowed

Pete
Petja.dat

pojti
go.inf

v
into

kino.
cinema

‘What did you allow? I allowed Petja to go to the cinema.’

It is possible to suggest that the sentences in (5) are ungrammatical because of
the case assignment problems: as a structural case, accusative is licensed by a
functional head that must be structurally present. Nevertheless, this does not
directly affect the results of the constituency tests for sentences with desiderative
predicates, as we would not expected two unrelated constituents to be clefted or
questioned.

Furthermore, the boundaries of the immediate constituent that includes the
dative DP and the embedded clause and, apparently, does not contain the ma-
trix predicate, become visible in multiple wh-questions and in case of quantifier

4



1 Object control: Hidden modals

stranding. As a result of successive cyclic A-bar movement, an interrogative pro-
noun or a quantifier from a moved phrase can stay in an intermediate position;
the position at the edge of an embedded clause is expected; however, there is
another one, to the left of the dative DP. All possible positions where an inter-
rogative pronoun or a quantifier can be realized are shown in (7).

(7) a. Kto
who

(kuda𝑖 )
where

razrešil
allowed

[(kuda𝑖 )
where

emu
he.dat

[(kuda𝑖 )
where

pojti
go.inf

t𝑖]]?

‘Who allowed him to go where?’

b. (Vse)
all

knigi𝑖
books.acc

ja
I

razrešil
allowed

[(vse)
all

Maše
Maša.dat

[(vse)
all

pročitat’
read.inf

t𝑖]].

‘As for the books, I allowed Maša to read all of them.’

A possible way to account for the examples in (7) is in terms of scrambling across
the border of an embedded clause. However, as demonstrated by Bailyn (2003),
a.o., the long-distance scrambling in Russian is normally limited to a movement
of a constituent from the embedded clause into the right focus position of the
matrix clause, and embedded constituents cannot move freely. Furthermore, the
ungrammaticality of (8a) suggests that it is also usually unacceptable to put a
matrix constituent between the main predicate and the dative DP. Finally, the
contrast in speakers’ judgments for sentences with a desiderative OCV (7) and an
implicative OCV (9) provides additional support for the idea about the presence
of a syntactic boundary.4

(8) a. * Kto
who

kuda
where

razrešil
allowed

včera
yesterday

emu
he.dat

pojti?
go.inf

Intended: ‘Who allowed him yesterday to go where?’

b. Kto
who

kuda
where

včera
yesterday

razrešil
allowed

emu
he.dat

pojti?
go.inf

‘Who allowed him yesterday to go where?’

(9) a. ⁇? Kto
who

zastavil
forced

kuda
where

ego
he.acc

pojti?
go.inf

Intended: ‘Who forced him to go where?’

b. * Knigi𝑖
books.acc

ja
I

zastavil
forced

[(vse)
all

Mašu
Maša.acc

[pročitat’
read.inf

t𝑖]].

Intended: ‘As for the books, I forced Maša to read all of them.’

424 out of 32 native speakers reported (8a) to be ungrammatical; 6 native speakers said that it
is ‘weird’.

5
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In addition to the syntactic differences described above, desiderative and implica-
tive OCVs can be distinguished with regard to one additional property: avail-
ability of partial control for PRO. Desiderative OCVs require exhaustive control,
while implicative OCVs allow partial coreference between an embedded PRO and
its matrix controller.5 Evidence for this comes from constructions with a seman-
tically single dative or accusative controller and various embedded elements that
require a semantically plural subject. For this purpose, first, collective predicates
can be used; in Russian many of those are derived using the pattern raz + sja:
razrugat’sja ‘break up, quarrel’, razojtis’ ‘disperse’, etc. (10).6

(10) a. Mal’čiki
boys.nom.pl

razrugalis’.
broke up

‘The boys broke up.’

b. Komanda
team.nom.sg

razrugalas’.
broke up

‘The team broke up.’

c. * Petja
Petja.nom

razrugalsja.
broke up

Intended: ‘Petja broke up (with someone).’

Placed in an embedded non-finite clause with a single matrix controller, these
verbs are allowed only if the matrix predicate is implicative (11a), and they are
prohibited in sentences with a desiderative OCV (11b).

(11) a. Ivan
Ivan.nom

ubedil’
persuaded

direktora
director.acc

razojtis’
disperse.inf

v
at

sem’.
seven

‘Ivan persuaded the director that they should disperse at seven.’

b. * Direktor
director.nom

razrešil
allowed

Ivanu
Ivan.dat

razojtis’
disperse.inf

v
at

sem’.
seven

Intended: ‘The director allowed Ivan to disperse at seven.’

Collective modifiers, for example, vmeste ‘together’, behave the same way. When
subject-oriented, vmeste requires semantically plural PRO; in case of a semanti-
cally singular controller, vmeste is permitted in constructions with a matrix im-
plicative verb (12a), but not a matrix desiderative predicate (12b).

5In case of partial control referent of the controller still must be included among referents of
PRO.

6The same raz + sja pattern is used to derive non-collective predicates with different meanings
and (often) selection properties. For example, Petja razrugalsja can be considered grammatical
if the verb is interpreted as the homonymous onemeaning ‘begin to swear at someone angrily’.

6



1 Object control: Hidden modals

(12) a. Direktor
director.nom

zastavil
forced

Ivana
Ivan.acc

poobedat’
have lunch.inf

vmeste.
together

‘The director forced Ivan to have lunch together with him.’

b. * Direktor
director.nom

velel
ordered

Ivanu
Ivan.dat

poobedat’
have lunch.inf

vmeste.
together

Intended: ‘The director ordered Ivan to have lunch together with
him.’

Taking into account all the differences in the behavior of implicative and desider-
ative OCVs in Russian, I propose that the two groups require separate structural
representations. In this paper I focus on desiderative dative OCVs and I proceed
by suggesting a novel way to analyze these predicates.The core idea is that, aside
from the main verb, an additional silent deontic modal head should be struc-
turally introduced to connect a dative DP and an embedded clause.7

3 Proposed analysis

The two prominent current frameworks that address the problem of detailed
sub-categorization of control verbs, namely Wurmbrand’s (2001) theory of re-
structuring configurations and Landau’s (2015) two-tiered theory of control, can-
not fully account for the Russian data. According to Wurmbrand’s classification
based on the structural properties of embedded clauses selected by various con-
trol predicates, Russian implicative and desiderative OCVs fall into one category
of restructuring irrealis predicates; the differences between the two types remain
unexplained further.

Landau (2015) distinguishes between attitude and non-attitude predicates, se-
lecting attitude and non-attitude complements. The former refer to the world
of the main actor’s beliefs; the later receives an interpretation with regard to
the real world context. This semantic difference yields different syntactic struc-
tures, with additional functional projections above an embedded clause required
by attitude predicates. Importantly, the theory predicts that attitude predicates
(desideratives, propositionals) must support partial control, while non-attitude

7At least two options might be suggested for a structural representation of implicative OCVs: (i)
an accusative DP and an embedded clause are both internal arguments of themain verb, located
in SpecVP and CompVP, respectively (Babby 1998; Bailyn 2012 on Russian), or (ii) an accusative
DP and an embedded clause together form a small clause in the complement position of the
matrix ‘causative-like’ predicate (Franks & Hornstein 1992; Landau 2015, a.o.). I am unable to
provide a detailed comparison of these two approaches within the limits of this paper and I
leave this problem for future investigations.

7
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predicates (implicatives, modals) must require strict coreference between PRO
and its controller. As was demonstrated in §2, as for the Russian data, this pre-
diction is not borne out: attitude desiderative dative OCVs allow only exhaustive
control, while non-attitude implicative accusative OCVs do not prohibit partial
coreference.

Thus, another way should be found to represent the structure of desiderative
OCVs. I propose that sentences with these predicates contain a hidden compo-
nent that is responsible for their peculiar properties – a lexical deontic modal
head that, in Russian, belongs to the class of the so-called modal predicatives.

The results of the constituency tests provided in §2 suggest that the dative
controller and the embedded clause form a single constituent that excludes the
matrix predicate. The question remains about the nature of this constituent; it
might be suggested that the two form a small clause or there can be another
lexical head that selects a dative DP and a clause as its arguments. I argue that
the second option is more plausible and that this lexical head is a silent modal.

In case of desiderative predicates the embedded non-finite clause is a fully sat-
urated proposition; for example, it can be individually substituted by a proform
(13a) or an interrogative pronoun (13b).

(13) a. Ja
I

uže
already

velel
ordered

Pete
Petja.dat

eto.
this

‘I have already ordered Petja to do this.’

b. Čto
what

ty
you

velel
ordered

Pete?
Petja.dat

‘What did you order Petja to do?’

It is unlikely that a saturated embedded clause itself functions as a predicate of
the dative argument.This is further supported by the availability of an embedded
finite clause; as was illustrated in (4), if a finite subjunctive clause is selected, a
dative DP argument is still available. Importantly, the latter does not have to
be coreferent with the embedded subject (4b), which rules out possible copy-
raising analyses. No semantic or syntactic difference can be found between a
dative DP present together with an embedded infinitival construction and an
argument selected simultaneously with a finite clause. Therefore, I assume that
there is no reason to believe that the two are related to different predicates.

I propose that a dative DP and an embedded clause (either finite or non-finite)
are selected together by a silent lexical modal head; this modal phrase is later
merged as a complement of a desiderative OCV. The structure is schematized
in (14). In other words, I argue that deontic modality, intuitively perceived in

8



1 Object control: Hidden modals

desiderative predicates, is represented structurally. At least two properties of
desiderative OCV constructions support this idea.

(14) [VP [V desiderative][ModP [dative DP][Mod′ modal [CP infinitival clause]]]]

Firstly, there is the possibility of ambiguous interpretation of examples with sen-
tential negation. Consider the example in (15), for which two readings (15a) and
(15b) are available, while interpretation (15c) is prohibited. However, simply as-
suming that razrešit’ ‘permit’ allows Neg-raising, we would expect negation to
scope either above the matrix verb (reading (15a)) or above an embedded clause
(reading (15c)).

(15) Petja
Petja.nom

ne
not

razrešal
allowed

Maše
Maša.dat

ostat’sja.
stay.inf

‘Petja didn’t allow Maša to stay.’

a. ‘Petja said that for Maša it is not possible to stay.’

b. ‘Petja didn’t say that for Maša it is possible to stay.’

c. Not available: ‘Petja said that for Maša it is possible not to stay.’

Furthermore, according to von Fintel & Iatridou (2007) and Iatridou & Zeijlstra
(2013), a.o., predicates denoting permission typically do not support neg-raising;
see, for example, English modal verbs and Russian modal predicatives (16). Al-
though this generalization is originally formulated for deontic modals, deontic
modality is a part of constructions with desiderative OCVs like order and permit,
and an additional explanation is required for (15) if we assume that this modality
is encoded in razrešit’ itself.

(16) a. Ivan cannot stay.
= Ivan must leave. ≠ Ivan may leave.

b. Pete
Petja.dat

nel’zja
not allowed.sg.n

ostavat’sja.
stay.inf

‘Petja is not allowed to stay here.’
= Petja must leave. ≠ Petja may leave

Introducing a separate deontic head, as shown in (14), splits the structure into
two parts: the higher ‘communication’ component and the lower ‘permission’
constituent. In (15) negation can scope above either one of them yielding the
interpretations (15a) and (15b); however, themay-typemodal prohibit neg-raising
and the interpretation (15c) becomes impossible.

9
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Second, almost all predicates of communication in Russian have desiderative
‘counterparts’. As demonstrated in (17a), Russian verbs of communication, similar
to English say, write, whisper, normally embed a finite indicative clause with the
čto complementizer. However, they can also co-occur with embedded non-finite
or finite subjunctive clauses, and such sentences receive a desiderative (modal)
interpretation (17b)–(17c). It is true that the contrast between (17a) and (17b)–(17c)
could, in principle, be accounted for by postulating two morphologically identi-
cal lexical entries for each of the verbs of information transfer. However, there is
another possible explanation in line with the hidden modal approach presented
in this paper: verbs of communication always select a saturated proposition, that
can be either a finite indicative CP or a saturated modal phrase with two argu-
ments (18). Although the behavior of verbs of communication alone does not
prove that the proposed analysis is the correct one, taking into account the Neg-
raising facts reported above, being able to capture both of these properties of sen-
tences with a desiderative OCV is an important advantage of the hidden modal
approach.

(17) a. Petja
Petja.nom

{skazal
said

/ napisal
wrote

/ šepnul}
whispered

Maše,
Maša.dat

čto
that

Ivan
Ivan.nom

pomyl
washed

posudu.
dishes

‘Petja {said/wrote/whispered} Maša that Ivan had washed the dishes.’

b. Petja
Petja.nom

{skazal
said

/ napisal
wrote

/ šepnul}
whispered

Maše
Maša.dat

pomyt’
wash.inf

posudu.
dishes

‘Petja {said/wrote/whispered} that Maša should wash the dishes.’

c. Petja
Petja.nom

{skazal
said

/ napisal
wrote

/ šepnul}
whispered

Maše,
Maša.dat

čtoby
so that

ona
she.nom

pomyla
wash.sbjv

posudu.
dishes

‘Petja {said/wrote/whispered} that Maša should wash the dishes.’

(18) Petja
Petja.nom

{skazal
said

/ napisal
wrote

/ šepnul}
whispered

[Maše
Maša.dat

Ø
necessary

pomyt’
wash.inf

posudu].
dishes
‘Petja {said/wrote/whispered} that Maša should wash the dishes.’
= ‘Petja {said/wrote/whispered} that for Maša it is necessary to wash the
dishes.’

10



1 Object control: Hidden modals

In (19) the proposed structure is repeated; at this point I denote the complex
modal constituent as ModP and leave the exact size of it for future investigation.

(19) [VP [V desiderative][ModP [dative DP][Mod′ modal [CP infinitival clause]]]]

Furthermore, I argue that the embedded silent head belongs to the existing class
of deontic modals. In Russian, in addition to modal verbs, there is also a group
of the so called modal predicatives (nado ‘necessary’, možno ‘allowed’). Modal
predicatives prohibit a nominative subject and require a dative DP argument
(20); morphologically, they are invariant and usually end with a neutral singular
ending -o.

(20) Ivanu
Ivan.dat

možno
allowed.sg.n

ne
not

rabotat’
work.inf

segodnja.
today

‘Ivan is allowed not to work today.’

Similar to desiderative OCVs, modal predicatives embed a non-finite or a finite
subjunctive clause (21).

(21) a. Petja
Petja.nom

velel
ordered

Maše𝑖
Maša.dat

{ostat’sja
stay.inf

/ čtoby
so that

ona𝑖
she.nom

ostalas’}.
stay.sbjv

‘Petja ordered Maša to stay.’

b. Maše𝑖
Maša.dat

nužno
necessary.sg.n

{ostat’sja
stay.inf

/ čtoby
so that

ona𝑖
she.nom

ostalas’}.
stay.sbjv

‘Maša should stay.’

However, in contrast with sentences with desiderative OCVs, in constructions
with an overt modal predicatives a dative DP and an embedded clause do not
form a single constituent: the two cannot be separated together in clefts (22) and
short answers (23).

(22) * Čto
what

možno,
allowed.sg.n

tak
so

eto
that

Pete
Petja.dat

posmotret’
watch.inf

multiki.
cartoons

Intended: ‘What is allowed is for Petja to watch cartoons.’

(23) Čto
what

možno?
allowed.sg.n

*Pete
Petja.dat

posmotret’
watch.inf

multiki.
cartoons

Intended: ‘What is allowed? It is allowed for Petja to watch cartoons.’

For deontic modal predicatives, I propose the following structural representa-
tion (24). Importantly, as was already said about silent modals in desiderative

11
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constructions, I argue that modal predicatives are lexical heads, not functional
elements. At first sight, this idea contradicts existing analyses of modals (Cinque
1999; Wurmbrand 1999, a.o.); however the latter usually consider only modal
agreeing verbs, whereas the present paper discusses a different class of modal
elements. Predicatives in Russian select a wide variety of constructions as a com-
plement; crucially, they select embedded finite subjunctive clauses (25), which is
a reflex of the lexical-semantic properties of the modal head.

(24) [ModP DP [Mod’ modal [embedded proposition]]]

(25) Tebe
you.dat

neobxodimo,
necessary.sg.n

čtoby
so that

ty
you.nom

vypolnil
do.sbjv

eto
this

zadanie.
task

‘It is necessary for you to do this task.’

Going back to sentences with a desiderative OCV, the final structural represen-
tation and an example are given in (26).

(26) [vP Petja
Petja.nom

[VP [V skazal][ModP
said

[Maše𝑖
Mary.dat

][Mod′ modal [CP PRO𝑖

vzjat’
take.inf

kuklu
doll.acc

]]]]]

‘Petja told Maša that for her it is necessary to take the doll.’

4 Split control

The proposed analysis for desiderative OCVs provides a straightforward explana-
tion for the unavailability of split and partial coreference ((27) reproduced from
(11) and (12)).

(27) a. * Direktor
director.nom

razrešil
allowed

Ivanu
Ivan.dat

razojtis’
disperse.inf

v
at

sem’.
seven

Intended: ‘The director allowed Ivan to disperse at seven.’

b. * Direktor
director.nom

velel
ordered

Ivanu
Ivan.dat

poobedat’
have lunch.inf

vmeste.
together

Intended: ‘The director ordered Ivan to have lunch together with
him.’

As illustrated in (26), the main predicate (interpreted as desiderative) selects a
propositional modal-headed constituent. Within this phrase the control relation
is established strictly between the dative argument and the embedded PRO, ad-
herent to the Minimal Distance Principle.

12



1 Object control: Hidden modals

5 Conclusion

In this paper I have used the Russian data to demonstrate that OCVs are not a
homogeneous class, and that they can be sub-categorized based on their semantic
and syntactic properties. Not rejecting Landau’s (2015) attitude vs. non-attitude
predicates dichotomy, I propose to distinguish between implicative predicates,
which require an accusative argument, and desiderative predicates, which cannot
assign accusative case and require a dative controller.

The developed structural representation for desiderative dative OCVs are two-
fold: (i) the dative argument and the embedded clause are united into a single
constituent that excludes the matrix verb, and (ii) this constituent is headed by
a silent deontic modal. I suggest that the central idea of the proposed analysis –
syntactic decomposition of desiderative predicates into a verb of communication
and a silent modal head – can be further applied to other languages.

Abbreviations
acc accusative
dat dative
inf infinitive
n neuter
nom nominative

OCV object control verbs
pl plural
sbjv subjunctive
sg singular
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Chapter 2

N-words and NPIs: Between syntax,
semantics, and experiments
Mojmír Dočekal
Masaryk University in Brno

In this paper I experimentally approach the following question: do strict negative
concord languages like Czech employ two strategies (syntactic and semantic) to
encode negative dependency between a verb and its argument(s) or not? And the
answer is: beside the default syntactic strategy (n-words), there is a class of nega-
tive dependent expressions which are licensed by semantic rules.

Keywords: n-words, negative polarity items, experiments, neg-raising, Czech

1 Introduction

In this article I focus on a problem of dividing negative dependent expressions
into two classes: (i) n-woRds like Czech nikdo ‘nobody’ or Romanian nimeni
‘nobody’ (glossed as n-peRson) in (1a); (ii) negative polaRity items (NPIs) like
Czech sebemenší šance ‘slightest chance ’ or Romanian vreun ‘any’ in (1b). Despite
the long research traditions on both types of expressions (for NPIs see Heim 1984;
Ladusaw 1992; Kadmon & Landman 1993; Krifka 1995; Giannakidou 1997; Lahiri
1998; Gajewski 2011; Chierchia 2013; Crnič 2014 among many others; for n-words
see Laka 1990; Zeijlstra 2004; 2008 among others) there is still no consensus on
the relationship between the two classes of items.1

1Both n-words and NPIs are generally grammatical in sentences with a negated verb. There are
of course language-specific differences, e.g. English NPI any usually cannot appear in subject
position, Romanian vreun ‘any’ in (1b) behaves similarly but many languages allow NPIs to
freely occur in subject position – Błaszczak (2001) lists Hindi, Korean, Japanese among many
other languages where NPIs are licensed in any position of a sentence with a negated verb.
Slavic languages discussed in detail further belong to the set of languages allowing NPIs in
subject position, too.

Mojmír Dočekal. 2020. N-words and NPIs: Between syntax, semantics, and experi-
ments. In Franc Marušič, Petra Mišmaš & Rok Žaucer (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic
linguistics 2017, 15–49. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.3764845
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(1) a. Nimeni
n-peRson

nu
not

a
has

venit.
come

‘Nobody came.’

b. * Vreun
npi

student
student

nu
not

a
has

venit.
come

Intended: ‘No student did not come.’
(Romanian; Fălăuș & Nicolae 2016: 586, 591)

Nevertheless, it seems to be settled that the division between n-words and NPIs
correlates with the division between syntactic licensing and semantic licensing
along the following lines:

1) n-woRds are syntactically negative dependent expressions;2

2) negative polaRity items are semantically negative dependent expressions.

Some languages lexicalise the difference between NPIs and n-words, as shown
in the example (1) but sometimes the distinction manifests itself only via stress
(and usually consequently) focus marking. An example of the second strategy
is in (2) from Giannakidou & Zeijlstra (2017) where the non-focused expression
kanenan ‘anybody’ is (according to standard criteria) an NPI while the focused
expression Kanenan ‘n-peRson’ behaves as a n-word.

(2) a. Dhen
not

idhe
saw

kanenan
npi.person

o
the

Janis.
John

‘John didn’t see anybody.’

b. Dhen
not

idhe
saw

Kanenan
n-peRson

o
the

Janis.
John

‘John didn’t see anybody at all.’
(Greek; Giannakidou & Zeijlstra 2017: 17)

2This classification is of course very schematic and it can be a bit problematic to apply it to
a set of typologically diverse languages. Consider e.g. Romance languages where it seems to
be possible to use n-words in questions and in context without overt verbal negation (cases
of indirect negative verbs like doubt a.o.). Romance languages (and generally all non-strict
negative concord languages) allow moreover preverbal n-words in affirmative sentences (as a
rule in non-strict negative concord languages, preverbal n-words require positive verb, unless
the speaker wants to convey a double negation reading: see Laka (1990) for many examples and
further details). But even if the cross-linguistic scenery of n-words is more nuanced than the
distinction n-words=syntax, NPIs=semantics suggests, the classification is generally correct
and can be applied even to Romance (and generally non-strict negative concord languages),
once our syntactic toolbox is supplemented with phonologically null operators which license
n-words (see Zeijlstra 2004 a.o. for such a theory) – the licensing of such operators is of course
highly constrained (see again Zeijlstra 2004 and Zeijlstra 2008 for details).
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2 N-words and NPIs: Between syntax, semantics, and experiments

Next to the classification of n-words as being basically licensed in syntax (ei-
ther via agreement or some other standard syntactic process) and NPIs as se-
mantically dependent expressions (occurring only in environments with specific
monotonicity properties) there is also an agreed-upon criterion of teasing apart
the two classes, one of its recent formalizations can be found in Giannakidou
& Zeijlstra (2017) – see (3), their example (16).3 The criterion is partially mean-
ing based and partially relies on context felicity of n-words. Its working will be
exemplified in the following sections.

(3) X qualifies as an n-word iff:

a. X can be used with structures with sentential negation or other X with
meaning equivalent to one ¬; and

b. X provides a negative fragment answer.

In this article I discuss mainly experimental evidence from Czech which allows
us to answer a research question: do languages like Czech (where the evidence
to differentiate between n-words and NPIs is very limited) distinguish between
n-words and NPIs (particularly the class of NPIs called strong NPIs)? Why is
Czech (and generally strict negative concord languages) a good data source for
finding differences between strong NPIs and n-words? Because even if the in-
troduced distinction between syntactically licensed n-words and semantically li-
censed NPIs is supported by many researchers today (Zwarts 1998; Zeijlstra 2004
and Gajewski 2011 among others), there are very influential theories which sub-
sume n-words under NPIs (Ladusaw 1992) or observe close relationship of the
two classes (Laka 1990): in such theories the distinction between syntactic licens-
ing (n-words) and semantic licensing (NPIs) of course disappears. The question
of nature (if any … depending on the theory) of the distinction between n-words
and NPIs is theoretically still open and empirically is especially vexing in strict
negative concord languages because there the environment where a speaker can
get positive evidence about the distinction between n-words andNPIs boils down
to neg-raising contexts. This is the reason of centrality of neg-raising for NPI de-
bate – see further §2 and §3.1.

To foreshadow the experiments discussed in much bigger detail later, let us
consider the following set of Czech sentences (items from one of the experi-

3Beside n-words and their cross-linguistic variation with respect to the strictness of negative
concord, there is also a variation in NPIs: while generally NPIs are bad as negative fragment
answers, one particular subtype of them, minimizers provide felicitous fragment answers, see
Giannakidou (1998) and Błaszczak (2001) for further details. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer
for pressing these points about n-words and NPIs licensing variation.
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ments): if asked about grammaticality of such sentences, Czech native speakers
would consider (4a) ungrammatical, (4b) perfectly acceptable, (4c) good and (4d)
and (4e) bad to some extent. Such graded judgments of sentences containing
(what I will argue further to be) strong NPIs, in concreto graded acceptability of
strong NPIs depending on the presence of negation and/or the type of embedding
verb and some other factors was the original motivation for running the series
of experiments resulting in the current article. It is important to notice that there
is variation among speakers, variation caused by lexical items used in the tested
sentences, etc. This naturally calls for an experimental verification because rely-
ing on a researcher’s intuitions in such cases can lead to totally conflicting claims:
e.g. Bošković & Gajewski (2011) state non-existence of neg-raising in Slavic lan-
guages, while Dočekal & Dotlačil (2016a) defend limited existence of neg-raising
in Czech. The experimental data and their careful analysis – in the light of cur-
rent formal semantic theories – allow me to avoid such contradicting claims and
eventually isolate the relevant factors behind NPI licensing and an interaction of
the licensing with other syntax-semantics phenomena as neg-raising, etc.4

(4) a. * Zmizela
Lost

ani
not.even

jedna
one

knížka.
book

‘A single book is missing.’

b. Nezmizela
neg.lost

ani
not.even

jedna
one

knížka.
book

‘Not a single book is missing.’

c. Náš
our

nový
new

knihovník
librarian

nechce,
neg.wants

aby
comp

zmizela
lost

ani
not.even

jedna
one

knížka.
book
‘Our new librarian doesn’t want even one book to be missing.’

d. Náš
our

nový
new

knihovník
librarian

si
se

nepředstavuje,
neg.imagine

že
comp

zmizela
lost

ani
not.even

jedna
one

knížka.
book
‘Our new librarian doesn’t imagine that even one book is missing.’

e. Náš
our

nový
new

knihovník
librarian

neslyšel,
neg.heard

že
comp

zmizela
lost

ani
not.even

jedna
one

4Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for raising importance of this general background question
to me.
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knížka.
book
‘Our new librarian didn’t hear that even one book was missing.’

The article is organized as follows: in the first, more theoretically based part (§2)
I will illustrate the empirical criteria distinguishing n-words and NPIs, then I will
tease apart so called weak NPIs from strong NPIs and lastly I will introduce the
basic observations about Czech and negative dependent expression. §3.1, §3.2,
and §3.3 will be more of the experimental linguistic character, they are heavily
based on the joint work with Jakub Dotlačil (partially reported in Dočekal &
Dotlačil 2016a,b; 2017). In concreto, I will report the experimental evidence for
distinguishing n-words from NPIs stemming from three classes of phenomena:
(i) neg-Raising contexts; (ii) fragment answers; (iii) likelihood manipulated con-
texts. The nature of this article is more overview-like, the details about statistics,
design of the experiments, etc. can be found in Dočekal & Dotlačil (2016a,b; 2017);
Dočekal & Šafratová (2018).

2 NPIs vs. n-words: Theory

2.1 N-words

Let us start with introducing some important pieces of linguistic knowledge con-
cerning n-words, the expressions which are generally taken as syntactically de-
pendent on negation and which are different both from negative quantifiers on
the one hand and from NPIs on the other hand.

N-words crucially differ from Germanic negative quantifiers as the following
contrast in (5) shows: English verbal negation and a negative quantifier in (5a)
yield only a double negation reading while the word for word translation of (5a)
into Czech with the n-word nikoho ‘anybody’ and verbal negation in (5b) is in-
terpretable only with one negation scoping wide over the whole sentence as is
clear from the predicate logic formalization. Generally, n-words are syntactically
dependent expressions which occur only in languages where some form of neg-
ative concord is attested.

(5) a. John didn’t see nobody. (English)
¬∃𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) ∧ ¬see(John, 𝑥)]

b. John
John

nikoho
nobody

neviděl.
neg.saw

‘John didn’t see anybody.’ (Czech)
¬∃𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) ∧ see(John, 𝑥)]
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The distinction between n-words and NPIs already mentioned in the criterion
in 3 is illustrated in (6): (6b) illustrates the unavailability of NPIs as fragment
answers versus the perfect acceptability of n-words in the same context in (6d)
– the Czech translation of the (6a) – (6b) mini-dialogue.

(6) NPIs ≠ n-words:
a. Whom did you talk to?

b. * Anybody. / Nobody.

c. S
with

kým
whom

jsi
aux

mluvil?
spoke?

‘With whom did you speak?’

d. S
with

nikým.
nobody

‘With nobody.’

There are at least two influential theories of n-words: the first one treats n-words
as non-negative indefinites (predicate of type ⟨𝑒, 𝑡⟩) which are required to be in
the scope of clause-mate negation (so called roofing requirement from Ladusaw
(1992), see Giannakidou (1997) for an historical overview).The second type of the-
ory compares n-words to agreement markers which nicely explains their local-
ity requirements, basically their need to be licensed syntactically by clause-mate
negation. The second type of approach is developed in Zeijlstra (2004) and Zei-
jlstra (2008). In this article I will follow the syntactic agreement approach even
if nothing hinges too much on the particular framework as far as it constrains
the distribution of n-words to clauses with overt verbal negation. This locality
constraint is one of the usually mentioned contrasts between n-words and NPIs
since unlike NPIs which just need to be in a scope of negative element, n-words
need a local negation as the following contrast from Giannakidou & Zeijlstra
(2017) shows.

(7) Dhen
not

prodhosa
betrayed.1sg

mistika
secrets

[pu
that

eksethesan
exposed.3pl

[kanenan
anybody

/*Kanenan]].
n-body

‘I didn’t reveal secrets that exposed anybody.’
(Greek; Giannakidou & Zeijlstra 2017: 18)

It should be noted that the locality requirement of n-words varies across lan-
guages but for n-words in Slavic languages the locality requirement is very strict
as observed already by Progovac (1993). So unlike in Spanish, Italian or Greek
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where the licensing of n-words sometimes (especially in case of subjunctive em-
bedding) can span from a negation on the root verb to n-words in embedded
clauses, such licensing is ungrammatical in Slavic languages, see the following
examples from Czech.

(8) a. * Petr
Petr

neřekl,
neg.said

že
that

nikdo
n-body

přišel.
came

Intended: ‘Petr didn’t say that anybody came.’

b. Petr
Petr

řekl,
said

že
that

nikdo
n-body

nepřišel.
neg.came

‘Peter said that nobody came.’

c. * Petr
Petr

nechce,
neg.wants

aby
comp.sbjv

tu
here

nikdo
n-body

byl.
were

Intended: ‘Petr doesn’t want anybody to be here.’

d. Petr
Petr

chce,
wants

aby
comp.sbjv

tu
here

nikdo
n-body

nebyl.
neg.were

‘Peter wants nobody to be here.’

2.2 NPIs

A prototypical example of an NPI is the English expression any – see the seminal
work of Kadmon & Landman (1993) (and there for older references). If an NPI
occurs in a sentence without negation it results in an ungrammatical sentence –
(9). If it occurs in a negated sentence like in (10), the only interpretation is a scope
of any under negation: (10a) vs. the unavailable interpretation in (10b). In English
a quantifier few students (which shares with negation the relevant property of
downward entailingness – discussed shortly) licenses NPIs in the object: (11).

(9) * Peter visited anyone.

(10) Petr didn’t visit anyone.

a. Available: ¬∃𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) ∧ visit(PeteR, 𝑥)]
b. Unavailable: ∃𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) ∧ ¬visit(PeteR, 𝑥)]

(11) Few students visited anyone.

Next, negation is not the only expression licensing NPIs which (at least in the
case of so called weak NPIs) sets NPIs apart from n-words which are licensed
only by negation. Compare the following Czech paradigm in (12) where the
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NPI/minimizer sebemenší šance ‘slightest chance’ contrasts with the adjectival
n-word žádnou (glossed as n-adj). The NPI licensing expression in (12a) is the
quantifier málo studentů ‘few students’. The negation and other NPI licensing
expressions share the property of reversing the direction of entailment in their
argument. Notice how negation reverses entailment in Table 1: logical conjunc-
tion entails logical disjunction in a positive case but negated logical disjunction
entails negated logical conjunction – notice the tautological status of both formu-
las in Table 1. Because of the entailment reversion property of NPI licensors their
essential quality is called downward entailing (DE) and is generally accepted by
scholars as the most probable common denominator of NPI environments (since
Ladusaw 1992 at least).5

(12) a. Málo
few

studentů
students

mělo
had

sebemenší
slightest

šanci
chance

složit
to.pass

tu
the

zkoušku.
exam

‘Few students had the slightest chance to pass the exam.’

b. # Málo
few

studentů
students

mělo
had

žádnou
n-adj

šanci
chance

složit
to.pass

tu
the

zkoušku.
exam

Intended: ‘Few students had any chance to pass the exam.’

Table 1: Entailment properties of conjunction and disjunction

𝑝 𝑞 (𝑝 ∧ 𝑞) → (𝑝 ∨ 𝑞) ¬(𝑝 ∨ 𝑞) → ¬(𝑝 ∧ 𝑞)
1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1

In natural language the reasoning of monotonicity is frequently applied in re-
lation to sets, subsets and supersets. Notice the predicate logic implications in

5I will discuss in more detail the distinction between weak and strong NPIs. In the literature
there are various attempts to reclassify the landscape of NPIs, one of them Rullmann 1996,
following the work of Krifka 1995 and further elaborated in Lahiri 1998 points out that there is
a special class of NPIs – in Rullmann’s terms even-NPIs (ook maar-series in Dutch) which seem
to be an indefinite incorporated with the semantics of the scalar focus particle even. Even-NPIs
are inherently scalar and interact with focus. Czech ani-NPIs have precisely the characteristics
of even-NPIs as I will discuss later. In this respect they belong to the same class (even-NPIs) as
stressed English any and the ook maar-series in Dutch. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for
pointing out the importance of this cross-linguistic comparison.
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(13) which corresponds to the patterns from the propositional calculus. If there
is some x in the intersection of P and Q denotation then necessarily there is an
x in P and Q union (13a). And if there is no x in P and Q union, then there can-
not be any x in their intersection (13b). So in a affirmative sentence (in predicate
logic non-negated formula) the entailment goes from an subset (intersection) to
a superset (union) while in a negated sentence, the entailment is reversed and
proceeds from a superset (union) to its subset (intersection). A natural language
example is in (14): the denotation of NP red wine is a subset of the NP wine de-
notation and in an affirmative sentence (14a) the entailment is from a subset to
a superset, not vice versa: (14b). In a negated sentence the entailment reverses:
(14c).

(13) a. ∃𝑥 [𝑃 (𝑥) ∧𝑄 (𝑥)] → ∃𝑥 [𝑃 (𝑥) ∨𝑄 (𝑥)]
b. ¬∃𝑥 [𝑃 (𝑥) ∨𝑄 (𝑥)] → ¬∃𝑥 [𝑃 (𝑥) ∧𝑄 (𝑥)]

(14) red wine → wine

a. John likes red wine. → John likes wine.

b. John likes wine.↛ John likes red wine.

c. John does not like wine. → John does not like red wine.

The general condition stating that NPIs occur in downward entailing (DE) envi-
ronments can be stated like (15), from (von Fintel 1999: 100).6

(15) Fauconnier–Ladusaw’s Licensing Condition: An NPI is only grammatical
if it is in the scope of an 𝛼 such that J𝛼K is DE.

The downward monotonic and upward monotonic reasoning in case of quanti-
fiers works like this: upwardmonotonic quantifiers allow reasoning from subsets
to supersets while downward monotonic quantifiers from supersets to subsets:
(16). Natural language examples of upward, downward and non-monotonic quan-
tification are presented in (17).

(16) a. DET𝐴 is upward entailing iff for any 𝐵,𝐶 (𝐵 ⊆ 𝐶) DET𝐴𝐵 ⇒ DET𝐴𝐶

6The licensing condition has to be understood as necessary, not sufficient: there are cases of
intervention in NPIs licensing (see Linebarger 1987 for an early treatment and Homer 2008
for a more recent approach), then cases of NPIs being unacceptable even in simple negative
sentences (see Uribe-Echevarria 1994 and Błaszczak 2001). But as none of the experiments
reported further addresses such type of data, for the purposes of this paper I stick to (15), as a
working definition of NPI licensing.
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b. DET𝐴 is downward entailing iff for any 𝐵,𝐶 (𝐵 ⊆ 𝐶)
DET𝐴𝐶 ⇒ DET𝐴𝐵

c. if not upward or downward monotonic → non-monotonic

(17) Upward/Downward entailing and non-monotonic determiners:

a. some: Some toys are blue ⇒ Some toys are colored

b. few: Few toys are colored ⇒ Few toys are blue

c. exactly 𝑛: Exactly three toys are blue⇎ Exactly three toys are colored

It is important to notice that monotonicity properties belong to a position in
a sentence and they are computed compositionally: so a position in a sentence
can be upward entailing even if it occurs in the scope of a downward entail-
ing quantifier. In (18) the object position is in the scope of two DE quantifiers
and consequently is upward monotonic, as the validity of the entailment pattern
shows.7

(18) a. [↓ At most three detectives arrested ↓[fewer than four ↑[criminals]]]

b. →[↓ At most three detectives arrested ↓[fewer than four ↑[humans]]]

2.3 Weak and strong NPIs

There is a class of NPIs, so called weaK NPIs with prototypical English examples
like any or ever. Weak NPIs occur in all downward entailing environments as
illustrated in (19).

(19) a. Bill didn’t ever say anything.

b. No student ever said anything.

c. Few students ever said anything.

d. At most 5 students ever said anything.

e. * Between 5 and 10 students ever said anything.

f. * {Some/all/most} students ever said anything.

The second class of NPIs instantiated by English expressions like in weeks, addi-
tive either, and punctual until are so called stRongNPIs and as the name suggests,

7Early discussion of this compositionality which can lead to flip-flop effects in NPIs licensing
can be found in Baker (1970), a recent study incorporating some experimental findings is Geurts
& van Der Slik (2005).
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they occur only in a subset of environments where weak NPIs are grammatical
as illustrated in (20).8

(20) a. Bill didn’t leave until his birthday.

b. No student left until his birthday.

c. * Few students left until their birthdays.

d. * At most 5 students left until their birthdays.

e. * Between 5 and 10 students left until their birthdays.

f. * {Some/most/all} students left until their birthdays.

The logical property which licensors of strong NPIs share (negation and no in
(20)) is a strengthened form of entailment reversal and usually is named anti-
additivity.9 In using anti-additivity as the necessary condition for strong NPI ac-
ceptability I follow seminal work of Zwarts (1998). There is a popular alternative
explanation of strong NPIs and their behavior in Gajewski (2011) which describes
their stricter distribution via downward entailing properties but checked both in
at-issue meaning and in the presupposition/implicature part of the meaning. I
will stick to the classic theory of anti-additivity here: the definition is in (21). (22)
illustrates the anti-aditivity (the quantifier no is anti-additive since negation is
always anti-additive as is clear from deMorgan’s law: ¬(𝑝∨𝑞) ↔ (¬𝑝∧¬𝑞)). But
DE quantifiers like few students in (23) are not anti-additive – imagine a scenario

8The interaction of strong NPIs and locality is a vast topic but notice the following pattern from
Romoli (2013: 317):

(i) a. John doesn’t think that Mary will arrive until tomorrow.

b. * John isn’t certain that Mary will arrive until tomorrow.

As the pattern shows, licensing of strong NPIs is always possible in case of negated neg-raising
predicates like think but results in ungrammaticality in cases of negated non-neg-raisers as the
predicate like be certain.

9The full hierarchy of negative strength is the following one: anti-morphicity > anti-additivity >
downward entailing (anti-morphicity defined after Krifka 1995: an operator 𝑂 is anti-morphic
iff: 𝑂 (¬𝑋 ) = ¬𝑂 (𝑋 ); negation is anti-morphic unlike English negative quantifier no as can
be seen from the following equivalence and non-equivalence John wasn’t happy = It’s not the
case that John was happy vs. No student wasn’t happy ≠ It’s not the case that no student was
happy). Being the strongest negative expression (like verbal negation) entails being classified
as anti-additive and downward entailing automatically. Strong NPIs are usually taken to be
licensed by operators of at least anti-additive strength – see the grammaticality of (20b). In
Slavic languages (strict negative concord) it is not that easy to tease apart anti-additivity and
anti-morphicity of negative NPs headed by no but it seems that strong NPIs in Slavic require
at least anti-additive licensors as well.
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with 10 students, three of them drinking and three of them smoking, then ∨ part
of (23) is false while ∧ part of (23) is true.10

(21) Anti-additive function: 𝐹 (𝑥 ∨ 𝑦) ↔ 𝐹 (𝑥) ∧ 𝐹 (𝑦)

(22) No student smokes or drinks ↔ No student smokes and no student
drinks.

(23) Few students smoke or drink↮ Few students smoke and few students
drink

2.4 NPIs vs. n-words

Returning now to the broader question of distinguishing between NPIs (nega-
tive dependent expressions licensed in semantics via notions like monotonicity
and/or anti-additivity) and n-words (negative dependent expressions licensed in
syntax via agreement), it is acknowledged that such a distinction corresponds
nicely with a well established modularity architecture of a grammar where usu-
ally we distinguish between different forms of well-formedness such as syntactic
or semantic, corresponding to well-formedness which is located in different mod-
ules of grammar. But the picture is not so clear when we consider recent theories
of NPI licensing where the logical properties correlate with syntactic acceptabil-
ity of NPIs. In concreto: if ungrammaticality of NPIs in upward entailing envi-
ronments is due to lack of the right monotonicity properties in them, then we
are in fact linking the domains of semantics with syntax. And in some theories
(Heim 1984; Crnič 2014) of NPIs licensing where the licensing of NPIs is postu-
lated via presupposition the linking goes even further: between the licensing in
pragmatics with syntactic acceptability. Recent theories of NPIs (Chierchia 2013)
and strong NPIs (Gajewski 2011) seem to point in the same direction.

Before we move to the experimental part of the article, let us have an outlook
of Czech data scrutinized in much more detail in the series of experiments I will
report. In Czech there are two candidates both at first sight reasonable for the NPI

10Corresponding to the full scale of negative strength – see the previous footnote – some re-
searchers like Krifka (1995) and Van der Wouden (2002) distinguish weak (licensed in down-
ward entailing contexts), strong (licensed in anti-additive contexts) and super-strong NPIs (li-
censed in anti-morphic contexts). Due to the strict negative concord properties of Slavic lan-
guages (discussed in the previous footnote too) I will stick to the basic dichotomy: weak/strong
NPIs where strong NPIs would subsume the strong and the super-strong NPIs from the more
nuanced classifications. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out the importance of
this issue.
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or n-word status: ani (jeden) ‘not even (one)’ and žádný ‘n-adj’. As the following
example demonstrates, both require clause-mate negation in basic cases, so both
can be thought of as either n-words or strong NPIs (the embedded clauses of
communicative verbs can be shown to be non-anti-additive: details to follow).

(24) a. Petr
Petr

neviděl
neg.saw

{ani
even

jednoho
one

/ žádného}
n-adj

studenta.
student

‘Petr didn’t see any student.’

b. {*Ani
even

jeden
one

/ *žádný}
n-adj

student
student

přišel.
came

‘Not even one/any student came.’

c. Petr
Petr

neslyšel,
neg.heard

že
that

{*ani
even

jeden
one

/ *žádný}
n-adj

student
student

přišel.
came

‘Petr didn’t hear that even one/any student came.’

So it is well conceivable that four logical possibilities of classifying ani jeden ‘not
even one’ and žádný ‘n-adj’ are reasonable. Czech tradition like Havránek et al.
(1960) can be interpreted as Table 2 suggests, so basically treating both types of
expressions as syntactically dependent on negation.

Table 2: Czech traditional grammar on ani vs. žádný

item/profile NPIs n-words

ani jeden 7 3

žádný 7 3

And as it is clear from the previous discussion, the division between n-words
and strongNPIs is subtle – the only other clause-mate environment (next to nega-
tion) which passes the test of anti-additivity are prepositions like Englishwithout
(compare the equivalence of: John left the pub without paying and saying good bye
↔ John left the pub without paying or John left the pub without saying good bye).
So it is reasonable to ask a research question like (25). Neg-concord languages
like Czech (and generally all Slavic languages) do employ negative dependency
on negation via n-words, so is there a reason for a language to maintain a set
of expressions which does nearly the same job but is licensed in semantics? In
the rest of the article I will argue for the positive answer to the question: the ex-
perimental evidence clearly shows that ani (jeden) ‘not even (one)’ expressions
pattern like strong NPIs, not like n-words, while žádný ‘n-adj’ are n-words.
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(25) Research question: do strict neg-concord languages even allow grammati-
calization of strong NPIs?

3 Experimental evidence

In the three following sections I will discuss the experimental evidence which al-
lows us to tease apart n-words from NPIs. First in §3.1 I will report evidence com-
ing from the behavior of NPIs in neg-raising constructions: neg-Raising (NR) is
a primarily interpretational phenomenonwhere a negation of verbs like think, be-
lieve or want is most saliently understood as scoping over their embedded verb
(I don’t want to leave ≈ I want not to leave, compared with a lack of such interpre-
tation in case of non-NR predicates: I don’t say I will leave 0 I am saying that I
will not leave). In §3.2 the evidence for distinguishing between n-words and NPIs
will come from their different acceptability as fragmentary answers to questions.
And in §3.3, the two classes will be shown to behave differently with respect to
their entailment and likelihood properties.

3.1 Neg-raising

Because NPIs are licensed in the semantic part of the grammar engine, they are
(ceteris paribus) expected to be able to be licensed at long distance. N-words
as syntactically dependent on negation have to obey strict locality conditions
unlike NPIs. And even more importantly, if the licensing of NPIs happens in
semantics, their licensing should be sensitive to properties of their embedding
verbs, in case of NR-predicates, NPIs should appear in the embedded clauses of
NR-predicates but are predicted to be unacceptable in the embedded clauses of
non-NR predicates (verbs of communication or causation). If we construe such
long distance licensing, the expected pattern should look like the one in Table 3:
n-words cannot be licensed across a clausal boundary, while NPIs can be licensed
from their embedding clause. Nevertheless in case of NR-predicates, we expect a
sharp difference between predicates like want or believe and non-NR predicates
like hear, say, or force.

The experimental results which bear on this issue are summarized in more
detail in Dočekal & Dotlačil (2016a). Let us call this experiment Experiment 1.
Experiment 1 consisted of 5 conditions demonstrated in (26), one of the items
of the experiment. The experiment tested acceptability of sentences containing
NPIs and focused on neg-raising.
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Table 3: n-words vs. NPIs in Neg-raising and non-NR contexts

environment/status NPIs n-words

NR embedded 3 7

non-NR embedded 7 7

(26) a. Ztratila
Lost

se
se

ani
not.even

jedna
one

ovce.
sheep

‘A single sheep is missing.’

b. Neztratila
neg.lost

se
se

ani
not.even

jedna
one

ovce.
sheep

‘Not a single sheep is missing.’

c. Nový
new

bača
shepherd

v
in

Tatrách
Tatras

nechce,
neg.wants

aby
comp

se
se

ztratila
lost

ani
not.even

jedna
one

ovce.
sheep.
‘The new shepherd in Tatras doesn’t want even one sheep to be
missing.’

d. Nový
new

bača
shepherd

v
in

Tatrách
Tatras

si
se

nemyslí,
neg.think

že
comp

se
se

ztratila
lost

ani
not.even

jedna
one

ovce.
sheep

‘The new shepherd in Tatras doesn’t think that even one sheep is
missing.’

e. Nový
new

bača
shepherd

v
in

Tatrách
Tatras

neříká,
neg.say

že
comp

se
se

ztratila
lost

ani
not.even

jedna
one

ovce.
sheep
‘The new shepherd in Tatras doesn’t say that even one sheep is
missing.’

The sentences represent 5 environments listed below:

(A) an affirmative sentence

(B) a negative sentence
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(C) a clause embedded under negated NR predicates of intention and judge-
ment/obligation (e.g. want, advise)

(D) a clause embedded under negated NR predicates of opinion (believe)

(E) non-NR predicates

Experiment 1 tested only NPIs: ani jeden was one two NPIs in it, the second one
až do ‘until’ + time expression is not important for this article, n-words were
not tested. The descriptive statistics of Experiment 1 is visualized in Figure 1: the
x-axis represents the 5 conditions and the y-axis represents the 5-point Likert
scale (1 = the least acceptable, 5 = the most acceptable). The boxplots summarize
the acceptability in the usual manner. As is evident from the graph, Condition A
was the least acceptable, Condition B most accepted, all other conditions some-
where in the interval between the two extremes. The most important difference
for this article is the one between the conditions C and D and E where E repre-
sents non-NR predicates and was perceived as less acceptable by native speakers.
This seems to be result of unlicensed NPI in the embedded clauses of non-NR
predicates. I discuss the design of Experiment 1 in more detail here because the
following two experiments (viz §3.2 and §3.3) have an analogical design and sta-
tistical modeling. When describing the following two experiments, I will be less
eloquent.

Figure 1: Results of Experiment 1
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The results of the experiment can be theoretically explained in the scalar ap-
proach to NR (Horn 1973; Romoli 2012; 2013). In the scalar theory of neg-raising
NR predicates (beside the assertion – (27a)) contribute the excluded middle (EM)
implicature to the semantic composition (27b). And finally the alternatives gen-
erated by the implicature are exhaustified by EXH – (28).

(27) a. JNRK = 𝜆𝑝𝜆𝑥.□𝑥 [𝑝]
b. ALT(JNRK) = {𝜆𝑝𝜆𝑥 .□𝑥 [𝑝], 𝜆𝑝𝜆𝑥 .[□𝑥 [𝑝] ∨ □𝑥 [¬𝑝]]}

(28) EXH(ALT(𝑝)) (𝑝)(𝑤) = 𝑝 (𝑤) ∧ ∀𝑞 ∈ EXCL(𝑝, ALT(𝑝)) [¬𝑞(𝑤)]

I will illustrate the mechanics of the scalar theory of NR on an example item
from Experiment 1: (29). Formula in (30a) shows the alternatives generated by
the excluded middle implicature from (27b): it is the negated at-issue meaning
(¬want𝑠 [𝑝]) and the excluded middle part (¬(want𝑠 [𝑝] ∨want𝑠 [¬𝑝])). The ex-
cluded middle in this case formalizes the involvement of the subject s: he either
wants the proposition p, or he wants the negation of p but he cannot be uninter-
ested with respect to p. The excluded middle for other classes of NR-predicates
has an analogousmeaning: opinionatedness for know/believe, clear intentions for
plan, etc. Compare the lack of such an excluded middle meaning in predicates of
communication: a speaker can say p or neg p but he can be silent about p as well.
(30b) then shows the exhaustification of the alternatives: the at-issue meaning
remains the same but the excluded alternative is negated – the usual strenghten-
ing of the sentence meaning via negating its alternatives. The at-issue meaning
and double negated excluded middle alternative then (via deductive reasoning)
yield the semantic low scope of negation in the embedded proposition. So, as a
consequence of exhaustification of the NR predicate and its excluded middle im-
plicature, the negation is of the NR predicate is interpreted as having low scope
(semantically).

(29) ‘A new shepherd in Tatra mountains doesn’t want even one sheep to be
missing.’
¬want𝑠 [𝑝]

(30) a. ALT(¬want𝑠 [𝑝]) = {¬want𝑠 [𝑝],¬(want𝑠 [𝑝] ∨want𝑠 [¬𝑝])}
b. EXH(¬want𝑠 [𝑝]) = ¬want𝑠 [𝑝] ∧ ¬¬(want𝑠 [𝑝] ∨want𝑠 [¬𝑝]) |=

want𝑠 [¬𝑝]

Let us recall that strong NPIs are licensed by anti-additive functions: functions
which obey deMorgan’s laws which naturally is true for negation: a natural
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language example is presented in (31a) and (31b) where the entailment is bidi-
rectional and in propositional logic in (31c) and (31d) where the same meaning
equivalence holds.

(31) a. It didn’t rain and it didn’t snow.

b. It didn’t rain or snow.

c. ¬𝑝 ∧ ¬𝑞
d. ¬[𝑝 ∨ 𝑞]

In the case of NR predicates like want in (32) the embedded clause qualifies as an
anti-additive environment due to the NR-transfer of negation: (32a) is equivalent
to (32b) – both require p and q being false in all possible worlds – see Table 4
with an example of two possible worlds. In such a model both logical formulas
in (32c) and (32d) are true.

(32) a. Susan does not want to sleep and she does not want to dance.

b. Susan does not want to sleep or dance.

c. □¬𝑝 ∧ □¬𝑞 ↔
d. □¬(𝑝 ∨ 𝑞)

Table 4: A fragment of possible worlds for (32)

world/proposition 𝑝 𝑞

𝑤1 0 0
𝑤2 0 0

But consider an example of non-NR predicates like say in (33a) and (33b). (33b)
does not follow from (33a) since non-NR predicates if negated allow only the
high scope of negation interpretation: (34a) – and such an interpretation is the
following: it requires there to be at least some possible worlds where the propo-
sitions p and q are false. But (34a) is stronger: it requires both propositions p
and q to be false in all possible worlds. (34a) would be true in a valuation of
propositions across possible worlds in Table 5 but (34b) would be false in such
a model. In other words: non-NR predicates do not create anti-additive environ-
ment in their embedded clauses. And since strong NPIs need anti-additivity, they
are unlicensed in the embedded clauses of non-NR predicates.
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(33) a. Susan didn’t say that she will sleep and she didn’t say that she will
dance.

b. Susan didn’t say that she will sleep or dance.

(34) a. ¬□𝑝 ∧ ¬□𝑞 (true in the table)

b. ¬□[𝑝 ∨ 𝑞] (false in the table)

Table 5: A fragment of possible worlds for (33a)/(33b)

world/proposition 𝑝 𝑞

𝑤1 0 1
𝑤2 1 0

Returning now to the initial predictions: Experiment 1 confirmed the NPI status
of ani (jeden) – if ani (jeden) were an n-word, the contrast between NR predicates
(ani (jeden) licensed) and non-NR predicates (ani jeden not acceptable) would be
unexplained since syntactic licensing should not be sensitive to semantic dis-
tinctions between anti-additive and non-anti-additive environments. So we can
conclude this section with a first clear experimental confirmation of classifying
ani (jeden) as a strong NPI. Moreover it was established that anti-additivity is a
necessary condition for licensing the strong NPI ani (jeden). Experiment 1 itself
did not establish contrast between strong NPIs (ani (jeden)) and n-words but its
results would be unexpected if ani (jeden) were not a strong NPI. Experiment 1
did not test intuitions for žádný, the reason for that is the following one: žádný
is perceived by native Czech native speakers to be grammatical only if it appears
in a sentence with local negation (26b) type of sentences. So unlike in case of ani
(jeden) where the judgments are much more graded, there is no need to experi-
mentally establish the acceptability of žádný.

Table 6: N-words vs. NPIs in Neg-raising environments

environment/status NPIs n-words

NR embedded 3 7

non-NR embedded 7 7
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3.2 Fragment answers

Another distinction mentioned already in criterion 3 is the distinction between
n-words and NPIs with respect to their ability to be fragmentary answers to ques-
tions. Roughly, n-words are good fragmentary answers, while NPIs are generally
not acceptable as fragmentary answers. Similarly to the situation in NR contexts
reported in the last section, the acceptability of ani (jeden) as a fragmentary an-
swer seems to be more varied than in case of n-words which are always good
as fragment answers. I pre-experimentally noticed that especially in cases where
the question supplies more context, the NPIs seem more acceptable, following
the pattern in (35). The fragment answers were tested in two expriments; first in
Experiment 2 the fragment answers were tested against minimal context ques-
tions.

(35) a. Kdo
who

byl
was

dneska
today

večer
evening

na
on

náměstí?
square?

‘Who was today in the evening on the square?’

b. ? Ani
npi

jeden
one

člověk.
human

‘Not even one man.’

c. Kdo
who

tu
here

dneska
today

byl?
was

‘Who was here today?’

d. ⁇? Ani
npi

jeden
one

člověk.
human

‘Not even one man.’

In Experiment 2 (details can be found in Dočekal & Dotlačil 2017), there was
a negative interaction of ani and ellipsis in non-negative questions like (36). In
other words, as expected n-words were judged by speakers as better fragmentary
answers than NPIs.The statistical outcome is visualized in Figure 2 – the relevant
condition is ellipsis and blue bar for n-words, red for NPIs.

(36) Kdo
who

odešel
left

z
from

hospody?
pub?

‘Who left the pub?’

a. Žádný
n-adj

student.
student

‘No student.’
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b. ⁇ Ani
npi

jeden
one

student.
student

‘Not even one student.’
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Figure 2: Results of Experiment 2

The theoretical explanation of this known difference is usually provided via a
possible reconstruction of n-words and unavailability of reconstruction for NPIs.
Because NPIs are usually not able to reconstruct under a possible licensor in their
scope (De Swart 1998) like in the following example where NPI any student in
the cleft cannot reconstruct to its base object position under the quantifier no
professor which would license it.11

(37) *It is any student that no professor likes.

We further elaborated the fragment answer distinction in Experiment 3 (details
can be found in Dočekal & Dotlačil 2017) where we provided more contextual

11Again the ban on NPI reconstruction can be side-stepped with a carefully constructed example
as the following sentence from Uribe-Echevarria (1994: p.17) shows: A doctor who knew any-
thing about acupuncture was not available. It seems though that in such cases it is the whole
subject NP (containing the NPI) reconstruction which saves grammaticality of NPI and this
type of construction seems to be highly restricted. Nevertheless thanks to an anonymous re-
viewer for pointing this out.
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informations like in the example item (38). In this experiment the correlation dis-
appeared: see Figure 3 – conditions FRagNPI vs. FRagNwoRd with no difference
in acceptability.

(38) Koho
whom

vyhodil
fired

profesor
prof

Palný
Palný

včera
yesterday

ze
from

zkoušky?
exam?

‘Who was fired by prof Palný during yesterday’s exam?’

a. Žádného
n-adj

studenta.
student

‘No student.’

b. Ani
npi

jednoho
one

studenta.
student

‘Not even one student.’

Figure 3: Results of Experiment 3

The ability of n-words to appear as fragmentary answers is usually taken as the
standard distinction of n-words against NPIs. But in a recent paper Fălăuș &
Nicolae (2016) observe a strikingly related phenomen: the authors claim (based
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on data from many strict neg-concord languages) that in strict neg-concord lan-
guages n-word answers to negative questions can have (surprisingly) a Double
Negation (DN) reading. This observation goes against the n-words vs. NPIs cri-
terion as it falsifies the meaning part of it: n-words and (reconstructed) negation
yield only one semantic negation. I checked Fălăuș &Nicolae’s (2016) claims with
10 native speakers of Czech and they seem to be valid – see example (39): there
seems to be even a preference (8/10) for the DN reading – (39a) but the negative
concord reading (39b) is considered to be possible (for 2 out of 10 speakers).

(39) Kdo
who

nepřečetl
neg.read

žádný
n-adj

článek?
article

‘Who didn’t read any article?’

a. Nikdo.
Nobody. (None of us read a single one.) NC (2/10):
¬∃𝑥,𝑦 [peRson(𝑥) ∧ aRticle(𝑦) ∧ Read(𝑥,𝑦)]
≡ ∀𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) → ¬∃𝑦 [aRticle(𝑦) ∧ Read(𝑥,𝑦)]]

b. Nikdo.
Nobody. (Each of us read an article) DN (8/10):
¬∃𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) ∧ aRticle(𝑦) ∧ ¬Read(𝑥,𝑦)]
≡ ∀𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) → ∃𝑦 [aRticle(𝑦) ∧ Read(𝑥,𝑦)]]

Fălăuș & Nicolae (2016) solve the availability of DN reading of n-words via pos-
tulating another (focus-related) position for covert negation (CN): in the left pe-
riphery of a clause as in the tree in Figure 4. The position is according to Fălăuș
& Nicolae (2016) licensed via n-word movement to the left peripheral position
above TP. A negation in the left periphery is a second negation in a sentence,
next to the reconstructed negation from the question (surface negation, SN). So
the first negation in (39b) is the interpretation of covert negation, the second one
of the verbal negation. If we follow Fălăuș & Nicolae (2016), we can explain the
puzzling disappearance of contrast between n-words and NPIs (Experiment 3)
as a consequence of the covert negation – if such a negation appears in a clause,
the NPIs are licensed because they do not need to reconstruct under the scope
of verbal negation and then the contrast between n-words and NPIs disappears.
There are many questions raised by postulating such covert negation, especially
with respect to possible over-generation – at the end n-words in strict negative
concord languages cannot appear in sentences without negation but postulating
covert negation leaves this robust observation unexplained. Fălăuș & Nicolae
(2016) try to resolve such problems by restricting the covert negation only to
controllable set of cases, all somehow related to focus movement of n-words to
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CN

FOC

n-word

TP

NegP

SN VP

V n-word

Figure 4: Covert negation, syntax

the left periphery. I tried to verify their claims and conducted a small survey
again with the same 10 speakers of Czech and it seems that Fălăuș & Nicolae’s
general idea is confirmed with an interesting twist. Let us start with a basic case
– (40) is interpreted only with NC reading as is visible from the ranking in (40a)
and (40b) – a double negation reading is simply non-existent.

(40) Nikdo
n-peRson

ničemu
n-thing

nevěří.
neg.believes

‘Nobody believes anything.’

a. NC: ∀𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) → ¬∃𝑦 [entity(𝑦) ∧ believe(𝑥,𝑦)]]
b. * DN: ∀𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) → ∃𝑦 [entity(𝑦) ∧ believe(𝑥,𝑦)]]

But in case of information structure manipulation like in (41), which is even an
affirmative sentence, the double negation reading surprisingly emerges. A simi-
lar pattern is observed in (42). The sentences moreover seem to have the double
negation reading only. This confirms Fălăuș & Nicolae’s hypothesis about focus
position of the CN: example (40), where there is no object movement to the left
periphery (unlike in (41) and (42)), has only the expected NC reading. In this ar-
ticle it is not possible to explore more details of this interesting appearance of
double negation reading in a negative concord language like Czech but more im-
portantly: it seems to be reasonable to postulate another position for negation
in the left periphery of a clause, such a position (because it is somehow licensed
via focus) can then blur the picture of the fragmentary answer criterion and the
fluctuation of acceptability of NPIs as fragmentary answers observed in Experi-
ment 3 is no longer a mystery, context manipulation can lead to a focus related
CN licensing of even strong NPIs as fragment answers.
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(41) V
in

nic
n-thing

nikdo
n-peRson

nevěří.
believes

‘Nobody believes in anything.’

a. * NC (0/10): ∀𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) → ¬∃𝑦 [entity(𝑦) ∧ believe(𝑥,𝑦)]]
b. DN (10/10): ∀𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) → ∃𝑦 [entity(𝑦) ∧ believe(𝑥,𝑦)]]

(42) Nic
n-thing

při
at

té
the

zkoušce
exam

nikdo
n-peRson

nenapsal.
neg.wrote

‘Nobody wrote anything during the exam.’

a. * NC (0/10): ∀𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) → ¬∃𝑦 [entity(𝑦) ∧wRite(𝑥,𝑦)]]
b. DN (10/10): ∀𝑥 [peRson(𝑥) → ∃𝑦 [entity(𝑦) ∧wRite(𝑥,𝑦)]]

Summary of this section: there seems to be some evidence for classifying ani as
an NPI and žádný as an n-word which stems from the fragment answer exper-
iments. When the results diverge from the expected dichotomy, there seems to
be a reasonable explanation via postulation of a second covert negation in the
sentence.

3.3 Likelihood scenarios

The last environment discussed in this article concerns the semantic properties
of sentences where n-words vs. NPIs occur. The straightforward predictions are
the following:

1) n-words (licensed in syntax) should not be sensitive to logical properties
of their environment (they require just sentential/verbal negation)

2) NPIs are licensed in semantics and by definition are dependent on semantic
properties like DE, anti-additivity, etc.

I will pursue the line of distinguishing NPIs from n-words via the NPI sensi-
tivity to monotonicity and likelihood. And I will base my reasoning on a very
influential theory of NPI licensing, the so called simple even hypothesis of NPI
licensing (Heim 1984; Krifka 1995; Crnič 2014 – I will call the theory Heim/Crnič
theory further). The theory describes NPIs using the following three ingredients:

• NPIs associate with covert even – the formalization can be via a formal
[𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛] feature carried by the NPIs, etc.

• NPIs (like focused element) generate sets of possible alternatives;
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• covert even associates with the alternatives and generates presupposition
of its prejacent being the least probable member of the set of alternatives
(entailing all the alternatives) – in case of association with even (some au-
thors suggest different covert licensors of NPIs too);

The immediate predictions of the Heim/Crnič theory is that NPIs should be sen-
sitive to probability and entailing properties. The first and the second one are
logically related: a proposition p cannot be more likely than a proposition q,
if p entails q: intuitive illustration – p being Rambo killed 100 enemies, q being
Rambo killed 99 enemies, p entails q and p is less likely than q; q does not entail
p and is more likely than q – see Crnič (2011) for details of relating entailing and
likelihood. The theoretical intricacies away, the prediction that NPIs should be
sensitive to logical properties like entailing or probability while n-word not is
uncontroversial, see Table 7 for a visualization of these predictions.

Table 7: N-words vs. NPIs in probability manipulated environments

property/item entailment/probability

n-words 7

NPIs 3

And exactly this prediction was tested in Experiment 2 and Experiment 3. In
both we found a strong correlation of ani and probability. As a side note: a corpus
survey (the biggest national Czech corpus, Křen et al. (2015)) confirms the like-
lihood sensitivity of ani – a prototypical example in (43) shows that ani usually
associates with weak scalar items (ani jeden is the second most frequent collo-
cation, the first one another minimizer ani slovo ‘not a single word’). which via
scalar reasoning entails all other scalar alternatives (¬∃𝑋 [customeR(𝑋 ) ∧ #𝑋 =
1 ∧ enteR(𝑋 )] → ¬∃𝑋 [customeR(𝑋 ) ∧ #𝑋 > 1 ∧ enteR(𝑋 )]). And due to this
entailment the sentence with ani and a weak element associated with ani is the
least probable (entailing all other alternatives).

(43) tento
this

nyní
now

úspěšný
succesfull

podnikatel
businessman

[…] v
in

prvním
first

měsíci
month

neměl
neg.had

[ani
npi

jednoho
one

zákazníka]
customer

‘This currently succesfull businessman did not have even one customer in
the first month.’
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In Experiment 2 the acceptability of ani with strong scalar items was tested
– example item in (44) where the scale of catholic hierarchy is most proba-
bly ⟨𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑏𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑝, 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙⟩ – cardinal being high scalar item in any case. The
scale entails contextual (not proper formal logical) entailment due to the facts of
world we know the following implicational hierarchy: ∃𝑥 [become caRdinal(𝑥)
→ become bishop(𝑥) → become pRiest(𝑥)] and its reversal as invalid: ∃𝑥
[become pRiest(𝑥) ↛ become bishop(𝑥) ↛ become caRdinal(𝑥)]. To acquire
the grade of cardinal entails acquiring (ceteris paribus) acquiring all lower ranks
of catholic hierarchy but not the other way round. The scalar item cardinal is
the strongest (in the ad hoc scale), it entails all other items in the scale and is
consequently least likely (which fits the natural intuitions). If ani prefers weak
scalar items, it should be degraded with strong items, while n-words (as they are
not picky about semantic environments) should be more acceptable.

(44) […] nestal
neg.became

se
se

{ani
npi

/ žádným}
n-adj

kardinálem
cardinal

‘He didn’t become even a cardinal.’

Andwe found out that people overall preferred žádný (n-word)with strong scalar
items.The reason is that n-words do not have semantic requirements unlike NPIs:
ani prefers weak scalar items. The statistical results of Experiment 2 are in Fig-
ure 2, the pertinent condition liKelihood: ani (red) had mean acceptability very
much below the n-word’s mean acceptability (blue) (around 2.8 for n-words).

Experiment 3 was partially an elaboration of Experiment 2 – while Experi-
ment 2 used an acceptability task, in Experiment 3 the truth value judgment task
was used in case of testing likelihood properties of ani. An example item is in
(45). Again it was tested how much worse is the acceptability of strong scalar
items with ani. In this scenario the scale is ⟨PhD,MA, BA⟩: here the scale is con-
textually based on the likelihood of passing the exam (if the scale were based
simply on academic hierarchy, as in the acceptability testing in (44), it would
be ⟨PhD,MA, BA⟩ but in (45) the scale is reversed as passing the exam is pro-
totypically negatively correlated with the academic rank). The scale is (due to
the context) again based on contextual entailment: ∀𝑥 [BA(𝑥) → pass(𝑥)] →
[∀𝑥 [MA(𝑥) → pass(𝑥)] → ∀𝑥 [PhD(𝑥) → pass(𝑥)]]. Therefore ani associates
again with the strongest scalar item (in the positive version of a tested sentence
entailing all its scalar alternatives). And as the statistical summary in Figure 3
shows (the relevant condition LiKeli_NPI s. LiKeli_NwoRd – blue color), speak-
ers again preferred n-words to ani NPIs. This again follows from ani’s semantic
requirements (it associates with weak items which in negative contexts become
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least likely among alternative scalar items) vs. n-words which do not have any
semantic sensitivity and are therefore more acceptable than ani.

(45) Scenario: prof. Novák yesterday examined an easy course which BA,
MA and PhD students attend. PhD students pass the exam always, MA in
most cases but BA only rarely. Včerejší

yesterday
zkoušku
exam

u
at

prof.
prof.

Nováka
Novák

nesložili
neg.passed

{ani
npi

/ žádní}
n-adj

bakaláři.
BA-students

‘No bachelors passed the yesterday’s exam by prof. Novák.’

Empirically both experiments strongly support the classification of ani as an NPI
which associates with weak scalar items and žádný as an n-word licensed in the
syntax (and consequently without any particular semantic sensitivity).

Table 8: Ani vs. žádný in probability manipulated environments

property/item probability/entailment

žádný 7

ani 3

The theoretical explanation of ani being an NPI which obligatorily selects
weak scalar items can be the following. The first thing to note is that the facts
observed in the experiments are only a piece of a bigger pattern where ani com-
petes in some environments with another scalar particle i ‘even’. In a recent ex-
periment (Dočekal & Šafratová 2018) it was confirmed that i obligatorily selects
strong scalar items, while ani weak items. Illustrated on a data pattern close to
the catholic hierarchy from Experiment 2 Czech native speakers are prone to the
following judgments (where * should be understood as total unacceptability in
experiments, ⁇ as in-between-acceptability and ✓ as nearly total acceptability –
statistic noise away – but of course only in case the judgments are related to the
set up scale, catholic hierarchy in (46).

(46) a. Upward entailing contexts:
i. Petr

Petr
se
se

nakonec
at-end

stal
became

{3i
even

kardinálem
cardinal

/ ⁇i
even

knězem}.
priest

‘Petr in the end became { even a cardinal / even a priest }.’
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ii. Petr
Petr

se
se

nakonec
at-the-end

stal
became

{*ani
not.even

kardinálem
cardinal

/ *ani
not.even

knězem}.
priest.
‘Petr in the end didn’t become even a cardinal.’

b. Downward entailing, non anti-additive contexts:
i. Jestli

If
se
se

Petr
Petr

stal
became

{3i
even

kardinálem
cardinal

/ ⁇i
even

knězem},
priest

tak…
then

‘If Peter became even a cardinal, then …’

ii. Jestli
If

se
se

Petr
Petr

stal
became

*ani
not.even

kardinálem,
cardinal,

tak
then

…

‘If Peter didn’t become even a cardinal, then …’

c. Downward entailing, anti-additive contexts:
i. Petr

Petr
se
se

nakonec
at-the-end

nestal
neg.become

{*i
even

kardinálem
cardinal

/ *i
even

knězem}.
priest
‘Petr didn’t become even a cardinal at the end.’

ii. Petr
Petr

se
se

nakonec
at-the-end

nestal
neg.become

{⁇ani
not.even

kardinálem
cardinal

/

3ani
not.even

knězem}.
priest

‘Petr didn’t become even a cardinal at the end.’

The patternwe observe is the following: i in upward entailing contexts and down-
ward entailing contexts prefers strong elements on a scale but it is unacceptable
withweak or strong scalar items in anti-additive contexts; ani prefers weak scalar
items in anti-additive contexts but it is unacceptable in upward entailing contexts
with both weak and strong scalar items (and in simple DE contexts). Such a pat-
tern is explainable (following the logic of argumentation in Crnič 2011) as i and
ani spelling out the following features:

(47) a. i … [even]

b. ani … [even,aa]

The feature [even] requires the association with covert even defined below in
(48) following Crnič (2014) among many others. The feature [aa] requires the
item to occur in an anti-additive environment. The items form a scale in (49) and
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compete for insertion via the usual Maximize presupposition principle which
requires the speaker to make her contribution presupposing as much as possible
(for the original formulation see Heim 1991).

(48) JevenK𝑤 (𝐶)(𝑝) is defined only if ∀𝑞 ∈ 𝐶 [𝑞 ≠ 𝑝 → 𝑞 >liKely 𝑝]

(49) ⟨𝑖, 𝑎𝑛𝑖⟩

The observed distribution of i/ani and their strong/weak association is explain-
able as follows:

1. Upward entailing environments: i is licit but only with strong scalar items
as then the even presupposition is satisfied, ani cannot be inserted as UE
environments clash with ani [aa] feature.

2. Downward entailing environments: i is licit with even scoping below the
DE operator: [→ [[even C] antecedent … i …] consequent ], ani cannot be
used due to the [aa] feature requirement.

3. Anti-additive environments: i cannot be inserted because Maximize Pre-
supposition dictates the insertion of themost specific item (ani in this case),
ani associates with weak scalar items: the scope [even C] [¬ …ani …].

4. The association of i/ani with ’wrong’ scalar items is perceived as bad (⁇)
but not totally ungrammatical – weak scalar item for i in upward entailing
contexts and strong scalar items for ani in anti-additive environments.

The last point seems to point to the existence of possible reversed scoping: [even
C][→ [antecedent…i…] consequent ] for i and [¬ [evenC]…ani…] for aniwhich
would explain their allowed (even if not preferred) ’crossed’ association. But as it
was confirmed by Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 ani associates withweak items,
while i with strong scalar items (see Dočekal & Šafratová 2018 for details) by de-
fault.This default scope exchange of i/ani which happens exactly in anti-additive
contexts (i prefers strong elements, ani weak elements but only in the scope of
negation – negation being the anti-additive licensor in 99%) reveals their unified
semantics where the flip-flop is a consequence of entailment/likelihood rever-
sal caused by the negation. The only difference between i and ani is the formal
feature [aa] which formalizes the morphological incorporation of negation into
ani. It would be possible to encode the scope differences via different features
([solo] of Crnič 2011 for the weak elements) but such a move would miss the
nice competition pattern which emerged from the data: namely i is in principle
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expected in anti-additive environments but cannot be inserted as a consequence
of ani being more specific ([even,aa]).

Summary of this section: ani (jeden) ‘not even (one)’ behaves like a strong
NPI – this behavior was confirmed by Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 where
associationwith strong scalar itemswas sanctioned (against relatively acceptable
n-words modifying strong scalar items). Furthermore, ani competes with i – the
former prefers strong scalar items which was experimentally confirmed too. The
association with weak scalar items and competition with i would be unexpected
if ani were n-word.

3.4 Summary

Let us end this article by answering the question asked at the beginning: do n-
words and strong NPIs co-exist in natural language? And if yes (in some lan-
guages like English they do co-exist for sure), does this distinction hold even in
strict neg-concord languages where the boundary between strong NPIs and n-
words is even more subtle? The experiments, their results and their theoretical
interpretation described in this article bring very strong support of the existence
of both classes of negatively dependent expressions even in a strict neg-concord
language like Czech. This result allows us to maintain the standard assumptions
concerning n-words (they are licensed syntactically) and NPIs (they are licensed
in semantics/pragmatics). More importantly, the data patterns of Czech NPIs
seem to strongly favor the NPI theories which base their licensing on concepts
like anti-additivity and likelihood (Zwarts 1998 in the first case, Heim 1984 and
Crnič 2014 in the second). Another issue touched in this article is unreliability
of our intuitions: it seems that distinguishing between n-words and strong NPIs
has to be based on such subtle data which can only be obtained by experimental
methods. The subtlety of judgments can explain differing stances on this dis-
tinction in the previous literature where such opposing views as: n-words are a
subclass of NPIs (Ladusaw 1992, Fălăuș & Nicolae 2016 a.o.) versus n-words are a
separate class (Zeijlstra 2008 and Giannakidou & Zeijlstra 2017 a.o.) were main-
tained. There is another pertinent question raised by the data: do all speakers
agree with respect to the distinction between n-words and strong NPIs? And if
no, is there a real dialectal variation or at least some correlation? The results of
the experiments in fact bear direct evidence on this fascinating question but the
space of this article is alas filled completely.
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Abbreviations
n-peRson n-word for persons
n-thing n-word for things
neg negation
npi negative polarity item
sbjv subjunctive
de downward entailing
pl plural number

sg singular number
comp complementizer
aux auxiliary verb
n-adj n-word for properties
aa anti-additive
se reflexive clitic
nR Neg-raising
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Chapter 3

Whom to oblige?
Julie Goncharov
Hebrew University of Jerusalem / University of Göttingen

In this paper, I argue that deontic modals can be relativized on a par with epis-
temic modals, contrary to what is generally believed (see, for instance, Rett 2016).
The evidence comes from the behaviour of Russian deontic modals under negation.
In Russian, these constructions have an aspectual restriction: they are well-formed
with the imperfective, but not with the perfective aspect. This restriction, however,
can be circumvented when the modal is relativized to the addressee rather than
the subject. This obviation effect shows that the relativization of the deontic modal
base (i.e. whose obligations are relevant) is not a function of the context, but is
rather encoded in the grammar. The analysis is implemented within the grammati-
calized speech act system (Speas & Tenny 2003, Wiltschko 2017, a.o.). The account
proposed here is extended to imperatives providing support for the presence of a
deontic component in imperatives (Han 1999; Ninan 2005; Kaufmann 2012 a.o.). I
also discuss cross-Slavic variation when it comes to the aspectual restriction with
deontic modals and imperatives.

Keywords: necessity modals, deontic modals, negation, aspect, Russian

1 Two core observations

We begin straightawaywith examining the two observations that are the focus of
this paper. The first observation is that negated strong deontic modals in Russian
cannot be used with the perfective aspect (aspectual restriction). The second ob-
servation is that the aspectual restriction can be circumvented when the modal
is relativized to the addressee rather than the subject. I use these observations to
argue that: (i) deontic modals can be relativized on a par with epistemic modals
(contra Rett 2016) and (ii) the relativization takes place in the grammar rather
than being a function of the context.
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1.1 The aspectual restriction

Russian strong deontic modals, like dolžen ‘must’, can be used with a verb in ei-
ther impeRfective (ipfv) or peRfective (pfv) in positive sentences, (1a). There
are minimal interpretative differences between ipfv and pfv in (1a) due to aspect,
which will not concern us here. The important observation is that under nega-
tion pfv is unavailable, (1b).1 This aspectual restriction on Russian strong deontic
modals under negation has been widely discussed in the literature, e.g. Forsyth
(1970); Rappaport (1985); de Haan (1997); Zalizniak (2006); Paducheva (2013).2

(1) a. Ivan
Ivan

dolžen
must.ptcp

{uxodit’
leave.ipfv

/ ujti}.
leave.pfv

‘Ivan must leave.’

b. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

{uxodit’
leave.ipfv

/ *ujti}.
leave.pfv

‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’

The observation in (1) is also true for other strong deontic modals and modal
expressions in Russian, (2)–(3). However, for reasons of space, I limit the presen-
tation of data and discussion to dolžen.

(2) a. Ivanu
Ivan.dat

nužno
need.ptcp

{uxodit’
leave.ipfv

/ ujti}.
leave.pfv

‘Ivan needs to leave.’

b. Ivanu
Ivan.dat

ne
not

nužno
need.ptcp

{uxodit’
leave.ipfv

/ *ujti}.
leave.pfv

‘Ivan doesn’t need to leave.’

(3) a. Ivan
Ivan

objazan
obliged.ptcp

{?uxodit’
leave.ipfv

/ ujti.}
leave.pfv

‘Ivan is obliged to leave.’

b. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

objazan
obliged.ptcp

{uxodit’
leave.ipfv

/ *ujti}.
leave.pfv

‘Ivan is not obliged to leave.’
1Note that (1b) with pfv can have an epistemic reading irrelevant here. Unlessmarked otherwise,
all modal bases in this paper are interpreted as deontic. I gloss dolžen as ‘must’ because like
English must it can have both deontic and epistemic interpretations. However, in negative
sentences, I translate dolžen as ‘have to’ because this translation better represents the fact that
dolžen scopes below negation, see the discussion around example (4).

2Theaspectual restriction applies only to strong deonticmodals, i.e. modals that have a universal
force. Existential (weak) deontic modals do not show the aspectual restriction. This difference
is predicted by the analysis proposed in this paper, see the discussion around example (30).
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It is important to note that in (1b) with ipfv repeated in (4a) the deontic modal
is interpreted below negation (i.e. there is no obligation for Ivan to leave), (4b).
The interpretation where the deontic is interpreted above negation (i.e. Ivan has
an obligation to stay/not to leave) is not available, (4c). When the verb is pfv in
(1b), the deontic cannot be interpreted either below or above negation.

(4) a. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

uxodit’.
leave.ipfv

‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’

b. Available scope: ‘There is no obligation for Ivan to leave.’
Abbreviated as 3 ¬ □ ipfv

c. Unavailable scope: ‘Ivan has an obligation to stay/not to leave.’
Abbreviated as 7 □ ¬ ipfv

(5) summarizes the first pattern that we need to account for. As can be seen in
(5), there is only one available configuration where the verb is in ipfv and the
modal is interpreted below negation, (5a). Three other configurations are not
well-formed, (5b)–(5d).

(5) Pattern 1 to explain (the aspectual restriction)

a. 3 ¬ □ ipfv

b. 7 □ ¬ ipfv

c. 7 ¬ □ pfv

d. 7 □ ¬ pfv

1.2 Relativization and obviation

Our second core observation is that the aspectual restriction is lifted when obli-
gations are set on the addressee rather than the subject. In an out-of-the-blue
context in examples (1)–(4), the obligations are set on the subject (= Ivan). Con-
sider now the context in (6), in which police officers are ordered to stop Ivan
from leaving.3 In (6), the subject (and the agent) of leaving (= Ivan) does not hold
any obligations. The obligations to stop Ivan from leaving are on the addressee
(= police officers). In this context, pfv under negated deontic modals becomes
available.4

3The interpretation of deontics in contexts like (6) is similar to that of imperatives. The connec-
tion between deontics and imperatives is discussed in §5.

4To the best of my knowledge, this observation has not been discussed in published work, al-
though it seems to be common place for Russian speakers.
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(6) Situation: Police arrive at a crime scene and see Ivan fleeing with the
stolen Mona Lisa. A police chief to police officers:

Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti!
leave.pfv

‘Ivan must not leave/escape.’

The relativization of the deontic modal base can also be illustrated using conjunc-
tive sentences in which the second conjunct denies the prejacent. As discussed in
Ninan (2005), strong deontic modals, (7a), unlike weak ones, (7b), are infelicitous
when the prejacent of the modal is negated in the second conjunct.

(7) a. # Sam must go to confession, but he’s not going to.

b. Sam should/ought to go to confession, but he’s not going to.
(Ninan 2005: 2)

The deviant (7a) has the following form: Sam must p and ¬Sam is going to p.
Suppose that in (6) the modal can only be interpreted above negation (see below).
If the modal base is relativized to Ivan, the configuration Ivan must ¬p and Ivan
is going to p should be as infelicitous as (7a). But this is not the case:5

(8) In the situation described in (6):
Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti,
leave.pfv

xotja
although

on
he

i
foc

sobiraetsja.
going.to

‘Ivan must not escape, although he is going to.’

However, the counterpart of (8), in which the second conjunct denies that the po-
lice are going to retain Ivan (stop him from leaving) is deviant, (9). This suggests
that dolžen in cases like (6), (8), and (9) is relativized to the addressee (= police
officers) rather than the subject (= Ivan).6

(9) # Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti,
leave.pfv

no
but

my
we

ne
not

sobiraemsja
going

ego
him

zaderživat’.
retain.inf

‘Ivan must not escape, but we are not going to retain him.’

5I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out problems with this example in the earlier
version of the paper.

6The interpretation of (6), (8), and (9) is more involved. It resembles that of coercion construc-
tions such as The addressee must bring it about that Ivan doesn’t leave. This, however, does not
mean that they are structurally different from non-relativized constructions as in (1). Grano
(2017) has an informative discussion of coercion-free semantics for similar constructions. For
reasons of space, I do not elaborate on this point here. However, I believe that something along
the lines proposed in Grano (2017) can be adopted for Russian facts with dolžen.
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With respect to scopal possibilities, it is important to note that cases like (6), (8),
and (9) have only one reading, in which the modal is interpreted above negation,
(10b). The surface scope reading, in which the modal is below negation, is not
available, (10c).7

(10) a. In the situation described in (6):
Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti!
leave.pfv

‘Ivan must not leave/escape.’

b. Available scope: ‘You, officers, must make Ivan not leave/stay.’
Abbreviated as 3 □ADR ¬ pfvSBJ

c. Unavailable scope: ‘You, officers, don’t have to make Ivan leave.’
Abbreviated as 7 ¬ □ADR pfvSBJ

The second pattern to be accounted for in this paper is summarized in (11). This
pattern concerns only configurations with the verb in perfective. The summary
shows that the only possible construal is (11d), in which the deontic is relativized
to the addressee and scopes above negation.

(11) Pattern 2 to explain (relativization and obviation)

a. 7 ¬ □SBJ pfvSBJ

b. 7 □SBJ ¬ pfvSBJ

c. 7 ¬ □ADR pfvSBJ

d. 3 □ADR ¬ pfvSBJ

2 What we already know

That deontic modality interacts with negation and aspect has been reported in
the literature and these interactions have received some accounts (e.g. Han 1999;
Ninan 2005; Iatridou & Zeijlstra 2013). In this section, I briefly show that the Rus-
sian facts discussed in §1 are not reducible to previously reported observations.
The Russian facts constitute a superset; thus, previous analyses under-generate
and their extension to the Russian data is hopeless.

7Here and below, I use superscripts ADR = addressee and SBJ = subject to mark whose obligations
are relevant and who is the agent of the action described by the verb.
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2.1 Deontics and negation

It has been claimed that some deontic modals in Dutch, English, German, Greek,
and Spanish exhibit the behaviour characteristic of positive polaRity items
(PPIs), e.g. Homer (2011); Iatridou & Zeijlstra (2010; 2013). The examples in (12) il-
lustrate PPI-like properties of Englishmust under its deontic reading. (12a) shows
thatmust can only be interpreted above negation. (12b) shows the rescuing effect
whenmust appears under two (Strawson) downward entailing operators. (12c) is
an intervention effect: must can be interpreted under negation when a universal
quantifier intervenes.

(12) a. John mustn’t leave. 7 ¬ □ / 3 □ ¬
b. Only John must not work tonight. only ¬ □
c. A student’s mistake mustn’t necessarily be hurled on the shoulders of

his teachers. ¬ ∀ □
(Iatridou & Zeijlstra 2013: 543, 539)

Russian dolžen, however, cannot be assimilated to PPI deontic modals such as
English must. As we saw above, dolžen can (in fact, must) scope below negation
when the verb is imperfective.The deviance under negation arises only when the
prejacent has a perfective verb. The relevant examples are repeated in (13):

(13) a. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

uxodit’.
leave.ipfv

‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’ 3 ¬ □ / 7 □ ¬
b. * Ivan

Ivan
ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti.
leave.pfv

Intended: ‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’ 7 ¬ □ / 7 □ ¬

2.2 Deontics and aspect

It has been also discussed in the literature (Han 1999; Ninan 2005; Hellie 2016,
a.o.) that the deontic reading of must is unavailable when the verb is perfective,
(14). This is attributed to the future-oriented nature of the deontic must, which is
corroborated by examples like (15).

(14) John mustepist/*deon have left.

(15) a. You must finish your homework tonight/now.

b. # You must have finished your homework yesterday. (Han 1999: 485)
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Be as it may, this line of reasoning cannot be extended to the Russian data. As
we already saw, in positive sentences, dolžen can have the deontic interpretation
when the verb is perfective. The relevant example is repeated in (16):

(16) Ivan
Ivan

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti.
leave.pfv

‘Ivan mustepist/deon leave.’

To sum up, in this section we saw that the interaction between deontic modals
and negation as well as the interaction between deontic modals and the perfec-
tive aspect, has already been discussed in the literature. The Russian data, how-
ever, are not reducible to either of these interactions. We should, therefore, seek
an answer elsewhere.

3 Towards an account

3.1 Preliminaries

We saw in the previous section that accounts that explain the PPI-like behaviour
of deontic modals and the unavailability of the deontic reading with the perfec-
tive aspect cannot be extended to the Russian facts. However, these studies are
instructive providing us with the assumptions that we can use to develop our
analysis of the Russian data.

In particular, we need two sets of assumptions to get off the ground. The
first set of assumptions concerns the syntax of (sentential) negation and deontic
modals, as well as their scopal relations. The second set of assumptions pertains
to the interpretation of Russian aspect.

We start with the first set. Following Iatridou & Zeijlstra (2010; 2013), we make
the three assumptions in (17). For justification of these assumptions, I refer the
interested reader to Iatridou & Zeijlstra (2010; 2013).

(17) a. Negation never lowers at LF

b. Deontic modals are base-generated lower than the inflectional head
(I0).

c. Semantic scope has a corresponding configuration in the (overt or
covert) syntax

Using these assumptions, the behaviour of “neutral” deontic modals (i.e. modals
that do not show polarity sensitivity), such as English have to, is straightfor-
wardly explained. The modal is base-generated below I0 and therefore, below
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sentential negation. The scopal relation between the modal and negation is de-
termined by the surface structure in overt syntax. The reverse order is ruled out
by the ban on negation lowering. This is illustrated in (18).8 Note that Iatridou &
Zeijlstra (2013) assume that modals are raising verbs and the subject reconstructs.

(18) Neutral deontic modals

a. John doesn’t have to leave. 3 ¬ □ / 7 □ ¬
b. Syntax: [ John𝑗 [ not [ have-to [vP t𝑗 leave ]]]]

c. LF: [not [ have-to [ John leave ]]]

PPI modals, such as English mustdeon, involve head movement that does not re-
construct, as reconstruction results in ungrammaticality (due to the PPI nature of
the modal), see Iatridou & Zeijlstra (2013: 549). This is illustrated in (19). Config-
urations in which PPI modals surface below negation, as in the Spanish example
in (20a), are derived by a QR-like covert movement of the modal to the position
above negation, see (20b) and (20c).

(19) PPI deontic modals (overt movement)

a. John must not leave. 7 ¬ □ / 3 □ ¬
b. Syntax: [ John𝑗 [ must𝑖 [ not [ t𝑖 [vP t𝑗 leave ]]]]]

c. LF: [ must𝑖 [ not [ t𝑖 [ John leave ]]]]

(20) PPI deontic modals (covert movement)

a. Juan
Juan

no
not

debe
must

ir.
go

(Spanish)

‘Juan must not go.’ 7 ¬ □ / 3 □ ¬
b. Syntax: [ Juan𝑗 [ not [ must [vP t𝑗 leave ]]]]

c. LF: [ must𝑖 [ not [ t𝑖 [ Juan leave ]]]]

We now turn to the second set of assumptions, which concern the interpretation
of Russian aspect. Following Zinova & Filip (2015), I assume that the perfective
aspect in Russian asserts that the action has achieved the end-point and has an
inference that the action has started. Moreover, this inference is generated as a
scalar implicature (SI), (21).9 The imperfective aspect asserts that the action has

8Iatridou & Zeijlstra (2010; 2013) do not commit themselves to particular syntactic projections;
so, we will stay away from filling in these particulars as well.

9Much previous work on Slavic aspect erroneously claimed that the inference found with pfv
is a presupposition (e.g. Bogusławski 1985, Rappaport 1985). For evidence that the presupposi-
tional account cannot be on the right track see the text below and Zinova & Filip (2015). I also
thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out to me some additional data.
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started and generates no SI, (22). For expository purposes, I abbreviate aspectual
inferences as in (23) where EP = end-point and S = start.

(21) a. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

pročital
read.pfv

ėtu
this

knigu.
book

‘Ivan didn’t read this book completely through.’

b. Assertion: ‘Ivan did not finish reading this book.’

c. SI: ‘Ivan started reading/read a part of this book.’
(Zinova & Filip 2015: 383)

(22) a. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

čital
read.ipfv

ėtu
this

knigu.
book

‘Ivan didn’t read (any part of) this book.’

b. Assertion: ‘Ivan didn’t start reading/read any part of this book.’

c. no SI

(23) a. Perfective, (21):
Assertion: ¬ Ivan-read-book EP
SI: Ivan-read-book S

b. Imperfective, (22):
Assertion: ¬ Ivan-read-book S
(no SI)

Zinova & Filip (2015) argue that evidence for treating the start-inference of the
perfective, see (21c), as an SI rather than a presupposition comes from two obser-
vations. First, this inference is cancelable, (24):

(24) Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

pročital
read.pfv

ėtu
this

knigu.
book

On
he

daže
even

ne
not

otkryl
opened

eë.
it

‘Ivan didn’t read this book. He even didn’t open it.’
(Zinova & Filip 2015: 391)

Second, the start-inference, (21c), shows the projective behaviour characteristic
of SIs rather than presuppositions. Chemla (2009) shows that SIs project existen-
tially under negated universal quantifiers, whereas presuppositions project uni-
versally in the same configuration. Zinova & Filip (2015) conducted an informal
survey that showed that most Russian speakers prefer the existential inference
of the perfective, (25b), to the universal one, (25c). The numbers in square brack-
ets show mean acceptability judgments. These results strongly suggest that the
start-inference of the perfective is an SI.
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(25) a. Nikto
nobody

iz
of

nas
us

ne
not

pročital
read.pfv

učebnik.
textbook

‘None of us read the textbook.’

b. Some of us started reading at least a part of the textbook. [3.11/4]
c. All of us started reading at least a part of the textbook [1.65/4]

(Zinova & Filip 2015: 396–398)

With these assumptions at hand, we are now ready to account for the two core
observations of this paper.

3.2 Proposal

To the best of my knowledge, there is no formal analysis of the aspectual restric-
tion in Russian, nor is there one for relativization and obviation. Below, I briefly
discuss some intuitions in Rappaport (1985), which are repeated (with minor elab-
orations) in more recent accounts. Then, I present my own proposal.

According to Rappaport (1985), the use of perfective in negated strong deontic
statements is pragmatically unjustified because it is weaker than a corresponding
structure with the imperfective. In his own words:

if the imperfective verb form in […] on ne dolžen opravdyvat’sja ‘he need
not justify himself’ is replaced by a perfective form […], the result would
be a statement saying that while there is no need for him to succeed in
justifying himself, there may be a need for him to attempt to do so. There is
nothing logically incoherent about such a state of affairs, but it makes little
pragmatic sense […] (Rappaport 1985: 218–219)

I believe Rappaport’s intuitions to be on the right track, although he does not
formalize them and assumes that the start-inference of the perfective is presup-
position-like. Rappaport (1985) also does not discuss the relativization and obvi-
ation facts.

The account I propose in this paper capitalizes on Rappaport’s intuitions, but
uses recent developments in formal semantics to formalize them. To start, let’s
see how an SI is generated in a simple perfective sentence like (26a).The assertion
of (26a) using the abbreviations introduced above is shown in (26b). Suppose that
(26a) competes (for informativity) with a corresponding imperfective statement,
whose meaning is given in (26c) as an alternative to (26a).This imperfective alter-
native, (26c), is stronger than the original perfective statement, (26b), as shown
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by the asymmetric entailment relation in (26d).Therefore, the use of (26a) is justi-
fied if the speaker supposes that the stronger alternative is not true. This derives
the desired SI that Ivan started to leave, as shown in (26e).10

(26) a. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

ušel.
leave.pfv

‘Ivan didn’t leave.’

b. Assertion: ¬ Ivan-leave EP

c. Alternative: ¬ Ivan-leave S (= imperfective)

d. Asymmetric entailment: ¬
¬

Ivan-leave
Ivan-leave

S
S
⇒ ¬
⇍ ¬

Ivan-leave
Ivan-leave

EP
EP

e. SI: ¬¬ Ivan-leave S ≡ Ivan-leave S

In a negated deontic sentencewith pfv, as in (27a), with themeaning schematized
in (27b), the generated SI is as shown in (27e).11

(27) a. * Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti.
leave.pfv

Intended: ‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’

b. Assertion: ¬ □ Ivan-leave EP

c. Alternative: ¬ □ Ivan-leave S (= imperfective)

d. Asymmetric entailment: ¬ □ Ivan-leave S ⇒ ¬ □ Ivan-leave EP
¬ □ Ivan-leave S⇍ ¬ □ Ivan-leave EP

e. SI: ¬¬ □ Ivan-leave S ≡ □ Ivan-leave S

The asymmetric entailment in (27d) captures Rappaport’s intuition that the use of
the perfective in the negated deontic sentences is pragmatically unjustified. Note,
however, that the derivation of the implicature in (27e) by itself does not explain
the aspectual restriction. Combined together, the assertion in (27b) and the SI in
(27e) give rise to the following interpretation: Ivan doesn’t have an obligation to
finish leaving, but he has an obligation to start leaving. (27a) does not have this
reading; rather, the sentence is ungrammatical. Therefore, we need to strengthen
the account in order to derive the ungrammaticality of (27a).

To achieve this, I propose a more elaborate semantics of deontic modals. I
capitalize on the intuition that deontic worlds are idealized worlds (Kratzer 2012;

10The description of SI generation is deliberately vague. As far as I can tell, both Neo-Gricean
and grammatical approaches to SIs are compatible with the proposal in this paper, with some
adjustments.

11The reverse scope interpretation is discussed in §4.
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Maribel Romero, p.c.). That is to say, in such worlds, if an action (with a defined
telos) starts, it must achieve its end point.12 To capture this intuition, I add the
following conditional to the deontic modal base: ‘if 𝑥-action S, then 𝑥-action EP’,
where 𝑥 is an individual whose obligations are relevant (usually the subject). (28)
shows a preliminary denotation of Russian dolžen.13

(28) Denotation of dolžen (to be revised)Jdolžen𝑥K𝑤𝑐 (𝑝) = 1 iff
∀𝑤[𝑤 is compatible with 𝑥 ’s obligations in𝑤𝑐 and𝑤 is such that
if 𝑥-action S, then 𝑥-action EP][𝑝 is true in𝑤]
(where 𝑥 is an individual whose obligations are relevant, usually the
subject)

To see how the denotation in (28) helps accounting for the aspectual restriction,
consider again the assertion and SI of (27a), now with the contribution of the
modal spelled out:

(29) a. * Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti.
leave.pfv

Intended: ‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’

b. Assertion:
¬∀𝑤[𝑤 is compatible with Ivan’s obligations in𝑤𝑐 and𝑤 is such
that if Ivan-action S, then Ivan-action EP][Ivan-leave EP in𝑤]

c. SI:
∀𝑤[𝑤 is compatible with Ivan’s obligations in𝑤𝑐 and𝑤 is such that
if Ivan-action S, then Ivan-action EP][Ivan-leave S in𝑤]

It is not difficult to see that combining (29b) with (29c) results in a contradic-
tion. The modal base consists of worlds in which every action that Ivan starts
is completed by him. (29c) states that in all wolds in the modal base Ivan starts
leaving. Therefore, by Modus Ponens, all worlds in the modal base must be such
that Ivan’s leaving is completed. But (29b) requires there to be at least one world
where Ivan’s leaving is not completed. Following Gajewski (2002), we assume
that contradiction results in ungrammaticality.14

12This is a simplification. The idealized nature of deontic worlds is connected to the fact that the
deontic modal base is compatible only with intentional actions, as argued in Goncharov (2018).

13I assume the standard interpretation of modals in terms of a modal base and ordering source
(Kratzer 1991). The conditional ‘if 𝑥-action S, then 𝑥-action EP’ restricts the modal base to
worlds where the conditional is true of any action.

14This account assumes that there are situations in which implicatures are not easily cancelable,
see, for example, Magri (2009; 2011).
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This account makes an immediate prediction, namely, that weak/existential de-
ontic/root modals are allowed with both ipfv and pfv in Russian.This prediction
is borne out:

(30) Context: ‘According to the prison regulations…’
Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

možet
can

ottuda
from.there

{zvonit’
call.ipfv

/ pozvonit’}.
call.pfv

‘Ivan is not allowed to call from there.’

To account for relativization and obviation, I extend Stephenson’s (2007a) ac-
count of epistemic modals to deontic modals. More precisely, I propose that de-
ontic modals, just like epistemics, take an individual/PRO argument, which de-
termines whose obligations are relevant, see (31):

(31) Denotation of dolžen (final)JdolženK𝑤𝑐 (𝑥, 𝑝) = 1 iff
∀𝑤[𝑤 is compatible with 𝑥 ’s obligations in𝑤𝑐 and𝑤 is such that
if 𝑥-action S, then 𝑥-action EP][𝑝 is true in𝑤]

PRO is syntactically present and is co-indexed with the closest referential nomi-
nal at LF. The ungrammatical (27a), repeated in (32a), has a simplified syntactic
representation in (32b) and a corresponding LE in (32c). PRO is co-indexed with
the subject (which reconstructs); thus the modal base is relativized to Ivan and
the ungrammaticality arises, as discussed above.

(32) a. * Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti.
leave.pfv

Intended: ‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’

b. Syntax: [ Ivan𝑗 [ not [ [must PRO] [vP t𝑗 leave.pfv ]]]]

c. LF: [ not [ [must PRO𝑗 ] [ Ivan𝑗 leave ]]]

To account for cases where dolžen is relativized to the addressee, such as (6), re-
peated in (33a), we assume following Speas & Tenny (2003), among others that a
Speech Act (SA) projection is syntactically present. Among other projections, it
contains the Addressee Phrase (AdrP), (33b). The modal covertly moves to AdrP
and PRO is co-indexed with the addressee rather than the subject, (33c). Rela-
tivization of the modal base to the addressee does not derive a contradiction as
the reader can verify by conjoining (33d) with (33e).

(33) a. Situation: Police arrive at a crime scene and see Ivan fleeing with the
stolen Mona Lisa. A police chief to police officers:
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Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti!
leave.pfv

‘Ivan must not leave/escape.’

b. Syntax: [AdrP Adr … [ Ivan𝑗 [ not [ [must PRO] [vP t𝑗 leave.pfv ]]]]]

c. LF: [ [must PRO𝑗 ]𝑘 [ Adr𝑗 [ not [ t𝑘 [ Ivan leave ]]]]]

d. Assertion:
∀𝑤[𝑤 is compatible with police’ obligations in𝑤𝑐 and𝑤 is such that
if police-action S, then police-action EP][¬ Ivan-leave EP in𝑤]

e. SI:
∀𝑤[𝑤 is compatible with police’ obligations in𝑤𝑐 and𝑤 is such that
if police-action S, then police-action EP][Ivan-leave S in𝑤]

Thus, making the modal base (including the conditional) relativizable to the ad-
dressee straightforwardly accounts for the absence of the aspectual restriction
in cases like above. It also explains the absence of the parse where the modal is
interpreted below negation, see §4.

In this section, we saw how the aspectual restriction and relativization and
obviation are derived. More precisely, the aspectual restriction is due to a con-
tradiction between the assertion and SI of the perfective. This account requires
that the deontic worlds are idealized such that every action that starts achieves
its end-point. Relativization and obviation are explained by two assumptions: (i)
deontics, like epistemics, take an individual PRO argument in syntax and (ii) de-
ontics can covertly move to the SA projection where PRO is co-indexed with the
addressee. This section, however, did not explore all possible parses. This is the
task for the next section.

4 Explaining the patterns

The first pattern we need to account for is in (5), repeated in (34). As can be
seen in (34), the only configuration in which Russian deontic necessity modals
can appear is when they are followed by the verb in the imperfective and are
interpreted below negation, (34a). All other parses are ill-formed.

(34) Pattern 1 to explain (the aspectual restriction)

a. 3 ¬ □ ipfv

b. 7 □ ¬ ipfv
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c. 7 ¬ □ pfv

d. 7 □ ¬ pfv

The contrast between (34a) and (34b) can be straightforwardly accounted for if
we analyze Russian dolžen as a ‘neutral’ modal (similar to have to) in the system
proposed in Iatridou & Zeijlstra (2013). Recall from the discussion in §2.1 that
neutral modals (i.e. modals that are not polarity sensitive) have surface scope.
That is to say, if they appear below negation, they scope below negation. (35)
shows the representation of the well-formed parse in (34a) for Russian dolžen:

(35) Parse in (34a): 3 ¬ □ ipfv

a. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

uxodit’.
leave.ipfv

‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’

b. Syntax: [ Ivan𝑗 [ not [ [must PRO] [vP t𝑗 leave.ipfv ]]]]

c. LF: [ not [ [must PRO𝑗 ] [ Ivan𝑗 leave ]]]

Note that in (35), we continue to assume that modals are raising verbs and the
subject reconstructs at LF (Iatridou & Zeijlstra 2013). We also represent the indi-
vidual argument of dolžen as PRO co-indexedwith the subject.15 The imperfective
does not generate any relevant implicature; thus, no contradiction arises.

The parse in (34b), in which dolžen is interpreted above negation, is ruled out
by the ban on negation lowering:

(36) Parse in (34b): 7 □ ¬ ipfv

a. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

uxodit’.
leave.ipfv

Available: ‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’
Unavailable: ‘Ivan has to stay/not leave.’

b. Syntax: [ Ivan𝑗 [ not [ [must PRO] [vP t𝑗 leave.ipfv ]]]]

c. LF: *[ t𝑘 [ [must PRO𝑗 ] [ not𝑘 [ Ivan𝑗 leave ]]]] (impossible)

The parse in (34c) was discussed in the previous section when I showed the
derivation of the aspectual restriction, (29). For completeness, I repeat its syn-
tactic and LF representations in (37):

15It is important to mention that PRO here is not indexical, bound, or controlled, see Stephen-
son (2007b: 500) for discussion. I leave it open how its interpretation is determined. What is
important for the account proposed here is that PRO is co-indexed with the closest nominal at
LF.
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(37) Parse in (34c): 7 ¬ □ pfv

a. * Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti.
leave.pfv

Intended: ‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’

b. Syntax: [ Ivan𝑗 [ not [ [must PRO] [vP t𝑗 leave.pfv ]]]]

c. LF: [ not [ [must PRO𝑗 ] [ Ivan𝑗 leave ]]]

The configuration in (34d), in which negation is interpreted below the modal, can
be ruled out by the ban on negation lowering, like in (36). Alternatively, it can
be shown that (34d) results in a contradiction, like in (29). In the latter case, it
can be supposed that the modal QRs at LF as in the Spanish example in (20). The
second alternative is illustrated in (38). I leave it to the reader to verify that (38)
gives rise to a contradiction.

(38) Parse in (34d): 7 □ ¬ pfv

a. * Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti.
leave.pfv

Intended: ‘Ivan has to stay/not leave.’

b. Syntax: [ Ivan𝑗 [ not [ [must PRO] [vP t𝑗 leave.pfv ]]]]

c. LF: [ [must PRO𝑗 ]𝑘 [ not [ t𝑘 [ Ivan𝑗 leave ]]]]

The second pattern to be accounted for is repeated in (39). The crucial point in
deriving the aspectual restriction is that obligations (i.e. the modal base) are rela-
tivized to the subject. Thus, (34c) and (34d), with relativization information, can
be represented as (39a) and (39b) respectively. The well-formedness of (39d) (ob-
viation) is explained in (33). What remains to be account for is the unavailability
of (39c).

(39) Pattern 2 to explain (relativization and obviation)

a. 7 ¬ □SBJ pfvSBJ

b. 7 □SBJ ¬ pfvSBJ

c. 7 ¬ □ADR pfvSBJ

d. 3 □ADR ¬ pfvSBJ

For completeness, I repeat the syntactic and LF representations of (39d):
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(40) Parse in (39d): 3 □ADR ¬ pfvSBJ

a. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti!
leave.pfv

‘Ivan must not leave/escape!’ (uttered in the situation described in (6))

b. Syntax: [AdrP Adr … [ Ivan𝑗 [ not [ [ must PRO ] [vP t𝑗 leave.pfv ]]]]]

c. LF: [ [ must PRO𝑗 ]𝑘 [ Adr𝑗 [ not [ t𝑘 [ Ivan leave ]]]]]

The configuration in (39c), in which the modal is relativized to the addressee,
but scopes below negation, is ruled out by the standard claim that (sentential)
negation cannot scope above SA. This is schematically shown in (41):

(41) Parse in (39c): 7 ¬ □ADR pfvSBJ

a. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

ujti!
leave.pfv

Available: ‘Ivan must not leave/escape!’ ≈ ‘You, officers, must make
Ivan stay.’
Unavailable: ‘It’s not the case that you, officers, must make Ivan
leave.’

b. Syntax: [AdrP Adr … [ Ivan𝑗 [ not [ [must PRO] [vP t𝑗 leave.pfv ]]]]]

c. LF: *[ not [ [must PRO𝑗 ]𝑘 [ Adr𝑗 [ t𝑘 [ Ivan leave ]]]]] (impossible)

5 In lieu of conclusion

This paper discussed the aspectual restriction of Russian strong deontic modals
under negation. Capitalizing on previous work on Russian aspect and interaction
between deontic modals and negation, I proposed a formalization of the aspec-
tual restriction. I also showed that the aspectual restriction can be circumvented
when the deontic modal is relativized to the addressee rather than the subject.

From a cross-Slavic perspective, it is important to mention that not many
Slavic languages show the aspectual restriction discussed for Russian in this pa-
per.16 (42) shows that in Polish and Serbian negated strong deontic modals can
be used with either imperfective or perfective.

16I thank an anonymous reviewer for asking about cross-Slavic variation with respect to the
aspectual restriction in negated deontic constructions. Although I agree with the reviewer that
this variation deserves thorough investigation, the claims made in this paper are independent
from the cross-Slavic observations. Apart from cursory remarks in this section, I leave the
question for future research.
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(42) a. Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

dolžen
must.ptcp

{uxodit’
leave.ipfv

/ *ujti}.
leave.pfv

(Russian)

‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’

b. Ivan
Ivan

nie
not

musi
must

{iść
leave.ipfv

/ wyjść}.
leave.pfv

(Polish)

‘Ivan doesn’t have to leave.’

c. Ivan
Ivan

nije
not.be

dužan
obliged

{odlaziti
go.ipfv

/ otići}
go.pfv

kući
home

kasno.
late

(Serbian)

‘Ivan doesn’t have to go home late.’

Interestingly, most Slavic languages do show the aspectual restriction with neg-
ative imperatives. Compare (43) with (44):

(43) a. {Otkryvaj
open.ipfv.imp

/ otkroj}
open.pfv.imp

okno!
window

(Russian)

‘Open the window!’

b. {Jedz
eat.ipfv.imp

/ zjedz}
eat.pfv.imp

tego
that

jabłka!
apple

(Polish)

‘Eat that apple!’

c. {Jedi
eat.ipfv.imp

/ pojedi}
eat.pfv.imp

tu
that

jabuku!
apple

(Serbian)

‘Eat that apple!’ (Despić 2016: 2)

(44) a. Ne
not

{otkryvaj
open.ipfv.imp

/ *otkroj}
open.pfv.imp

okno!
window

(Russian)

‘Don’t open the window!’

b. Nie
not

{jedz
eat.ipfv.imp

/ *zjedz}
eat.pfv.imp

tego
that

jabłka!
apple

(Polish)

‘Don’t eat that apple!’

c. Ne
not

{jedi
eat.ipfv.imp

/ *pojedi}
eat.pfv.imp

tu
that

jabuku!
apple

(Serbian)

‘Don’t eat that apple!’ (Despić 2016: 2)

The parallel behaviour of strong deontics and imperatives, as we see in Russian,
is not unexpected. In many accounts, deontics and imperatives receive similar
treatment (e.g. Han 1999; Ninan 2005; Kaufmann 2012).The challenge is to explain
why some Slavic languages (like Russian) show the aspectual restriction with
both strong deonticmodals and imperatives, whereas other Slavic languages (like
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Table 1: Deontics and imperatives across Slavic

imperatives deontics

Russian imp ¬ {ipfv / *pfv } ¬ □deon {ipfv / *pfv }
Serbian, Polish imp ¬ {ipfv / *pfv } ¬ □deon {ipfv / pfv }

Polish and Serbian) show the aspectual restriction only with imperatives. This
challenge is summarized in Table 1.

In the remainder of this concluding section, I briefly outline how the challenge
presented by cross-Slavic variation can be addressed. In particular, I would like
to suggest that the observed difference between Slavic languages is due to the dif-
ferences in their aspectual systems. Slavic aspect is a complex topic and I will not
be able to do justice to the vast literature on this subject. However, I would like
to point out that there are accounts that try to systematize aspectual phenom-
ena across Slavic languages. One such account is the so-called East-West Theory
of Slavic aspect. According to this Theory, there is a systematic difference be-
tween Eastern Slavic languages (Russian, Ukrainian, Belarus) andWestern Slavic
languages (Serbian, Czech, Slovenian, etc.), with some mixed cases (Polish, Bul-
garian, Macedonian), see Fortuin & Kamphuis (2015) for a recent review. The
difference can be summarized as follows:

[In the Eastern group] the meaning of the [pfv] is made up of three “layers”:

(a) the event expressed by the predicate is terminative;

(b) the event is seen as a totality […] such that there is a change of situa-
tion;

(c) the event expressed by the [pfv] verb is sequentially connected to a
following and/or preceding situation.

[In the Western group, perfective only needs to satisfy (a) and (b).]

(Fortuin & Kamphuis 2015: 165)

The difference in use of imperfective/perfective between Western and Eastern
groups can be seen in Table 2. Table 2 shows that the use of perfective in Eastern
Slavic languages is more restricted. Arguably, this is due to the fact that perfec-
tive in the Eastern group has an additional condition: it must be sequentially
connected (condition (c) above).
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Table 2: The distribution of aspect in Western and Eastern Slavic lan-
guages (from Fortuin & Kamphuis 2015: 173, 182)

Western group Eastern group

Habitual Non-past contexts ipfv / pfv ipfv ( pfv )
Past contexts ipfv / pfv ipfv

Narration Present tense narration ipfv / pfv ipfv
Past tense narration ipfv / pfv pfv

I would like to suggest that the difference between Russian, on the one hand,
and Polish and Serbian, on the other hand, with respect to the aspectual restric-
tion in deontic and imperative constructions is due to the same factor. In im-
peratives (by their nature) the sequential connection to a following situation is
present in both Eastern and Western Slavic languages (Bogusławski 1985; Han
1999). This makes Western Slavic languages superficially look like Eastern Slavic
languages with regard to imperatives. Deontics, on the other hand, do not re-
quire sequential connection, which creates the difference between Eastern and
Western Slavic languages in negated deontic construction.This idea is illustrated
in Table 3.

Table 3: Aspect in deontics and imperatives

imperatives with pfv deontics with pfv
Western group Eastern group Western group Eastern group

(a) (a) (a) (a)
(b) (b) (b) (b)

seq. connected (c) seq. connected (c) seq. connected

Suppose that the sequential connection to a preceding or following situation goes
hand-in-handwith SI generation in the aspectual system. Recall that in this paper
I argued that SI of the perfective is responsible for the aspectual restriction. This
line of reasoning will correctly account for the fact that the aspectual restriction
with imperatives exists in both Eastern and Western Slavic groups, whereas the
aspectual restriction with strong deontics is only active in the Eastern group. I
leave further investigation of this line of reasoning for future research.
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Abbreviations
ADR addressee
dat dative
deon deontic
EP end-point
epist epistemic
foc focus
imp imperative
inf infinitive
ipfv imperfective

LF logical form
pfv perfective
PPI positive polarity item
ptcp participle
QR quantifier raising
S start
SA speech act
SBJ subject
SI scalar implicature
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Chapter 4

Epistemic comparatives and other
expressions of speaker’s uncertainty
Julie Goncharov
Hebrew University of Jerusalem / University of Göttingen

Monica Alexandrina Irimia
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia

Our study endeavors to further our understanding of the ways the speaker’s per-
spective is expressed in natural language. We analyze a rarely discussed construc-
tion, namely epistemic comparatives and their interaction with inferential indirect
evidentials and epistemic modals. We show that epistemic comparatives are incom-
patible with inferential indirect evidentials, but are well-formed with epistemic
modals. We base our discussion on data from Bulgarian and we also show that
similar facts hold in Romanian, thus strengthening the empirical coverage. On the
theoretical side, we claim that inferential indirect evidentials are structurally dis-
tinguished from epistemic modals. This accounts for their different behavior with
epistemic comparatives, thus providing further support to accounts which take in-
direct evidentials and epistemic modals to be separate categories.

Keywords: epistemic comparatives, indirect evidentials, epistemic modals, inferen-
tials, Bulgarian, Romanian

1 Introduction

Recent research on epistemic modality has brought to the fore a previously ne-
glected construction, namely epistemic compaRatives (hereafter ECs; von Fin-
tel & Kratzer 2014; Herburger & Rubinstein 2014). We illustrate this phenomenon
with the example in (1) from Bulgarian. In this sentence, the speaker conveys that
she believes the state of affairs where Ivan is in the office to be more plausible
than the state of affairs where Ivan is at home.

Julie Goncharov & Monica Alexandrina Irimia. 2020. Epistemic comparatives and
other expressions of speaker’s uncertainty. In Franc Marušič, Petra Mišmaš & Rok
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(1) Ivan
Ivan

po-skoro
more-soon

e
is

v
in

ofisa
office

otkolkoto
than

vkušti.
home

‘According to the speaker, it is more plausible that Ivan is at work than at
home.’ (Bulgarian)

We contribute to the rising interest in ECs by examining some previously un-
reported properties of these constructions. Starting from Bulgarian, we address
an interesting puzzle raised by the interaction of ECs with other expressions
of speaker’s uncertainty. This puzzle concerns the difference between epistemic
modals and grammaticalized evidentials. ECs are not possible with inferential
grammaticalized evidentials, while they are well-formed with epistemic modals.
The sentence in (2) contains a present perfect, which in Bulgarian obtains an in-
diRect evidential (IE) interpretation. The curious observation is that the EC is
not well-formed under the inferential reading of the indirect evidential.

(2) ⁇ Ivan
Ivan

bil
be.pst.ptcp

po-skoro
more-soon

v
in

offisa
office

otkolkoto
than

vkušti.
home

Intended: ‘Apparently, it is more plausible that Ivan is in the office than
at home.’ (Bulgarian)

However, ECs seem to be possible with epistemic modals, as seen below:

(3) Ivan
Ivan

po-skoro
more-soon

moje
can

da
da

e
is

v
in

ofisa
office

otkolkoto
than

vkušti.
home

‘It is more plausible that Ivan might be at work than at home.’ (Bulgarian)

These facts are not restricted to Bulgarian. We show that similar patterns obtain
in yet another language that has ECs and grammaticalized evidentiality, namely
Romanian. Parallel observations from outside the Slavic family make available
a clearer perspective into the nature of ECs and evidentiality, highlighting the
cross-linguistic uniformity of these phenomena. We provide a comprehensive
analysis for both Bulgarian and Romanian.

More precisely, we propose to explain the puzzle by arguing that the ill-formed-
ness of ECs with grammaticalized evidentials boils down to competition for the
same position. We build on a decompositional account of ECs (Herburger & Ru-
binstein 2014) and an analysis of the Assert operator as a degree relation (Green-
berg &Wolf 2018). We show that our proposal makes a number of correct predic-
tions, including the difference between inferential and hearsay evidentials when
combined with ECs.

The paper is organized as follows: §2 provides some background on ECs and
evidentiality, §3 presents the core observation, §4 spells out our analysis of the
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facts described in §3, §5 contains some concluding remarks and avenues for fu-
ture research.

2 Background on epistemic comparatives

ECs compare two propositionswith respect to the probabilities assigned (usually)
by the speaker.1, 2 As we already mentioned, in the Bulgarian example in (1), the
speaker communicates that she believes (or is committed to act as if she believes)
the state of affairs where Ivan is in the office to be more plausible than the state
of affairs where Ivan is at home.

One of the defining properties of ECs is that they employ a comparative form
of a temporal adverb. A fuller definition of ECs should be in terms of their mean-
ing and distribution. For reasons of space, we only mention this salient charac-
teristic here and refer the readers to the works on ECs mentioned in this paper.
(4) illustrates the Bulgarian (po-)skoro with its usual temporal meaning.3

(4) Toj
he

dojde
came

po-skoro
more-soon

otkolkoto
than

očakvah.
expected.1sg

‘He came sooner than I expected.’ (Bulgarian)

ECs have not been thoroughly investigated. There are four studies we are aware
of: von Fintel & Kratzer (2014); Herburger & Rubinstein (2014); Goncharov (2014);
Goncharov & Irimia (2018). von Fintel & Kratzer (2014) look at the properties of

1Propositional comparatives can, in fact, be classified into three types: (i) metalinguistic com-
paratives, expressing appropriateness (Bresnan 1973; McCawley 1988; Embick 2007; Morzycki
2011; a.o.), (ii) preference comparatives, ranking choices (Giannakidou & Stavrou 2009; Gian-
nakidou & Yoon 2011), and (iii) epistemic comparatives, ordering speaker’s probabilities (von
Fintel & Kratzer 2014; Herburger & Rubinstein 2014). There is no consensus in the literature on
whether these three types of comparatives should be treated uniformly or not (see Morzycki
2011 for discussion). We stay away from this debate here, as we focus on ECs.

(i) a. She is more fit than slender. (metalinguistic)

b. I would rather die than marry him. (preference)

2Relativization to the speaker is true only of unembedded ECs. When ECs are embedded un-
der an attitude predicate, they are relativized to the attitude holder and when ECs occur in a
question, they are relativized to the hearer, see Herburger & Rubinstein (2014: 562).

3How modal uses of temporal adverbs like skoro relate to their temporal uses is an important
question. Although we do not address this issue here, we believe the diachronic account of
the development of modal uses of adverbs like skoro (and rather) from their temporal uses
presented in Gergel (2016) is on the right track.
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ECs in Germanwithout attempting a formal analysis. Goncharov (2014) describes
ECs in Russian. Herburger & Rubinstein (2014) use ECs to argue that possibility
modals in German are not gradable. We believe the analysis proposed by Her-
burger & Rubinstein (2014) is on the right track. We modify it slightly in §4 to
align it better with our assumptions. Goncharov & Irimia (2018) discuss the cross-
linguistic variation of ECs, and provide an account for it.

In the next section we introduce the puzzle that is the focus of the present
paper.The facts are based on novel data related to ECs in Bulgarian.We also show
that similar facts obtain in Romanian. Although not a Slavic language, Romanian
proves very useful for deepening our understanding of the Bulgarian facts and
for making cross-linguistic generalizations. Romanian has ECs, as seen in (5a).
Similarly to Bulgarian, this sentence is constructed with an adverb (mai degrabă
‘more soon’), which also has a temporal meaning, illustrated in (5b).4

(5) a. Ion
Ion

este
is

mai
more

degrabă
adv.early

la
at

birou
office

decât
than

acasă.
home

‘According to the speaker, it is more plausible that Ion is in the office
than at home.’

b. Trebuie
need

să
sbjv

vii
come.2sg

mai
more

degrabă.
adv.early

‘You need to come sooner.’ (Romanian)

Importantly, Romanian is part of the Balkan Sprachbund, just like Bulgarian.
Thus, it exhibits several features that are characteristic to this geographical area,
among which: (i) presence of suffixed definiteness; (ii) lack of sequence-of-tense
phenomena; (iii) an analytic future constructed from the auxiliarywant (see espe-
cially Tomić 2006a). Another feature that Bulgarian and Romanian share, which
is most important for us here, is the existence of grammaticalized evidentiality.
Looking at two languages – Bulgarian (Slavic) and Romanian (Romance) – in
a typological contact situation can give us relevant hints into the nature of the
phenomena discussed in this paper. In the next section we show that ECs are
not well-formed with grammaticalized indirect evidentials, under inferential in-
terpretations. We use data from both Bulgarian and Romanian.

4ECs built from temporal adverbs can be absent in certain languages, for example present day
English, as seen in (i). ECs with temporal adverbs existed in Middle/Early Modern English, as
discussed in Gergel (2016). ECs formed as ‘it is more likely to … than’ arguably have similar
meaning, but for the purposes of this paper we take them to be a different constructions.

(i) * John is {sooner/more/rather} at work than at home.
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3 ECs and grammaticalized evidentials

Both Romanian and Bulgarian have verbal forms that express (indirect) eviden-
tiality. We take the existence of these forms to support the claim that (indirect)
evidentiality is grammaticalized in these languages.5

We provide two relevant examples in (6a) and (6b):

(6) a. Ivan
Ivan

bil
be.pst.ptcp=evid

vkušti.
home

‘Apparently, Ivan is at home.’ (Bulgarian)

b. Ion
Ion

o
pResmp

fi
be

acasă.
at.home

‘Apparently, Ion is at home.’ (Romanian)

As mentioned in the introduction and illustrated in (6a), the Bulgarian past par-
ticiple can carry IE interpretations, see Jakobson (1956); Comrie (1976); Palmer
(1986); Izvorski (1997); Alexiadou et al. (2003); Tomić (2006b); a.o. In Bulgarian,
the present perfect is ambiguous. It can have a regular temporal interpretation
or function as an evidential. The present perfect is formed from a present auxil-
iary and a past participle. With the 3rd person the auxiliary can be omitted. In
such cases, the present perfect is unambiguously interpreted as evidential, see
Izvorski (1997: fn. 7). In this paper, we use this strategy to rule out the temporal
interpretation (bil is 3sg.past.paRt).6

In the Romanian example in (6b), IE is conveyed by the presumptive mood
(pResmp), as discussed especially by Slave (1956); Coşeriu (1976); Reinheimer Râ-
peanu (2000); Squartini (2001); Irimia (2010; 2018); a.o.7

Thepuzzlewe discuss in this paper is that ECs are notwell-formed in sentences
with IEs, whereas they are grammatical with modal auxiliaries.8 Compare (7)
with (8):

(7) a. ⁇ Ivan
Ivan

bil
be.pst.ptcp

po-skoro
more-soon

v
in

offisa
office

otkolkoto
than

vkušti.
home

Intended: ‘Apparently, it is more plausible that Ivan is in the office
than at home.’ (Bulgarian)

5In this paper we make a distinction between grammaticalized evidentials and what we will
later call phrasal/lexical evidentials. See §5 for some discussion.

6We are grateful to Roumyana Pancheva for clarifying this point.
7The Romanian presumptive form o ‘pResmp.3sg’ is a modal auxiliary which shows ambiguity
between amodal future reading and an evidential reading.The presumptivemood in Romanian
can also be constructed from other modal auxiliaries, e.g. conditional, subjunctive.

8We limit our investigation to indirect evidentiality because it has been convincingly demon-
strated that ECs are unacceptable with direct evidence, just like regular epistemic modals (see
Herburger & Rubinstein 2014).
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b. ⁇ Ion
Ion

o
pResmp.fut

fi
be

mai
more

degrabă
adv.early

la
at

birou
office

decât
than

acasă.
home

Intended: ‘Apparently, it is more plausible that Ion is in the office
than at home.’ (Romanian)

(8) a. Ivan
Ivan

po-skoro
more-soon

moje
can

da
da

e
is

v
in

ofisa
office

otkolkoto
than

vkušti.
home

‘It is more plausible that Ivan might be at work than at home.’
(Bulgarian)

b. Ion
Ion

poate
can.3sg

fi
be.inf

mai
more

degrabă
adv.early

la
at

birou
office

decât
than

acasă.
home

‘It is more plausible that Ion might be in the office than at home.’
(Romanian)

One important observation is that the incongruence between the indirect eviden-
tial and the EC only affects the infeRential indiRect evidentials (IIE).9

It is well known that indirect evidentials come in two broad categories: infer-
ential (the statement is based on the inference the speaker draws from available
evidence) and hearsay (the statement is based on somebody else’s report). In
Bulgarian the present-perfect-as-an-evidential in (6a) is ambiguous. It can ob-
tain both inferential and hearsay readings (see especially Smirnova 2013; Koev
2017). Ill-formedness only arises under the inferential reading. The hearsay inter-
pretation (‘based on what I heard, it is more plausible that Ivan is in the office
than at home’) is not deviant.10 The Romanian example in (7b) is not ambigu-
ous. Hearsay readings of the pResmp are normally constructed from conditional
morphology on the auxiliary (e.g. ar=cond.3), see Irimia (2018).11

9We are grateful to Roumyana Pancheva for the illuminating discussion on this point.
10Koev (2017: fn. 2) notes that the inferential reading of the present-perfect-evidential in Bulgar-
ian is more restricted than its hearsay reading. There is also speaker variation in this respect.
Therefore, speakers who only have the hearsay reading will not perceive the contrast we are
interested in.

11One way to disambiguate the hearsay readings from the conditional ones is by embedding
them under overt hearsay marking (‘they say that’), as in the following example. Note that
this sentence also illustrates the phenomenon of evidential concord.

(i) (Se
se

spune
says

că)
that

Ion
Ion

ar
cond=pResmp.3

fi
be

fost
been

la
at

birou
office

mai
more

degrabă
adv.early

decât
than

acasă.
home

‘(They say that) based on hearsay, it is more plausible that Ion was in the office
rather than at home.’
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To summarize, the novel observation is that ECs are compatible with epistemic
modals, but are deviant with grammaticalized IIEs. The observation is based on
Bulgarian and Romanian, two languages which grammaticalize evidentials using
the present perfect and the presumptive mood respectively.

4 Proposal

In a nutshell, our proposal is that -er in ECs and grammaticalized (inferential)
evidentials are both degree modifiers of the (gradable) speech act (SA) operator
Assert. Thus, they computationally compete for the same position. Therefore,
the deviance of the examples in (7) is similar to *John is more that tall, in which
more and that specify the degree of tallness. To flesh out our account we build
on the insights in Greenberg & Wolf (2018), who propose that Assert contains a
degree argument and thus has to compose with a degree modifier (similarly to
gradable adjectives). We combine this insight with the idea in Davis et al. (2007)
that evidentials reset the degree of credence of the speaker.

4.1 Preliminary remarks

We begin this subsection by discussing Greenberg & Wolf (2018) and then, spell-
out some details of Herburger & Rubinstein’s (2014) analysis of ECs, on which
we build our account.

Greenberg & Wolf (2018) base their proposal on the idea that Assert is modi-
fiable. The evidence they use comes from the difference in distribution between
modal adveRbs (MAdvs) and modal adjectives (MAdjs). It has been previously
noticed in the literature that MAdvs and MAdjs differ in (at least) the following
respects.

First, speaker orientation is stronger with MAdvs than MAdjs, as seen in the
contrast between (9a) and (9b), cited from Greenberg & Wolf (2018).

(9) a. A: It is probable that they have run out of fuel.

B: Whose opinion is this?

b. A: They have probably run out of fuel.

B: # Whose opinion is this?

Second, only MAdjs are possible in the antecedent of conditionals that do not
have an assertive force by themselves (e.g. Kratzer 1991), as shown in (10):
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(10) a. # If John is possibly/probably/definitely in the office, I will call the
office.

b. If it is possible/probable/certain that John is in the office, I will call
the office. (Greenberg & Wolf 2018)

Finally, in confirmational tag-questions, yes picks up the content of the proposi-
tion when MAdv is used, see (11a). On the other hand, MAdj confirms the degree
of credence, see (11b).

(11) a. A: John is possibly/probably/certainly in the office, eh?/right?

B: Yes. (John is in the office.)

b. A: It’s possible/probable/certain that John is in the office,
eh?/right?

B: Yes. (It’s possible/probable/certain that John is in the office.)

Greenberg & Wolf (2018) use these differences to suggest that MAdvs function
as Assert modifiers. To implement this idea compositionally they use the degree-
semantics framework. More specifically, they propose the denotation of Assert
in (12).12

In (12), informally speaking, CR𝑥 is a measure function from propositions to
degrees on the credence scale (see Herburger & Rubinstein 2014 and references
cited there for some discussion). Additionally, we assume that ‘𝑥 ’s credence in 𝑝’
implies 𝑥 ’s commitment to behave as if (𝑥 believes that) 𝑝 . This is important for
explaining the difference between IIE and hearsay.

(12) JAssert𝑥Kc = 𝜆𝑝𝜆𝑑𝑑 . CR𝑥 (𝑝) ≥ 𝑑
where CR𝑥 is a function that takes a proposition 𝑝 and returns a degree to
which 𝑥 is committed to behave as if 𝑥 believes that 𝑝

According to this system, simple sentences like (13a) have the LF in (13b), where
the degree argument is saturated by a contextually set POS(itive) operator, defined
in (13c). This is similar to the standard treatment of gradable adjectives in simple
sentences like John is tall in degree-semantics (e.g. Kennedy & McNally 2005).
(13d) computes the truth-conditions of (13a). (13a) is true iff there is a contextually

12Greenberg &Wolf (2018) also propose a more complex denotation of Assert in terms of context
update. Althoughwe believe that their implementation of the gradable Assert is more adequate
and can be easier incorporated into the existing SA and evidential systems, for the purpose of
this paper we use a simplified denotation. This denotation is sufficient to demonstrate the
interaction between ECs and IIE.
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set degree 𝑑 such that the speaker has credence in the proposition that John is
home at least to 𝑑 .

(13) a. John is at home.

b. LF: [ [ POS [ Assert ] ] [John is at home] ]

c. JPOSKc = 𝜆𝐺𝜆𝑝∃𝑑 [𝑑 ≥ STANDARD𝑐 ∧𝐺 (𝑝) (𝑑)]
d.

[
[JPOSKc (JAssert𝑥Kc)](JJ. is at homeKc)] =
= [[𝜆𝐺𝜆𝑝∃𝑑 [𝑑 ≥ STANDARD𝑐 ∧𝐺 (𝑝) (𝑑)]] (𝜆𝑝𝜆𝑑 . CR𝑥 (𝑝) ≥ 𝑑)] (JJ. is at
homeKc) =
= ∃𝑑 [𝑑 ≥ STANDARD𝑐 ∧ CR𝑥 (JJ. is at homeKc) ≥ 𝑑]
(where 𝑥 = the speaker in 𝑐)

In more complex sentences with modal adverbs as in (14a), the degree argument
of Assert is saturated by the MAdv. Informally, we take MAdvs to set degrees
on the credence scale, e.g. possibly 𝑝 holds iff CR𝑥 (𝑝) > 0, probably 𝑝 holds iff
CR𝑥 (𝑝) > 0.5, and certainly 𝑝 holds iff CR𝑥 (𝑝) > 0.98, see also Greenberg & Wolf
(2018) for a more formal discussion. (14a) has the LF in (14b). The denotation of
probably is given in (14c) and the truth-conditions for (14a) in (14d). (14a) is true
iff the degree of speaker’s credence in the proposition that John is home is greater
than 0.5 on the credence scale.

(14) a. John is probably at home.

b. LF: [[ probably [ Assert ]] [John is at home] ]

c. JprobablyKc = 𝜆𝐺𝜆𝑝∃𝑑 [𝑑 > 0.5 ∧𝐺 (𝑝) (𝑑)]
d. [JprobablyKc (JAssert𝑥Kc)] (JJ. is at homeKc) =

= [[𝜆𝐺𝜆𝑝∃𝑑 [𝑑 > 0.5 ∧𝐺 (𝑝)(𝑑)]] (𝜆𝑝𝜆𝑑 . CR𝑥 (𝑝) ≥ 𝑑)] (JJ. is at
homeKc)
= ∃𝑑 [𝑑 > 0.5 ∧ CR𝑥 (JJ. is at homeK) ≥ 𝑑]
(where 𝑥 = the speaker in 𝑐)

A potential objection to the idea of gradable Assert could be that SA operators
are not normally part of the compositional derivation and cannot be embedded.
However, various contributions have shown that under certain conditions SA
operators can be embedded, see Greenberg & Wolf (2018) for references.

Turning now to ECs, we follow the decompositional account of Herburger &
Rubinstein (2014), who analyze German ECs of the type in (15). For Herburger
& Rubinstein (2014) eher is decomposed into a comparative head -er with the
regular denotation in (16a) and an epistemic component eh-, which they take to
be a believe-type predicate with a degree argument, see (16b).
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(15) Hans
Hans

ist
is

eher
sooner

auf
at

der
the

Arbeit
work

als
than

zu
at

Hause.
home

‘According to the speaker, it is more plausible that Hans is at work than
at home.’ (German)

(16) a. J-erK = 𝜆𝑃𝜆𝑄 . MAX(𝑄) > MAX(𝑃)
b. Jeh-Kz = 𝜆𝑝𝜆𝑑 . 𝑧 is 𝑑-ready to believe 𝑝

(defined only if 𝑧 doesn’t have direct evidence for 𝑝)

According to this system, the example in (15) has the LF in (17a) and the truth-
conditions in (17b). (16) and (17) are from Herburger & Rubinstein (2014: 564–
565).With angle brackets (⟨. . .⟩), we signal thematerial that is not phonologically
present.

(17) a. LF: [[-er [than ⟨eh- Hans is⟩ at home]] [eh- Hans is at work]]

b. J-erKz(Jthan eh- Hans is at homeKz)(Jeh- Hans is at workKz) =
MAX(𝜆𝑑 . 𝑧 is 𝑑-ready to believe that Hans is at work) > MAX(𝜆𝑑 . 𝑧 is
𝑑-ready to believe that Hans is at home)
where 𝑧 is the speaker

Interesting support for the decompositional analysis of eher comes from the fact
that in Austrian and Bavarian German there is a discourse particle eh-with a sim-
ilar epistemic interpretation, see (18) from Herburger & Rubinstein (2014: ex.32).
See also Zobel (2017) for a detailed investigation of eher.

(18) Das
that

ist
is

auf
on

regionaler
regional

Ebene
level

eh
eh

möglich.
possible

‘That is anyways possible on a regional level.’ (Austrian German)

4.2 Analysis

We begin our analysis by discussing the interpretation of infeRential indiRect
evidentials (IIEs). We propose that they function as degree modifiers of Assert
on a par with MAdvs (as discussed above). This claim is limited to IIEs; in this
paper, we remain agnostic with respect to other types of evidentials, apart from
hearsay evidentials that, as we show below, are not modifiers of Assert. Further-
more, building on Davis et al. (2007), we assume that IIEs reset the threshold
of the credence function from a contextually set value (set by POS) to the ev-
idential value, see (19). This is illustrated for Romanian in (20). Bulgarian IIEs
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4 Epistemic comparatives and other expressions of speaker’s uncertainty

receive a similar account. For reasons of space, we provide only the LF and the
truth-conditions.13

(19) JEvidIIEKc = 𝜆𝐺𝜆𝑝∃𝑑 [𝑑 = 𝜇𝑐 (𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑑) ∧𝐺 (𝑝) (𝑑)]
where 𝜇 maps the strength of evidence to a degree on the credence scale
in 𝑐

(20) a. Ion
Ion

o
pResmp=IIE

fi
be

acasă.
at.home

‘Apparently, Ion is at home.’ (Romanian)

b. LF: [ [EvidIIE[ Assert ]] [Ion is at home]]

c. ∃𝑑 [𝑑 = 𝜇𝑐 (𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑑) ∧ CR𝑥 (JIon is at homeK) ≥ 𝑑]
(where 𝑥 = the speaker in 𝑐)

Our proposal for IIEs makes the immediate prediction that IIEs are incompatible
with MAdvs, as they compete for the same position. This prediction is borne out
for Romanian posibil, as shown in (21):

(21) ⁇ Ion
Ion

(posibil)
possibly

o
pResmp=iie

fi
be

(posibil)
(possibly)

acasă.
at.home

Intended: ‘Possibly, Ion is apparently at home.’ (Romanian)

We now account for the core observation, namely that ECs are incompatible with
IIEs. We propose that the epistemic component in ECs, expressed by eh- in Ger-
man (see the observations above) can be assimilated to Greenberg &Wolf’s (2018)
Assert. We generalize Herburger & Rubinstein’s (2014) analysis of German to
Bulgarian and Romanian and represent eh- abstractly as Epist below. Both As-
sert and Epist are gradable and both manipulate (usually) the speaker’s degree of
credence in the proposition expressed by the prejacent. There is, however, an im-
portant difference between the two: Epist is presuppositional, i.e. it is undefined
if the speaker has direct evidence (see the discussion in Herburger & Rubinstein
2014).

(22) JEpist𝑥Kc = 𝜆𝑝𝜆𝑑 . CR𝑥 (𝑝) ≥ 𝑑
(defined only if 𝑥 doesn’t have direct evidence for 𝑝)

13We gloss over the mechanics of how the evidential meaning comes about and how the source
of evidence is encoded. These details are orthogonal to the point made in this paper, but see
the discussion in Koev (2017).
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To simplify the computation of comparatives and make it parallel to modal ad-
verbs, we slightly modify the structure advocated by Herburger & Rubinstein
(2014) for eher-comparatives. We assume that EC in (23a) has the LF in (23b). We
further assume that -er has the denotation in (23c), where the than–clause is a
definite description of degrees (as assumed for gradable adjectives), see (23d). For
reasons of space, we omit the details of how the meaning of the than-clause is
obtained. The truth-conditions for (23a) (if defined) are given in (23e) and para-
phrased in (23f). We show this using Bulgarian, but the same holds for Romanian.

(23) a. Ivan
Ivan

po-skoro
more-soon

e
is

v
in

ofisa
office

otkolkoto
than

vkušti.
home

‘According to the speaker, it is more possible that Ivan is at work than
at home.’ (Bulgarian)

b. [[[-er [than ⟨Epist Ivan is⟩ at home]] Epist] [Ivan is in the office]]

c. J-erK = 𝜆𝑑𝜆𝐺𝜆𝑝∃𝑑 ′[𝑑 ′ > 𝑑 ∧𝐺 (𝑝)(𝑑 ′)]
d. Jthan Epist𝑥 Ivan is at homeKc = MAX({𝑑 : CR𝑥 (JIvan is at homeK)

≥ 𝑑})
e. J-erK(Jthan Epist𝑥 Ivan is at homeKc) =

= 𝜆𝐺𝜆𝑝∃𝑑 ′[𝐺 (𝑝) (𝑑 ′) ∧ 𝑑 ′ > MAX({𝑑 : CR𝑥 (JIvan is at homeK) ≥ 𝑑})]J-er than Epist𝑥 Ivan is at homeKc(JEpist𝑥Kc) =
= 𝜆𝑝∃𝑑 ′[CR𝑥 (𝑝) ≥ 𝑑 ′ ∧ 𝑑 ′ > MAX({𝑑 : CR𝑥 (JIvan is at homeK) ≥ 𝑑})]J-er than Epist𝑥 Ivan is at home Epist𝑥Kc(JIvan is in the officeKc) =
= ∃𝑑 ′[CR𝑥 (JIvan is in the officeK) ≥ 𝑑 ′ ∧ 𝑑 ′ > MAX({𝑑 : CR𝑥 (JIvan is at
homeK) ≥ 𝑑})]

f. In prose: There is a degree to which 𝑥 believes Ivan is in the office is
plausible and this degree is higher than the maximal degree to which
𝑥 believes that Ivan is at home is plausible (where 𝑥 is the speaker)

Given these assumptions, ECs are deviant with IIEs for the same reason posibil is
deviant with IIEs in (21) above.That is to say, IIE competes with -er for the degree
modifier position. (24b) shows a simplified LF for the ill-formed (24a) repeated
from above (the underlined part shows the competition).

(24) a. * Ivan
Ivan

bil
be.pst.ptcp

po-skoro
more-soon

v
in

ofisa
office

otkolkoto
than

vkušti.
home

Intended: ‘Apparently, it is more plausible that Ivan is in the office
than at home.’ (Bulgarian)

b. LF: *[[ { [-er than ⟨Ivan is⟩ at home ] / Evid } Epist ] [Ivan is in the
office]]
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Our account also explains why hearsay evidentials are well-formed with ECs.
Several researchers, amongwhich Faller (2002) and Smirnova (2013) have pointed
out that hearsay evidentials do not require the speaker’s commitment. In our sys-
tem, this can be implemented by saying that hearsay evidentials are not Epist/As-
sert modifiers. Therefore, they do not compete with -er in ECs for the degree
modifier position.

As epistemic modals are not degree modifiers of Epist/Assert, they are felici-
tous with ECs, see (25a) repeated from above and its simplified LF in (25b).14 The
same holds for Bulgarian in (26).

(25) a. Ion
Ion

poate
can-3sg

fi
be-inf

mai
more

degrabă
adv.early

la
at

birou
office

decât
than

acasă.
home

‘It is more plausible that Ion might be in the office than at home.’
(Romanian)

b. LF: [[ [-er than ⟨Ion be⟩ at home ] Epist ] [ might [Ion be in the
office]]]

(26) Ivan
Ivan

po-skoro
more-soon

moje
can

da
da

e
is

v
in

ofisa
office

otkolkoto
than

vkušti.
home

‘It is more plausible that Ivan might be at work than at home.’ (Bulgarian)

Independent support for our proposal comes from the fact that ECs are also ill-
formed with MAdvs. Recall that according to Greenberg & Wolf (2018), MAdvs
are degree modifiers of the gradable Assert. Thus, they are expected to compete
with -er in ECs, see (27).

14Independent support for this comes from Irimia (2018) who has shown that there are important
structural differences between the IIE reading and the non-IIE modal reading of Romanian
pResmp. Modal interpretations are obtained when the modal features are merged in Mod0 and
raised to T0. IIE interpretations are obtained by the merge of features related to the speaker’s
deictic location ‘now’ in the Sentience projection in the CP layer above the modal in T0. Note
that according to this account IIE features are interpreted higher than modal features. One
question would be why examples like (7b) are not well-formed under the future reading of the
relevantmorpheme.The situationwith this auxiliary is more complex. First, notmany speakers
accept an interpretation of this morpheme which is purely future. For those speakers, though,
for which the unmarked future reading is possible, no ill-formedness arises with EC. For the
majority of the other speakers, the question is what type of epistemic future this auxiliary
encodes that is distinct from both IIE, as well as from a more well-behaved future, but at the
same time is also ill-formed with ECs. We leave this issue for further research, as the exact
readings need further attention (see also Mihoc 2013).
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(27) * Ion
Ion

posibil
possibly

este
is

la
at

birou
office

mai
more

degrabă
soon

decât
than

acasă.
home

Intended: ‘According to the speaker, it is more plausible that Ion is
possibly in the office rather than at home.’ (Romanian)

To summarize, by assimilating the epistemic component in ECs to gradable As-
sert (Greenberg & Wolf 2018), we derive the incompatibility of ECs and IIEs as a
result of the competition for the degree modifier position.This proposal assumes
that (some) evidentials function as degree modifiers. This correctly predicts the
difference between inferential and hearsay indirect evidentials, assuming that
the latter does not involve speaker’s commitment.We, thus, identify three (overt)
elements that can function as degree modifies for Epist/Assert: MAdvs, IIEs, and
-er in ECs.

4.3 Predictions

Our account makes a number of correct predictions. The first prediction is that
the IIE is compatible with regular comparatives. In regular comparatives, IIE
scopes above -er and the structure is grammatical, as shown in (28a) for Roma-
nian and in (28b) for Bulgarian. In (28a) and (28b), -er merges low as it compares
degrees of tallness/happiness, rather than degrees of belief as in ECs. The simpli-
fied LF for (28a) and (28b) is illustrated in (28c).

(28) a. Ion
Ion

o
pResmp=iie

fi
be

mai
more

înalt
tall

decât
than

Maria.
Mary

‘Apparently, John is taller than Mary.’ (Romanian)

b. Ivan
Ivan

bil
be-pst.ptcp=iie

po-stastliv
more-happy

ot
from

Maria.
Maria

‘Apparently, Ivan is happier than Maria.’ (Bulgarian)

c. LF: [[EvidIIE(Assert)] [ [ -er [than Mary is 𝑑-tall/happy]] [John is
𝑑 ′-tall/happy]]]

The second prediction is that IIE can co-occur with epistemic attitude predicates
like ‘believe’. This is illustrated in (29a) for Romanian and in (29b) for Bulgarian.
We give the simplified LF for these examples in (29c).

(29) a. Ion
Ion

o
pResmp=iie

fi
be

crezând
believe.geR

toate
all

minciunile.
lie.the.pl

‘Apparently, Ion believes all the lies.’ (Romanian)
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b. Ivan
Ivan

bil
be.pst.ptcp=iie

vjarval
believe.pfv

na
on

vsički
all

l’ži.
lies

‘Apparently, Ivan believes all the lies.’ (Bulgarian)

c. [[EvidIIE(Assert)] [Ion believes all the lies]]

These data support our account of the ill-formedness of ECs with IIEs. They also
rule out alternative analyses according to which the deviance is due either to the
incompatibility of evidentials and comparatives or to a potential conflict between
evidentials and epistemic attitudes.

5 Concluding remarks and future research

We have analyzed some previously unnoticed facts related to epistemic modals
and evidentials when they occur with epistemic comparatives in Bulgarian and
Romanian. We showed that ECs are incompatible with IIEs and explained this
pattern by claiming that the two categories compete for the same position. Given
that the ill-formedness does not arise with epistemic modals, the data examined
here argue for accounts under which inferential evidentials are separated from
epistemic modals (Faller 2002, Aikhenvald 2014, Murray 2010; a.o.).

From a broader perspective, the observation presented in this paper and its ac-
count give rise to several questions. In the remainder of the conclusion we briefly
touch on three of them, leaving the detailed investigation for future research.

First, one expectation is that ECs should be ill-formed with indirect eviden-
tials across-the-board. However, there appear to be cases in which ECs are well-
formed with expressions that could be analyzed as having evidential meaning.15

We illustrate some examples below. In (30) and (31) we see that evidential-like
adverbials like vidimo and aparent ‘apparently’ are well-formed with the EC.16

15We thank Sergei Tatevosov for this observation.
16As expected, adverbials with hearsay semantics are well-formed, see below. Recall that hearsay
evidentials are not Assert modifiers, thus do not compete with ECs.

(i) Kazvat
they.say

Ivan
Ivan

po-skoro
more-soon

e
is

v
in

offisa
office

otkolkoto
than

vkušti.
home

‘As they say, Ivan is at work rather than at home.’ (Bulgarian)

(ii) Cică
they.say

Ion
John

este
is

la
at

birou
office

mai
more

degrabă
soon

decât
than

acasă.
home

‘As they say, John is in the office rather than at home.’ (Romanian)
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(30) ? Vidimo,
apparently,

Ivan
Ivan

po-skoro
more-soon

moje
can

da
da

e
is

v
in

ofisa
office

otkolkoto
than

vkušti.
home

‘It is more plausible that Ivan might be at work than at home.’ (Bulgarian)

(31) Aparent,
apparently

Ion
Ion

este
is

la
at

birou
office

mai
more

degrabă
soon

decât
than

acasă.
home

‘Apparently, Ion is in the office rather than at home.’ (Romanian)

Examples of this type touch on an important issue, namely the difference be-
tween grammaticalized and phrasal evidentials. We take the former to be ex-
pressed by means of (inflectional) morphology on the verb. In the latter class we
include adverbial evidentials (like apparently, etc.) and other phrasal units (like in
my opinion, etc.), which have evidential semantics, see for example Aikhenvald
2014, a.o. We follow standard accounts for phrasal evidentials as having differ-
ent syntax from grammaticalized evidentials (Faller 2002, Aikhenvald 2014; a.o.).
Thus, the well-formedness of (30) and (31) is not problematic for our account, as
lexical evidentials do not compete with -er for the ASSERT modifier position.

Second, we also observe that ECs can be embedded under expressions like I
guess, etc, that are sometimes claimed to have evidential interpretations. Two
examples from Romanian are given in (32).

(32) a. Bănuiesc
guess.1.sg

că
that

Ion
Ion

este
be.3sg

la
at

birou
office

mai
more

degrabă
soon

decât
than

acasă.
home

‘I guess Ion is in the office rather than at home.’

b. Cred
believe.1.sg

că
that

Ion
Ion

este
be.3sg

la
at

birou
office

mai
more

degrabă
soon

decât
than

acasă.
home

‘I believe Ion is in the office rather than at home.’ (Romanian)

However, for cases like (32), there is independent evidence that they are bi-
clausal (for example the presence of overt complementizers like că ‘that’). There-
fore, competition does not arise. It is also well known that ECs can be embedded
under attitude predicates like believe, hope, etc. (see Herburger & Rubinstein 2014,
as well as the discussion in footnote 2). We assume that the embedding under I
guess is amenable to a parallel analysis.17

More surprisingly, embedding improves the ungrammaticality of grammati-
calized evidentials with ECs. See the contrast in (33a) vs. (33b) and (33c) from

17We thank an anonymous review for bringing to our attention Czech data that support the
same conclusion. We are also grateful to another anonymous reviewer who pointed out to us
the connection between embedding under I guess and attitude reports.
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Romanian. This contrast deserves detailed attention and we leave it for further
research.

(33) a. ⁇ Ion
Ion

o
pResm.3.sg

fi
be

la
at

birou
office

mai
more

degrabă
soon

decât
than

acasă.
home

‘I guess Ion is in the office rather than at home.’

b. Bănuiesc
guess.1.sg

că
that

Ion
Ion

o
pResm.3.sg

fi
be

la
at

birou
office

mai
more

degrabă
soon

decât
than

acasă.
home

‘I guess Ion is in the office rather than at home.’

c. Cred
believe.1.sg

că
that

Ion
Ion

o
pResm.3.sg

fi
be

la
at

birou
office

mai
more

degrabă
soon

decât
than

acasă.
home
‘I believe Ion is in the office rather than at home.’ (Romanian)

Finally, one of the anonymous reviewers makes the interesting observation that
Polish ECs are impossible in negated future contexts.The same point can bemade
using Romanian data, as seen below:

(34) ⁇ Ion
Ion

nu
not

va
fut

fi
be

la
at

birou
office

mai
more

degrabă
soon

decât
than

acasă.
home

Intended: ‘Ion will not be in the office rather than at home.’ (Romanian)

In Bulgarian similar examples seem to be well-formed, see (35).

(35) Ivan
Ivan

ne
not

šte
fut

da
da

byde
be

na
at

rabota,
work

a
but

po-skoro
more-soon

v
at

kušti.
home

‘Ivan will not be at work rather than at home.’ (Bulgarian)

However, the future marker šte in Bulgarian has been shown to be a versatile
category with various types of interpretations (Rivero & Simeonova 2014). Thus,
more refined diagnostics are needed to settle this problem. We leave a detailed
account of this observation for further research.
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Abbreviations
adv adverb
cond conditional
da modal particle
EC epistemic comparative
Epist epistemic
Evid/evid evidential
fut future
geR gerund
IE indirect evidential
IIE inferential indirect

evidential

inf infinitive
MAdv modal adverbs
MAdjs modal adjectives
pfv perfective
pl plural
pResmp presumptive
SA speech act
pst past
ptcp participle
sbjv subjunctive
sg singular
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Chapter 5

Czech modal complement ellipsis from a
comparative perspective
Hana Gruet-Skrabalova
Université Clermont Auvergne,
Laboratoire de recherche sur le langage

This paper deals with modal complement ellipsis in Czech from a comparative per-
spective. I show that Czech modal complement ellipsis displays a mixed behaviour
in comparison with languages like English, Dutch and French. Like English, it
allows for various extractions from the ellipsis site and for different subjects in
antecedent-contained deletion constructions. Like French and Dutch, it does not
allow for intervening elements between the modal verb and the ellipsis site and it
requires voice identity of the elided VP and its antecedent. Adopting a deletion ap-
proach to ellipsis, I propose to account for this behaviour by parametrizing the syn-
tactic properties of a presumably universal ellipsis feature [E], initially proposed by
Lobeck (1995). In my proposal, the syntax of [E] includes the head-licensing ellipsis
and the ellipsis site. I argue that the type of licensing head (T, V or Mod) and the
type of ellipsis site (VP, TP or VoiceP) induce the properties of modal complement
ellipsis that I observe at the surface.

Keywords: modal complement ellipsis, VP ellipsis, modal verbs, auxiliary verbs,
ellipsis parameter

1 Introduction

This paper deals with verb-phrase ellipsis that occurs in context of modal verbs,
as in (1a). Following Aelbrecht (2008), I will refer to this phenomenon as modal
complement ellipsis (MCE) in order to distinguish it from a well-known phe-
nomenon of VP ellipsis in (1b) (Ross 1969b; Sag 1976; Merchant 2001; among oth-
ers). When it comes to other languages than English, it seems relevant to set
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apart ellipsis after auxiliary verbs and ellipsis after modal verbs, because the for-
mer is not always available in languages that display the latter, as e.g. Romance
languages (Busquets & Denis 2001; Depiante 2001; Dagnac 2008; 2010, a.o.) and
Germanic languages like German or Dutch (Lobeck 1995; Aelbrecht 2008), see
(2) and (3) respectively.1 The contrast between English on the one hand and Ro-
mance and other Germanic languages on the other has been argued to follow
from the properties of modal verbs (see §2).

(1) a. John helped them, but Mary could not.

b. John helped them, but I did not.

(2) a. Jean
J.

les
them

a
has

aidés,
helped.pl

mais
but

Marie
M.

n’a
neg.has

pas
neg

pu.
could

‘Jean helped them, but Marie could not.’ (French)

b. * Jean
J.

les
them

a
has

aidés,
helped.pl

mais
but

je
I

n’ai
neg.have

pas.
neg

Intended: ‘Jean helped them, but I did not.’ (French)

(3) a. Jan
J.

heeft
has

ze
them

geholpen,
helped

maar
but

Maria
M.

mocht
could

niet.
not

‘Jan helped them, but Maria could not.’ (Dutch)

b. * Jan
J.

heeft
has

ze
them

geholpen,
helped

maar
but

Ik
I

heb
have

niet.
not

Intended: ‘Jan helped them, but I did not.’ (Dutch)

Interestingly, Czech behaves differently from both English-like and Romance-
like languages in that: (i) ellipsis is only partially available after auxiliary verbs,
compare (4b) with the past auxiliary and (4c) with the future auxiliary, and (ii)
ellipsis after modal verbs in (4a) does not behave entirely like either VP ellipsis
in English or like MCE in French or Dutch, as we will see in detail in §4.2 While
the possibility of ellipsis after auxiliary verbs in Czech can be claimed to depend
on their morphosyntactic status (see §3.1), I will argue that the mixed proper-
ties of Czech MCE follow from both the properties of modal verbs (see §3.2) and
the structure targeted by ellipsis. Adopting a deletion approach to ellipsis, I will
propose that we can account for (not only) Czech MCE by parametrizing the
syntactic properties of a presumably universal ellipsis feature [E], initially pro-
posed by Lobeck (1995) and formalized in Merchant (2001), which determines the
licensing head and the selection of the ellipsis site in each language.

1VP ellipsis after auxiliary verbs is not available in Romance languages, except for Portuguese,
see Cyrino & Matos (2002).

2See §3.1 for different forms of the auxiliary verb být ‘be’ in Czech.
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(4) a. Jan
J.

jim
them.dat

pomohl,
helped

ale
but

Marie
Marie

bohužel
unfortunately

nemohla.
neg.could

‘Jan helped them, but unfortunately Marie could not.’ (Czech)

b. * Jan
J.

jim
them.dat

pomohl,
helped

ale
but

já
I

bohužel
unfortunately

nejsem.
neg.aux.1sg

Intended: ‘Jan helped them, but unfortunately I did not.’ (Czech)

c. Jan
J.

jim
them.dat

bude
aux.3sg

pomáhat,
help

ale
but

Marie
Marie

bohužel
unfortunately

nebude.
neg.aux.3sg
‘Jan will help them, but unfortunately Marie won’t.’ (Czech)

The paper is organized as follows. §2 briefly presents themain evidence for a dele-
tion approach to MCE. §3 presents the properties of auxiliary and modal verbs in
Czech. I discuss here ellipsis after auxiliary verbs and argue that modal verbs be-
have syntactically neither like T nor like V heads. §4 focuses on the properties of
MCE in Czech in comparison with English, French and Dutch. I show that Czech
MCE resembles English VP ellipsis in that it allows for various extractions from
the ellipsis site and for different subjects in antecedent-contained deletion
(ACD) constructions. By contrast, Czech MCE is similar to French and Dutch in
that it does not allow for intervening elements between the modal verb and the
ellipsis site and it requires voice identity of the elided phrase and its antecedent.
§5 proposes a syntactic analysis of this variation based on the mechanism of el-
lipsis and the syntax of the feature [E], as developed in Aelbrecht (2010). §6 sums
up the paper.

2 Assumptions about the syntax of ellipsis

There are two main approaches to ellipsis in the literature, the deletion approach
and the null-proform approach, both of which have been applied to VP ellipsis
and to MCE. Within the first approach, ellipsis is considered to be deletion or not
spelling-out of a fully specified verbal phrase. This analysis is generally assumed
for VP ellipsis in English after both auxiliary and modal verbs (Ross 1967; Sag
1976; Hankamer & Sag 1976; Merchant 2001; 2008a, a.o.), see (5a), but it has also
been recently argued for Dutch (Aelbrecht 2008; 2010) and Romance (Dagnac
2010). The second type of analysis sees ellipsis as involving a null verbal proform,
so-called null-complement anaphora, represented by e in (5b). This analysis has
been in particular proposed by Depiante (2001) for Spanish and Italian, and by
Lobeck (1995) for Dutch.
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(5) a. You can help me, but she can’t [VP help me].

b. Je
you

kan
can

me
me

wel
pRt

helpen,
help

maar
but

ze
she

kan
can

niet
not

[VP e].

‘You can help me, but she cannot.’ (Dutch)

Themain argument in favour of a deletion approach that I will adopt here consists
in the possibility of extraction from the ellipsis site. Extraction of the wh-object
from the elided VP is possible in English, while it seems impossible in Dutch and
Spanish, compare (6a) and (6b)–(6c). However, even if Dutch does not behave
exactly like English, Aelbrecht (2008; 2010) shows that at least subject extraction
from the elided VP in Dutch in (7) is possible, contrary to object extraction. She
argues that this is becauseMCE in Dutch targets a larger string than VP ellipsis in
English, namely VoiceP, which constitutes a phase blocking the object extraction
(i.e. when the licensing head is merged, the ellipsis site is sent to phonetic foRm
(PF) and the site is frozen for extraction).

(6) a. I don’t know who Sue invited, but I know who she couldn’t invite.

b. * Ik
I

weet
know

wie
who

Katrien
K.

moet
must

uitnodigen
invite

maar
but

ik
I

weet
know

niet
not

wie
who

ze
she

moet
must

niet.
not

Intended: ‘I know whom Katrien must invite, but I don’t know
whom she must not.’ (Dutch; Aelbrecht 2008)

c. * José
J.

no
not

sabe
knows

qué
which

libro
book

Maria
M.

quiere
wants

leer,
read

pero
but

Pedro
P.

sabe
knows

qué
which

revisto
revue

Anna
A.

no
not

pudo.
can

Intended: ‘José doesn’t know which book Maria wants to read, but
Pedro knows which revue Anna can’t.’ (Spanish; Depiante 2001)

(7) a. Deze
this

broek
pants

moet
must

niet
not

gewassen
washed

worden,
become

maar
but

die
that

rok
skirt

moet
must

wel.
pRt

‘These pants don’t need to be washed, but that skirt does.’
(Dutch; Aelbrecht 2010)

b. … maar die rok𝑖 moet wel [TP t𝑖 [VoiceP t𝑖 gewassen worden]]

Likewise, Dagnac (2010) shows that even object extraction is possible in Romance
if subjects in both clauses are identical, as in (8) and (9). She calls this constraint
The Same Subject Constraint. Assuming that modal verbs in Romance are raising
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verbs selecting a TP, Dagnac argues that the ellipsis aftermodal verbs in Romance
is not a VP deletion but a TP deletion. This allows to explain e.g. why ellipsis in
ACD constructions requires subjects of both elided TP and its TP antecedent to
be identical.

(8) a. Maintenant,
now

je
I

sais
know

à
to

qui
who

je
I

peux
can

confier
entrust

mon
my

fils,
son

mais
but

je
I

ne
neg

sais
know

toujours
still

pas
neg

à
to

qui
who

je
I

ne
neg

peux
can

pas.
neg

‘Now I know to whom I can entrust my son, but I still don’t know to
whom I can’t.’ (French; Dagnac 2010)

b. … à qui𝑖 je𝑗 ne peux pas [TP t𝑗 [vP t𝑗 confier mon fils t𝑖]]

(9) Ahora,
now

ya
already

sé
know.1sg

a
to

quién
who

puedo
can.1sg

confiar
confide

mi
my

hijo,
son

pero
but

todavía
still

no
neg

sé
know.1sg

a
to

quién
who

no
not

puedo.
can.1sg

‘Now I know to whom I can confide my son, but I still don’t know to
whom I can’t.’ (Spanish; Dagnac 2010)

In addition, an overt pronoun and the verbal anaphor le faire ‘do it’ are ungram-
matical with wh-extraction and relativization from the VP in French, see (10a)
and (10b) respectively (Dagnac 2008).3 This also supports the claim that there is
a movement from an elided structure, which cannot be reduced to a null pronoun.

(10) a. Il
he

embrasse
kisses

{qui
who

il
he

peut
can

/ *qui
who

il
he

peut
can

le
it

faire
do

/ *qui
who

il
he

le
it

peut}.
can

‘He kisses who he can.’ (French; Dagnac 2008)

3French modal verbs may combine with an overt pronoun in contexts without extraction. Here,
the pronoun can be analysed as a pronominalization of the overt TP complement of the modal
verb. These contexts thus constitute arguments neither for deletion, nor for null anaphora. See
also §4.1.

(i) Jean
J.

peut
can

te
you

répondre,
answer

mais
but

moi,
me

je
I

ne
neg

(le)
it

peux
can

pas.
neg

‘Jean can answer you, but I can not.’ (French)

(ii) Je
I

vais
will

résister
resist

aussi
as

longtemps
long

que
that

je
I

(le)
it

peux.
can

‘I will resist as long as I can.’ (French)
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b. Léa
Lea

lit
reads

tous
all

les
the

livres
books

{qu’elle
that.she

peut
can

/ *qu’elle
that.she

peut
can

le
it

faire
do

/

*qu’elle
that.she

le
it

peut}.
can

‘Léa reads all the books she can.’ (French; Dagnac 2008)

Dagnac’s and Aelbrecht’s arguments thusmake it very reasonable to assume that
there is an underlying syntactic structure in contexts involving MCE, but they
also suggest that we need to specify for each language:

1. the type of head licensing ellipsis,

2. the ellipsis site.

I will propose in §5 that these twomicro-parameters can be encoded in the syntax
of the ellipsis feature [E] responsible for the distribution of ellipsis throughout
languages.

3 Auxiliary and modal verbs in Czech

3.1 The auxiliary být

Czech is a West-Slavic language with a rich morphology in both its nominal sys-
tem (number, gender, case) and its verbal system (tense, voice, aspect). It also
differs from English, French and Dutch in that (i) it is a subject pro-drop lan-
guage, (ii) it has second position clitics (2PCl) including pronominal and verbal
(auxiliary) clitics, and (iii) it has – despite its basic SVO order – a relatively free
word order that reflects the information structure of the clause. Like many other
languages, it shows various elliptical constructions, such as gapping and sluicing
(Gruet-Skrabalova 2016).

Czech uses only the auxiliary verb být ‘be’, in three series of forms: (i) forms in
js- in the past tense, (ii) forms in by- in the conditional mood, (iii) forms in bud- in
the future tense. Past and conditional forms are 2PCl, which combine with lexi-
cal -l participles in the active voice and with the (non-clitic) passive auxiliary byl
‘been’ and lexical -n participles in the passive voice, see (11a)–(11b).4 The future
forms are autonomous words and combine with non-finite imperfective verbs
in the active voice and with -n participles in the passive voice, see (11c)–(11d).

4Czechmorphologically distinguishes active -l participles and passive -n participles.The former
are considered as tensed forms (see Veselovská 1995; 2008), whichmay bear sentential negation
ne-.
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Veselovská (1995; 2008) argues that Czech clitic auxiliaries bear agreement, but
not tense features, and thus that they are generated above T (cf. Roberts 2010,
who places Slavic 2PCL in the C-system). By contrast, the non clitic future aux-
iliary should be merged within the extended VP since it is sensitive to aspect on
the lexical verb (cf. Kyncl 2008), as shown in (11c). For the purpose of this paper,
I assume that 2PCl auxiliaries are generated in a low C-head, while non clitic
future and passive auxiliaries are generated below T (Aspect and Voice respec-
tively, see Cinque 2004), as indicated in (12). I also assume the finite auxiliaries
move to T to check their T-feature.

(11) a. Já
I

jsem
past.1sg

{(ne-)
neg

četl
read.impf

/ (ne-)
neg

přečetl}
pf.read

všechny
all

tyhle
these

knihy.
books

‘I (have) (not) read all these books.’ (Czech)

b. Já
I

jsem
past.1sg

(ne-)
neg

byl
been

pozván.
invited.pass

‘I was (not) invited.’ (Czech)

c. Já
I

budu
fut.1sg

{číst
read.impf

/ *přečíst}
pf.read

všechny
all

tyhle
these

knihy.
books

‘I will read all these books.’ (Czech)

d. Já
I

(ne-)
neg

budu
fut.1sg

pozván.
invited.pass

‘I will (not) be invited.’ (Czech)

(12) [CP … CL [TP … [AspP bud- [VoiceP byl [VP …]]]]]

As has already been shown in §1, ellipsis is not available with clitic auxiliaries,
see (13b). Gruet-Skrabalova (2012) argues that this follows precisely from their
clitic status: 2P clitics cannot license VP ellipsis because they appear too high
in the structure with respect to the VP domain. I will return to the analysis of
ellipsis after the future auxiliary as in (13a) in §5.2.

(13) a. Já
I

budu
fut.1sg

číst
read

nahlas,
aloud

a
and

ty
you

budeš
fut.2sg

taky.
too

‘I will read aloud, and you will too.’ (Czech)

b. * Já
I

{jsem
past.1sg

/ bych}
cond.1sg

četl
read

nahlas,
aloud

a
and

ty
you

{jsi
past.2sg

/ bys}
cond.2sg

taky.
too
Intended: ‘I read aloud, and you did too.’ / ‘I would read aloud, and
you would too.’ (Czech)
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3.2 Modal verbs

There are five strictly modal verbs in Czech: moci/moct ‘can/be able to’, smět
‘may/be allowed to’, muset ‘must/have to’, nemuset ‘need not’, and mít ‘have to’.
These verbs have mixed morphosyntactic properties, as shown in Kyncl (2008):
like functional verbs, they have no imperative (*mus) and no passive (*musen,
*mocen) and they do not combine with aspectual affixes (*domuset, *musívat).
They are not sensitive to the aspectual makeup of the lexical verbs either, con-
trary to the future auxiliary budu requiring imperfective verbs in (11c) above.
Like lexical verbs, modal verbs combine with the auxiliary být ‘be’, see (14b)–
(14c), and bear the prefix ne- expressing sentential negation when they are finite,
as we can see in (14a)–(14b). They can be followed by active or passive infinitival
verbs, see (14d).

(14) a. Nemůžu
neg.can.1sg

přece
though

{přečíst
pf.read

/ číst}
read.impf

všechny
all

tyhle
these

knihy.
books

‘I cannot read all these books.’ (Czech)

b. Nemohl
neg.could

jsem
past.1sg

přece
though

{přečíst
pf.read

/ číst}
read.impf

všechny
all

tyhle
these

knihy.
books

‘I could not read all these books.’ (Czech)

c. Nikdy
never

nebudu
neg.fut.1sg

moci
can

{přečíst
pf.read

/ číst}
read.impf

všechny
all

tyhle
these

knihy.
books

‘I will not be able to read all these books.’ (Czech)

d. Já
I

budu
fut.1sg

muset
must

být
be

pozván.
invited.pass

‘I will have to be invited.’ (Czech)

Although modal verbs can occur with auxiliary verbs, modal verbs cannot co-
occur, just like in English, and contrary to Romance or Dutch, see (15). The co-
occurrence of French andDutchmodal verbs in (15c) and (15d) respectively can be
explained if we assume, as has been argued in the literature (Ruwet 1972; Wurm-
brand 1999; 2001), that they are raising verbs selecting not a VP, but a TP com-
plement.5

(15) a. * Já
I

musím
must

moci
can

přečíst
pf.read

ty
these

knihy.
books

Intended: ‘I must be able to read these books.’ (Czech)

5Traditionally (e.g. Ross 1969a), deontic verbs have been claimed to be control predicates and
epistemic verbs to be raising predicates. For Wurmbrand (1999), however, this semantic differ-
ence is not represented in syntax.
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b. * You must can read these books.

c. Vous
you

devez
must

pouvoir
can

lire
read

ces
these

livres.
books

‘You must be able to read these books.’ (French)

d. Hij
he

moet
must

goed
well

kunnen
can

koken.
cook

‘He must be able to cook well.’ (Dutch; Lobeck 1995)

Czechmodal verbs also systematically require climbing of pronominal clitic com-
plements of the lexical verb, and thus behave obligatorily like restructuring verbs
(Medová 2000). Although clitic climbing is typical for Romance languages (e.g.
Rizzi 1978; Roberts 1991), it is no longer true for modal verbs in French.

(16) a. Petr
P.

musí
must

přečíst
pf.read

ty
these

knihy.
books

/ Petr
P.

(je)
cl:them

musí
must

(*je)
cl:them

přečíst.
pf.read
‘Petr must read these books / them.’ (Czech)

b. Pierre
P.

doit
must

lire
read

ces
these

livres.
books

/ Pierre
P.

(*les)
cl:them

doit
must

(les)
cl:them

lire.
read

‘Pierre must read these books / them.’ (French)

The properties of Czech modal verbs discussed above suggest that they behave
neither like T heads, as in English (Sag 1976 a.o.), nor like V heads, as in French
or Dutch (Aelbrecht 2008; Dagnac 2010). Given their restructuring properties,
I assume that modal verbs are heads of a specific functional projection ModP
between V and T (cf. Cinque 2004) selecting an extended VP projection as com-
plement.

As already said, ellipsis is available after modal verbs, as shown in (17a). Inter-
estingly, ellipsis may occur even if the modal verb follows the future auxiliary
and is therefore non-finite, as in (17b). This suggests that MCE is not licensed by
the head T. Note that the modal verb does not appear in the first sentence and
thus constitutes new information in the elliptical clause.

(17) a. I
even

když
if

já
I

čtu
read.1sg

nahlas,
aloud

ty
you

nemusíš.
neg.must.2sg

‘Although I read aloud, you do not have to.’ (Czech)

b. I
even

když
if

já
I

budu
fut.1sg

číst
read

nahlas,
aloud

ty
you

nebudeš
neg.fut.2sg

muset.
must

‘Although I will have to read aloud, you will not have to.’ (Czech)
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4 Modal complement ellipsis in Czech

4.1 English-like properties

This section focuses on Czech MCE in comparison with English, Dutch and
French. We will see that CzechMCE looks like English VP ellipsis with respect to
extraction and subjects in ACD constructions, and like French and Dutch MCE
with respect to the size of the elided string and voice properties of the elided VP
and its antecedent.

Starting with non-elliptical constructions, we can see that the verbs ‘can’ and
‘must’ in the languages under discussion can have two readings, a deontic (root)
reading and an epistemic reading. Czech is similar to English in that both read-
ings are also acceptable in elliptical constructions, although ellipsis appears most
frequently with the deontic reading. In contrast, it has been observed for Ro-
mance and Dutch that MCE is only available with deontic reading of these modal
verbs:6

(18) Deontic reading

a. John couldn’t come to the party, and Peter was not allowed.

b. Jan
J.

na
to

večírek
party

přijít
come

nemohl
neg.could

a
and

Petr
P.

nesměl.
neg.could

‘Jan was not able to come to the party, and Petr was not allowed.’
(Czech)

c. Jean
J.

a
has

pu
could

venir
come

à
to

la
the

soirée,
party

mais
but

Pierre
P.

n’a
neg.has

pas
neg

pu.
could

‘Jean could come to the party, but Pierre couldn’t.’ (French)

d. Jan
J.

kon
could

naar
to

het
the

feest
party

kommen,
come

maar
but

Piet
P.

mocht
could

niet.
not

‘Jean could come to the party, but Piet was not allowed.’ (Dutch)

(19) Epistemic reading

a. It can be true, but it doesn’t have to.

b. Může
can

to
it

být
be

pravda,
true

ale
but

nemusí.
neg.must

‘It can be true, but it doesn’t have to.’ (Czech)

6Cf. Barbiers (1995); Lobeck (1995); Aelbrecht (2008). For my informants, the verb moeten ‘must’
would be ruled out in (18d), the verb hoefen ‘should’ being more acceptable.
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c. * Cela
this

peut
can

être
be

vrai,
true

mais
but

cela
this

ne
neg

doit
must

pas.
neg

Intended: ‘It can be true, but it doesn’t have to.’ (French)

d. ? Het
it

zou
should

waar
true

kunnen
can

zijn,
be

maar
but

het
it

hoeft
should

niet.
not

‘It should be true, but it shouldn’t have to.’ (Dutch)

Another property Czech shares with English concerns the possibility of pronom-
inalizing the elided string. Actually, missing material after modal verbs in Czech
is not in complementary distribution with an overt pronoun, as shown in (20).
French and Dutch behave differently except for contexts with extraction like in
(21); see §2, footnote 3. This might be not completely surprising if both pronomi-
nalization andMCE in these languages target a TP, as proposed by Dagnac (2010);
see §5.1.

(20) a. John will answer you, but I can’t (*it).

b. Jan
J.

ti
you.dat

odpoví,
answers

ale
but

já
I

(*to)
it

nemůžu.
neg.can

‘Jan will answer you, but I can’t.’ (Czech)

c. Jean
J.

te
you

répondra,
answer.fut.3sg

mais
but

moi,
me

je
I

ne
neg

(le)
it

peux
can

pas.
neg

‘Jean will answer you, but I can’t.’ (French)

d. Jan
J.

zal
will

je
you

antwoorden,
answer

maar
but

ik
I

kan
can

(het)
it

niet.
not

‘Jan will answer you, but I can’t.’ (Dutch)

(21) a. Jean
J.

lit
reads

tous
all

les
the

livres
books

qu’il
that he

(*le)
it

peut.
can

‘Jean reads all the books he can.’ (French)

b. Joris
J.

leest
reads

elk
every

boek
book

dat
that

hij
he

(*het)
it

kan.
can

‘Joris reads every book he can.’ (Dutch)

Elliptical relative clauses, so-called antecedent contained deletion (ACD), display
another property in which languages may differ. In Czech and English, a relative
clause containing ellipsis and its matrix clause may have different subjects. In
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contrast, Romance and Dutch require both subjects to be identical (the Same
Subject Constraint, see §2):7

(22) a. John reads all the books that Mary can’t.

b. Jan
J.

čte
reads

všechny
all

knihy,
books

které
that

Marie
M.

nesmí.
neg.can

‘Jan reads all books that Marie is not allowed to read.’ (Czech)

c. * Jean
J.

lit
reads

tous
all

les
the

livres
books

que
that

Marie
M.

ne
neg

peut
can

pas.
neg

Intended: ‘Jean reads all the books that Marie can’t.’
(French; Dagnac 2008)

d. * Joris
J.

leest
reads

elk
every

boek
book

dat
that

Monika
M.

moet
must

niet.
not

Intended: ‘Joris reads every book that Monika doesn’t have to.’
(Dutch; Aelbrecht 2008)

Finally, recall that the main argument for the deletion approach of MCE is based
on extraction from the elided string. In Czech, several types of extraction are
possible, to both A- and A′- positions. Extraction to subject position can be seen
with the inaccusative verb přijít ‘come’ in the example (16a) above, repeated in
(23).

(23) Extraction to subject position:

Jan
J.

na
to

večírek
party

přijít
come

nemohl
neg.could

a
and

Petr
P.

nesměl.
neg.could

‘Jan could’t come to the party and Petr was not allowed.’ (Czech)

The example (24) shows regular wh-object extraction of the dative wh-word
komu ‘to whom’ to the CP domain (cf. §2, ex. (7)), and the example (25) shows
topicalization of an accusative DP-object. It must, however, be noted that extrac-
tion from VP in English, like in (25a), usually requires a specific contrastive focus

7Here is an attested and more natural example for (22b):

(i) Helenku
Helenka.acc

bolelo
ached

břicho
stomach

a
and

tak
so

Elizabetka
Elizabetka

snědla
ate

všechny
all

bonbóny
sweets

který
that

Helenka
Helenka

nemohla.
neg.could

‘Helenka had a stomach ache, so Elizabetka ate all sweets that Helenka could not.’
(Czech)
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(Schuyler 2001; Lasnik 2001; Merchant 2008b). This is also true for French, where
topicalization is acceptable provided the context is contrastive enough. In Czech,
no specific prosody is required to accompany extraction in the examples below.
I assume that this is because the word order in Czech is much is much freer
than in English and French and serves to mark a specific information status of a
phrase. In English, the information focus or topic status is generally marked by
prosody. With respect to extraction, Czech may thus seem even more permissive
than English.

(24) Wh-object extraction:

Vím
know.1sg

komu
who.dat

můžu
can.1sg

děti
children

svěřit
confide

a
and

komu
who.dat

nemůžu.
neg.can.1sg

‘I know to whom I can confide my children and to whom I can’t.’ (Czech)

(25) Object topicalization:

a. The toy she had already bought, but the book she really couldn’t.

b. Hračky
toys.acc

už
already

jsem
past.1sg

koupila,
bought

ale
but

knížky
books.acc

jsem
past.1sg

ještě
yet

nemohla.
neg.could
‘I have already bought the/some toys, but I was not yet able to buy
the/some books.’ (Czech)

c. Les
the

jouets,
toys

je
I

les
them

ai
have

déjà
already

achetés,
bought

mais
but

les
the

livres,
books

je
I

n’ai
neg.have

pas
neg

encore
yet

pu.
could

‘I have already bought the toys, but I haven’t yet been able to buy
the books.’ (French)

d. * Het
the

speelgoed
toy

had
have

ik
I

al
already

gekocht,
bought

maar
but

het
the

boekje
book

kon
could

ik
I

niet.
not
Intended: ‘I have already bought the toy, but I haven’t yet been able
to buy the book.’ (Dutch)

The last example in this section presents a more questionable extraction: in En-
glish, (26a) is generally considered as a case of pseudogapping, but some also
analyse it as involving movement (Aelbrecht 2008; Gengel 2013). Whether or
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not we assume that (26b) involves an object extraction, Czech would again be
similar to English rather than to French or Dutch.

(26) a. I will vote for him, and you can for her.

b. Já
I

budu
fut.1sg

volit
vote

pro
for

něj
him

a
and

ty
you

můžeš
can

pro
for

ni.
her

‘I will vote for him and you can for her.’ (Czech)

c. * Je
I

voterai
vote.fut.1sg

pour
for

lui,
him

et
and

tu
you

peux
can

pour
for

elle.
her

Intended: ‘I will vote for him and you can for her.’
(French; Dagnac 2010)

d. * Ik
I

zal
will

voor
for

hem
him

stemmen,
vote

en
and

je
you

kan
can

voor
for

haar.
her

Intended: ‘I will vote for him and you can for her.’
(Dutch; Aelbrecht 2008)

4.2 Differences from English

Despite several similarities with English VP ellipsis presented in the previous
subsection, Czech MCE is also (at least to some extent) similar to French and
Dutch MCE.

First, we observe that verbal elements intervening between modals and the VP
must be elided, see the passive auxiliary ‘be’ in (27). In French and Dutch, these
elements also include negation and aspect morphemes, which in Czech appear
directly on the verb stem.8

(27) a. This text can be read aloud but this poetry really cannot (be).

8See also these two examples:

(i) * Paul
Paul

peut
can

avoir
have

fini
finished

en
in

juin,
June

et
and

Luc
Luc

peut
can

aussi
too

avoir
have

[fini en juin].
finished in June

Intended: ‘Paul can have finished in June and Luc can have.’ (French; Dagnac
2008)

(ii) * Paul
Paul

peut
can

repasser
take

LM01
LM01

et
and

Luc
Luc

peut
can

ne pas
not

[repasser LM01].
take LM01

Intended: ‘Paul is allowed to take LM01 and Luc is allowed not to.’
(French; Dagnac 2008)
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b. Tento
this

text
text

může
can

být
be

čten
read.pass

nahlas,
aloud

ale
but

tato
this

báseň
poetry

skutečně
really

nemůže
neg.can

(*být).
be

‘This text can be read aloud but this poetry really cannot be.’ (Czech)

c. Ce
this

texte
text

peut
can

être
be

lu
read

à
in

voix
voice

haute,
high

mais
but

ce
this

poème
poetry

ne
neg

peut
can

vraiment
really

pas
neg

(*être).
be

‘This text can be read aloud but this poetry really cannot be.’
(French; Dagnac 2010)

d. Deze
this

tekst
text

kan
can

hardop
aloud

gelezen
read

worden,
be

maar
but

deze
this

poëzie
poetry

kan
can

echt
really

niet
not

(*zijn).
be

‘This text can be read aloud but this poetry cannot be.’ (Dutch)

By contrast, second position clitic auxiliaries are obligatory with MCE in Czech,
see (28a), which is not surprising since they occur very high in the clause (cf.
§3.1).9 Note also that second position pronominal clitics that are complements of
the lexical verb are excluded. These clitics normally appear on modal verbs, see
(16a) above and (28b). This suggests that pronominal clitics must be elided before
clitic climbing.10

(28) a. Já
I

jsem
past.1sg

to
it.cl

musela
had.to

podepsat,
sign

ale
but

ty
you

*(jsi)
past.2sg

(*to)
it.cl

nemusel.
neg.had.to
‘I had to sign it, but you didn’t have to.’ (Czech)

b. Já
I

jsem
past.1sg

to
it.cl

musela
had.to

(*to)
it.cl

podepsat
sign

(*to).
it.cl

‘I had to sign it.’ (Czech)

9Contrary to MCE, auxiliary clitics cannot escape sluicing, as has been noted by Merchant
(2001) in his Sluicing-Comp Generalization. This follows if MCE targets a smaller structure
than sluicing does.

10For Roberts (2010), pronominal clitics consistently escape the interior of the low v-cycle. If this
is true, MCE in Czech targets a larger structure than the low v-cycle, which is compatible with
my analysis in §5.
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Finally, it has been pointed out (Hardt 1993; Merchant 2008a; 2013) that the voice
of the elided VP and that of its VP antecedent in English may differ. In (29a), the
elliptical clause is in the active voice, while the clause with the VP antecedent
is in the passive voice. The example (29b) shows the opposite distribution: pas-
sive elliptical clause and active clause containing the antecedent.11 Assuming
that voice is encoded on the head Voice and that Voice is distinct from the head
v, Merchant (2008a) argues that VP ellipsis in English targets a verbal phrase
(vP/VP) below Voice head. Ellipsis therefore does not include VoiceP.

(29) a. This problem had to be solved long ago, but obviously nobody could
(solve it). (Merchant 2008a)

b. The janitor must remove the trash whenever it is apparent that it
should be (removed). (Merchant 2008a)

Contrary to English, we can see in (30) that Czech, French and Dutch require
the same active or passive morphosyntax in both the elliptical clause and the
clause containing the VP antecedent.12 Ellipsis is excluded here because the el-
liptical clause is presumably in the active voice, while the clause containing the
antecedent is in the passive voice. This suggests that VoiceP is included in the
ellipsis site.

(30) a. Ten
this

problem
problem

měl
had.to

být
be

dávno
longtime

vyřešen
solved.pass

ale
but

nikdo
nobody

zřejmě
obviously

nemohl
neg.could

*(ho
it

vyřešit).
solve

‘This problem had to be solved long ago, but nobody could solve it.’
(Czech)

b. Ce
this

problème
problem

aurait
has.cond

déjà
yet

dû
had.to

être
be

résolu,
solved

mais
but

personne
nobody

n’a
neg.has

pu
could

*(le
it

résoudre).
solve

‘This problem had to be solved long ago, but nobody could solve it.’
(French; Dagnac 2010)

c. Dit
this

probleem
problem

had
had

al
already

lang
long

geleden
ago

opgelost
solved

moeten
must

worden
be

11Apparent counter-examples in English are reanalysed by Merchant (2013) as cases of
pseudogapping.

12Voice identity also applies to ellipsis after the auxiliary future verb, see §5.2.
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maar
but

niemand
nobody

kon
could

*(het
it

opgelessen).
solve

‘This problem had to be solved long ago, but nobody could solve it.’
(Dutch)

Given the properties discussed above, I conclude that CzechMCE seems to target
a larger structure that VP ellipsis in English, but probably a smaller structure than
MCE in French or Dutch.

4.3 Summary

Table 1 summarizes the properties discussed in this section. Rows 1 to 3 indicate
for each language whether it allows ellipsis after auxiliary verbs (Aux + ellipsis),
co-occurrence of an auxiliary and a modal verb (T + Mod), and co-occurrence of
twomodal verbs (Mod +Mod).With respect toMCE, rows 4 to 8 indicate whether
it is compatible with deontic and epistemic reading of modal verbs (Deont/Epist
reading), with subject extraction, object topicalization, wh-object extraction and
object scrambling (if there is any). Finally, rows 9 to 12 show whether MCE re-
quires identical subjects in ACD constructions (Same Subject Constraint) and
identical voice on the verb (Voice identity) and whether it allows a passive aux-
iliary to occur after the modal verb (Passive Aux). We can see that Czech shares
most but not all the examined properties with English.

5 Proposal

Before proposing an analysis of MCE in Czech, I present here my assumptions
about the general mechanism licensing ellipsis, following in particular Aelbrecht
(2010), and to some extent Lobeck (1995), Merchant (2001) and Craenenbroeck
& Lipták (2013). I thus assume that (i) ellipsis is triggered in a checking relation
(Agree) between the licensing head X and the ellipsis site YP, (ii) there is a feature
[E] that occurs on the head of Y and indicates that YP will not be spelled out (non-
pronunciation at PF) once the feature is checked out by the head X.13

The feature [E] has a specific syntax consisting of two properties: (i) selection
of the head on which the feature may occur, i.e. the head of the constituent that
will be elided (sel X), (ii) uninterpretable features that must be checked against
the features of the head licensing ellipsis (uY). I will propose that parametrizing

13This assumption is at variance with Merchant (2001), for whom it is the complement of the
head bearing [E] that is elided.
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Table 1: Properties related to MCE

English Czech French Dutch

1 Aux + ellipsis Yes Yes/No
(2PCl)

No No

2 T + Mod No Yes Yes Yes
3 Mod + Mod No No Yes Yes
4 Deont/Epist reading Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/No Yes/No?
5 Subject extraction Yes Yes Yes Yes
6 Object topicalization Yes Yes Yes No
7 Wh-object extraction Yes Yes Yes No
8 Object scrambling (?) Yes Yes No No
9 Same Subject Constraint No No Yes Yes
10 Overt pronoun No No Yes/No Yes/No
11 Voice identity No Yes Yes Yes
12 Passive Aux Yes No No No

these two properties accounts for the behaviour of (not only) Czech MCE. The
elided YP must be given (Barbiers 1995; Lobeck 1995; Merchant 2001) and syntac-
tically/structurally isomorphic with its antecedent (cf. Fiengo & May 1994).

5.1 Specifying the properties of the [E]-feature in MCE

We have seen in §3 that the behaviour of modal verbs in Czech suggests that
they are neither T nor V head, but rather head of a specific functional projection
between T and V, which I call Mod. They can therefore co-occur with T but not
with other modal verbs.

To account for ellipsis licensed in the contexts of modal verbs in Czech, I pro-
pose in (31a) that the feature [E] is merged on the head Voice, i.e. that it selects
as ellipsis site the phrase headed by Voice (sel Voice). Moreover, the feature [E]
must have its uninterpretable features (uMod) checked out by the head Mod, i.e.
it is licensed by Mod. The properties of the [E] feature in Czech would differ
from the properties of the [E] feature in English, French and Dutch respectively,
as shown in (31b)–(31d). In English, ellipsis targets vP and is licensed by T (see
Merchant 2008a). In French, ellipsis targets TP and is licensed by modal V select-
ing a TP (see Dagnac 2008). In Dutch, ellipsis targets VoiceP but it is licensed by
a deontic V (see Aelbrecht 2008). Contrary to Dutch, however, we do not need to
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postulate that the VoiceP in Czech constitutes a phase blocking object extraction,
since both subject and object extractions may take place before VoiceP is sent to
PF.

(31) The syntax of [E] feature in MCE: (cf. Merchant 2008a)

a. Czech: EMCE [infl [uMod], sel [Voice]]

b. English: EMCE [infl [uT], sel [v]] (see Merchant 2008a)

c. French: EMCE [infl [uV], sel [Tnf]] (see Dagnac 2008)

d. Dutch: EMCE [infl [uVdeon], sel [Voice]] (see Aelbrecht 2008)

(32) a. Czech: [ModP může [VoiceP [vP tsubj [VP … ]]]]

b. English: [TP can [AspP (have) [VoiceP (been) [vP tsubj [VP … ]]]]]

c. French: [VP peut [TP tsubj [AspP [vP tsubj [VP … ]]]]]

d. Dutch: [VP kan [TP tsubj [VoiceP [vP tsubj [VP … ]]]]]

ModP

Mod

může

VoiceP

VoiceE vP

…E[sel, Voice, uMod]

Figure 1: Syntactic structure for (32a)

The proposed analysis can account for the properties of Czech MCE as follows.
First, MCE requires voice identity in both the elliptical clause and its antecedent,
i.e. both clauses must be either active or passive. Assuming that the parallelism
requirement on ellipsis includes voice features, postulating that the feature [E]
targets VoiceP guarantees that ellipsis takes place only if elided and antecedent
VoiceP are identical. Furthermore, since VoiceP is neither a nominal nor a clausal
phrase, it follows that it cannot be pronominalized by an overt pronoun.

Second, MCE does not target the clitic and the future auxiliaries, but it cannot
leave aside the passive auxiliary. Since clitic auxiliaries are generated high in the
structure, the analysis predicts that they will not be included in the ellipsis site.
Likewise, the future auxiliary generated above modal verbs will not be elided,
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see §3.2, ex. (17b). In contrast, the passive auxiliary located in the VoiceP will be
elided along with the VoiceP.

Third, MCE allows extraction of focused (wh-object) and contrastively focused
XPs (contrastive topics). Since elided elements are informationally given, it fol-
lows that only focused XPs can escape ellipsis and undergo extraction. This is
especially visible in the case of pronominal object clitics, which cannot be fo-
cused, and will thus never be allowed to escape the ellipsis site. Extraction of
non-identical XPs from the ellipsis site could, however, be viewed as problem-
atic for parallelism constraints assumed for deletion, although these constraints
do not mean full morphophonological identity. I thus propose to assume with
Merchant that focus overrides “identity condition” in deletion (Merchant 2001).
In the case of subject extraction from vP to TP, for instance, the identity required
for deletion reduces to the type of argument (referential DP), but it does not con-
cern the meaning or the reference of the DP subjects themselves. In the case of
ACD, we can consider that the subject of the relative clause must escape deletion
precisely because it is contrasted with the subject on the main clause.

(33) a. Jan
Jan

čte
reads

všechny
all

knihy,
books

které𝑖
that

Eva
Eva

nesmí
neg.can

(číst
read

t𝑖 ).

‘Jan reads all the book that Eva can’t.’ (Czech)

b. Jan čte [VoiceP [VP tsub t𝑣 všechny knihy [CP které𝑖 [TP Eva [ModP nesmí
[VoiceP [vP tsub [VP … t𝑖 ]]]]]]]]

The observation that extraction is relatively easy in Czech can be related to the
monoclausal structure of sentences with modal verbs. In the case of an interme-
diate extraction (if we assume objects scrambling instead of pseudogapping), like
in (34), we can suppose that extracted elements are hosted by a TP-internal Focus
position (following Belletti 2004) between the modal verb and the elided VoiceP.
This kind of extraction would not be available in French or Dutch, where ellipsis
targets the TP complement of the modal V.

(34) Já
I

třeba
maybe

napíšu
pf.write

Heleně
H.dat

básničku,
poem.acc

a
and

ty
you

zas
then

můžeš
can

písničku.
song.acc

‘I might write a little poem for Helen, and you, you can write a little song
for her.’ (Czech)

5.2 Extending the analysis to ellipsis after the future auxiliary

Since English modal and auxiliary verbs represent the same kind of head (Ross
1967), it is not surprising that they behave alike with respect to ellipsis. We can
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ModP

Mod

můžeš

FocP

DP𝑖

písničku

Foc′

Foc VoiceP

Voice𝐸 vP

napsat
E[sel, Voice, uMod]

Figure 2: Syntactic structure for (34)

thus reduce the analysis of MCE to the analysis of VP ellipsis, by having the
same [E] feature for both. In French and Dutch, modal and auxiliary verbs are
syntactically different heads and behave differently with respect to ellipsis. If
these languages only possess the [E] feature with the syntax given above, ellipsis
after auxiliary verbs will be excluded since auxiliary verbs are not V heads and
do not have a non-finite TP complement.

As for Czech, I propose that the analysis in terms of VoiceP-ellipsis can be ex-
tended the future auxiliary because: (i) the future auxiliary is a functional verbal
head between V and T, (ii) its complement is an extended VP, and (iii) the ellipsis
also requires voice identity:

(35) a. Udělali
did.pl

to,
it

kdykoliv
whenever

{museli
had.to.pl

(to udělat)
it do

/ *to
it

muselo
had.to

(

být
be

uděláno)}.
done.pass

‘They did it whenever they did have to (do it).’ (Czech)

b. Měl
had.to

být
be

operován,
operated.pass

ale
but

{nebude
neg.fut.3sg

(operován)
operated.pass

/

*nebudou
neg.fut.3pl

(ho operovat)}.
him operate

‘He had to be operated but he will not (be operated).’ (Czech)
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To allow both the future auxiliary and modal verbs to license ellipsis, I suggest
defining the [E] feature as follows:

1. the licensing head is a functional verbal head F𝑣 , that can be realized as
Mod and Asp,

2. the uninterpretable features of [E] are uF𝑣 , see Figure 3.

(36) Měl
had.to

být
be

operován,
operated.pass

ale
but

pro𝑖 [AspP nebude
neg.fut.3sg

[VoiceP pass [VP operován t𝑖]]].
operated.pass

‘He had to be operated but he will not (be operated).’ (Czech)

FvP

Fv

nebude

VoiceP

VoiceE vP

operovánE[sel, Voice, uFv]

Figure 3: Syntactic structure for (36)

6 Conclusion

In this paper, I have dealt with MCE in Czech from a comparative perspective. I
have shown that Czech modal verbs and Czech MCE exhibit a mixed behaviour
with respect to languages like English, French, and Dutch. Like English, it allows
for various extractions from the ellipsis site and for different subjects in ACD
constructions. Like French and Dutch, it does not allow for intervening elements
between modal verb and ellipsis site and it requires voice identity of the elided
VP and its antecedent.

I have argued that the properties of MCE that we observe at the surface are
induced by the head licensing ellipsis (F𝑣 , V, or T) and the ellipsis site (VoiceP,
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TP, or VP). Adopting a deletion account of MCE based on a presumably univer-
sal ellipsis feature [E], I have undertaken to parametrize this feature [E], whose
properties include precisely the licensing head and the ellipsis site. In addition,
the properties of this [E] feature also imply whether ellipsis is available with
auxiliary verbs. As for Czech, I have proposed that [E] is licensed by a functional
verbal head F𝑣 , which can be realized by modal verbs or the future auxiliary and
targets VoiceP.

The question remains whether we can relate the parametrization of the [E]
feature to other language properties. One hypothesis to explore can be found in
Cyrino & Matos (2002), who claim that there is a correlation between the possi-
bility of verbal ellipsis (after both auxiliary and modal verbs) and the structure of
the extended verbal projection, in particular the realization of aspect.This issue is
however outside the scope of this paper and must be left to further investigation.

Abbreviations
1, 2, 3 first, second, third person
2PCl second position clitics
acc accusative
ACD antecedent-contained deletion
aux auxiliary
cl clitic
cond conditional
dat dative
deont/epist deontic/epistemic
fut future tense
impf imperfective

Mod modal verb
MCE modal complement el-

lipsis
neg negation
pass passive
past past tense
PF phonetic form
pf perfective
pl plural
pRt particle
sg singular
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Chapter 6

Czech infinitival conditionals
Uwe Junghanns
University of Göttingen

Hagen Pitsch
University of Göttingen

The paper deals with complex Czech sentences that consist of a finite matrix clause
and an infinitival subordinate clause. The latter receives a conditional interpreta-
tion although there is no item to signal that function. Interestingly, an overt nom-
inative subject can be realized within the infinitival clause. Conditional sentences
of this type occur in Czech and Slovak only. The following issues are addressed in
the paper: size of the infinitival clause, connection with the matrix, surface order,
nominative case licensing, and interpretation. The proposal builds on the idea that
finiteness is a conspiracy of tense and agreement marking (see Stowell 1982; 1995;
Wurmbrand 2001). Infinitival structures come in two variants: tensed vs. untensed.
Nominative subjects are realized in the former but not the latter. We assume an
economical division of labour between null and overt subjects. The proposal in-
vokes un/interpretable un/valued T-/Φ-features for an explanation (see Pesetsky
& Torrego 2001). The issues of how the conditional interpretation comes about and
what might possibly help to reach it are addressed as well.

Keywords: infinitives, conditionals, complex sentences, syntax, interpretation, nom-
inative case licensing, non/finiteness, Czech

1 Introduction

Within the Slavic branch, Czech and Slovak are the only languages to exhibit
a peculiar non-finite, clause-like structure. It is used and interpreted as a con-
ditional clause. Therefore, we will call it infinitival conditional (IC); see the
following example:

Uwe Junghanns & Hagen Pitsch. 2020. Czech infinitival conditionals. In Franc
Marušič, Petra Mišmaš & Rok Žaucer (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2017,
123–150. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.3764853
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(1) [Já
I.nom

bý-t
be-inf

tebou],
you.ins.sg

še-l
go-lpt.sg.m

by-ch
cond-1sg

k
to

lékař-i.
doctor-dat.sg

‘If I were you, I would go to the doctor.’ (Czech; Trávníček 1951: 683)

Syntactically, ICs are peculiar in that they are headed by an infinitive, but may
nevertheless contain an overt subject in the nominative case (nom). This pattern
is suprising not only in Slavic languages, but in Indo-European in general.1 Still,
similar structures (though not conditional) exist, for instance in Tamil; see (2):

(2) Raman
Raman.nom

[(Vasu)
Vasu.nom

puuri-jæ
puuri-acc

porikk-æ]
fry-inf

maavŭ
flour.acc

vaaŋg-in-aan.
buy-pst-m.3sg

‘Raman bought flour (for Vasu) to fry puuris.’
(Tamil; McFadden & Sundaresan 2018: 467)

A number of authors have addressed the phenomenon of Czech ICs descriptively,
among them Svoboda (1959; 1960a,b; 1962); Poldauf (1959); Porák (1959); Kiparsky
(1960; 1967); Dunn (1982); Karlík (2007); Meyer (2010); Milotová (2011; 2012). Apart
from that, more or less detailed notes on ICs can be found in Křížková (1972);
Macháčková (1980), theMluvnice spisovné češtiny (Trávníček 1951), Bauer &Grepl
(1981), and Grepl & Karlík (1998). To the best of our knowledge, the present paper
is the first attempt of a formal theoretical account of these structures.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: §2 characterizes properties
of the structure and provides relevant data. In §3, we discuss both the internal
and external syntax of ICs, while §4 deals with nom-licensing. In §5, we tackle
the question of how the conditional interpretation of ICs arises. §6 summarizes
the paper.

2 Description

We provide only a brief characterization of Czech IC structures (see Junghanns
& Pitsch 2019 for a more detailed description).

1. ICs minimally consist of an infinitive (inf) which may be of all possible
valency classes and both aspects.2 Typically, but not obligatorily, the inf
occupies the initial syntactic position in the IC; see (3), (4), and (5):

1Several Indo-European languages feature non-finite – but not infinitival – structures that allow
nom-subjects. Well-known examples are gerundial clauses in English or Spanish. Russian ex-
hibits non-canonical imperatives that combine with subjects of any person/number (see, a. o.,
Xrakovskij 2009); it is, however, an open question whether the imperative (in this use) is a non-
finite form.The same question pertains to the “inflected infinitive” in European Portuguese (see
Raposo 1987), as the relevant paradigm involves person/number markers.

2Svoboda (1959) mentions the example in (i) with an IC consisting of an infinitive only:
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(3) [Ne-mí-t
neg-have-inf

sv-ou
own-acc.sg.f

hudb-u],
music-acc.sg.f

tak
so

se
Refl

tu
here

z-blázní-m!
pf-become.insane-1sg
‘If I had not my music, I would become insane here.’

(Czech; Milotová 2012: 4)

(4) [Dozvědě-t
learn;pf-inf

se
Refl

to
this.acc.sg.n

Němc-i],
German-nom.pl

tak
so

nás
we.acc

[…]

po-stříle-l-i.
pf-shoot-lpt-pl.m
‘If the Germans had learnt that, they would have shot us.’

(Czech; Meyer 2010: 371)

(5) [Já
I.nom

mí-t
have-inf

peníz-e],
money-acc.pl

koupí-m
buy;pf-1sg

to
this.acc.sg

/

koupi-l
buy;pf-lpt.sg.m

jsem
be.1sg

to.
this.acc.sg

‘If I had money, I would buy this.’/‘If I had had money, I would have
bought this.’ (Czech; Trávníček 1951: 683)

In addition to the inf, ICs may contain sentential negation (ne-), objects,
and adverbials. On the other hand, ICs never contain a (conditional) sub-
junction or wh-pronouns.3

2. ICs can have an overt nom-subject which may be a full nominal expression
or a pronoun; see (6) and (7), respectively:

(i) [Prše-t],
rain-inf

zůsta-l-i
stay-lpt-pl.m

bych-om
cond-1pl

doma.
at.home

‘If it rained, we would stay at home.’ (Czech; Svoboda 1959: 167)

3The absence of a subjunction is a major difference in comparison with infinitival conditionals
in Polish, which obligatorily contain a conditional subjunction; see (i):

(i) [Jeśli
if

się
Refl

przyjrze-ć
look.at-inf

bliżej],
closer

to
then

widać
visible

na
at

dole
bottom

mał-e
little-acc.pl

literk-i.
letter-acc.pl

‘If one takes a closer look, one can see little letters at the bottom.’
(Polish; Engel & Rytel-Kuc 1999: 455)

Apart from this difference, Polish infinitival conditional clauses exclude nom-subjects.
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(6) [Bý-t
be-inf

otec
father.nom

doma],
at.home

by-l-o
be-lpt-sg.n

by
cond.3sg

se
Refl

to
this.nom.sg.n

ne-sta-l-o.
neg-happen-lpt-sg.n

‘If father had been at home, this would not have happened.’
(Czech; Svoboda 1960a: 65)

(7) [U-děla-t
pf-make-inf

to
this.acc

někdo
somebody.nom

dnes],
today

ne-by-l-o
neg-be-lpt-sg.n

by
cond.3sg

na
on

tom
this.loc

nic
nothing

výjimečn-ého.
extraordinary-gen.sg.n

‘If somebody did this today, there would not be anything
extraordinary about it.’ (Czech; Milotová 2012: 1)

3. The subject of ICs can be coreferential or non-coreferential with the subject
of the matrix clause; see, e. g., (4), (5) and (6), (7), respectively.

4. ICs either precede or follow their matrix clause. Examples (1) and (3) to (7)
illustrate the former case, while the latter one is exemplified by (8):

(8) Ži-l-a
live-lpt-sg.f

by-s
cond-2sg

úplně
completely

jinak,
differently

[ne-bý-t
neg-be-inf

válk-y]?
war-gen.sg
‘Would you have led a completely different life, if there had not
been the war?’ (Czech; Milotová 2012: 7)

5. ICs refer to specific situations in the extralinguistic world (Svoboda 1960a:
77); see the finite conditional -li-clause in (9a) with a generic interpretation
as opposed to the IC in (9b) which refers to a specific situation of coal
burning:

(9) a. [Shoří-li
burn.down;pf.3sg=if

1
1
kg
kg.nom

uhl-í
coal-gen.sg

na
on

ohništ-i
grate-loc.sg

kotl-e
boiler-gen.sg

parn-ího
steam-gen.sg

stroj-e],
engine-gen.sg

vydá
emit;pf.3sg

7000
7000

velk-ých
big-gen.pl

kalori-í.
calory-gen.pl

‘If 1 kg of coal burns down on the grate of a boiler of a steam
engine, it emits 7000 kilocalories.’
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b. [Shoře-t
burn.down;pf-inf

1
1
kg
kg.nom

uhl-í
coal-gen.sg

na
on

ohništ-i
grate-loc.sg

kotl-e
boiler-gen.sg

parn-ího
steam-gen.sg

stroj-e],
engine-gen.sg

vydá
emit;pf.3sg

7000
7000

velk-ých
big-gen.pl

kalori-í.
calory-gen.pl

‘If 1 kg of coal was burning down on the grate of a boiler of a
steam engine, it would emit 7000 kilocalories.’

(Czech; Svoboda 1960a: 77)

6. ICs express conditions and are therefore interpreted like finite conditional
clauses marked by one of the subjunctions jestli(že), kdyby, když, -li, pak-
liže, or pokud ‘if’. This is illustrated in (10), where the IC-example (8) from
above is re-used and contrasted with a kdyby-clause with the same mean-
ing:

(10) a. Ži-l-a
live-lpt-sg.f

by-s
cond-2sg

úplně
completely

jinak,
differently

[ne-bý-t
neg-be-inf

válk-y]?
war-gen.sg
‘Would you have led a completely different life, if there had not
been the war?’

b. Ži-l-a
live-lpt-sg.f

by-s
cond-2sg

úplně
completely

jinak,
differently

[kdy-by
if=cond.3sg

ne-by-l-a
neg-be-lpt-sg.f

válk-a]?
war-nom.sg.f

‘Would you have led a completely different life, if there had not
been the war?’

Finally, it should be noted that, unlike the above-mentioned types of con-
ditional clauses with explicit conditional subjunctions, ICs never express
real conditions, but are restricted to irreal (hypothetical and counterfac-
tual) conditions.

3 Syntax of ICs

In this section, we discuss and analyze the internal (§3.1) and external (§3.2) syn-
tax of Czech ICs. Assumptions are kept as minimal as possible.
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3.1 Internal syntax

A number of facts provide evidence for the size of ICs.
A first thing to note is that given the inf is a transitive predicate, ICs contain

objects; see (11). Objects are base-generated in VP, so ICs are at least VPs.

(11) [Ne-mí-t
neg-have-inf

sv-ou
own-acc.sg.f

hudb-u],
music-acc.sg.f

tak
so

se
Refl

tu
here

z-blázní-m!
pf-become.insane-1sg
‘If I had not my music, I would become insane here.’

(Czech; Milotová 2012: 4)

A second piece of evidence comes from the fact that ICs can be headed by infini-
tives of causative verbs. An example is udělat ‘make’ in (7) above. As causativity
is commonly associated with the presence of the (non-deficient) head v (see, e. g.,
Marantz 1999), ICs must at least be vPs.

Furthermore, ICs can be negated. Standard assumptions link sentential nega-
tion to the presence of a functional NegP (see, e. g., Błaszczak 2009: 432). It fol-
lows that ICs are at least NegPs/PolPs.

Another crucial property of ICs is that they can contain overt nom-subjects,
hence involve the option of nom-licensing. Examples above with nom-subjects
are (1), (4), (5), (6), (7), and (9b). Since it is the functional head T which is often
considered the locus of nom-licensing (see, e. g., Pesetsky & Torrego 2001), this
speaks in favor of analyzing ICs as TPs.The analysis of ICs as TPs is corroborated
by the fact that these structures come with a propositional interpretation. By
standard assumptions, TP is the syntactic equivalent of a proposition.

A final fact to observe is that ICs can be paraphrased by full-fledged (finite)
conditional clauses. This might be regarded as evidence that, much like condi-
tional clauses, ICs are full CPs. But the paraphrasability with conditional clauses
is a weak syntactic argument, as it merely restates the fact that ICs are inter-
preted as conditions (see §5). What is more, ICs never contain subjunctions or
wh-pronouns. Due to these facts and the lack of substantial evidence for more
syntactic structure, we analyze ICs as TPs.4 Table 1 summarizes the preceding
considerations.

4We do not in principle exclude the possibility of a CP-layer in ICs. Under recent (phasal) as-
sumptions, the C-head might be present but empty, submitting its features (and phase-hood)
to T, thus effectively conflating with it. Under these assumptions, ICs would turn out as CPs
and TPs at the same time.
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Table 1: Size of infinitival conditionals

VP vP NegP TP CP

availability of objects 3

availability of causative verbs 3

availability of sentential negation 3

nom-licensing and propositional interpretation 3

paraphrasability with conditional clauses ?

3.2 External syntax

There are two questions immediately arising with respect to the external syntax
of ICs, namely (i) how and where ICs are connected with the matrix clause, and
(ii) how the position of ICs relative to the matrix – preposition vs. postposition
– can be explained.

3.2.1 Connection between ICs and the matrix

The general question here is how and where ICs attach to the matrix structure.
Our starting point to answer this question is a comparison between ICs and other
clause types in Czech.

A particular feature of Czech syntax is that (at least a subset of) adverbial
clauses behave differently from relative clauses and subject clauses. More pre-
cisely, whereas relative and subject clauses act as the syntactic host for second-
position clitics in thematrix clause (seeDokulil 1956; Fried 1994), adverbial clauses
do not (see, a. o., Dokulil 1956: 109; Lenertová 2004: 150).

A subject clause example is cited in (12). It shows that the second-position clitic
(in italics) is syntactically hosted by the subject clause (in square brackets):5

(12) [Že
that

nikdo
nobody.nom

ne-protestova-l],
neg-protest-lpt-sg.m

ho
he.acc

ne-překvapi-l-o.
neg-surprise-lpt-sg.n

‘The fact that nobody spoke up against it did not surprise him.’
(Czech; Fried 1994: 168)

An adverbial clause example is given in (13). The second-position clitic cannot
be syntactically hosted by the adverbial clause. Instead, it has to occur in a posi-

5Note that the direction of prosodic cliticization of Czech second-position clitics may change;
see Toman (1996).
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tion following a stressed constituent of the matrix clause (here: odmlčel ‘(he) fell
silent’):

(13) a. * [Když
when

domluvi-l],
finish-speaking-lpt-sg.m

se
Refl

odmlče-l.
fall.silent-lpt-sg.m

b. [Když
when

domluvi-l],
finish-speaking-lpt-sg.m

odmlče-l
fall.silent-lpt-sg.m

se.
Refl

‘When he had finished speaking, he fell silent.’
(Czech; Junghanns 2002: 130–131)

How do ICs behave with respect to second-position clitics in the matrix clause?
The following data are based on example (6) above and reveal a parallel of ICs
and adverbial clauses:

(14) a. * [Bý-t
be-inf

otec
father.nom

doma],
at.home

by
cond.3sg

se
Refl

to
this.nom.sg.n

by-l-o
be-lpt-sg.n

ne-sta-l-o.
neg-happen-lpt-sg.n

b. [Bý-t
be-inf

otec
father.nom

doma],
at.home

by-l-o
be-lpt-sg.n

by
cond.3sg

se
Refl

to
this.nom.sg.n

ne-sta-l-o.
neg-happen-lpt-sg.n

‘If father had been at home, this would not have happened.’
(Czech; Svoboda 1960a: 65)

The contrast in (14) makes it clear that ICs are not like relative and subject clauses,
but rather like adverbial clauses in that they do not syntactically host second-
position clitics. This leads us to the conclusion that ICs adjoin clause-externally
to the matrix CP projection; see the structure in (15):6

(15) [CP IC CP ]

Given this CP-adjunction structure, the ungrammaticality of sentence (14a) with
the second-position clitic immediately following the IC is due to the fact that

6CP-adjunction is also proposed by Reis (1997: 138) for all “non-integrated” adverbial clauses
in German, while Reis & Wöllstein (2010: 167 f) argue for a CP-adjunction analysis to capture
German V1-conditional clauses. More generally, Haegeman (2004: 71) claims all non-integrated
adverbial clauses to be clause-external CP-adjuncts. On the other hand, integrated conditional
clauses are usually analyzed as clause-internal TP- or vP/VP-adjuncts; see, a. o., Reis (1997: 138),
Reis & Wöllstein (2010: 144–145, 168), and Bhatt & Pancheva (2006: 647).
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the IC is a clause-external adjunct. Assuming that the (split or non-split) CP is
the domain of second-position cliticization in Czech (see, a. o., Junghanns 2002;
Lenertová 2004), the clause-external position of the IC renders it “invisible” to
the second-position clitic in the matrix clause. The conclusion is that ICs cannot
function as syntactic host for second-position clitics.7 However, the structure in
(15) does not immediately capture data like (16) where the IC is apparently located
within the matrix CP.

(16) Když
when

jsme
be.1pl

se
Refl

tu
here

by-l-i
be-lpt-pl

zjara
in-spring

projí-t
walk-inf

s
with

Pauline,
Pauline

prohodi-l-a,
remark-lpt-sg.f

[že
that

[ne-bý-t
neg-be-inf

mě],
me.gen

vůbec
at-all

by
cond.3sg

sem
here

na
on

ty
these.acc.pl

smutn-é
gloomy-acc.pl

skál-y
rock-acc.pl

ne-doš-l-a],
neg-go-lpt-sg.f

protože
because

není
neg.be.3sg

romantik
romantic.nom.sg.m

jako
like

já.
I.nom

‘When we went for a walk here in spring with Pauline, she remarked that,
if it had not been for me, she would not at all have climbed these gloomy
rocks, since she is not a romantic like me.’

(Czech; Miloš Urban: Přišla z moře. Praha: Argo 2014, 178–179.)

Examples like (16) are likely to involve CP-doubling as depicted in (17) (see Kaspar
2016 on the relevant syntatic structure).8

(17) [CP že [CP IC CP ]]

7Further clause-external expressions that do not host second-position clitics in Czech are gerun-
dive expressions, vocatives, and external topics (see, a. o., Dokulil 1956, Trávníček 1959, Jung-
hanns 2002: 130–131).

8Note that in (16) neither the IC nor the complementizer can function as a syntactic host for the
second-position clitic by (which is hosted by vůbec). The CP-doubling analysis in (17) captures
this because both the IC and the complementizer are clause-external relative to by.
Iatridou&Kroch (1992) observe that CP-doubling occurs under non-negative, non-irreal bridge
verbs only. A reviewer remarks that the former condition does not seem to be correct; see (i):

(i) Ne-vědě-l,
neg-know-lpt.sg.m

že
that

[ne-bý-t
neg-be-inf

mě],
me.gen

vůbec
at-all

by
cond.3sg

tu
here

ne-by-l.
neg-be-lpt.sg.m

‘He didn’t know that, if it was not for me, he would not be here at all.’
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3.2.2 Position of ICs relative to the matrix clause

If the CP-adjunction analysis in (15) is on the right track, we are faced with two
competing theoretical options concerning the position(ing) of the IC – pre- or
postposition – relative to the matrix clause:

(i) There is only one base position for ICs: initial or final.
This might be characterized as the “asymmetrical view” (see, a. o., Kayne
1994) according to which all phrasal structures are uniformly linearized. It
follows that deviating surface orders must be derived.

(ii) The initial and the final position of ICs are likewise base positions and thus
syntactically on a par.
This might be characterized as the “symmetrical view” (see, a. o., Chomsky
1986; 2004) according to which both left and right adjunction are equally
permitted. It follows that statistically prevalent and/or marked orders must
be explained by specific syntactic restrictions or so-called third factors.

As it does not require any derivations to take place, minimalist principles favor
(ii). Assuming this, (18a) and (18b) are equally possible base positions of ICs:

(18) a. [CP IC CP ]

b. [CP CP IC ]

Irrespective of which of these options is chosen, it is necessary to explain the em-
pirical fact that ICs in initial position are more frequent than ICs in final position
(see Svoboda 1960a: 74–75, Milotová 2011; 2012). A first hint to a possible answer
comes from Svoboda (1960a: 75) who suggests that the position of ICs correlates
with the theme/rheme (or information) structure of the relevant sentences. We
build on his intuition, but will expand it: Indeed, the possible relative positions
of ICs have to do with information structure, but information structure alone is
not sufficient to explain the facts.

Our proposal is that a “third factor” needs to be considered, namely the logical
structure underlying the relevant utterances; see (19). To put it more precisely: It
is the relation between the underlying logical structure and the actual constituent
order as following from information structure which determines if an IC is left-
or right-adjoined to the matrix CP.

(19) condition → consequence (logical structure)
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According to Greenberg’s universal 14 , the conditional clause precedes the con-
sequence clause (Greenberg 1963: 66). This is the normal order in conditional
statements in all languages (see also Diessel 2001: 445–446). Given this, the de-
fault or unmarked surface order of statements with ICs is one where the surface
ordering of IC and matrix clause iconically reflects the underlying logical struc-
ture; see (18a). The reverse ordering in (18b) is (relatively) more marked.

In order to explain the relation between logical structure and information
structure, it is necessary to introduce at least basic information-structural con-
cepts: Our theoretical framework in this respect is the “Leipzig model of informa-
tion structure” (see, a. o., Junghanns & Zybatow 2009). According to this model,
there are two coexisting, but not necessarily coextensive structures, namely the
topic/comment and the focus/bacKgRound structure. Another crucial point
to note in the current context is that (at least) two types of focus have to be
distinguished, namely (a) natuRal focus and (b) contRastive focus. While
constituents associated with (a) appear in sentence-final position, constituents
associated with (b) show a particular intonational contour and may occupy any
syntactic position.

With these few theoretical concepts, the following observations can be made
with respect to conditional sentences containing ICs:

• Irrespective of its actual surface position in the sentence, the IC is always
background material. This status is logically determined: Since conditions
are logical premises, they correspond to background information in propo-
sitional utterances, viz. conditional clauses.

• Depending on the context, various information-structural analyses are pos-
sible for sentences with the “logically unmarked” ordering in (18a), i. e.
with the IC in initial position.

• By contrast, the matrix CP is always contrastively focused in sentences
showing the “marked” order in (18b), i. e. with the IC in final position; see
(20a) and its information-structural analysis in (20b):9

(20) a. Part-a
group-nom.sg.f

by
cond.3sg

se
Refl

rozpad-l-a,
fall-apart-lpt-sg.f

[ne-bý-t
neg-be-inf

9It should be noted that contrastively focused constituents in sentence-initial position convey
special emphasis as compared with contrastively focused constituents in other positions. This
seems to be the reason why the initial positioning of contrastively focused constituents is the
preferred strategy in spoken language.
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televiz-e].
television-gen.sg
‘The group would (have) fall(en) apart, if there would not (have)
be(en) television.’ (Czech; Milotová 2012: 4)

b. Parta by se R/OZpadla,
contRastive focus

[nebýt televize].
bacKgRound

Our conclusions concerning the relative position(ing) of ICs are as follows:

• ICs are right- or left-adjoined to the matrix CP projection, with neither
of these possibilities being “more basic” than the other one (symmetrical
view on adjunction).

• Right-adjoined ICs – see (18b) – are the (relatively more) marked option
for two interrelated reasons:

(i) Conditional sentences with ICs in final position do not match with
the logical structure underlying conditional utterances (anti-iconicity).

(ii) When the IC appears in sentence-final position, the matrix CP is al-
ways contrastively focused (information structure).

4 Nominative case licensing

A syntactic peculiarity of ICs is the availability of overt nom-subjects. Not only
for Slavic languages is this fact surprising, given the common view that there is
a 1-to-1 correspondence between nom-licensing and finiteness, where the latter
term usually refers to clausal structures that exhibit both verb-subject agreement
and a tense specification (see, e. g., Cowper 2002: 4).

Czech is a consistent pro-drop language, so – again by standard assumptions
– the following biconditionals (should) hold:

(21) a. finite structure ↔ nom → pro or DP

b. non-finite structure ↔ *nom → pRo

However, the picture drawn is too simple as it cannot explain the licensing of
overt nom-subjects in Czech ICs. To find a possible solution, we discuss three
potential theoretical alternatives in §4.1. Building on one of these alternatives,
we will present our proposal in §4.2. Finally, we will discuss the conditions for
nom-licensing in Czech ICs in §4.3.
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4.1 Theoretical possibilities

Wecan come upwith three theoretical possibilities challenging the standard view
on nom-licensing mentioned in (21) so as to explain the availability of overt nom-
subjects in ICs.

4.1.1 Finiteness in C

According to Kayne (1994), finiteness requires the incorporation of T[ense] into
C[omp].10 In a similar vein, recent minimalist theory (a. o., Chomsky 2007 or
Richards 2007) assumes feature inheritance fromC to T. Evenmore plainly, finite-
ness is analyzed as a part of the C-system in the cartographic framework of Rizzi
(1997).

The assumptions just mentioned have in common that finiteness originates not
in T, but in C. One theoretical advantage of this view is that the TP is furnished
with finiteness “from outside”, so that there is no necessity to directly connect
finiteness or non-finiteness to respective morphological markers appearing on
the verb in v/V. This, in turn, gives rise to the theoretical possibility for clauses
headed by a non-finite verb to be finite.

Although the theory itself is quite appealing, it has one crucial disadvantage
when applied to ICs: As discussed in §3.1, there is no empirical evidence that ICs
comprise a CP-layer. Assuming the category of finiteness to originate in C would
force one to stipulate the presence of a CP in ICs exclusively for theory-internal
reasons. Since such an approach contradicts our general aim of keeping the body
of assumptions as minimal as possible, other theoretical possibilities need to be
taken into consideration.

4.1.2 “UPro” in non-finite structures

Sundaresan (2014) and McFadden & Sundaresan (2018) observe that the standard
theory of pronominal null subjects in non-finite structures faces severe empiri-
cal problems. They convincingly show that there are a number of unrelated lan-
guages that exhibit non-finite clauses with case-marked pro-subjects (as well as
there are languages with finite clauses that have pRo-subjects). To account for
these data, they propose that pro and pRo are based on one and the same lexical
item – an underspecified null pronoun dubbed “UPro” –, the concrete realization
of which is determined by its actual syntactic context.

10Already Raposo (1987) argues for “infl-to-comp” movement.
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Although the authors remain silent as regards case-licensing, their proposal
allows for the possibility of nom-licensing in non-finite clauses. Moreover, their
theory is sufficiently restrictive in that nom-licensing in non-finite environments
can only take place under specific (syntactic) conditions, which effectivelymeans
that pRo remains the default type of subject pronouns in non-finite clauses.

Clearly, the crucial advantage of this approach lies in its flexibility concerning
the distribution of null subject pronouns in (not only) non-finite structures. With
respect to ICs, however, there is also at least one severe disadvantage, namely
the unclear connection between the realization of either pRo, pro, or a full DP
and the syntactic mechanism of case-licensing (since the cited authors pursue a
derivational approach, they do not attribute the appearance of the elements in
question to case-licensing at all). Moreover, the theory relates to null subject pro-
nouns, leaving aside the possibility of overt DP subjects in non-finite structures,
which is exactly what we find in Czech ICs. This is why, despite its obvious theo-
retical advantages and rich empirical coverage, the “UPro” theory cannot explain
ICs with nom-subjects, so a third theoretical option must be considered.

4.1.3 Tensed non-finite structures

The final theoretical possibility to be discussed goes back to Stowell (1982; 1995)
and Wurmbrand (2001). According to it, there is no 1-to-1 correspondence be-
tween nom-licensing and finiteness as suggested in (21). The crucial proposal is
that non-finite clauses are not necessarily untensed, but may be tensed (which
is taken to be the prerequisite for the nom to be licensed). In other words, being
non-finite is not the same as being untensed, which gives rise to a much more
flexible system as compared to standard assumptions.

To demonstrate this flexibility, we use the two features [agR] (‘agreement’)
and [tensed] (‘tensed’) for a cross-classification; see Table 2.11

The prototypical constellations (at least in most Indo-European languages) are
the classes (i) and (ii). While class (i) represents prototypical finite structures,
class (ii) represents prototypical non-finite structures. Classes (i) and (ii) corre-
spond to (21). We should also like to point out that class (ii) is likely to capture
Czech ICs that do not contain an overt nom-subject: Assuming syntax to be a
parsimonious device, one would clearly state that, if there is no necessity for an

11We prefer the feature [agR] to [fin] (‘finite’) because the grammatical concept of “finiteness”
seems to be a conspiracy of two distinct properties, namely non-/agReement (showing up on
the verb) and un-/tensedness (reflected in the non-/availability of a nom-subject), rather than
a single grammatical property.
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Table 2: Classes of finiteness

[agR] [tensed]

(i) 3 3

(ii)
(iii) 3

(iv) 3

overt subject in an IC, nom-licensing in terms of [tensed] should not take place
either, leaving a pRo-subject as the optimal choice.

However, two further options arise:
Class (iii) represents what might be called non-canonical (or apparent) finite

structures. Since it does not immediately relate to our topic, we leave it to future
empirical and theoretical research to find out whether or not structures of this
kind exist.12

Finally, class (iv) represents what might be called non-canonical (or apparent)
non-finite structure. This featural combination is of special importance for the
present discussion, since it has the capacity to capture Czech ICs with an overt
nom-subject.

The overall advantage of this theoretical alternative is that, while the feature
[agR] relates to the inflectional morphology showing up on the verb form in v/V
(which is always an infinitive in case of ICs), the feature [tensed] relates to T.The
two features are thus independent of one another (only for the two “prototypical”
classes (i) and (ii) in Table 2 are they in “harmony”).

We suspect that it is this splitting up of finiteness into two distinct grammatical
properties – namely (i) being marked for agreement (verb form in v/V) and (ii)
being tensed (functional head T) – which allows a consistent syntactic analysis
of non-canonically behaving non-finite structures, among them Czech ICs with
overt nom-subjects. Essentially, we argue that ICs are underspecified as concerns
the feature [un/tensed] and can, hence, belong to two different classes shown
among those in Table 2: class (ii) or class (iv).

12Arguably, class (iii) captures Bulgarian non-finite da-clauses (see Krapova & Petkov 1999 for
the proposal that Bulgarian da-clauses come in two varieties, [+T] or [−T]; see also Pitsch 2018).
Here, nom-licensing seems to be impossible despite the presence of a (“finite”) verb agreeing in
person and number with the (implicit) subject. It seems that this class is restricted to languages
that lack an infinitive, hence do not explicitly mark non-finiteness (or, rather, non-agreement).
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4.2 Proposal

Building on ideas by Stowell (1982; 1995) and Wurmbrand (2001) (see §4.1.3), we
argue that the concept of finiteness is composed of two distinct grammatical
properties, representable by the features [agR] and [tensed], respectively. Our
specific claim with respect to Czech ICs is that, due to their being headed by an
infinitive, these structures are always specified as lacking [agR], but are variable
as concerns the specification of T with or without [tensed].

While this section concerns the technical details of our analysis, we will dis-
cuss the conditions under which T is (not) specified with [tensed] in §4.3.

An adequate means to formalize our ideas is the twofold distinction between
inteRpRetability and valuation as proposed by Pesetsky & Torrego (2001).
Accordingly, syntactic features can be interpretable or uninterpretable: Inter-
pretable features are associated with semantic content and are thus relevant to
interpretation, which is why they are transferred to the conceptual-intentional
system. By contrast, uninterpretable features are purely formal and have to be
deleted before spell-out. On the other hand, features of whatever grammatical
category need a certain value. While some features come with a value, others
need to be valued in the course of syntactic derivation. Crucially, interpretable
features can only be sent to the interface(s) if they have (received) a value.

Above, we used two simple features, [agR] and [tensed]. In the framework
just described, these features translate as follows into more complex features
with a position for a value (in square brackets):

• [agR] translates into {i,u}Φ[ ]

• [tensed] translates into {i,u}T[ ]

For our analysis, the functional head T, overt nom-subjects, pRo, and the infini-
tive in v/V are the relevant syntactic objects.13 They have the following features:

1. Since it is the locus of semantic tense, the functional head T is equipped
with an interpretable T-feature which can have one of two possible values,
namely tensed or untensed.14 On the other hand, the Φ-features of T are
uninterpretable and unvalued.

13Our analysis implies that Czech ICs never contain pro-subjects.
14In finite clauses, the T-value tensed T is further specified as present, past, or future. By contrast,
tensed ICs lack further specification due to the absence of a tense marker on the infinitive. It
follows that the relative temporal orientation of ICs can only be inferred from the context.
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2. Overt subjects have an uninterpretable T-feature, the morphological reflex
of which is the nom (see Pesetsky & Torrego 2001). Additionally, they enter
syntax equipped with inherent interpretable and valued Φ-features.

3. The null pronoun pRo bears an uninterpretable T-feature with the value
untensed (in other words, pRo has no case). As to Φ-features, pRo enters
syntax without any value – only in the course of syntactic derivation is it
supplied with values by its controller (usually a matrix argument).

4. The infinitive in v/V is equipped with an uninterpretable and unvalued T-
feature. Its Φ-features are uninterpretable and unvalued, too.15 This means
that the infinitive is completely void of grammatical information. Crucially,
it does not inherently bear the T-value untensed, but is unspecified in this
respect (the value is set in the course of derivation against the respective
value of T).16

Table 3 gives an overview of the features of the relevant syntactic objects.

Table 3: Syntactic features

T-feature Φ-feature

T-head iT[{tensed,untensed}] uΦ[ ]
nom-subjects uT[tensed] iΦ[Φ]
pRo uT[untensed] iΦ[ ]
infinitive (v/V) uT[ ] uΦ[ ]

From these assumptions it follows that Czech infinitives in ICs may either
receive the value tensed or untensed. This in turn means that ICs come in two
variants.17 We give detailed analyses of both of them in the sections to follow.

15T- and Φ-features of verb forms in v/V are generally uninterpretable, their interpretable coun-
terparts being T and the subject, respectively. The basic idea behind this is that verbal inflec-
tional morphology is but a formal (semantically vacuous) reflex of the semantically relevant
features of T and the subject.

16The unspecification of the Czech/Slovak infinitive with respect to its T-value seems to be the
crucial difference as compared to infinitives of other (non-)Slavic languages that lack structures
with infinitives and nom-subjects.

17A reviewer suggests that, unless there is good evidence for pRo, it seems easier to postulate
only one, tensed structure for ICs (pro). We agree that the status of pRo is controversial, but the
claim of pro in ICs without overt subjects strikes us as theoretically disadvantageous, because
if such ICs are tensed and contain pro, this implies that potentially all non-finite structures are
really tensed and contain pro – a rather bold claim. Moreover, untensed ICs with pRo comply
with the economy principle, as they can be derived and interpreted with minimal effort.
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4.2.1 Non-finite ICs

The first possible variant of Czech ICs is untensed, hence the T-head involved en-
ters syntax with the T-feature iT[untensed]. The infinitive in v/V then receives
the same value. From the lack of tensedness, it follows that the subject can only
be pRo. pRo receives Φ-values (which are subsequently transmitted to T and v/V)
from its controller. In (22), the line in (a) shows the situation as it is after base-
merge, the line in (b) shows the relevant valuations, and the line in (c) shows the
deletion of uninterpretable features before spell-out.

(22) a. [TP TiT[untensed],uΦ[ ] [v/VP pRouT[untensed],iΦ[ ] v/VuT[ ],uΦ[ ] ]]

b. [TP TiT[untensed],uΦ[Φ] [v/VP pRouT[untensed],iΦ[Φ] v/VuT[untensed],uΦ[Φ] ]]

c. [TP TiT[untensed],uΦ[Φ] [v/VP pRouT[untensed],iΦ[Φ] v/VuT[untensed],uΦ[Φ] ]]

4.2.2 Finite ICs

The second possible variant of ICs is tensed, hence the T-head involved enters
syntax with the T-feature iT[tensed].18 The infinitive in v/V then receives the
same value. The presence of a tense specification licenses the nom on the subject
(the subject’s Φ-features subsequently value the Φ-features of T and v/V). At the
surface, the tensedness of this type of ICs is reflected by the morphological nom-
marking of the subject, see (23):

(23) a. [TP TiT[tensed],uΦ[ ] [v/VP DPuT[tensed],iΦ[Φ] v/VuT[ ],uΦ[ ] ]]

b. [TP TiT[tensed],uΦ[Φ] [v/VP DPuT[tensed],iΦ[Φ] v/VuT[tensed],uΦ[Φ] ]]

c. [TP TiT[tensed],uΦ[Φ] [v/VP DPuT[tensed],iΦ[Φ] v/VuT[tensed],uΦ[Φ] ]]

4.3 Conditions for nom-licensing in ICs

This section concerns the conditions that require ICs to be tensed, hence under
which nom-licensing in ICs takes place (see §4.2.2).

18A reviewer asks what it means interpretationally for a T to be tensed, and suggests that tensed
T’s might be not (as) dependable in their interpretation on the matrix T. Krapova & Petkov
(1999) tackle this issue wrt. Bulgarian da-clauses which seem to come in two varieties, tensed
and untensed, thus resembling ICs. However, da-clauses are not restricted to conditionals, but
occur in many contexts, which allows linguistic tests to reveal differences between their vari-
ants. The conditional interpretation of ICs excludes such tests. As an example, it is impossible
to use different temporal adverbials in the IC and the main clause, since conditionals imply
a temporal order that cannot be altered. Hence our belief that the un/tensedness of ICs only
shows in the un/availability of an overt nom-subject.
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Two different scenarios – (a) and (b) – have to be distinguished. They can be
characterized by two criteria:

(i) Is the subject of the IC overt or null?

(ii) Are the subjects in the compound conditional sentence in coreference or
in disjoint reference?

(a) Null subject, coreference

In this scenario, derivational economy forces the insertion of pRo, as it
does not require nom-licensing and automatically yields coreference with
the matrix subject; see (24):

(24) [pRo𝑖 Ne-mí-t
neg-have-inf

sv-ou
own-acc.sg.f

hudb-u],
music-acc.sg.f

tak
so

se
Refl

tu
here

pro𝑖 z-blázní-m!
pf-become.insane-1sg

‘If I had not my music, I would become insane here.’

(b) Overt subject, coreference or disjoint reference

In this scenario, T has to bear the feature iT[tensed] to license the nom
on the subject; see (25):

(25) [Bý-t
be-inf

otec𝑗
father.nom

doma],
at.home

by-l-o
be-lpt-sg.n

by
cond.3sg

se
Refl

to𝑖
this.nom.sg.n

ne-sta-l-o.
neg-happen-lpt-sg.n

‘If father had been at home, this would not have happened.’

Note that in (25), the subject is background material. However, subjects
may also be contrastively focused. If so, they typically occur in clause-
initial position as illustrated by (26):

(26) [Otec𝑗
father.nom

bý-t
be-inf

doma],
at.home

by-l-o
be-lpt-sg.n

by
cond.3sg

se
Refl

to𝑖
this.nom.sg.n

ne-sta-l-o.
neg-happen-lpt-sg.n

‘If F/ATHER had been at home, this would not have happened.’
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A special subcase of this scenario involves overt subject pronouns, since
these, in Czech, are always contrastively focused (as opposed to non-em-
phatic null pronouns); see (27a) illustrating coreference and (27b) illustrat-
ing disjoint reference:

(27) a. [Já𝑖
I.nom

bý-t
be-inf

váš
your.nom.sg.m

syn],
son.nom.sg.m

tak
so

se
Refl

pro𝑖

ne-žení-m.
neg-marry-1sg
‘If /I were your son, I would not marry.’

(Czech; Milotová 2012: 12)

b. [Já𝑗
I.nom

bý-t
be-inf

doma],
at.home

by-l-o
be-lpt-sg.n

by
cond.3sg

se
Refl

to𝑖
this.nom.sg.n

ne-sta-l-o.
neg-happen-lpt-sg.n

‘If /I had been at home, this would not have happened.’

The following generalizations can be made:

1. If the subject of the IC is contrastively focused, it has to be overt, so the nom
must be licensed and T has to be equipped with iT[tensed]; see (27a).19

2. If the subject of the IC is not contrastively focused, pRo is sufficient and
the nom does not need to be licensed, hence T can enter syntax with
iT[untensed]; see (24).

3. Irrespective of being contrastively focused or not, the subject of the IC has
to be overt in case its referent is not identifiable from the matrix clause
or the preceding context. If so, the IC must be tensed for the subject to be
overtly realized; see (25).

It should be noted that the coreference/disjoint reference-criterion is merely an
epiphenomenon.The primary criteria are (i) identifiability and/or (ii) contrastive
focussing of the subject of the IC.

19See Szabolcsi (2009) for similar data from Hungarian.The relevance of contrastive focus is also
mentioned by McFadden & Sundaresan (2018: 513).
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5 Interpretation

A crucial question with respect to ICs relates to interpretation: How does the con-
ditional interpretation of the compound sentence arise?There are two competing
theoretical possibilities:

1. The compositional view:20

Sentences with ICs contain a covert operator that induces the conditional
interpretation.

2. The pragmatic view:21

The conditional interpretation arises due to specific lexical and grammati-
cal triggers, the context, and/or world knowledge.

The facts speak in favor of the second – pragmatic – view (see also Milotová
2011; 2012). First, ICs cannot be used in isolation to answer a question about the
condition on the realization of a situation; see (28a) and (28b) for the question
and answer, respectively:

(28) a. Pod
under

jak-ou
which-ins.sg

podmínk-ou
condition-ins.sg

by
cond.3sg

se
Refl

to
this.nom.sg.n

by-l-o
be-lpt-sg.n

ne-sta-l-o?
neg-happen-lpt-sg.n

‘Under what condition would this not have happened?’

b. * Otec
father.nom.sg

bý-t
be-inf

doma.
at.home

intended: ‘If father had been at home.’

The reason for this exclusion is that ICs lack an “unambiguous relation marking”
(“eindeutige Bezugskennzeichnung”; Reis 1997: 135), i. e. a conditional subjunc-
tion.

Second, it is generally possible to identify specific signals in the matrix clause
that trigger the irreal, viz. conditional interpretation: (i) irrealis/conditional pe-
riphrasis; (ii) (realis/indicative) modal verbs (e. g. moci ‘can’); (iii) (inherently
future-oriented) perfective aspect; see (5); (iv) lexical signals, e.g. tak ‘so’ in (27a),

20See, e.g., the account of conditionals proposed by Kratzer (1979; 1986; 1991). Accordingly, even
so-called bare conditionals (without explicit modal operators) contain silent modal (necessity)
operators.

21See the analyses of Stalnaker (1975); Byrne & Johnson-Laird (2010); Elder & Jaszczolt (2016).
Elder & Jaszczolt (2016: 41) give an overview of existing pragmatic analyses of conditionals.
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ted’ ‘now’ (with past tense) in (29); (v) context; see (30); (vi) world knowledge;
see (31).

(29) [Ne-bý-t
neg-be-inf

věc-í,
thing-gen.pl

s
with

nimi-ž
which.ins.pl-Rel

jsem
be.1sg

zbytečně
pointlessly

z-tráce-l
pf-lose-lpt-sg.m

čas],
time.acc.sg

stá-l
stand-lpt-sg.m

jsem
be.1sg

ted’
now

před
in.front.of

vládc-em.
ruler-ins.sg
‘If there had not been things with which I pointlessly spent my time, I
would now be standing in front of the ruler.’ (Czech; Milotová 2012: 5)

(30) …kdy
when

jsem
be.1sg

tu
here

přenocova-l,
stay.overnight-lpt-sg.m

to
this.nom.sg.n

však
however

by-l-o
be-lpt-sg.n

opravdu
really

jen
only

ojediněl-é,
sporadical-nom.sg.n

protože
because

to
this.nom.sg.n

ne-stá-l-o
neg-be worth-lpt-sg.n

za
for

t-u
this-acc.sg.f

rozmrzelost
moroseness.acc.sg.f

manželk-y.
wife-gen.sg

[Ne-bý-t
neg-be-inf

jí],
she.gen

nocova-l
stay.the.night-lpt-sg.m

jsem
be.1sg

na
at

chat-ě
cottage-loc.sg

určitě
surely

častěji.
more.often

‘…when I stayed overnight here, this, however, happened really only
sporadically, since it was not worth my wife’s moroseness. If it had not
been for her, I surely would have spent the night in the cottage more
frequently.’ (Czech; Milotová 2012: 5)

(31) [Ne-bý-t
neg-be-inf

Clintonov-y
Clinton’s-gen.sg.f

administrativ-y],
administration-gen.sg.f

ne-jsme
neg-be-1pl

v
in

NATO.
NATO
‘If it had not been for the Clinton administration, we would not be in the
NATO.’ (Czech; Milotová 2012: 5)

6 Summary

The present investigation allows the following conclusions concerning Czech
ICs:
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Semantically,

• ICs express conditions without explicit marking as conditional
clauses;

• ICs yield their interpretation pragmatically through specific grammatical
and lexical signals in the matrix clause (irrealis/conditional periphrasis,
modal verbs, temporal adverbs, etc.), the context, and/or world knowledge.

Regarding their use,

• ICs are highly marked, expressive, and context-dependent expressions in
Czech, which is why they refer to specific situations only.

Syntactically,

• ICs are (at least) TPs;

• ICs can be tensed (nom-subject) or untensed (pRo), depending on whether
or not their subject is identifiable from the context and/or contrastively
focused;

• ICs are clause-external adjuncts to the matrix CP.

From a typological point of view,

• ICs have cross-linguistic parallels, see (2) from Tamil;

• Czech and Slovak are the only Slavic languages that exhibit such struc-
tures; for Slovak facts see Ružička (1956) and Hirschová (2005).

A possible explanation for the latter fact is that the Czech (and Slovak) infinitive
is lexically unvalued with respect to its T- and Φ-features, so (i) it is not restricted
to untensed clauses, but may also occur in tensed clauses, and (ii) it can “invisibly
agree” with a nom-subject. The infinitive in other Slavic languages is perhaps
more restricted.

Taken all together, these insights reveal that ICs are no “construction”, but
arise through syntactic structure building and are interpreted pragmatically.
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Abbreviations
1,2,3 first, second, third person
acc accusative case
aux auxiliary
cond conditional
dat dative case
f feminine
gen genitive case
IC infinitival conditional
inf infinitive
ins instrumental case
loc locative case

lpt l-participle
m masculine
n neuter
neg negation
nom nominative case
pf perfective aspect
pl plural
pst past tense
Refl reflexive
Rel relative
sg singular
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Chapter 7

A syntactic re-analysis of the Slovenian
impersonal se-construction
Jakob Lenardič
University of Ljubljana

The following paper discusses the syntactic derivation of the Slovenian impersonal
se-construction (e.g. Gradilo se je hišo.acc ‘People were building a house’). On the
one hand, the paper argues for an analysis of the construction in which all the the-
matic arguments selected by the predicate normally enter the syntactic derivation
(e.g. Rivero & Milojević Sheppard 2003; contra Marelj 2004; Grahek 2008). To this
end, the paper discusses the construction in relation to the causative alternation
(e.g. Alexiadou et al. 2015), which shows that agentive participation is invariably en-
tailed in contrast to the personal variant (Gradila se je hiša.nom). On the other hand,
the paper shows that Rivero & Milojević Sheppard’s (2003) syntactic derivation is
set up in such a way that it cannot offer an explanation as to why the construction
only allows unergative verbs. In its stead, the paper offers a new analysis of the con-
structionwithin the theory of the Voice domain (e.g. Legate 2014; Schäfer 2017).The
new analysis posits that se is the head of an argument-introducing thematic VoiceP
and is a separate element from the phonologically-null thematic argument that the
construction introduces. Ungrammaticality arises in the case of unaccusative verbs
because such predicates merge the null thematic argument within VP yet still com-
binewith se, which introduces a participant variable into the derivation that cannot
be saturated.

Keywords: argument structure, impersonal construction, reflexive clitics, Slove-
nian, unaccusative verbs

1 Introduction

The paper discusses the impeRsonal se-constRuction in Slovenian, as exempli-
fied by (1), in terms of the syntactic representation of its thematic arguments.The

Jakob Lenardič. 2020. A syntactic re-analysis of the Slovenian impersonal se-construction. In
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178. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.3764855
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main morphosyntactic features of this construction, which will be discussed in
the paper, include (i) the clitic se, (ii) the accusative case on the internal argument
assigned by a transitive predicate in absence of an overt external argument bear-
ing nominative case, and (iii) default (singular neuter) agreement which follows
from the superficial omission of the external argument.

(1) Celo
whole

leto
year

se
se

je
aux.3sg

gradilo
build.ptcp.sg.n

hišo.
house.acc

‘People were building the house for a whole year.’

In the formal literature, there are generally two opposing approaches to the
number of arguments that are present in the syntactic derivation of (1). The 1-
argument analysis (Marelj 2004, Grahek 2008) proposes that the derivation mim-
ics the surface structure, so that the external argument is excluded from the syn-
tactic component and is only implicitly present in the semantics.The 2-argument
analysis (Rivero & Milojević Sheppard 2003) regards the structure as containing
– in addition to the overt internal argument hišo ‘house’ – a phonologically null
pronoun that fills the external argument slot in the syntactic representation and
semantically corresponds to the implicit agentive participants paraphrased as
‘people’ in the English translation.

In this paper, I first present the empirical problems of the syntactic set-ups of
such existing accounts. On the one hand, I defend the 2-argument analysis by
discussing transitive impersonal se-sentences headed by causative verbs, which
show that the construction entails the participation of a volitional initiator (i.e.,
an agent). This fact is surprising on the 1-argument analysis given that causative
verbs are in contemporary morphosyntactic frameworks analysed as predicates
that are not lexically specified for an external causer or agent and consequently
give rise to a non-agentive anticausative interpretation when they do not com-
bine with an external thematic argument during derivation (e.g. Alexiadou et
al. 2015). On the other hand, I show that the syntactic derivation that underlies
Rivero & Milojević Sheppard’s (2003) analysis is set up in such a way that it can-
not offer a principled explanation as to why the impersonal construction does
not allow unaccusative verbs in the case of intransitive predicates.

To account for such empirical gaps, I present a new analysis of the impersonal
se-construction that is cast within the theory of the Voice domain (Schäfer 2017).
The core idea is that the clitic se is re-analysed as the head of a thematic VoiceP
which introduces an initiator variable into the semantic derivation, and that the
null argument is a proimp without 𝜙-features (Fenger 2018, Ackema & Neeleman
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2013; 2018) and with unmarked nominative case (Kornfilt & Preminger 2015). In
this sense, the analysis follows the 2-argument account in that all thematic ar-
guments of a transitive predicate normally enter the syntactic derivation. In the
case of unaccusative verbs, ungrammaticality arises because such predicates com-
bine with proimp within VP to saturate the theme variable, yet still merge with
se, which introduces an open initiator variable that cannot be saturated.

The paper is structured as follows. §2 discusses impersonal se-sentences with
transitive predicates in relation to the causative alternation, which shows that
a 2-argument analysis fares better empirically than the 1-argument analysis. §3
argues that the inadmissibility of unaccusative predicates is problematic for the
core syntactic assumptions of Rivero & Milojević Sheppard’s (2003) account. §4
lays out the new analysis. §5 is the conclusion.

2 The number of arguments in transitive impersonal
se-sentences – evidence from causative predicates

2.1 The clitic se as a case absorber

In Slovenian, the impersonal se-construction (2) alternates with an agreeing per-
sonal variant, which generally has the same interpretation if it is headed by a
transitive predicate such as spoštovati ‘respect’ or graditi ‘build’ (3).

(2) Impersonal se-sentences
a. Starše

parents.acc
se
se

spoštuje.
respect.3sg

‘Parents are respected.’ / ‘People respect their parents.’

b. Hišo
house.acc

se
se

gradi.
build.3sg

‘The house is being built.’ / ‘People were building a house.’

(3) Personal se-sentences
a. Starši

parents.nom
se
se

spoštujejo.
respect.3pl

‘Parents are respected.’ / ‘People respect their parents.’

b. Hiša
house.nom

se
se

gradi.
build.3sg

‘The house is being built.’ / ‘People were building a house.’
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Marelj (2004: 268) has proposed that the interpretative equivalence points to a
1-argument analysis of both constructions.1 Concretely, she claims that se indi-
rectly reduces the argument structure of a predicate because it is first and fore-
most a case absorber (see also Givón 1998; Franks 1995). In this respect, se can
either absorb nominative case, resulting in the impersonal sentences in (2), or ac-
cusative case, resulting in the corresponding personal variants in (3). Crucially,
since se is a case absorber, it ensures that a DP corresponding to an external the-
matic argument is excluded from a syntactic argument position in both personal
and impersonal variants, so the external argument of the predicates respect and
build is only present in the semantic component and is invariably interpreted as
an indefinite group of people in all se-sentences.

For Slovenian, this approach to the argument structure of se-sentences is also
the most recent one in the formal literature, proposed by Grahek (2008). Al-
though Grahek does not offer an explicit formal account, she makes a similar
claim that “both personal and impersonal [se-sentences] contain the same type
of se which reduces the human subject role during their derivation” and that
“the choice between nominative and accusative/genitive is not associated with
any interpretative difference” (Grahek 2008: 44–48).

However, the interpretative equivalence does not hold for all predicates. With
causative predicates like odpreti ‘open’ and potopiti ‘sink’, it is only the imper-
sonal variants in (4) that entail that the reported events involved a volitional
initiator; i.e., an agent.

(4) a. Vrata
door.acc.pl

se
se

je
aux.3sg

odprlo
open.ptcp.sg.n

(*same
all

od
by

sebe).
itself

‘The door was opened by someone.’
Impossible: ‘The door opened (by itself).’

b. Ladjo
ship.acc.sg.f

se
se

je
aux.3sg

potopilo
sink.ptcp.sg.n

(*samo
all

od
by

sebe).
itself

‘The ship was sunk by someone.’
Impossible: ‘The ship sank (by itself).’

(5) a. Vrata
door.nom.pl

so
aux.3pl

se
se

odprla
open.ptcp.pl

(sama
all

od
by

sebe).
itself

‘The door opened (by itself.)’

1To be clear, Marelj (2004) does not discuss Slovenian data specifically, but rather focuses on
other Slavic languages, such as Polish and Serbo-Croatian, in which a se-sentence can also
surface either as a non-agreeing impersonal or as an agreeing personal construction with the
same structural and interpretative characteristics as the Slovenian sentences under (2) and (3).
For cross-linguistic examples, the reader is referred to Marelj (2004: 267–270).
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b. Ladja
ship.nom.sg.f

se
se

je
aux.3sg

potopila
sink.ptcp.sg.f

(sama
all

od
by

sebe).
itself

‘The ship sank (by itself).’

In the remainder of this section, I will argue that this interpretative non-equiv-
alence speaks in favour of a 2-argument analysis of the transitive impersonal
se-construction.

2.2 The (anti)causative alternation and the impersonal
se-construction

We begin with a brief review of the recent literature on the cross-linguistic prop-
erties of the causative alternation (e.g. Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995; Alexi-
adou 2010; Alexiadou et al. 2015; Schäfer 2017, amongst others). These authors
take causative verbs like open to be unique among predicates because they are
the only ones that are not specified for a certain type of initiator at the level of
the lexicon. As an apparent consequence in English, they can either appear in
the transitive causative construction, as exemplified by sentence (6a), or in the
intransitive anticausative construction, as exemplified by sentence (6b).

(6) a. Someone opened the door.

b. The door opened.

Sentence (6b) is structurally poorer than (6a) – crucially, it lacks in its syntactic
representation a functional projection like vP or VoiceP, which in the transitive
variant (6a) introduces the external argument DP (Kratzer 1996). This alternation
in argument structure is possible because the causative predicate open is not lexi-
cally specified for an agent/causer (Alexiadou et al. 2015). In this sense, causative
predicates contrast with predicates like read, which are lexically specified for an
external participant and which consequently have to combine with a functional
head like little v or Voice so as to introduce the external argument. For this rea-
son, a sentence like (7) – contrary to (6b) – is ungrammatical.

(7) * The book read.

In contrast with English (6b), Slovenian intransitive sentences interpreted as an-
ticausatives are additionally marked with the clitic se, as seen in the examples
under (5). In spite of the clitic’s presence in overt syntax, such se-sentences do
not differ in interpretation from the unmarked variants in English, as shown by
the corresponding translations. Since the clitic does not make an interpretative
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contribution to the construction, Schäfer (2017), who discusses se-anticausatives
in Romance languages, analyses it as a semantically-vacuous specifier of a VoiceP
(the equivalent of Chomsky’s 2001 vP) whose head is also semantically vacuous
and takes the VP as its complement.

(8) [VoiceP se [Voice′ Voice [VP open door.nom]]]

In the semantic representation, the denotation of the VP in (8) is a function of
the set of all change-of-state events in which the door becomes open (9). By con-
trast, both Voice and se denote identity functions that map a semantic argument
corresponding to a set of events onto itself (10), so neither makes any semantic
contribution (Schäfer 2017).

(9) JVPK = 𝜆𝑒 [open(𝑒) ∧ THEME(𝑒, dooR)]
(10) JseK = JVoiceK = 𝜆𝑃 ⟨𝑠,𝑡 ⟩ [𝑃]

Consequently, when VP combines with the semantically vacuous Voice head and
se, the resultant interpretation only entails the existence of a change-of-state
event in which the door becomes open. That this is indeed how the Slovenian
se-anticausatives under (5) are interpreted is further emphasized by the admissi-
bility of the sama od sebe phrase, which is the Slovenian equivalent of the English
by itself phrase. This phrase is used to highlight the fact that such sentences de-
note situations that can be conceptualized as though occurring “without outside
help” (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995: 88); that is, without the presence of an
agent or causer.2

By contrast, the corresponding impersonal variants in (4) are not interpreted
as anticausatives, but rather as events externally caused by agents. Crucially,
however, such an interpretation does not follow straightforwardly from the se-
mantics of a causative predicate like odpreti ‘open’, considering the fact that such
a predicate is taken to be cause unspecified in its lexical semantics and the VP
that it projects only denotes the characteristic function of a set of events in which
the door becomes open (9). On top of that, Marelj’s (2004) 1-argument analysis
for impersonal sentences also predicts that a thematic external argument has to
be excluded because se is analysed as a case absorber. Note that, because of such

2Note that, if the by itself phrase is not merged, then the event denoted by the anticausative
construction is still conceptually compatible with an agent opening the door, as shown by the
fact that the transitive sentence in (6a) asymmetrically entails its anticausative variant in (6b)
(Schäfer & Vivanco 2016). The point is that the possible agent in an anticausative construction
is missing from its syntactic-semantic representation due to the fact that Voice and its specifier
make no semantic contribution (10).
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case absorption on part of se, the syntactic derivation that Marelj (2004: 268)
proposes only allows a null expletive in the grammatical subject position of an
impersonal se-sentence:

(11) [CP door.acc [TP expl [T′ se [VP open door]]]]

However, if the grammatical subject is semantically null in impersonal se-sen-
tences (expl in (11)), then it stands to reason that combining the denotation of
the VP in (11), which should be equivalent to (9), with those of its c-commanding
categories (which make no semantic contribution to expanding the argument
structure of the VP) would lead to an interpretation like ‘There was an event in
which the door became open’. This, however, would be the same interpretation
as that of the anticausatives in (5), contrary to the actual meaning.

To get the desired meaning, it rather seems that the VP of the impersonal
construction must be predicated of a thematic external argument, just like in
the case of the ordinary transitive sentence (6a). Here, the VP opened the door
combines via event identification (Kratzer 1996) with the external argument DP
someone located in the specifier of vP/VoiceP so as to bring about an external
volitional initiator into the semantics of the construction.

This is exactly what the 2-argument analysis of the impersonal se-construction
predicts. In this approach, Rivero & Milojević Sheppard (2003: 120) propose that
transitive impersonal se-sentences have the following syntactic representation:

(12) [ClP [Cl′ se [TP [vP NP1 [VP V DP2]]]]]

The representation in (12) involves two syntactically-projected thematic argu-
ments. While DP2 corresponds to the overt accusative DP ladjo in sentence (4b),
NP1 is taken to be the external argument, which is analysed as a phonologically-
null pronoun that semantically corresponds to an existential quantifier over a
group of humans (Rivero & Milojević Sheppard 2003: 135).

(13) ∃𝑥 [hum] [open(𝑥 [hum], dooR)]

The LF in (13) perfectly corresponds to the intuitive meaning of the impersonal
se-sentences under (4); that is, ‘There is a human (or a group of humans) 𝑥 such
that 𝑥 opened the door’, which is the desired result.What is crucial is that the syn-
tactic derivation of an impersonal se-sentence on such an account fundamentally
differs from that of the personal variant, which cannot introduce the external ar-
gument into the syntax due to the fact that its VoiceP (8) is already filled with
semantically vacuous material (10). Consequently, the interpretative difference
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between the causative impersonals, which entail an initiator, and the correspond-
ing anticausative personals, which do not, becomes obvious.

In sum, what we have shown in this section is that examples of the transitive
impersonal construction with causative predicates support a 2-argument analy-
sis (Rivero & Milojević Sheppard 2003) over a 1-argument analysis (e.g. Marelj
2004; Grahek 2008), as the latter does not account for the discussed interpretative
differences between the impersonal and personal variants; that is, it is unclear
from the latter account why only the impersonal construction should entail agen-
tive participation.

3 Intransitive predicates and the impersonal
se-construction

3.1 The data

It has been cross-linguistically observed (e.g. Cinque 1995 and D’Alessandro 2008
for Italian; Ilc & Marvin 2016 for Slovenian) that the impersonal se-construction
is licit with unergative predicates, but unaccusative predicates are out. Consider
the following contrast between the grammatical sentences with unergatives (14)
and ungrammatical sentences with unaccusatives (15) in Slovenian, adapted from
Ilc & Marvin (2016: 152–154):

(14) a. Včeraj
yesterday

se
se

je
aux.3sg

plesalo.
dance.ptcp.sg.n

‘Some people danced yesterday.’

b. Včeraj
yesterday

se
se

je
aux.3sg

cel
whole

dan
day

spalo.
sleep.ptcp.sg.n

‘Some people were sleeping yesterday.’

(15) a. * Včeraj
yesterday

se
se

je
aux.3sg

umrlo
die.ptcp.sg.n

v
in

tej
this

bolnici.
hospital

Intended: ‘Some people died yesterday in this hospital.’

b. * Včeraj
yesterday

se
se

je
aux.3sg

padlo
fall.ptcp.sg.n

na
on

teh
these

stopnicah.
stairs.

Intended: ‘Some people fell on these stairs yesterday.’

In this section, I will show that Rivero & Milojević Sheppard’s (2003) analysis
for the Slovenian impersonal se-construction does not predict this contrast in
acceptability.
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3.2 The syntax of impersonal se-sentences in Rivero &
Milojević Sheppard (2003) and the Unaccusative Hypothesis

On Rivero & Milojević Sheppard’s (2003) account, there are two key structural
assumptions that underlie the impersonal se-construction. Both are tied to the
feature configuration of the null argument NP in the bracketed representation
(16) of sentence (14a), which is unergative and thus acceptable.

(16) [ClP [Cl′ se∃ [TP T[−𝜙] [VoiceP NP[uCASE][iHUM] [Voice′ Voice [VP dance]]]]]]

On the one hand, Rivero & Milojević Sheppard (2003) assume that the exter-
nal argument NP has an uninterpretable case feature that needs to be checked
prior to spell-out. Since T, which is otherwise the canonical case-checker in ordi-
nary finite sentences, lacks 𝜙-features because the construction is non-agreeing,
Rivero & Milojević Sheppard (2003) furthermore assume that NP bypasses TP
and checks its case feature against the clitic by remerging in its specifier, as in
(17):

(17) [ClP NP[uCASE][iHUM] [Cl′ se∃ [TP T[−𝜙] [VoiceP NP [Voice′ Voice [VP dance]]]]]]

On the other hand, Rivero & Milojević Sheppard (2003) propose that NP is a pro-
noun with a human feature that is otherwise referentially deficient (i.e., NP is
a “simplex-expression anaphor” in the sense of Reinhart & Reuland 1993). Be-
cause of this assumption, they claim that NP moves to SpecClP, where it repairs
its deficiency by forming a chain with the clitic, which is taken to correspond
semantically to an existential operator (Rivero & Milojević Sheppard 2003: 129),
labelled here with the subscripted ∃. Thus in the LF in (13), the quantifier repre-
sents se, while the bound variable corresponds to the copy/trace in SpecVoiceP.

On such a syntactic configuration, the derivation of the unaccusative sen-
tences in (15) should be like (17), with the only difference being the locus of the
initial merge of the phonologically null NP. In this respect, the standard assump-
tion of the Unaccusative Hypothesis (beginning with Perlmutter 1978) is that an
unaccusative predicate differs from an unergative one only in that it merges its
sole argument within the VP (for instance, Burzio 1986, Alexiadou et al. 2004),
and thus dispenses with a projection external to VP (like vP in Chomsky’s 2001
system or VoiceP in Kratzer’s 1996 system) that would introduce the argument in
the case of an unergative predicate. Translating this idea into the configuration
of Rivero & Milojević Sheppard (2003), the impersonal construction headed by
an unaccusative predicate should be as follows in syntax before movement:

(18) [ClP [Cl′ se∃ [TP T[−𝜙] [VP die NP[uCASE][iHUM]]]]]
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However, since Rivero & Milojević Sheppard’s analysis assumes the only rele-
vant syntactic operation to be the remerger of the null NP in the specifier of
ClP driven by feature checking/repairing referential deficiency, there is no obvi-
ous reason as to why (18) should not result in a grammatical sentence. Note that
using this approach the derivation of the argument structure of the impersonal
construction with an unaccusative predicate should run in parallel to that of the
perfectly licit English structure in (19), where the DP some people also starts off
VP internally and is then remerged in a higher position.

(19) [TP some people [T′ T [VP died some people]]]

Crucially, the null NP in (18) should also trivially remerge in SpecClP to check its
case feature and to form a chain with the clitic, as in the unergative derivation
in (17). It seems, then, that such a configuration predicts that the unaccusative
sentences in (15) should actually be just as grammatical as the unergative ones
in (14).

4 The proposal – se is the head of VoiceP

4.1 Schäfer’s (2017) Voice typology

To account for the inadmissibility of unaccusative verbs, I will now propose a re-
analysis of the Slovenian impersonal se-construction that is rooted in the typol-
ogy of Voice heads presented in Schäfer (2017). Following Kratzer (1996), VoiceP
is the functional projection atop VP which introduces the external argument DP
into the syntactic derivation.The key idea behind Schäfer’s proposal, which is an
update of Kratzer’s, is that the syntactic and semantic requirements of a Voice
head vary from one type of construction to another, as follows: (i) a Voice head
can introduce the external argument variable into the semantic representation in
several different ways and (ii) a Voice head may or may not have a syntactic need
for a DP in its specifier slot. For Slovenian, this approach seems especially fruitful
because it provides a straightforward explanation of the licensing properties of
the so-called se-passives (personal se-structures in our terms), which differ from
canonical passives in that they do not allow their entailed volitional initiator (i.e.,
agent) to be expressed via the Slovenian equivalent of the by-phrase. To see this
approach in action, consider the differences between the feature sets of the Voice
heads for the following three sentences, where the first feature in the brackets
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corresponds to the specifier requirement of Voice and the second to its semantics
(Schäfer 2017: 14).3

(20) a. John read a book.

b. Voice = {D, 𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒)]}
(21) a. The book was read (by John).

b. Voice = {/, 𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒)]}
(22) a. Knjiga

book.nom.fem
se
se

je
aux.3sg

brala
read.ptcp.sg.f

(*s
on

strani
part

Janeza).
Janez

‘The book was being read.’

b. Voice = {D, 𝜆𝑒∃𝑥 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒)]}

On this approach, a canonical passive sentence (21) differs from its active variant
(20) only in that its Voice head lacks the D-feature, which accounts for the fact
that the external argument DP cannot directly enter the derivation. In semantics,
however, this self-same Voice head introduces an initiator variable. Since this
variable is open, it can be saturated by a DP introduced via the by-phrase, which
enters the derivation as a VoiceP adjunct. By contrast, the Voice head in the per-
sonal se-structure in (22a), which does entail agentive participation much like
(21a), introduces an initiator variable that is inherently closed off by the existen-
tial quantifier. Consequently, merging a s-strani ‘on-part-of’ phrase is correctly
predicted to be illicit since the external argument DP that the phrase introduces
does not have an open variable to saturate. Finally, since (22b) has the D-feature,
the se clitic is assumed to be a semantically-null DP that is merged in SpecVoiceP
to satisfy this c-selectional requirement of Voice (Schäfer 2017).

As to how the impersonal se-construction is positioned within this kind of
Voice theory, only a brief speculative account is provided in Schäfer (2017: Foot-
note 14). Following D’Alessandro (2008), he claims that it is se itself that is a
thematic syntactic argument that expresses the initiator role in a transitive sen-
tence, in contrast to se being semantically-vacuous in the personal variant in (22).
However, it seems that this kind of analysis brings us back to the same problems

3Note that Schäfer (2017) does not discuss Slovenian examples, but rather uses the following
se-sentence from French to exemplify the Voice head in (22b) (Schäfer 2017: 16):

(i) Trois
three

maisons
houses

se
se

sont
aux

louées
rented

(*par
by

des
some

touristes)
tourists

hier.
yesterday

‘Three houses were rented (by some tourists) yesterday.’
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that were discussed in the previous section – that is, unaccusatives should not
be disallowed, since if se behaves like an ordinary referring DP, there is no prin-
cipled reason as to why it cannot also correspond to the internal argument of an
unaccusative predicate, especially given that VoiceP is not built in this case.

4.2 The syntactic and semantic features of the new proposal

To solve this issue, I will now propose a partial re-analysis of the construction,
where the core idea is that se itself does not correspond to a syntactic argument,
but is rather the overtly realized head of a VoiceP that introduces an open partic-
ipant variable into the semantic representation.4 Since I maintain that the imper-
sonal se-construction projects all of its arguments into the syntax, I follow Rivero
&Milojević Sheppard’s (2003) analysis in assuming that there is a phonologically-
null pronoun (henceforth, proimp) corresponding to the external argument within
the structure, which is distinct from se.

The main grammatical characteristic of proimp is that it is structurally impov-
erished – crucially, it lacks in its morphosyntactic make-up a layer which en-
codes 𝜙-features. Following recent work on the morphosyntactic properties of
person features (Ackema & Neeleman 2013; 2018), I assume that it is the lack of
𝜙-features that gives proimp its idiosyncratically ambiguous interpretation with
respect to its person reference. Concretely, this means that proimp allows for at
least three readings, disambiguated by other sentential constituents or by the con-
text: in existential sentences, (i) it can refer to a group of people that includes the
speaker and/or addressee (23); (ii) it can refer to a group of people that excludes
the speaker and/or addressee (24); and (iii) in the case of a generic context, it can
refer to an arbitrary participant similar in interpretation to the English generic
pronoun one (25) (see also the discussion in Fenger 2018, where Germanic man-
type pronouns are also analysed as completely lacking 𝜙-features and thereby
allowing for the same kinds of interpretation).

(23) Včeraj
yesterday

se
se

je
aux.3sg

na
on

zabavi
party

ves
all

čas
time

plesalo.
dance.ptcp.sg.n

Imeli
have.ptcp.pl.m

smo
aux.1pl

se
se

prav
just

super.
great

‘Yesterday, we were dancing all the time at the party and we had such
fun.’

4This assumption falls in line with the idea that clitics like se are categorically ambiguous in
that they can either function as full-fledged XP’s or X0’s (Bošković 2001: 31). In this sense, se
can have the characteristics of an XP in that it can be merged as the specifier of VoiceP in
personal se-sentences (22a) or the characteristics of an X0 in that it is the head of a VoiceP in
our proposed re-analysis for impersonal se-sentences. For a similar proposal for the Slovenian
negative marker (though with different syntactic repercussions), see Ilc (2011).
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(24) Včeraj
yesterday

se
se

nas
us.acc

je
aux.3sg

obvestilo
inform.ptcp.sg.n

o
about

novi
new

knjigi
book

o
on

skladenjski
syntactic

teoriji.
theory

‘Yesterday, someone/people told us about a new book on syntactic theory.’

(25) Ko
when

se
se

gre
go.3sg

v
in

Italijo,
Italy,

se
se

navadno
usually

je
eat.3sg

pašto.
pasta.acc

‘When one goes to Italy, one usually eats pasta.’

The claim that proimp is morphosyntactically impoverished is further motivated
by the fact that the verbal element which shows𝜙-feature contrasts is invariantly
spelled out with third person singular features even though proimp typically has a
plural interpretation glossed as ‘people’ (with a contextually determined person
reference) in the translations.5 Compare, for instance, the first sentence in (23),
which is impersonal and thus spells out the auxiliary with non-agreeing third
person singular features (i.e., je), with the second one, which is personal and
thus spells out the auxiliary with first person plural features (i.e., smo).6 Accord-
ing to Ackema & Neeleman (2013), such an apparent mismatch between num-
ber marking and meaning in impersonal se-structures is possible because third
person singular represents the default spell-out of 𝜙-features, and is therefore
compatible with the absence of matching interpretable features in the pronoun.

In addition, the lack of 𝜙-features in the pronoun explains a crucial distribu-
tional fact of the Slovenian impersonal se-construction that has gone – to the
best of my knowledge – unnoticed in the formal literature. Namely, Slovenian
impersonal se-sentences do not allow proimp to be used in the structural object
position (26). In this respect, Slovenian proimp patterns with the overt impersonal

5More precisely, the number interpretation of proimp actually seems to be ambiguous between
a plural and a singular reading; e.g. it is unclear how many people are denoted by proimp in
(24). However, this ambiguity seems to be expected. In the contemporary semantic/pragmatic
approach to grammatical number (e.g. Sauerland et al. 2005), a plural NP makes the same
semantic contribution as the alternative singular NP (i.e., both logically mean ‘one or more
referents’), while the actual ‘more than one meaning’ of the former obtains through a process
of pragmatic strengthening, by means of which the intended pragmatic meaning of the sin-
gular NP is negated. Crucially, such strengthening occurs only because a plural NP and the
alternative singular NP display a 𝜙-feature contrast in number and are seen as competitors for
the intended number interpretation. By contrast, the null pronoun in Slovenian impersonal se-
sentences is invariant (i.e., there is no other null impersonal pronoun in Slovenian with which
it would contrast in number), so it does not have a competitor for the number interpretation.
As a consequence, the process of pragmatic strengthening does not take place in this case.

6Consequently, the second sentence in (23) contains a typical agreeing pro with matching first
person plural features as the grammatical subject.
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pronoun men in Dutch (27a), and contrasts with generic one in English, which is
allowed in such a position (27b).

(26) * Ta
this

ideja
idea.nom

se
se

spominja
reminds.3sg

na
on

vojno.
war

Intended: ‘This idea reminds one of the war.’

(27) a. * Dit
this

herinnert
reminds

men
imp

aan
of

de
the

oorlong.
war

Intended: ‘This reminds one of the war.’

b. This idea reminds one of the war.
(Examples under (27) taken from Fenger 2018: 298)

According to Fenger (2018), the Dutch sentence in (27a) is ungrammatical be-
cause men cannot be assigned accusative case, as the latter is only compatible
with those nominal constituents that are able to project a K(ase) Phrase (Bayer
et al. 2001). Crucially, only nominals that contain a rich enough morphosyntac-
tic structure can project a KP. In this respect, Fenger (2018) claims that it is the
lack of 𝜙-features in the Dutch pronoun men that precludes the projection of the
KP, whereas English one is richer in structure in the sense that it does contain a
𝜙-layer encoding person features, and can thus occupy the object position where
it gets accusative case.7

Note, now, that the proposed lack of𝜙-features on proimp has repercussions for
how case is assigned in impersonal se-sentences. Minimalist theory has generally
relied on what Kornfilt & Preminger (2015) call “a positively-specified account of
case assignment”, which means that nominative case is assigned to the gram-
matical subject only under 𝜙-feature agreement with a specific functional head,
which is canonically taken to be T (Chomsky 2001). However, the thing is that
if proimp completely lacks 𝜙-features, then nominative case cannot be assigned
to it under the standard agreement relation, in which T, bearing uninterpretable
𝜙-features, would find its goal with matching interpretable 𝜙-features in the null
pronoun.

Recall from §3.2, example (17), that Rivero & Milojević Sheppard (2003) cir-
cumvented this problem by assuming that nominative case is assigned to the
null pronoun under a special variant of A-movement, whereby the null pronoun
bypasses TP and checks its case feature against a higher functional projection

7According to Fenger (2018), English one has a set of 𝜙-features that are underspecified for
person (see also Ackema & Neeleman 2018). Such underspecification means that the pronoun
“must be compatible with any arbitrary choice of person, including the speaker/hearer” (Fenger
2018: 307), which limits its distribution to generic contexts.
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headed by the clitic. However, I would like to propose a solution that does not
require recourse to such a stipulated modification of A-movement: that is, case
assignment in impersonal se-sentences occurs configurationally (i.e., not under
agreement), in the sense of recent approaches to dependent case (e.g. Levin &
Preminger 2015; Kornfilt & Preminger 2015).

For transitive se-structures such as sentence (24) and the second clause in (25),
this entails that the accusative case of the internal argument DP (e.g. pašto ‘pasta’
in (25)) is the dependent case, which means that it is assigned “in opposition to
another argument position” (Marantz 2000: 24); that is, the internal argument
DP gets dependent accusative case because it is in a position in which it is asym-
metrically c-commanded by another DP (i.e., proimp).8 By contrast, nominative
case is not assigned to the c-commanding DP, but “represent[s] the absence of
any otherwise assigned case” (Kornfilt & Preminger 2015: 298) and is thus possi-
ble when no agreement in 𝜙-features takes place.9 On this account, the syntactic
structure of a transitive impersonal se-sentence is as in Figure 1, with the dot-
ted line representing dependent case assignment between proimp and the overt
internal argument DP.

VoiceP

proimp Voice′

Voice
se

VP

V DP

accusative

Figure 1: Case assignment in impersonal se-sentences

Having dependent case assignment in mind, let’s now return to the Slovenian
example in (26), where proimp functions as the grammatical object in the same

8There is an additional requirement: in order to obtain dependent accusative case, the DP must
also not be independently assigned idiosyncratic case by a head which imposes its own lexical
case requirements, as is typical of prepositions (Marantz’s 2000 Disjunctive Case Hierarchy).

9For English, Fenger (2018: 313), following previous work (e.g. Schütze 1997), claims that un-
marked case should be treated as different from default case, as the latter is spelled out only
when the DP is part of a clauseless sentence, as in the exclamation Me, intelligent⁈
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manner as men in the Dutch example (27a). In this case, and in contrast with
Figure 1, it is proimp that is assigned dependent accusative case because it is c-
commanded by the grammatical subject ta ideja ‘this idea’, which occupies the
SpecVoiceP position in a structure like Figure 1. This kind of structural configu-
ration, however, crashes the derivation, since the morphosyntactically impover-
ished proimp is incompatible with dependent accusative case, which in contrast
with nominative imposes structural requirements that the null pronoun, lack-
ing 𝜙-features, simply cannot satisfy (Fenger 2018). In other words, it is the lack
of 𝜙-features that restricts proimp to a position where it can only get unmarked
nominative case.10

Finally, an account of impersonal se-sentences has to explain why the external
argument is restricted to proimp (28a), and why the derivation crashes if a full-
fledged referring DP is merged in its stead (28b).

(28) a. Svoje
self

starše
parents.acc

se
se

spoštuje.
respect.3sg

‘People respect their parents.’

b. * Janez
Janez.nom

se
se

spoštuje
respect.3sg

svoje
self

starše.
parents.acc

Intended: ‘Janez respects his parents.’

At the beginning of this section, I have posited that se is the overt realisation of a
special type of impersonal Voice head.This assumption is not without precedent,
as there are in fact languages in which a Voice head is overtly realized. Accord-
ing to Legate (2014), one such language is Balinese, in which the Voice head in
a low-register passive construction is realized as the morpheme -a (p. 44). Cru-
cially, Legate (2014) claims that this morpheme does not display agreement with

10An anonymous reviewer suggests that the assignment of nominative case to proimp may be
compatible with an approach which does not assume dependent case, but simply disassociates
case assignment, which is still feature-driven, from the checking of 𝜙-features (e.g. Bošković
2007). On such an approach, proimp would get nominative case by checking its [uCASE] feature
against T after moving to the SpecTP position, but in contrast with the traditional minimalist
approach (e.g. Chomsky 2001), such case-checking would not hinge on the parallel checking
of 𝜙-features. However, I am not sure how this approach explains the fact that proimp cannot
occur in a position where it gets accusative case, given that the valuation of its case feature as
either nominative or accusative would simply depend on the type of case-checking head that is
available or closest to it (v or Voice for accusative and T for nominative). By contrast, proimp’s
limited distribution follows on the dependent case approach from the fact that nominative
is the unmarked case, and is thus not really assigned to a DP (Kornfilt & Preminger 2015) in
contrast with accusative.
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the grammatical subject of the passive construction, but rather restricts the 𝜙-
features of the demoted external argument, which is introduced via the preposi-
tion teken ‘by’, to 3rd person. Consequently, a 1st person external argument PP
is inadmissible in the construction (29b).

(29) a. Bli
brother

Man
man

nyidaang
can

masih
still

tepuk-a
see-pass.3

teken
by

Made
Made

Arini.
Arini

‘Brother Man can still be seen by Made Arini.’

b. * Bli
brother

Man
man

nyidaang
can

masih
still

tepuk-a
see-pass.3

teken
by

tiang.
me

Intended: ‘Brother Man can still be seen by me.’
(Balinese; Legate 2014: 44)

Formally, Legate (2014: 39) captures these facts by assuming that the denotation
of Voice, which is a function that relates an external participant to an eventuality
(Kratzer 1996), combines via a predicate modification rule called Restrict with the
denotation of the morpheme, which is semantically a function that imposes a
restriction on the kinds of 𝜙-features that an initiator DP can have. In this sense,
the VoiceP of sentence (29a) is as in Figure 2, where Voice not only introduces
an open initiator variable, but specifies that the DP realising the initiator has to
have the 3rd person feature.

VoiceP

[Spec] Voice′

𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒) ∧ 3PERSON(𝑥) ∧
see(𝑒) ∧ PATIENT(bRotheR man, 𝑒)]

Voice
𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒) ∧ 3PERSON(𝑥)]

Voice
𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒)]

-pass.3
𝜆𝑥 [3PERSON(𝑥)]

VP
𝜆𝑒 [see(𝑒) ∧

PATIENT(bRotheR man, 𝑒)]

Figure 2: The VoiceP of sentence (29a)

For Slovenian impersonal se-sentences, I would tentatively like to propose that
se operates in a similar manner to the Balinese morpheme, in that it is a Voice
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head that restricts the external argument position to an impersonal pronoun,
possibly banning all nominals that are specified for 𝜙-features. The only differ-
ence is that an impersonal se-construction is not a passive construction; on the
present account, this means that a Voice head realized as se has a syntactic D-
feature in the sense of Schäfer’s Voice typology discussed in §4.1, and thus needs
a nominal (i.e., proimp) to be merged in the specifier position. By contrast, the
Balinese construction lacks this feature, which means that its external argument
must be realized as a ‘demoted argument’; that is, via the teken ‘by’ phrase, as is
standardly assumed to be the case of passives.

4.3 The solution to the unaccusative problem

On this syntactic proposal, the ungrammaticality of impersonal se-sentenceswith
unaccusative verbs follows from the fact that – as posited at the beginning of the
previous subsection – se is the overt head of a VoiceP, so it is an element separate
from the syntactically-projected thematic arguments. With this in mind, recall
from the Unaccusative Hypothesis discussed in §3.2 that an unaccusative pred-
icate like die initially merges its sole argument within VP (in simplified terms,
the syntactic derivation of a sentence like John died is [TP John [VP died John]],
cf. (19)). It stands to reason, then, that in the Slovenian impersonal se-sentence
headed by the unaccusative predicate umreti ‘die’ (30a), our proposed proimp is
also merged VP-internally, as in (30b).

(30) a. * Včeraj
yesterday

se
se

je
aux.3sg

umrlo.
die.ptcp.sg.n

Intended: ‘Some people died yesterday.’

b. [VP umrlo proimp]
However, the VP in (30b) then combines with se heading a VoiceP, and such
a se has semantic import in that it introduces an open initiator variable into
the semantic representation. Crucially, this initiator variable introduced by se
is distinct from the theme variable of umreti ‘die’, so the key prediction is that
the derivation crashes because there is now an additional open variable that a
one-place predicate like umreti ‘die’ cannot saturate. To better see the problem,
compare Figure 3, which provides the semantic-syntactic representation of the
VoiceP of the licit transitive sentence (1), repeated here as (31), with Figure 4,
which illustrates the VoiceP of the illicit unaccusative sentence in (30a).

(31) Celo
whole

leto
year

se
se

je
aux.3sg

gradilo
build.ptcp.sg.n

hišo.
house.acc

‘People were building the house for a whole year.’
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VoiceP
𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(proimp, 𝑒)∧build(𝑒) ∧ PATIENT(house, 𝑒)]

proimp Voice′

𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒) ∧
build(𝑒) ∧ PATIENT(house, 𝑒)]

Voice
𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒)]

se

VP
𝜆𝑒 [build(𝑒) ∧

PATIENT(house, 𝑒)]

V
build

DP
house

Figure 3: The VoiceP of sentence (31)

VoiceP
𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(???, 𝑒) ∧ die(𝑒) ∧ PATIENT(proimp, 𝑒)]

⁇? Voice′

𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒) ∧
die(𝑒) ∧ PATIENT(proimp, 𝑒)]

Voice
𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒)]

se

VP
𝜆𝑒 [die(𝑒) ∧ PATIENT(proimp, 𝑒)]

V
die

proimp

Figure 4: The VoiceP of sentence (30a)

In Figure 3, se introduces an initiator variable into the semantics of VP, which
by itself denotes the characteristic function of the set of all events in which the
house is built. The variable is then saturated by proimp, which enters the deriva-
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tion as the external argument in SpecVoiceP.11 As a consequence, the proposi-
tional meaning that Figure 3 results in after its higher structure is built is ‘People,
who acted as volitional initiators (i.e., agents), were building the house’, which
is indeed how we interpret the Slovenian transitive impersonal se-construction.
In the illicit structure in Figure 4, however, proimp enters the derivation as the
internal argument of umreti ‘die’ so as to saturate its patient variable. The re-
sultant interpretation of the unaccusative VP headed by umreti ‘die’ is one that
denotes the characteristic function of the set of all events in which someone (i.e.,
the denotation of proimp) dies. The problem, then, is that the 𝜃 -requirements of
umreti ‘die’ – being a one-argument predicate – are already satisfied at the VP
level, so se, which on our account invariably introduces an external participant
variable, incorrectly turns umreti ‘die’ into a two-place predicate, violating the 𝜃 -
Criterion. Lastly, one may wonder, as did an anonymous reviewer, why only an
external argument is disallowed in an unaccusative sentence, while an applica-
tive argument, such as the dative clitic mu in sentence (32), is allowed, observing
that a general 𝜃 -Criterion-based constraint on argument structure augmentation
would disallow the inclusion of both.

(32) Umrl
die.ptcp.sg.m

mu
him.dat

je
aux.3sg

pes.
dog.nom

‘His dog died on him.’

Apart from claiming that ethical datives aren’t ‘real arguments’ and thus not
subjected to the 𝜃 -Criterion, I acknowledge that it needs to be stipulated that
unaccusative predicates are somehow able to lexically specify how their default
arity can be modified (i.e., by datives, but not by external arguments). In any case,
note that, in languages like English and Slovenian, the VP of an unaccusative
predicate also cannot combine with just about any Voice head. For instance, if
an unaccusative VP merges with an ordinary active Voice head (20b), the result
is an ungrammatical sentence:

(33) * Janez
Janez.nom

je
aux.3sg

umrl
die.ptcp.sg.m

Marijo.
Marija.acc

Intended: ‘Janez caused Mary to die.’

It seems to me that a system of argument structure that introduces the external
argument outside of the VP always requires recourse to a stipulation preventing

11The semantic translations of the nodes in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are – for ease of exposition
– somewhat simplified with respect to proimp, which remains untranslated. Following Ack-
ema & Neeleman’s (2018) account of impersonal pronouns with existential readings, I take it
that proimp semantically contributes an existential quantifier that makes an arbitrary selection
from the domain of individuals present in the discourse, which explains the ambiguous person
reference discussed in §4.2.
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an unaccusative predicate to merge its VP with an active Voice head, especially
since the only formal requirement of active Voice is that its semantic argument
(i.e., the denotation of VP) is of type ⟨s,t⟩, given Kratzer’s (1996) rule of Event
Identification.

4.4 Additional evidence – the generic impersonal se-construction

What the proposal outlined in the previous subsections entails is that, in simpli-
fied terms, an unaccusative impersonal se-sentence like (30a) is ungrammatical
because an argument is missing in the syntactic structure. That this is so is, I
believe, further corroborated precisely by the fact that unaccusatives can also
be licit in the impersonal se-construction, but only in case their interpretation is
generic. Compare the ungrammatical non-generic sentences (34) with the gram-
matical generic variants in (35), taken from Ilc & Marvin (2016).

(34) a. * Včeraj
yesterday

se
se

je
aux.3sg

umrlo.
die.ptcp.sg.n

Intended: ‘Someone/People died yesterday.’

b. * Včeraj
yesterday

se
se

je
aux.3sg

padlo.
fall.ptcp.sg.n

Intended: ‘Someone/People fell yesterday.’

(35) a. Še
still

dandanes
nowadays

se
se

umre
die.3sg

od
from

kuge.
plague

‘People still die from the plague nowadays.’

b. V
in

tem
this

hodniku
corridor

se
se

zlahka
easily

pade.
fall.3sg

‘Anyone can easily fall in this corridor.’

According to Härtl (2012: 95–97), a sentence that is interpreted generically of-
ten allows a lexically transitive predicate, such as kill, to be used intransitively
(36a). If the interpretation were existential/episodic, such use would generally be
ungrammatical (36b).

(36) a. The tiger kills to survive.

b. * Yesterday, the tiger killed.
Intended: ‘Yesterday, the tiger killed something/someone.’

A similar improvement in acceptability can be observed in the so-called middle
construction, where the predicate read in both (37a) and (37b) is used intransi-
tively, in the sense that the external argument denoting the reader of the book
is missing from the overt syntactic representation.
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(37) a. The book reads easily.
‘Anyone can read this book easily.’

b. * Yesterday, the book read.
Intended: ‘Someone was reading the book yesterday.’

The general idea behind this improvement is tied to the fact that the generic
middle construction (37a) interpretatively involves a dispositional ‘property’ in-
terpretation, which is ascribed to the grammatical subject (Lekakou 2004). In the
case of sentence (37a), such a property interpretation can be observed from the
fact that its interpretation corresponds to the paraphrase ‘This book has proper-
ties such that it is easy to read’ (Fagan 1992). According to Härtl, it is this property
interpretation tied to genericity that licenses the intransitive use of read in (37a),
in the sense that “the interpretation of a generic property can assist the [infer-
ence] of [the implicit] evaluative entity” (Härtl 2012: 114).12 This means that (37a)
is licit because the generic interpretation allows the hearer to easily infer the
overtly missing initiator argument, who is an evaluative entity insofar as he/she
can read the book easily due to some properties that it possesses.13

12To be clear, I do not wish to assume – and, if I understand him correctly, neither does Härtl
– that these generic sentences are licit in contrast with their eventive variants because some
kind of post-syntactic operation is at work, accessing the syntactic component after deriva-
tion and circumventing the 𝜃 -Criterion by suspending the predicate’s need for a syntactically-
projected external argument. Härtl (2012) himself remains quite neutral with respect to how
and at which stage of derivation the argument can be dropped. At the end of this section, I pro-
pose a tentative solution, following Bruening (2012), in the sense that such sentences contain
a null operator that blocks the merger of an overt DP by closing off the open initiator variable
introduced by Voice at the stage when the syntactic derivation is still taking place.

13Note that the generic context is not the only environment that can license the intransitive use
of a lexically transitive predicate. An anonymous reviewer cites the following two examples
with the predicate kill, which omit an overt internal argument even though the interpretation
is existential:

(i) Jack the Ripper killed (someone) again last night.

(ii) Donald Glover killed (the audience) at SNL last night.

It seems tome that sentence (i), albeit non-generic, is licit because it also encourages a property-
reading of the grammatical subject, in the sense that its interpretation is like that of a char-
acterizing sentence; i.e., Jack the Ripper killed again last night, as he is wont to do. Note, also,
that the sentence becomes degraded if the adverb is omitted – ?Jack the Ripper killed last night.
In sentence (ii), kill is used in the unrelated sense ‘to make a favourable impression on (some-
one)’. Such a sense of kill seems to be very context-specific (i.e., some kind of performance in
front of an audience), so a property-meaning can be more easily inferred from the grammatical
subject, i.e. Donald Glover, which might explain its generic-like behaviour in that it allows the
omission of an overt internal argument.
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The generically interpreted impersonal se-sentences in (35), which are licit in
contrast with their eventive variants (34), also involve a property interpretation.
However, in contrast with the middle construction in (37a), the property interpre-
tation is not associated with the logical object but rather with an external source,
which causes the logical object (i.e., people denoted by proimp) to either fall or die.
In this sense, (35a) is intuitively interpreted with respect to the properties of the
plague, which is such that it still causes people to die nowadays. Along the same
lines, (35b) has the interpretation that the corridor has certain properties such
that it causes people to fall. In other words, the interpretation of generic imper-
sonal se-sentences roughly corresponds to ‘Something causes people to fall/die’,
and what is crucial is that the syntax we have proposed in the previous section
does in fact predict this kind of quasi-two-argument interpretation. This is so be-
cause we have posited se to be the overt head of a Voice head which invariably
introduces its own argument corresponding to an external participant/initiator.

The question, then, is why the generic sentences in (35) are licit if – on the
present account – se’s formal requirement for an additional argument renders
their eventive variants in (34) ungrammatical. To try and answer this, I would
tentatively like to adopt a proposal by Bruening (2012), which pertains to the
argument structure of the English middle construction. Bruening claims that an
English middle sentence such as (37a), lacking a syntactic external argument, is
derived via an operator that is defined as follows (Bruening 2012: 30):

(38) JMiddleOpK = 𝜆𝑓⟨𝑒, ⟨𝑠,𝑡 ⟩⟩𝜆𝑔 ⟨𝑠,𝑡 ⟩GN𝑒∃𝑥 [𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑒) ⇒ 𝑔(𝑒)]

This operator, which is merged during the syntactic derivation of VoiceP (Bruen-
ing 2012), targets the denotation of an unsaturated Voice projection and maps it
into a semantic scope where the initiator variable gets existentially bound. This,
in turn, also means that a referring DP cannot be merged as an external argu-
ment in the English construction, as its merger would saturate the open initiator
variable and thus violate the semantic-type requirement of the first argument of
the middle operator in (38), which has to be a function of type ⟨𝑒, ⟨𝑠, 𝑡⟩⟩.

I suggest that the generic se-sentences headed by unaccusative predicates un-
dergo a similar operation tied to their valency. That is, an operator such as (38)
targets an unsaturated Voice projection headed by se and thereby closes off the
open initiator variable. As a result, a sentence like (35b) is interpreted as follows.

(39) GN𝑒∃𝑥 [INITIATOR(𝑥, 𝑒) ∧ fall(𝑒) ∧ PATIENT(proimp, 𝑒) ⇒ easy(𝑒)]

TheLF in (39) corresponds to the above-mentioned paraphrase – ‘generally, there
is an 𝑥 such that it causes people (denoted by proimp) to fall easily’. What is key
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here is that the merger of the operator in (38) precludes the merger of an argu-
ment in the SpecVoiceP position, just as an external argument DP is blocked in
the English middle construction by the operator. This semantic operation, how-
ever, is not available with the eventive versions. This means that the only way
the unaccusatives in (34) can satisfy se’s requirement for an external participant
is by introducing a referential argument in the SpecVoiceP position, which is –
as discussed in the previous section – inadmissible as it flies in the face of the
lexical selectional properties of unaccusatives.14

5 Conclusion

On the one hand, the paper has argued that all of the thematic arguments selected
by a predicate enter the syntactic derivation of the impersonal se-construction.
Evidence was given in the form of the causative alternation, since the fact that
the impersonal se-construction with a causative predicate like odpreti always en-
tails agentive participation does not trivially follow from an analysis in which the
external argument does not enter the derivation. On the other hand, the paper
has shown that the syntactic set-up of Rivero & Milojević Sheppard’s (2003) ac-
count does not provide an explanation as to why the construction is incompatible
with unaccusative verbs. In its stead, the paper has proposed an analysis of the
construction in which the clitic heads a VoiceP and introduces an agent variable
to the semantic representation of the VP. This variable is saturated by transitive
and unergative predicates because they merge a null pronoun in the SpecVoiceP
position. Unaccusative predicates, however, merge the pronoun within the VP
but do not lexically select for another argument, so the participant variable in-
troduced by se remains unsaturated. Finally, I have argued that the licit generic
interpretation of the impersonal se-construction with unaccusative verbs diag-
noses the fact that an unaccusative se-sentence is ruled out because of a missing
argument.

14There is a conceptual issue here: even if there is a generic operator that saturates the open
variable in the generic impersonal se-construction, then the construction must still somehow
circumvent the syntactic requirement that an overt DP be merged in SpecVoiceP, given that it
is an active construction in terms of Voice and thus has a D-feature that needs to be checked by
a nominal argument landing in the SpecVoiceP position (cf. §4.1). For English middles, Schäfer
(2007) claims that the internal argument satisfies this feature by stopping off in the SpecVoiceP
position on its way to its final position in SpecTP. It may be the case that the proimp in the
internal argument position of generic impersonal se-sentences moves in a similar manner;
however, this aspect of the derivation merits further research.
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Abbreviations
1 1st person
3 3rd person
acc accusative
aux auxiliary
Cl clitic
expl expletive
f feminine
hum human
imp impersonal

m masculine
n neuter
nom nominative
pass passive
pl plural
ptcp participle
sg singular
KP kase phrase
LF logical form
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Chapter 8

How to introduce instrumental agents:
Evidence from binding in Russian event
nominal phrases
Takuya Miyauchi
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies and
Japan Society for the Promotion of Science

The aim of this paper is to argue that instrumental agents in Russian are introduced
by a silent P through binding phenomena by instrumental agents in event nominal
phrases. Two assumptions are adopted in this paper: one is the absence of the DP
layer in Russian based on binding phenomena and the other is a particular structure
of event nominal phrases. I show that the appropriateness of proposing a silent P
is supported by Generalized Case Realization Requirement in Russian and that the
silent P is a lexical preposition, not a functional one due to its ability to bind objects
out of PP.

Keywords: Russian, event nominal phrases, DP–NP, instrumental agents

1 Introduction

In this paper, I claim that instrumental agents in Russian are introduced by a
silent P (ø), through binding phenomena by instrumental agents in event nom-
inal phrases. Two assumptions are adopted here: one is the structure of event
nominal phrases proposed by Miyauchi & Ito (2016) and Miyauchi (to appear),
and the other is that Russian nominal phrases are not DP but NP. I discuss that
GeneRalized Case Realization ReqiRement (GCRR) in Serbo-Croatian (Hor-
vath 2014) can apply (at least partially) to Russian and show that setting a silent
P is appropriate via this discussion. Finally, I point out a possibility to bind ob-
jects out of PP and demonstrate that the silent P is a lexical preposition, not a
functional one.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In §2, I outline discussion on the
structure of nominal phrases through Russian binding phenomena. §3 offers a
syntactic account on a restriction of θ-roles of genitive nouns in event nominal
phrases with some assumptions, based on Miyauchi & Ito (2016) and Miyauchi
(to appear). In §4, I propose the syntactic structure of event nominal phrases
containing instrumental agents and §5 shows the validity of GCRR in Russian.
§6 points out that there are binding phenomena out of PP in Russian and the
proposed structure is modified. Finally, §7 concludes the paper.

2 Russian binding phenomena and the structure of
nominal phrases

The structure of Slavic nominal phrases without overt articles is controversial in
terms of whether they have DP in their structure or not. Some researchers insist
on the presence of DP even in Slavic (Progovac 1998; Rappaport 2002; Rutkowski
2002; Bašić 2004; Franks & Pereltsvaig 2004; Pereltsvaig 2007; Rutkowski & Mal-
iszewska 2007; LaTerza 2016, etc.), while others maintain that nominal phrases
in Slavic are NPs (Zlatić 1998; Trenkić 2004; Bošković 2005; 2007; 2009; Petrović
2011; Despić 2013, etc.).

In this paper, I investigate instrumental agents in event nominal phrases in
Russian from the standpoint of the no-DP analysis.1 In this section, I outline
the discussion of the structure of nominal phrases through Russian binding phe-
nomena, which gives support to the no-DP analysis, based on Despić’s (2013)
paradigm.2 Despić (2013) argues that binding phenomena and Kayne’s (1994) an-
tisymmetry approach provide a key to examine the existence or absence of the
DP projection. He concludes that there is no DP in Serbo-Croatian and that the
D-like elements are adjuncts.

Following Despić (2013), I adopt Kayne’s (1994) definition of c-command given
in (1).3

(1) X c-commands Y iffX and Y are categories, X excludes Y and every category
that dominates X dominates Y. (Kayne 1994: 16)

The definition of exclusion is as follows (2):

1Note that the NP/DP debate itself is beyond the scope of this paper. Please see the references
cited above for arguments for and against the DP projection in Slavic.

2The content of this section is based on Miyauchi (2016). Please see Miyauchi (2016) for more
details.

3I use this definition of c-command henceforth.
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8 How to introduce instrumental agents

(2) α excludes β if no segment of α dominates β. (Chomsky 1986: 9)

TheRussian sentences (3a), (4a), and (5a) are ungrammatical with co-reference be-
tween possessors and pronouns, while (3b), (4b), and (5b) are grammatical. There
is a clear contrast between (3a), (4a), (5a) and (3b), (4b), (5b).

(3) a. * Kolin𝑖
Kolya’s

poslednij
latest

fil’m
film

sil’no
really

ego𝑖
him

razočaroval.
disappointed

Intended: ‘Kolya𝑖 ’s latest film really disappointed him𝑖 .’

b. Poslednij
latest

fil’m
film

Koli𝑖
Kolya.gen

sil’no
really

ego𝑖
him

razočaroval.
disappointed

‘The latest film of Kolya𝑖 really disappointed him𝑖 .’

(4) a. * Vanin𝑖
Vanya’s

papugaj
parrot

ukusil
bit

ego𝑖
him

včera.
yesterday

Intended: ‘Vanya𝑖 ’s parrot bit him𝑖 yesterday.’

b. Papugaj
parrot

Vanin𝑖
Vanya.gen

ukusil
bit

ego𝑖
him

včera.
yesterday

‘The parrot of Vanya𝑖 bit him𝑖 yesterday.’

(5) a. * Sašin𝑖
Sasha’s

mjač
ball

včera
yesterday

udaril
hit

ego𝑖
him

po
in

golove.
head

Intended: ‘Sasha𝑖 ’s ball hit him𝑖 in the head yesterday.’

b. Mjač
ball

Saši𝑖
Sasha.gen

včera
yesterday

udaril
hit

ego𝑖
him

po
in

golove.
head

‘The ball of Sasha𝑖 hit him𝑖 in the head yesterday.’

Let us see (3) as a representative case. Following Despić (2013), I argue that (3a) is
ungrammatical because the possessor Kolin ‘Kolya’s’ binds the co-indexed pro-
noun ego ’him,’ which results in Condition B violation. According to the rea-
soning in Despić (2013), this suggests that Russian nominal phrases lack the DP
layer.4 Figure 1 shows the structure of (3a).5 Note that under Kayne’s (1994) the-

4An anonymous reviewer argues that the Serbo-Croatian data in Despić (2013) corresponding
to the examples (3)–(5) are not ungrammatical, which suggest Despić’s (2013) conclusion about
the presence/absence of the DP layer in Serbo-Croatian is questionable, but as I am only con-
cerned with Russian here, I do not have much to add. I am only employing the reasoning and
the structure of the argument developed in Despić (2013). My argument for the lack of DP in
Russian is thus valid regardless of the quality of Despić’s (2013) Serbo-Croatian data.

5The object ego ‘him’ in (3a) is scrambled and the word order of this sentence becomes SOV. For
the sake of simplicity, however, scrambling is ignored in Figure 1. I take the basic word order
in Russian to be SVO, following Isačenko (1966).
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ory, specifiers are taken to be adjoined phrases. Consequently, specifiers are not
distinguished from adjuncts and the bar-level notation does not make sense.6

CP

C TP1

NP1

Kolya𝑖 ’s NP2

AP

latest

N

film

TP2

T VP

really

V

disappointed

NP

him𝑖

Figure 1: The structure of (3a)

In Figure 1, the first category dominating ‘Kolya’s’ is CP, which also dominates
the object NP ‘him.’7 Therefore, the possessor ‘Kolya’s’ c-commands the object
‘him’, violating Condition B. Accordingly, (3a) is ungrammatical. If there was an
additional DP layer in the nominal phrase, as illustrated in Figure 2, the posses-
sor ‘Kolya’s’ would not c-command the pronoun and there would thus be no
Condition B violation. (3a) should be grammatical, contrary to fact.

In Figure 2, ‘Kolya’s’ is dominated by the category DP, which does not domi-
nate any other node outside of the nonimal phrase. That is to say, the possessor
‘Kolya’s’, does not c-command the object NP. For this reason, with the DP layer,
there would be no violation of Condition B in sentences like (3a) and these sen-
tences should be grammatical. Thus, it is concluded that the ungrammaticality of
(3a) shows that there is no DP layer in Russian.

6I do not use the bar-level notation. The conventional X′ (X-bar/X-prime) is written as XP or is
omitted in the trees in this paper.

7Note that NP1 and TP1 are segments not categories.
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8 How to introduce instrumental agents

DP

D NP1

Kolya𝑖 ’s NP2

AP

latest

N

film

Figure 2: The structure of the subject of (3a) with a DP layer

How can we capture the grammaticality of (3b)? Generally, the genitive pos-
sessor NP is supposed to be located in the complement of the (head) NP (Franks
1995: 38; Bailyn 2012: 214; Mitrenina et al. 2012: 84).8 Figure 3 represents the
structure of (3b).

In this case, the categories dominating NPgen are NP1 and CP. NPgen does not c-
command the object NP because the subject NP1 does not dominate the object NP.
Thus, there is no Condition B violation and sentences like (3b) are grammatical.

The contrast in grammaticality between prenominal possessive constructions
(3a), (4a), (5a) and postnominal ones (3b), (4b), (5b) supports the argument that
the DP is not projected in Russian. For the rest of the paper, I adopt the no-DP
analysis of Russian nominal phrases.

3 Russian event nominal phrases and their structures

3.1 Russian event nominals

An “event nominal” denotes an event or process and inherits argument structure
of its base verb (Grimshaw 1990 in general, Schoorlemmer 1998, Pazelskaya 2007

8To be precise, Bailyn (2012) does not propose this structure. According to Bailyn (2012), ad-
nominal genitives occupy the complement of QP in (i):

(i) [NP N [QP Q [NPgen ] ] ] (Bailyn 2012: 214; slightly modified by the author)

Bailyn (2012: 214) proposes that Q assigns the genitive case to the sister NP (there is a case
where Q is covert). However, these differences in the positions of genitive NP have no effect
on the argument of this paper since genitive possessor NP is located lower than possessee NP.
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CP

C TP1

NP1

AP

latest

NP2

N

film

NPgen

Kolya.gen𝑖

TP2

T VP

really

V

disappointed

NP

him𝑖

Figure 3: The structure of (3b)

for Russian).9

It can be followed by a genitive complement in Russian.

(6) a. Type 1: 3 external argument / 7 internal argument
udar
hit

{mužčiny
man.gen

/ *stola}
table.gen

‘the hit of {the man / the table}’

b. Type 2: 3 external argument / 3 internal argument
ispolnenie
performance

{Šaljapina
Chaliapin.gen

/ arii}
aria.gen

‘the performanc of {Chaliapin / the aria}’

c. Type 3: 7 external argument / 3 internal argument
razrušenie
destruction

{*vraga
enemy.gen

/ goroda}
city.gen

‘the destruction of {the enemy / the city}’

9The content of this section is mostly based on Miyauchi & Ito (2016) and Miyauchi (to appear).
Please see Miyauchi & Ito (2016) and Miyauchi (to appear) for more details.
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8 How to introduce instrumental agents

This kind of restriction of genitive complements’ θ-roles is thought to result from
argument structures of event nominals (Pazelskaya 2007). Therefore these phe-
nomena have been dealt with as lexical problems. Miyauchi & Ito (2016) and
Miyauchi (to appear) tried to provide more principled explanation for these phe-
nomena as syntactic problems based on phase theory.

I adopt the framework of DistRibuted MoRphology (Halle & Marantz 1993),
in which

√
(root) moves to a categorizer (n, v, a, etc.) to determine its category.

The contention of Miyauchi & Ito (2016) and Miyauchi (to appear) is that type 1
nominals and type 2/3 nominals differ structurally. I adopt the structure in Fig-
ure 4 for all event nominals and explain below how the two types differ.

(VoiceP)

(Voice)

-nie/-tie

XP

X nP

n
√
P

√
(int-aRg)

Figure 4: The structure of the event nominal phrases

Unlike in type 2/3, which project the entire structure, VoiceP is not projected in
type 1. This structural difference is supported by the absence of a verbal nomi-
nalizer -nie/-tie in type 1 nominals.10 I suppose that

√
directly takes an internal

argument following Harley (2009). Moreover, a functional head, X, licenses gen-
itive Case through Agree.11

I assume Chomsky’s (2000) phase theory and the proposal that nP is a phase
(Carstens 2001; Arad 2003; Hicks 2009, etc.). It then follows from Phase Impene-
tRability Condition, shown in (7), that internal arguments cannot be genitive
in type 1 nominals.

10This argument assumes that the nominalizer occupies the head of VoiceP. Support for this
assumption comes from the fact that the nominalizer is morphologically complex and seems
to include the passive participle morpheme -n-/-t- (Babby 1997).

11This X is a counterpart of Num(ber) in Carstens (2001), which is claimed to be a licenser of
Case. Bailyn (2012), on the other hand, argues that the genitive case assigner in Russian is Q.
The true identity of X lies outside the scope of this paper.
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(7) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC)
In phase α with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations
outside α, only H and its edge are accessible to such operations.

(Chomsky 2000: 108)

In type 2/3 nominals, the head of
√
P moves to the nominalizer -nie/-tie, the head

of VoiceP, in order to derive its form. Therefore, the nP phase slides up to VoiceP
due to phase-sliding (Gallego 2010).12 The size of the new phase is shown with
a box in Figure 5.

VoiceP

Voice

-nie/-tie

XP

X nP

n
√
P

√
(int-aRg)

Figure 5: The structure of event nominal phrases with phase-sliding

Thus, phase-sliding makes it possible that X Agrees with an internal argument,
not violating PIC. Consequently, internal arguments are allowed to have genitive
Case.

3.2 Genitive external arguments

To avoid wrong prediction, I suppose two external θ-roles: possessor (Poss) and
agent (Ag). In type 1/2, Poss is merged in the specifier of nP (Carstens 2000;
2001; Adger 2003, etc.). By contrast, Ag in the type 3 is adjoined to VoiceP like

12According to phase-sliding, when a verb head-moves from v∗ to T, the phasehood of v∗ also
moves to T. I can generalize this proposal: when X, a phase, head-moves to Y, the phasehood
of X also moves to Y. Thus, phase-sliding can be applied to event nominals. In this example,√

moves to VoiceP stopping at n and X, picking them up along the way because of the head
movement constraint (Travis 1984; Matushansky 2006). Since n is a phase head, phase-sliding
also occurs.
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8 How to introduce instrumental agents

by phrases in English (Bruening 2013).13 Poss is c-commanded by the probe, X
and thus X can Agree with it as illustrated in Figure 6. Consequently, external
arguments in type 1/2 can be genitive at the postnominal position. On the other
hand, Ag is not c-commanded by the probe X and hence X cannot Agree with
it as schematized in Figure 6. This is why external arguments in type 3 cannot
appear in genitive case postnominally.14

(VoiceP)

(Voice)

-nie/-tie

XP

X nP

n
√
P

√

Poss

Ag

Figure 6: The structure of event nominal phrases with external θ-roles

4 Instrumental agents introduced by silent P

4.1 Russian event nominals with instrumental agents

Double genitives are basically banned in Russian as shown in examples (8a), (9a),
where type 2 and type 3 nominals are used. When both internal and external

13In fact, a distinction between specifiers and adjuncts cannot be made under Kayne’s (1994)
theory. What is significant here, however, is the structural difference between Poss and Ag.
That is, Poss is located in the nP domain, while Ag is in the VoiceP domain.

14In addition to these structures of event nominal phrases, Miyauchi (to appear) suggests that
there are two types on nP through semantic analyses. Please see Miyauchi (to appear: section
5) for more details.
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arguments are expressed in the same phrase, the former is assigned the genitive
case and the latter is assigned the instrumental case as indicated in (8b), (9b).

(8) Type 2

a. * ispolnenie
performance

arii
aria.gen

Šaljapina
Chaliapin.gen

Intended: ‘the performance of aria by Chaliapin’
(Ljutikova 2016: 162)

b. ispolnenie
performance

arii
aria.gen

Šaljapinym
Chaliapin.ins

‘the performance of aria by Chaliapin’ (Gerasimova 2016: 64)

(9) Type 3

a. * razrušenie
destruction

goroda
city.gen

vraga
enemy.gen

Intended: ‘the destruction of the city by the enemy’

b. razrušenie
destruction

goroda
city.gen

vragom
enemy.ins

‘the destruction of the city by the enemy’

In Serbo-Croatian, if the agent nominal is a complex phrase, the double genitive
construction is perfectly acceptable as shown in (10).15

(10) snimak
record

požara
fire.gen

Emira
Emir.gen

Kusturice
Kusturica.gen

‘the shot of the fire by Emir Kustiruca’

However, in Russian, even if agents are complex, double genitives are not per-
mitted as indicated in (11).16

(11) a. * s’emka
shot

požara
fire.gen

Ivana
Ivan.gen

Andreeviča
Andreevich.gen

Intended: ‘the shot of fire by Ivan Andreevich’

b. * ispolnenie
performance

arii
aria.gen

izvestnogo
famous.gen

pevca
singer.gen

Šaljapina
Chaliapin.gen

Intended: ‘the performance of aria by the famous singer, Chaliapin’

15This was kindly pointed out by an anonymous reviewer.
16Although the micro-variation between Serbo-Croatian (10) and Russian (11) is significant, this
paper cannot address this contrast since it focuses on only Russian.
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8 How to introduce instrumental agents

Of course, as is the case with (8), (9), the phrases are acceptable when the complex
agents are instrumental as show in (12).

(12) a. s’emka
shot

požara
fire.gen

Ivanom
Ivan.ins

Andreevičem
Andreevich.ins

‘the shot of fire by Ivan Andreevich’

b. ispolnenie
performance

arii
aria.gen

izvestnym
famous.ins

pevcom
singer.ins

Šaljapinym
Chaliapin.ins

‘the performance of aria by the famous singer, Chaliapin’

Instrumental phrases can appear as agents of complex event nominals (CEN),
which have argument structures. CEN obligatorily take internal arguments and
overtly express them (Revzin 1973; Schoorlemmer 1998, etc.). That is, an instru-
mental agent cannot appear without an internal argument unless it is elided as
illustrated in (13)–(14).17

(13) a. * ispolnenie
performance

Šaljapinym
Chaliapin.ins

Intended: ‘the performance by Chaliapin’ (Revzin 1973: 90)

b. * razrušenie
destruction

vragom
enemy.ins

Intended: ‘the destruction by the enemy’

(14) a. ispolnenie
performance

Δ Šaljapinym
Chaliapin.ins

‘the performance by Chaliapin of …’

b. razrušenie
destruction

Δ vragom
enemy.ins

‘the destruction by the enemy of …’

The type 2 and 3 nominals have VoiceP as mentioned in §3. If I assume that
instrumental agentive phrases are located at a domain related with VoiceP, it
is natural that the type 1 nominals cannot have instrumental agentive phrases
because of the absence of VoiceP. This is reflected in the ungrammaticality of
(15).

17Δ in (14) expresses a deleted internal argument.
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(15) Type 1

a. * udar
hit

stola
table.gen

mužčinoj
man.ins

Intended: ‘the hit the table by the man’

b. * udar
hit

mužčinoj
man.ins

Intended: ‘the hit by the man’

4.2 Binding in Russian event nominals and instrumental agents as
VoiceP specifiers/adjuncts

Contrast in binding similar to the one presented in (3)–(5) is observed also with
instrumental agents in event nominal phrases, as shown in (16) and (17).18

(16) a. * Ivanovo𝑖
Ivan’s

narušenie
violation

pravil
rules.gen

ogorčaet
distresses

ego𝑖 .
him

Intended: ‘Ivan𝑖 ’s violation of the rules distresses him𝑖 .’

b. Narušenie
violation

pravil
rules.gen

Ivanom𝑖

Ivan.ins
ogorčaet
distresses

ego𝑖 .
him

‘The violation of the rules by Ivan𝑖 distresses him𝑖 .’

(17) a. * Ivanovo𝑖
Ivan’s

ubijstvo
murder

Viti
Vitya.gen

gluboko
deeply

opečalilo
saddened

ego𝑖 .
him

Intended: ‘Ivan𝑖 ’s murder of Vitya deeply saddened him𝑖 .’

b. Ubijstvo
murder

Viti
Vitya.gen

Ivanom𝑖

Ivan.ins
gluboko
deeply

opečalilo
saddened

ego𝑖 .
him

‘The murder of Vitya by Ivan𝑖 deeply saddened him𝑖 .’

(16a) and (17a) are ungrammatical, while (16b) and (17b) are grammatical.

18An anonymous reviewer pointed out that in Serbo-Croatian the postnominal doubled genitive
can co-refer a personal pronoun as shown in (i) below.

(i) Snimak
record

požara
fire.gen

[Emira
Emir.gen

Kusturice]𝑖
Kusturica.gen

napravio
made

je
aux

od
from

njega𝑖
him

reportersku
reporter

zvezdu.
star
‘The shot of the fire by [Emir Kusturica]𝑖 made him𝑖 star reporter.’

Unlike Serbo-Croatian, Russian bans doubled genitives as indicated in (11), so I have nothing
further to say on this topic.
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8 How to introduce instrumental agents

Applying the structure of event nominals in Figure 6 to (16a) and (16b), the
structure of (16a) and (16b) is illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8. I assume that
the instrumental agents are specifiers/adjuncts to VoiceP as the genitive external
arguments in type 3 nominals.19

VoiceP1

Ivan𝑖 ’s VoiceP2

Voice

violation

XP

X nP

n
√
P

√
rules.gen

Figure 7: The structure of (16a)

Asmentioned above, Schoorlemmer (1998) pointed out that only CEN can have
the instrument agentive phrase. That is, X Agrees not with the specifier/adjunct
but with the internal argument since X does not c-command the specifier/adjunct
but only the internal argument, even under Kayne’s (1994) definition of c-com-
mand. Thus, the specifier/adjunct cannot be genitive.

In Figure 7 and Figure 8, both the instrumental agents ‘Ivan.ins’ and the pos-
sessive adjective ‘Ivan’s’ do c-command the objects ego ‘him’ since the VoiceP1

and VoiceP2 are segments. In other words, this structure correctly predicts the
ungrammaticality of (16a), but it also incorrectly predicts (16b) to be ungram-
matical. Thus, the contrast in (16) cannot be captured with Figure 7 and Figure 8.
Something needs to be added to address the observed contrast in grammaticality.

I assume that instrumental agents are introduced as PP with a silent P head as
in Figure 9. With this extra layer of structure there is no Condition B violation
since the PP blocks the instrumental agent’s c-commanding the object.

19This position can explain the fact that type 1 event nominals cannot have instrumental agents
as shown in (15).
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VoiceP1

VoiceP2

Voice

violation

XP

X nP

n
√
P

√
rules.gen

Ivan.ins𝑖

Figure 8: The structure of (16b)

5 Generalized case realization requirement

To capture the contrast in (16)–(17), I assumed that instrumental agents are in-
troduces by the silent P. However, it is undesirable to utilize an abstract element
with no evidence. Thus, I need some evidence except the contrasts in (16)–(17).
In this section, I demonstrate that assuming the silent P in instrumental agent
phrases is a consequence of GCRR, proposed by Horvath (2014).

5.1 GCRR in Serbo-Croatian

Horvath (2014) addressed the distribution of indeclinable nouns in Serbo-Croa-
tian. As shown in (18), the indeclinable name Miki is ungrammatical although
the declinable name Larisa is grammatical in the oblique environment.

(18) a. Divim
admire.1sg

se
Refl

{Larisi
Larisa.dat

/ *Miki}.
Miki

‘I admire Larisa/Miki.’

b. Ponosim
be.proud.1sg

se
Refl

{Larisom
Larisa.ins

/ *Miki}.
Miki

‘I am proud of Larisa/Miki.’
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VoiceP1

VoiceP2

Voice

violation

XP

X nP

n
√
P

√
rules.gen

PP

P

φ

Ivan.ins𝑖

Figure 9: The modified version of the structure of (16b)

c. Oduševjena
impressed.ptcp.f

sam
aux.1sg

{Larisom
Larisa.ins

/ *Miki}.
Miki

‘I am impressed by Larisa/Miki.’ (Horvath 2014: 121)

The indeclinable name is grammatical with the declinable possessive moj ‘my’
or adjective lep ‘beautiful’, but it is ungrammatical without them or with the
indeclinable adjective braon ‘brown’, as in (19).

(19) a. Divim
admire.1sg

se
Refl

*(mojoj)
my.dat.sg

Miki.
Miki

‘I admire (my) Miki.’

b. Oduševjena
impressed.sg.f

sam
aux.1sg

*(mojom)
my.ins.sg

Miki.
Miki

‘I am impressed by (my) Miki.’

c. Divim
admire.1sg

se
Refl

{*braon
brown

/ lepoj}
beautiful.dat.sg

Miki.
Miki

‘I admire {brunette/beautiful} Miki.’ (Horvath 2014: 121)

In addition, the indeclinable name is grammatical with P even without the de-
clinable possessive or adjective as illustrated in (20).
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(20) a. On
he

je
aux.3sg

trčao
run.ptcp.sg

prema
towards

(lepoj)
beautiful.dat.sg

Miki.
Miki

‘He ran towards (beautiful) Miki.’

b. Dolazim
come.1sg

sa
with

(mojom)
my.ins

Miki.
Miki

‘I am coming with (my) Miki.’

c. Razgovarali
talk.ptcp.pl

smo
aux.1pl

o
about

(mojoj)
my.loc

Miki.
Miki

‘I talked about (my) Miki.’ (Horvath 2014: 122–123)

Accepting Pesetsky’s (2013) theory of Case, Horvath (2014) generalized these
complicated phenomena of Serbo-Croatian indeclinable nouns in the form of
GCRR shown in (21).

(21) Generalized Case Realization Requirement (GCRR)
Oblique cases must be overtly realized by some element of the assignment
domain (where assignment domain consists of the assigning head and the
assignee – its noun phrase complement). (Horvath 2014: 125)

According to GCRR, the sentences with the indeclinable nameMiki in (18) are un-
grammatical since no element in the assignment domain overtly realizes oblique
cases. As for (19), sentences are grammatical even with the indeclinable name
Miki if the declinable possessive moj ‘my’ or adjective lep ‘beautiful’ overtly re-
alizes oblique cases. However it is ungrammatical without them or with the in-
declinable adjective braon ‘brown’ because of the absence of overt realization of
oblique cases. In the case of (20), each P prema ‘towards,’ sa ‘with,’ o ‘about’ man-
ifests oblique cases and thus the sentences are grammatical even if there is no
declinable possessive or adjective.

5.2 GCRR in Russian

There are also examples supporting the application of GCRR in Russian.20

20I consulted four Russian native speakers in their twenties for acceptability judgments on (22).
All speakers found (22b) unacceptable, but there was variation among speakers on (22a) and
(22c); three consider them acceptable (but unnatural) and the other considers them unaccept-
able. The speakers accepting (22a) also accept (22c) and vice versa. What is important here is
that some speakers accept (22a), (22c) and that a clear difference in acceptability can be found
between (22a)/(22c) and (22b).
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(22) a. ? Professor
professor

priexal
arrived

v
to

Moskvu
Moscow

s
with

okolo
about

pjati
five.gen

studentov.
students.gen

‘Professor arrived at Moscow with about five students.’

b. * Professor
professor

rukovodit
supervise

okolo
about

pjati
five.gen

studentov.
students.gen

Intended: ‘Professor supervises about five students.’

c. ? Professor
professor

rukovodit
supervise

okolo
about

pjat’ju
five.ins

studentami.
students.ins

‘Professor supervises about five students.’

Sentence (22a) is grammatical with P requiring the instrumental case s ‘with’.
In this case, there is an overt P and it realizes the instrumental case in the as-
signment domain. However, (22b), without manifestations of the instrumental
case, is ungrammatical. This is because neither P nor its complement overtly
realizes the instrumental case. In addition, (22c) is grammatical since the com-
plement pjat’ studentov ‘five students’ is declined to bear the instrumental case,
although the preposition okolo ‘about’ requires its complement in genitive Case.
The (un)grammaticality of these sentences are predicted by GCRR, which means
that GCRR is valid not only in Serbo-Croatian but also in Russian.

Pesetsky (2013) points out examples like (22). As shown in (23), without man-
ifestations of the instrumental case, the sentences show low acceptability and
with P requiring the instrumental case or with an instrumental adjective, the
sentences are grammatical.

(23) a. Ja
I

čital
read

Po kom zvonit kolokol.
For Whom the Bell Tolls

‘I read For Whom the Bell Tolls.’
b. ⁇ Ja

I
vosxiščajus’
admire

Po kom zvonit kolokol.
For Whom the Bell Tolls

‘I admire For Whom the Bell Tolls.’
c. ? Ja

I
vosxiščajus’
admire

zamečatel’nym
marvelous.ins

Po kom zvonit kolokol.
For Whom the Bell Tolls

‘I admire the marvelous For Whom the Bell Tolls.’
d. Pomnju,

remember.1
kak
how

diko
wildly

rydala
cried.sg.f

nad
over

Po kom zvonit kolokol.
For Whom the Bell Tolls

‘I remember how wildly I cried over For Whom the Bell Tolls.’
(Pesetsky 2013: 132)
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In addition, if GCRR is active, it is predicted that (24a) becomes ungrammatical
when the declinable name Ivan is replaced with an indeclinable name, as in that
case there is no manifestation of the instrumental case.This is confirmed in (24b),
where the indeclinable name Šmidt is used.

(24) a. Narušenie
violation

pravil
rule.gen

Ivanom𝑖

Ivan.ins
ogorčaet
distresses

ego𝑖 .
him

‘The violation of the rules by Ivan𝑖 distresses him𝑖 .’

b. * Narušenie
violation

pravil
rule.gen

Šmidt𝑖
Schmidt

ogorčaet
distresses

ego𝑖 .
him

Intended: ‘The violation of the rules by Schmidt𝑖 distresses him𝑖 .’

Thus there are reasons to assume the existance of a silent P, which introduces
instrumental agent as proposed in Figure 9 since GCRR is (at least roughly) valid
in Russian as mentioned above.

6 Binding out of PP

6.1 Functional and lexical prepositions

Yadroff & Franks (2001) proposed a distinction between functional pReposi-
tions (functinal P) such as u ‘at’, k ‘toward’, bez ‘without’ and lexical pReposi-
tions (lexical P) such as okolo ‘around’, blagodarja ‘thanks to’, otnositel’no ‘with
respect to’ in various grammatical respects as illustrated in Table 1.

To capture the various differences between functional P and lexical P, Yadroff
& Franks (2001) assume two different syntactic structures for each type of P. Fig-
ure 10 and Figure 11 give their structure of the two PPs in (25).

(25) a. k
towards

ženščinam
women.dat

‘towards women’

b. blagodarja
thanks.to

ženščinam
women.dat

‘thanks to women’

“X” is used to indicate that here, blagodarja ‘thanks to’ is a bleached lexical item,
which lacks a functional structure.21

21Please see Yadroff & Franks (2001) for more detail.
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Table 1: Functional and lexical prepositions (Yadroff & Franks 2001: 70)

Functional prepositions Lexical prepositions

Phonology
A. Unstressed A. Stressed
B. Monosyllabic B. Polysyllabic

Morphology
C. Monomorphemic C. Often polymorphemic or com-

pound
D. Prothetic n- before 3rd-person

pronouns
D. No prothetic n-

Syntax
E. Object is obligatory E. Object may be optional
F. Approximative inversion yields

N before P
F. Approximative inversion yields

P before N
G. Negative particle ni does not in-

tervene
G. Ni intervenes

H. May be doubled in colloquial
language

H. Cannot be doubled

I. May be lexically selected I. Cannot be lexically selected
J. Allow binding out of PP J. Block binding out of PP
K. No intercalating particles K. Intercalating particles
L. May govern multiple cases L. Govern one specific case

Semantics
M. Meaning abstract (hence polyse-

mous)
M. Meaning concrete (therefore

fixed)
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FP

F

towards
[Target]
[Dative]

NP

women.dat

Figure 10: The structure of (25a) (Yadroff & Franks 2001: 77)

XP

X

thanks.to
[Complex θ-role]

FP

F

ø
[Beneficiary]

[Dative]
[+def]

NP

women.dat

Figure 11: The structure of (25b) (Yadroff & Franks 2001: 78)

6.2 Binding possibility out of lexical PP

I showed that a silent P is required to capture the contrasts in (16)–(17) and that
assuming a silent P is valid as shown in the data regarding GCRR in Russian in
§5.

However, binding out of PP is not necessarily blocked as, for example, Yadroff
& Franks (2001) and Bailyn (2010) point out. With regard to binding possibility
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(J in Table 1), a functional P allows binding out of PP as shown in (26a) and a
lexical P blocks binding out of PP as in (26b).22

(26) a. U
at

ėtogo
this

čeloveka𝑖
person

vsegda
always

est’
be

svoi𝑖
self’s

original’nye
original

idei.
idea

‘In that person’s head there are always his own original ideas.’

b. * Okolo
around

ėtogo
this

čeloveka𝑖
person

vsegda
always

est’
be

svoi𝑖
self’s

original’nye
original

idei.
idea

Intended: ‘Around that person there are always his own original
ideas.’

(Yadroff & Franks 2001: 74)

Given the grammaticality of (26a), the silent P (ø) is a lexical P. Therefore, the
structure of (16b), shown in Figure 9, should be modified to Figure 12.23

7 Conclusion

In this paper, I have argued that instrumental agents in Russian are introduced
by a silent (lexical) P. As I have shown, this PP layer blocks binding of instru-
mental agents outside the event nominal, which is otherwise possible for agents
introduced as possessors. My analysis which assumes Russian event nominals
(or noun phrases more generally) lack the DP layer also offers (at least partial)
support to the idea that GCRR is active in Russian.

22Yadroff & Franks (2001) point out that there is also a similar contrast in English.

(i) a. John spoke to [Bill and Mary]𝑖 about each other𝑖 ’s birthdays.

b. * John spoke about [Bill and Mary]𝑖 in each other𝑖 ’s houses.
(Yadroff & Franks 2001: 74)

Bailyn (2010) also points out data similar to (26). Binding out of PP u Petrovyx ‘at the Petrovs’
is allowed.

(ii) U
at

Petrovyx𝑖
the.Petrovs

byla
was

svoja𝑖
self’s.nom

komnata.
room.nom

‘The Petrovs had their own room.’ (Bailyn 2010: 14)

23There are two X(P)s in this tree. However, note that it is not guaranteed that they are the same
projection. The “X” whose sister is nP represents a genitive assigner as described in Miyauchi
& Ito (2016) and Miyauchi (to appear). The “X” whose sister is FP is used to indicate that the
silent P is a bleached lexical item (Yadroff & Franks 2001).
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VoiceP1

VoiceP2

Voice

violation

XP

X nP

n
√
P

√
rules.gen

XP

X

ø

FP

F

ø

Ivan.ins𝑖

Figure 12: The structure of (16b)

Abbreviations
1 first person
3 third person
acc accusative
Ag agent (θ-role)
aux auxiliary
CEN complex event nominals
dat dative
f feminine
GCRR generalized case

realization requirement
gen genitive

inf infinitive
int-aRg internal argument
ins instrumental
loc locative
PIC phase impenetrability

condition
pl plural
Poss possessor (θ-role)
ptcp participle
Refl reflexive
sg singular
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Chapter 9

Constraining the distribution of the
perdurative in Russian
Ilya Naumov
National Research University Higher School of Economics

In this paper, I explore the constraints on the distribution of the perdurative prefix
pro- in Russian. Applying several diagnostics proposed by Tatevosov (2009; 2013), I
show that the perdurative pro- is a “selectionally restricted” prefix associated with
an additional restriction: it can combine with a predicate built on a secondary im-
perfective stem only under a pluractional interpretation. I argue that this restric-
tion is an instantiation of a more general semantic requirement imposed by the
perdurative: it can be formed from a predicate if there are no subevents making
up the activity component of this predicate that are in Landman’s (1992) “stage-of
relation”.

Keywords: aspect, (a)telicity, subeventual structure, verbal prefixes, perdurative,
Russian

1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the distribution of the perdurative in Russian. So-called
perdurative verbs in Russian are verbs marked by the so-called perdurative prefix
pro-. Perdurative-prefixed verbs convey the meaning of temporal duration. The
addition of the prefix to a verb stem makes a co-occurring measure expression
obligatory, see (1a) and (1b).1

1There is no consensus on the syntactic status ofmeasure expressions occuringwith perdurative
verbs. A common view is that they are adjuncts (Borik 2006; Ramchand 2008; Gehrke 2008:
a.o.). Some researchers argue for a quasi-argument status for these phrases (Fowler & Yadroff
1993). Schoorlemmer (1995) distinguishes different types of accusative phrases: some of them
are treated as arguments, while others as adjuncts. The most recent and at the same time the

Ilya Naumov. 2020. Constraining the distribution of the perdurative in Russian. In
FrancMarušič, PetraMišmaš & Rok Žaucer (eds.),Advances in formal Slavic linguistics
2017, 205–231. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.3764859
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(1) a. Lena
L.

govori-la
talk-pst

(ves’
all

večer)
evening

po
on

telefonu.
phone

‘Lena talked on the phone for the whole evening.’

b. Lena
L.

pro-govori-la
pRopeR-talk-pst

*(ves’
all

večer)
evening

po
on

telefonu.
phone

‘Lena spent the whole evening talking on the phone.’

While the syntax (Babko-Malaya 1999; Ramchand 2004; Svenonius 2004; Roma-
nova 2007; Gehrke 2008; Žaucer 2009; Tolskaya 2015, a.o.) and semantics (Isa-
čenko 1960; Bondarko&Bulanin 1967; Forsyth 1970; Flier 1985; Zalizniak& Šmelev
2000; Gehrke 2003; Filip 2005, a.o.) of the perdurative in Russian has been exten-
sively discussed, the constraints on its distribution, to the best of my knowledge,
have not been the subject of a separate research. Nevertheless, data suggest that
these constraints are intricate. For example, the perdurative can be combined
with some predicates describing atelic processes, (2) (recall also (1b)), but not
with others, (3).

(2) * Kolja
K.

pro-pisa-l
pRopeR-write-pst

pismo
letter

vsjo
all

utro.
morning

Intended: ‘Kolja spent the whole morning writing the letter.’

(3) Kolja
K.

pro-taska-l
pRopeR-carry-pst

čemodan
suitcase

neskol’ko
several

časov.
hours

‘Kolja spent several hours carrying the suitcase.’

As Pazelskaya & Tatevosov (2006) convincingly argue, so-called simplex imper-
fective stems, like pisa- and taska-, project an activity event structure. With re-
spect to common diagnostics on subeventual complexity (such as the interpreta-
tion of opjat’ ‘again’ and negation) both pisat’ pis’mo ‘write a letter’ and taskat’
čemodan ‘carry a suitcase’ demonstrate identical properties: they are subeven-
tually simplex denoting events that do not lead to the attainment of the result
state. If nothing else is added here, it remains a mystery why the perdurative is
bad from the former and fine from the latter.

Moreover, the perdurative cannot be derived from predicates describing some
goal-oriented activity that stops before the corresponding result state is attained.
An example of such a predicate is otkryvat’ zamok ‘open a lock’. The unavailabil-
ity of the perdurative from this predicate is demonstrated in (4).

most radical analysis is presented in Žaucer (2009; 2012), where all accusative phrases are
claimed to be unselected direct objects introduced by the prefix. I will not go into this problem
here and refer the interested reader to the cited works.
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9 Constraining the distribution of the perdurative in Russian

(4) Situation: The lock in the door is broken. After spending half an hour
trying to open it, Vasja gave up.

*Vasja
V.

pro-[[otkr]-yva]-l
pRopeR-open-yva-pst

zamok
lock

polčasa.
half.an.hour

Intended: ‘Vasja spent half an hour opening the lock.’

Unlike in the examples above, in (4) the perdurative attaches to the so-called sec-
ondary imperfective verb stem containing the so-called secondary imperfective
suffix -yva. It has been claimed by Altshuler (2013; 2014) and Tatevosov (2017)
that in this type of predicates -yva functions as a partitive operator. It extracts
(proper) non-final parts (more precisely, stages) from the extension of the origi-
nal telic event predicate otrkyt’ zamok ‘open a lock’. Why cannot the perdurative
successfully operate on this eventuality description?

In principle, the perdurative can be derived from a prediсate based on the sec-
ondary imperfective verb stem but only if this predicate has a pluractional in-
terpretation. Consider the examples in (5). While the sentence in (5a) has two
possible readings, the sentence in (5b), which contains a perdurative-prefixed
verb, is only compatible with a scenario in which the agent opened his mouth
repeatedly.2 That is, the restriction on the possible interpretation arises at the
stage when the perdurative attaches to the stem.

(5) a. Kolja
K.

otkr-yva-l
open-yva-pst

rot
mouth

minutu.
minute

‘Kolja was opening the mouth for a minute.’

i. 3 Scenario №1: Kolja was opening the mouth wider and wider for
a minute until he got cramps in his cheekbones.

ii. 3 Scenario №2: Kolja was opening the mouth several times for a
minute until he realized that he was not producing any sounds.

b. Kolja
K.

pro-[[otkr]-yva]-l
pRopeR-open-yva-pst

rot
mouth

minutu.
minute

‘Kolja spent a minute opening the mouth.’

i. 7 Scenario №1: Kolja spent a minute opening the mouth wider
and wider until he got cramps in his cheekbones.

ii. 3 Scenario №2: Kolja spent a minute opening the mouth several
times until he realized that he was not producing any sounds.

2I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting scenario №1 for examples in (5).
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Although predicates describing non-culminating events, as in (4), and plural
events, as in (5b), are made up from the same morphological pieces that come
in the same order (the secondary imperfective suffix -yva attached before the
perdurative pro-), they still differ with respect to the availability of the perdura-
tive. What is the underlying property distinguishing these classes of predicates
that the perdurative is sensitive to?

In the remainder of the paper I will explore restrictions on the distribution of
the perdurative in greater detail. In §2, I will show that the distribution of the
perdurative is subject to (morpho)syntactic constraints. Applying the diagnos-
tics that were proposed by Tatevosov (2009; 2013), I will argue that the perdura-
tive pro- is a selectionally restricted prefix. Taking into account the interaction
of the perdurative pro- with some other affixes, I will claim that it originates
in a functional projection between vP and AspP. In §3, I will present empirical
evidence indicating that the distribution of the perdurative is also subject to se-
mantic constraints. Namely, I will argue that predicates allowing the derivation
of the perdurative form a natural class with respect to one semantic property:
subevents making up the activity component of these predicates are not in Land-
man’s (1992) “stage-of relation”. The main results and several open questions are
listed in §4.

2 Determing the position of the prefix

2.1 The perdurative pro- in the big picture

One of the most important observations concerning prefixes in Russian and,
more broadly, in Slavic languages that has been made so far is that they form
a heterogeneous class and fall at least into two types: lexical pRefixes (LPs)
and supeRlexical pRefixes (SLPs), or internal and external in other terminol-
ogy. For the first time this dichotomy was argued for by Babko-Malaya (1999)
and subsequently became the subject of intense discussion (see, e. g., Svenonius
2004; Ramchand 2004; Romanova 2004; 2007; Tolskaya 2015). SLPs have several
characteristics that distinguish them from lexical ones:

• External prefixes merge outside VP.

• External prefixes are attached over the internal ones.

• External prefixes do not affect the argument structure of the verb stem, or
predictably decrease its transitivity.
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• External prefixes are semantically compositional.

• External prefixes express temporal or quantifying meanings.

Among the works listed above, there is no agreement on the position of the per-
durative pro-within this classification. Some authors include it in the list of SLPs,
while others do not.

Table 1: The perdurative pro- as an SLP

Babko-Malaya Ramchand Svenonius Romanova Gehrke Tolskaya
(1999) (2004) (2004) (2007) (2008) (2015)

+ + − − + −

This binary opposition has been recently refined. Focusing on Russian data,
Tatevosov (2009; 2013) claims that prefixes commonly subsumed under the la-
bel SLPs fall, in fact, into at least two distinct groups with respect to constraints
that regulate their distribution. Namely, there are prefixes that demonstrate se-
lectional restrictions, (6a), and prefixes that demonstrate positional restrictions,
(6b).3

(6) Possible restrictions on the distribution of SLPs:

a. Selectional restriction. The possibility of attaching a prefix to a stem
can be constrained by the stem’s formal (im)perfectivity.

b. Positional restriction. The possibility of attaching a prefix to a stem
can be constrained by the positional relationship between this prefix
and the secondary imperfective suffix -yva.

With respect to these two restrictions there emerge selectionally RestRicted
(SR) and positionally RestRicted (PR) prefixes. If the distribution of a given
prefix can be described through (6a), this prefix is said to be an SR-prefix. If the
distribution of a given prefix can be described through (6b), this prefix is said to
be a PR-prefix. The list of SR-prefixes includes: delimitative po-, cumulative na-,
distributive pere-, inchoative za-. The list of PR-prefixes includes: completive do-,
repetitive pere-, attenuative pod-, attenuative pri-. The perdurative pro- is not
considered separately by Tatevosov (2009; 2013).

3The property of being “formally (im)perfective” does not imply carrying any aspectual seman-
tics. This is a morphological notion.
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There is onemore alternative view on the lexical/superlexical distinction found
in Žaucer (2009; 2012). The author of these works consistently argues that at
least some SLPs merge within the same resultative projection as LPs. The perdu-
rative pro- is claimed to be one of these SLPs. It should be pointed out, however,
that Žaucer’s (2009; 2012) proposal is based mainly on data from Slovenian. The
present work does not set as its goal to revise it. What I aim to do is to try to
determine the position of the perdurative pro- in Russian. For this I will use di-
agnostics proposed by Tatevosov (2009; 2013).

2.2 The position of the perdurative pro-

In this part of the paper, I will follow Tatevosov (2009; 2013) and assume that
SLPs fall into at least two separate classes: SR-prefixes and PR-prefixes. The class
membership of a given prefix is determined via the restrictions from (6). Below
I will show that the distribution of the perdurative pro- is subject to selectional
restrictions and argue that the perdurative pro- is an SR-prefix.

First, the perdurative pro- selects for formally imperfective stems. Its distribu-
tion falls under the generalization in (7).

(7) The perdurative pro- merges with formally imperfective stems.

It has already been demonstrated in §1 that the perdurative pro- can combine
both with simplex imperfective stems and imperfective stems derived through
applying the secondary imperfective suffix -yva. Here, I repeat the relevant ex-
amples.

(8) Perdurative pro- with a non-derived (non-prefixed) imperfective stem:

Lena
L.

pro-govori-la
pRopeR-talk-pst

ves’
all

večer
evening

po
on

telefonu.
phone

‘Lena spent the whole evening talking on the phone.’

(9) Perdurative pro- with a stem imperfectivized by -yva:

Kolja
K.

pro-[[otkr]-yva]-l
pRopeR-open-yva-pst

rot
mouth

minutu.
minute

‘Kolja spent a minute opening the mouth.’

a. 7 Scenario №1: Kolja spent a minute opening the mouth wider and
wider until he got cramps in his cheekbones.

b. 3 Scenario №2: Kolja spent a minute opening the mouth several
times until he realized that he was not producing any sounds.
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9 Constraining the distribution of the perdurative in Russian

What is the source of the restriction on possible interpretations in (9)?
As was shown in §1 (recall (5a)), when the perdurative pro- is not attached

above -yva, the sentence is also compatible with a progressive interpretation. Tat-
evosov (2015) claims that when -yva induces a progressive interpretation, it func-
tions as a partitive operator and merges in a position between VP and v. One can
naturally assume that the second (pluractional) interpretation of the sentence in
(5a) is also induced by the -yva suffix and that in this case it functions as a plurac-
tional operator. It has been proposed that pluractional operators apply very low
in the syntactic structure, namely, at the level of V (see, e.g, Lasersohn 1995; van
Geenhoven 2004). If this view is correct, the restriction in (9) could be treated
as (morpho)syntactic. Namely, despite no surface difference, it could be stated
that -yva has the possibility to enter the derivation in two distinct hierarchical
positions: within VP and above it. When the suffix induces a progressive inter-
pretation, it merges, as Tatevosov (2015) proposes, between VP and v. In contrast,
when this suffix induces a pluractional interpretation, it adjoins to V. The incom-
patibility of the perdurative pro- and the “partitive” -yva could be explained by
claiming that they compete for the same position and, thus, block the derivation.
Such a configuration would look like in (10).

(10) [vP … [v′ …[F propeR- -yvapaRt … [VP …]]]].

The explanation for the compatibility of the perdurative pro- and the “plurac-
tional” -yva would be that the latter occupies a position lower in the tree and
does not prevent the former from merging with a stem, (11).

(11) [vP … [v′ … [F propeR- … [VP … [V′ -yvaiteR …]]]]].

While this line of reasoning may be true, I cannot come up with any empirical
evidence in favor of it.4 Moreover, as Iordachioaia & Soare (2015) show, there are
a number of empirical and theoretical challenges for the view that pluractional
operators are V-level operators. They argue for high aspect-level pluractionality.
I will pursue a different path and try to show in §3 that the restriction we observe
in examples like (5b) and (9) occurs due to semantic reasons and can be explained
without any specific assumptions about the syntax of pluractional operators.

On the flip side, the perdurative pro- does not select for formally perfective
stems. Its distribution falls under the generalization in (12).

4In fact, below I will argue, relying on the fact that the perdurative pro- stacks above the repet-
itive pere-, that the perdurative pro- merges above vP. This, if true, can be taken as an indirect
argument against such a reasoning.
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(12) The perdurative pro- does not merge with formally perfective stems.

(13) Perdurative pro- with a non-derived (non-prefixed) perfective stem:

* Vasja
V.

pro-reši-l
pRopeR-solve-pst

zadanije
task

desjat’
ten

minut.
minutes

Intended: ‘Vasja spent ten minutes solving the task.’

(14) Perdurative pro- with a perfective stem derived by prefixation:

* Maša
M.

pro-[na-[pisa]]-la
pRopeR-na-write-pst

pis’mo
letter

dva
two

časa.
hours

Intended: ‘Maša spent two hours writing the letter.’

As can be seen from the examples, the perdurative pro- cannot combine either
with simplex perfective stems, (13), or with perfective stems derived by prefixa-
tion, (14).

The intermediate conclusion that can be drawn at this stage is the following.
The distribution of the perdurative pro- is constrained by the (im)perfectivity of
the stem. Specifically, the perdurative pro- merges with formally imperfective
stems and does not merge with formally perfective ones. Therefore, the distribu-
tion of the perdurative pro- is subject to selectional restrictions and hence the
perdurative pro- is an SR-prefix. Next, I will consider constraints that regulate
the distribution of PR-prefixes and argue that (i) the perdurative pro- is not sub-
ject to these constraints; (ii) the syntactic position in which the perdurative pro-
merges is above vP.

PR-prefixes do not impose restrictions on the (im)perfectivity of the stem with
which they combine (Tatevosov 2009; 2013). As was shown in (13) and (14), this
does not hold for the perdurative pro- because the perdurative pro- requires the
stem to which it attaches not to be formally perfective.

The distribution of PR-prefixes falls under the generalization in (15).

(15) PR-prefixes do not merge above the secondary imperfective suffix -yva.

As was shown in (9), repeated here as (16), this generalization also does not hold
for the perdurative pro-.

(16) Perdurative pro- above the secondary imperfective suffix -yva:

Kolja
K.

pro-[[otkr]-yva]-l
pRopeR-open-yva-pst

rot
mouth

minutu.
minute

‘Kolja spent a minute opening the mouth.’
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Another configuration, when it attaches under the secondary imperfective, is
also present, (17).

(17) The perdurative pro- under the secondary imperfective suffix -yva:
Prošloj
Last

zimoj
winter

ja
I

[pro-[lež]]-iva-l
pRopeR-lay-yva-pst

na
on

divane
sofa

po
by

desjat’
ten

časov
hours

v
in

den’.
day

‘Last winter I spent ten hours a day laying on the sofa.’

Unlike PR-prefixes, SR-prefixes do not have restrictions relative to the position
of the secondary imperfective -yva. The fact that the perdurative pro- can merge
both under and above the suffix also unites it with SR-prefixes.

There is one more observation concerning SR- vs. PR-prefixes dichotomy: SR-
prefixes attach above PR-prefixes and they cannot merge as adjacent heads, -
yva must merge between them (Tatevosov 2009; 2013). As the example in (18)
demonstrates this is true for the perdurative pro-. In this example, the perdurative
pro- attaches to the stem that already contains the repetitive suffix pere-, which
is assumed to be a PR-prefix.5

(18) Vasja
V.

{pro-[[pere-[čit]]-yva]-l
pRopeR-peReRep-read-yva-pst

/ *pro-[pere-[čita]]-l
pRopeR-peReRep-read-pst

} etot
this

abzac
paragraph

polčasa,
half.an.hour

no
but

ničego
nothing

ne
not

ponja-l.
understand-pst

‘Vasja spent half an hour reading this paragraph over and over again, but
did not understand anything.’

PR-prefixes have the possibility to enter the derivation in two distinct syntactic
positions: between VP and vP, and above vP (Tatevosov 2008). The position of
the prefix affects the interpretation of the predicate. If the prefix merges before
vP is projected and takes in its scope only the result state, the restitutive reading
obtains. In contrast, if the prefixmerges after vP is projected and takes in its scope
the whole event, the repetitive reading obtains. In (18), we observe the second
possibility: pere- enters the derivation above vP, and, thus, yields the repetitive
reading ‘Vasja read the paragraph, and that had happened before’. Therefore, as
the perdurative pro- attaches above pere-, it must merge in a position above vP.
We are open to two different possibilities: (a) the perdurative pro-merges in AspP
and (b) the perdurative pro- merges lower, between vP and AspP. Although (a)
seems to be more straightforward, below I will speak in favor of (b).6

5Note that (18) is compatible only with a pluractional interpretation, as is reflected in the
translation.

6Note that in principle both of them are consistent with the semantic proposal made in §3.
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In formal Slavic literature, there have been various proposals regarding the
position in which SLPs merge. They can be divided into two groups with respect
to how they treat the hierarchical relationship between prefixes and perfectivity:
(i) perfectivity is introduced as high as prefixes; (ii) perfectivity is introduced
higher than prefixes.

The first view is the mainstream and presented in a large number of works on
the syntax of prefixation. For example, Babko-Malaya (1999) treats SL-prefixes
as left-adjuncts to Asp and Svenonius (2004) treats SL-prefixes as PPs occupying
SpecAspP (see also Ramchand 2004 for a similar proposal).These authors assume
that perfectivity is directly encoded in SL-prefixes or introduced sufficiently local
to them.

The second view is less popular and presented in Piñón (1994) and Filip (2000;
2005; 2008). These authors focus on the delimitative prefix po- and claim that
it is an event modifier with the semantics of a measure adverbial. The result
of its application is an event predicate, not a property of times. According to
these works, perfectivity is not part of the meaning of the delimitative po-. It is
introduced by a phonologically silent operator located higher in the syntactic
structure.

The crucial thing is that these approaches have different predictions about
the possibility of multiple pieces of aspectual morphology within a word form.
Specifically, if we assume that the perdurative pro- merges in the projection of
aspectual operators, we do not expect any other aspectual morphology after its
application. Data, however, suggest just the opposite. It has already been shown
in (17), repeated here as (19), that the secondary imperfective suffix -yva can at-
tach above the perdurative pro-.

(19) Prošloj
Last

zimoj
winter

ja
I

[pro-[lež]]-iva-l
pRopeR-lay-yva-pst

na
on

divane
sofa

po
by

desjat’
ten

časov
hours

v
in

den’.
day

‘Last winter I spent ten hours a day laying on the sofa.’

If we take aspectual morphology to bemerged in the projection of aspectual oper-
ators, then in the case when there are multiple pieces of this morphology within
a word form, as in (19), we have to postulate several adjacent AspP projections.
However, there exists a well-established ban on consecutive identical projections.
De Clercq & Wyngaerd (2019) have recently proposed the following formulation
of this constraint:

(20) * ⟨X, X⟩
The functional sequence must not contain two immediately consecutive
identical projections.
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That is, the syntactic structure with several adjacent AspP projections would
contradict the constraint on admissible functional sequence and would be unde-
sirable from a theoretical point of view. This is the reason why I opt for (b): the
perdurative pro- merges in a functional projection between vP and AspP.7

Summarizing all that has been discussed so far, I make the following conclu-
sions:

• The distribution of the perdurative pro- is subject to constraints that regu-
late the distribution of SR-prefixes.

• The syntactic position in which the perdurative pro- merges is between vP
and AspP.

• The perdurative pro- felicitously combines with predicates based on sec-
ondary imperfective verb stems only when they receive a pluractional in-
terpretation.

In the next section, I will try to argue for a unified semantic constraint that reg-
ulates the distribution of the perdurative in Russian. The proposal will be based
on the observation about the specific behaviour of pluractional predicates with
respect to Landman’s (1992) stage-of relation.

3 A semantic constraint on the distribution of the
perdurative

3.1 Theoretical background

I adopt a neo-Davidsonian version of event semantics where verbs are repre-
sented as one-place predicates over sets of eventualities. I assume that the deno-
tation of vP is a predicate of events which is mapped to predicates of times at
Asp (see, e.g., Klein 1994 andmuch further literature). In addition, adhering to the
common view in predicate decomposition, I presuppose that while accomplish-
ment predicates are subeventually complex and consist of, at least, two separate

7A reviewer poses the following question: “Which projection is positioned there? Are there
more projections present? In fact, it seems to me that there could be only different types of
aspectual projections like in Cinque (1999)”. While I have no basis to make more concrete
claims regarding the nature of this projection, I assume that an approach in the spirit of Cinque
(1999) can be potentially undertaken. For example, Markova (2011) proposes that some prefixes
in Bulgarian are derived in dedicated aspectual projections a la Cinque (1999).
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subevents—activity (or process subevent) and result state (or become subevent)—
that are connected by a finite set of causal relations (Dowty 1979; Rothstein 2004;
a.o.), activity predicates have simple structures consisting of a single activity
subevent. I assume, following Pazelskaya & Tatevosov (2006), that predicates
based on “simplex imperfective” verb stems are associated with an activity event
structure. Following Altshuler (2013; 2014) and Grønn (2003; 2015), I take both
simplex imperfectives and secondary imperfectives as denoting (not necessarily
proper) parts (or stages) of complete eventualities.

3.2 Previous studies

To the best of my knowledge, the semantics and the distribution of the perdura-
tive in Russian have not been the subject of a separate study so far. Traditional
Slavic aspectology is rather consistent in giving amore or less uniform treatment
of the meaning of the perdurative. For example, Isačenko (1960: 243–244) pro-
poses that perdurative verbs denote “the completion of a process that lasted for
a specific period of time”. Bondarko & Bulanin (1967: 16) postulate a “long-term
Aktionsart”; its nucleus includes “verbs with the prefix pro- denoting an action
that covers a specific period of time”. Forsyth (1970: 23) notes that verbs marked
by the perdurative pro-, as opposed to verbs marked by the delimitative po-, “sug-
gest a longer period of time” during which an action is performed. A “long-term”
or “perdurative” Aktionsart is postulated by Zalizniak & Šmelev (2000: 112–113).
The authors claim that this Aktionsart includes “verbs denoting an action that
took place within a closed specific period of time”. In formal literature, we find
similar opinions on the semantics of the perdurative. For example, Gehrke (2003:
26) indicates that the perdurative “refers to an unexpectedly long duration of a
situation, where it always has to be made explicit that this duration is specific”.
Filip (2005: 32) notes that the perdurative pro- “indicates a relatively long tem-
poral extent of the event (with connotations of wasted time, boredom, and the
like).”

Although the inference that the eventuality from the extension of the verbal
predicate marked by the perdurative prefix pro- lasts long is indeed frequently
present, it is, in fact, optional and can be canceled by some linguistic means.
Consider, e.g., the sentence in (21), where the perdurative verb is followed by the
adverb vsego liš’ ‘just, only’.

(21) V
in

očeredi
queue

Kolja
K.

pro-stoja-l
pRopeR-stay-pst

vsego
total

liš’
only

sutki.
day

‘Kolja stood in the queue only for a day.’
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Here, the use of the adverb explicitly indicates that an event of staying described
by the perdurative verb pro-stojat’ ‘stay’ did not last long relative to expecta-
tions. The fact that the inference of long duration arises in the presence of the
perdurative pro- and can be absent in the appropriate context, suggests that this
inference is an implicature. The generation of implicatures is generally taken to
be due to the non-use of a non-weaker alternative: the choice of one alterna-
tive implies the negation of the other. The only candidate for the position of the
alternative item for the perdurative pro- is the so-called delimitative prefix po-,
which also conveys the meaning of temporal duration. Indeed, the perdurative
and the delimitative are usually considered together and sometimes assumed to
impose similar restrictions on the predicates with which they combine (see, e.g.,
the references above). Constraints on the distribution of the delimitative have
been recently explored by Tatevosov (2017). In the next subsection, I will give an
outline of the theory developed in these works and take it as a starting point in
identifying constraints on the distribution of the perdurative.

3.3 The delimitative and unique temporal arrangement

Tatevosov (2017) claims that in Russian the derivation of non-culminating accom-
plishments—predicates that appear in perfective clauses and describe some goal-
oriented activity that stops before the corresponding result state is attained—
proceeds in two steps: the secondary imperfective suffix -yva first merges with
a formally perfective stem and then the delimitative prefix po- attaches to the
resulting complex.8 Each step is subject to certain semantic restrictions.The ones
that we are interested in here are those that emerge when the delimitative comes
into play. Tatevosov (2017) proposes that the delimitative can be derived from an
event predicate iff the activity component of this predicate does not contain in
its extension subevents that are temporally ordered in a unique way. The notion
of unique temporal orderedness is formalized through the property of uniqe
tempoRal aRRangement (UTA). An informal definition of UTA is given in (22).

(22) Definition: Unique temporal arrangement

Whenever an event 𝑒 falls under 𝑃 , there is exactly one way for 𝑒 to start,

8Tatevosov (2017) proposes that non-culminating accomplishments exist in Russian, and the de-
limitative po- is a means to derive them.There are, however, alternative views on this problem.
For example, Martin (2017) claims that Russian does not possess non-culminating accomplish-
ments, and the delimitative-prefixed verbs do not exemplify this class of predicates. I believe
that this theoretical debate is orthogonal to the current purposes.
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there is exactly one way for 𝑒 to finish, and for any non-final part of 𝑒 there
is exactly one follow up.

This property is best understood by looking at concrete examples. Let us com-
pare predicates zapivat’ tabletku ‘wash down a pill’ and zapolnjat’ anketu ‘fill in
a form’, which are both based on secondary imperfective verb stems and within
our assumption denote non-final parts of complete eventualities. The predicate
zapivat’ tabletku ‘wash down a pill’ does not allow the formation of the delimi-
tative, while zapolnjat’ anketu ‘fill in a form’ does. These predicates differ with
respect to the UTA property. The activity component of the predicate zapivat’
tabletku ‘wash down a pill’ consists of very specific subevents that have to come
in a very specific order to represent an activity of washing down a pill. In contrast,
the predicate zapolnjat’ anketu ‘fill in a form’ denotes events in which subevents
making up the activity of filling in a form do not have to come in any specific
order. Even if some of them are skipped or occur more than once, their sum still
represents an activity of filling in a form. According to Tatevosov (2017), the de-
limitative po- is sensitive to this difference. Crucially, the delimitative po- can
also combine with predicates based on simplex imperfective verb stems, like gov-
orit’ po telefonu ‘talk on a phone’, which are associated with an acitivity event
structure and also do not possess UTA. Putting these facts together, Tatevosov
(2017) concludes that the complement of the delimitative, whether it is derived
or non-derived, must be an Activity.

The important fact for the purposes of this work is that, despite superficial
similarity, the perdurative and the delimitative impose different requirements
on predicates with which they combine. As was shown in §1, the perdurative,
unlike the delimitative, can be derived from some activity predicates but cannot
be derived from others. Consider the contrast between (23) and (24).9

(23) a. * Kolja
K.

pro-pisa-l
pRopeR-write-pst

pismo
letter

neskol’ko
several

minut.
minutes

Intended: ‘Kolja spent several minutes writing the letter.’

b. Kolja
K.

pro-taska-l
pRopeR-carry-pst

čemodan
suitcase

neskol’ko
several

časov.
hours

‘Kolja spent several hours carrying the suitcase.’

9It must be pointed out that the verb taskat’ in (23b) and (24b) is an “indeterminate” motion verb.
Indeterminate motion verbs are used to describe undirected motion, motion back and forth,
motion that is not associated with any particular path being covered during the unfolding of
an event. Neither the delimitative nor the perdurative can be derived from a predicate when it
describes motion in a single direction.
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(24) a. Kolja
K.

po-pisa-l
podel-write-pst

pismo
letter

neskol’ko
several

minut.
minutes

‘Kolja spent several minutes writing the letter.’

b. Kolja
K.

po-taska-l
podel-carry-pst

čemodan
suitcase

neskol’ko
several

časov.
hours

‘Kolja spent several hours carrying the suitcase.’

Since the boundary separating predicates that allow the perdurative from predi-
cates that do not allow it runs inside the class of activities, more should be said
about their internal structure. A more specific question that I would like to ad-
dress is: are there any properties that differentiate predicates like pisat’ pismo
‘write a letter’ from predicates like taskat’ čemodan ‘carry a suitcase’? The next
subsection is devoted to seeking an answer to this question.

3.4 Theories of atelicity

In the literature on aspectual composition, it is consistently argued that activ-
ity predicates are atelic. What lies under this notion varies across different ap-
proaches. In their influential work, carried out within the framework of temporal
semantics, Bennett & Partee (1978) propose that atelic predicates must satisfy the
subinteRval pRopeRty.

(25) Definition: Subinterval property
SUB(𝑃) ↔ ∀𝑖 [AT(𝑃, 𝑖) � ∀𝑗 [ 𝑗 ⊂ 𝑖 � AT(𝑃, 𝑗)]]
P possesses the subinterval property iff, if P is true at 𝑖 , it is true at every
subinterval of 𝑖 .

This definition, however, is too strong and gives rise to the well-known “minimal-
parts problem” (Dowty 1979).The problem is that it is not the case that all activity
predicates are true at every subinterval during which the events from their exten-
sion take place. Dynamic eventualities never hold at points, they take time to es-
tablish themselves. Therefore, it is reasonable to judge whether a given predicate
possesses the subinterval property only relative to an interval that is “sufficiently
large” for the event from its extension to unfold.

Now that we have equipped ourselves with the notion of subinterval property,
we can return to the question formulated at the end of the previous subsection
and consider the predicates pisat’ pismo ‘write a letter’ and taskat’ čemodan ‘carry
a suitcase’ in detail. These predicates are based on underived imperfective stems
and, within the assumption introduced in §3.1, denote non-final parts of com-
plete events and belong to the class of activities. The subinterval property is not
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what distinguishes them: both pisat’ pismo ‘write a letter’ and taskat’ čemodan
‘carry a suitcase’ possess this property. If a nonfinal part of an event of writing
a letter holds at an interval 𝑖 , it also holds at every sufficiently large subinterval
of 𝑖 . Similarly, if a non-final part of an event of carrying a suitcase holds at an
interval 𝑖 , it also holds at every sufficiently large subinterval of 𝑖 . The perdurative,
however, can be derived only from the latter but not from the former.

In the mereological approach to aspectual composition (Krifka 1989; 1992;
1998), atelic predicates are defined as being cumulative. A predicate is cumu-
lative if it satisfies the properties of additivity, (26), and divisivity, (27).

(26) Definition: Additivity

∀𝑃 [CUM(𝑃) ↔ ∀𝑥∀𝑦 [𝑃 (𝑥) ∧ 𝑃 (𝑦) � 𝑃 (𝑥 ⊕ 𝑦)]]
𝑃 is additive iff whenever it applies to the entities 𝑥 and 𝑦, it also applies
to the sum 𝑥 ⊕ 𝑦

(27) Definition: Divisivity

∀𝑃 [DIV(𝑃) ↔ ∀𝑥∀𝑥 ′[𝑃 (𝑥) ∧ 𝑥 ′ ⊂ 𝑥 � 𝑃 (𝑥 ′)]]
𝑃 is divisive iff whenever 𝑃 applies to 𝑥 , then it must also apply to any 𝑥 ′

that is properly included in 𝑥 .

The notion of cumulativity also cannot help us to distinguish pisat’ pismo ‘write a
letter’ from taskat’ čemodan ‘carry a suitcase’. Both these predicates are additive
and divisive down to minimal parts.10

Landman & Rothstein (2009; 2012) claim that neither the subinterval property
nor the property of cumulativity is adequate for distinguishing activities from
other classes of predicates. They argue that activity predicates are lexically con-
strained as being incrementally homogeneous.

IncRemental homogeneity is based on two essential components: cRoss-
tempoRal identity and event onsets. Cross-temporal identity is a semantic
primitive that is used to compare events with different running times. Events
with different running times count as the same event if they are in an equiva-
lence relation of cross-temporal identity, (28).

(28) Definition: Equivalence relation of cross-temporal identity

𝑒1 is cross-temporally identical to 𝑒2, 𝑒1 ∼ 𝑒2 iff 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 count as one and
the same event, i.e. for counting purposes 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 count as one event.

10Due to space limitations, I leave the verification of this statement to the reader.
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The second component is the notion of onset of an event. For 𝑒 , the onset of
𝑒 is the smallest initial part of 𝑒 that is big enough to count both as 𝑒 and as
cross-temporally identical to 𝑒 , (29).

(29) Definition: Onset of an event

Let 𝑒 be an eventuality of verb type 𝑉 .
The onset of 𝑒 , relative to 𝑉 , 𝑂 (𝑒,𝑉 ) is the smallest eventuality of type 𝑉
such that: 𝑂 (𝑒,𝑉 ) ∼ 𝑒 and 𝜏 (𝑂 (𝑒,𝑉 ) ⊆IN 𝑒 .

Taking these, the notion of incremental homogeneity is defined, (30).

(30) Definition: Incremental homogeneity

Let 𝛼 be a VP with event type 𝛼 and verbal event type 𝑉𝛼 .
Let 𝑒 ∈ 𝑉𝛼 and 𝑒 ∈ 𝛼 .
𝑒 is incrementally homogeneous w.r.t. 𝛼 and 𝑉𝛼 iff for every interval 𝑖: if
𝜏 (𝑂 (𝑒,𝑉 )) ⊆IN 𝑖 ⊆IN 𝜏 (𝑒) then there is an eventuality 𝑒 ′ of event type 𝛼
such that: 𝑒 ′ ∼ 𝑒 and 𝜏 (𝑒 ′) = 𝑖 .

For an event 𝑒 ∈ 𝛼 to be incrementally homogeneous, the onset of 𝑒 must count
both as event type V𝛼 and as event type 𝛼 . If 𝛼 does not hold at the onset of 𝑒 ,
neither 𝑒 is incrementally homogeneous nor the predicate that is true of 𝑒 . This
is exactly what happens to predicates like pisat’ pismo ‘write a letter’. Let the
predicate pisat’ pismo ‘write a letter’ be an event type 𝛼 , with verbal event type
V𝛼 , which is pisat’ ‘write’.

(31) a. 𝛼 = 𝜆𝑒.wRite(𝑒) ∧ THEME(letteR)(𝑒)
Event type of writing letter events

b. 𝑉𝛼 = 𝜆𝑒.wRite(𝑒)
Event type of writing events

Suppose that 𝑒 is a non-final part of an event of writing a letter. According to the
definition, the onset of 𝑒 is its most initial proper part that counts as a writing
activity. It is not the case, however, that this onset must count as a non-final part
of an event of writing a letter. An event of someone diligently tracing out the
first letter of the letter undoubtedly counts as writing but very unlikely counts
as writing a letter. Thus, the predicate pisat’ pismo ‘write a letter’ is not incre-
mentally homogeneous, and the perdurative cannot be derived from it.

In contrast, taskat’ čemodan ‘carry a suitcase’ is an incrementally homoge-
neous predicate. Suppose that 𝑒 is a non-final part of an event of carrying a suit-
case. According to the definition, the onset of 𝑒 is its most initial proper part that
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counts as a carrying activity. What is crucial is that this onset counts also as a
non-final part of an event of carrying a suitcase. An event of someone taking a
suitcase and making a few steps in different directions counts both as an event
of carrying and as an event of carrying a suitcase. Thus, the predicate taskat’ če-
modan ‘carry a suitcase’ is incrementally homogeneous, and the perdurative can
be derived from it.

Can we stop here and say that the restriction on incremental homogeneity is
what regulates the distribution of the perdurative?The answer is negative. There
are incrementally homogeneous predicates that are marginal with the perdura-
tive. These are the predicates in which, as Tatevosov & Ivanov (2009: 106) claim,
“the activity that up to its final point does not contribute to the development of
the become subevent at all”. An example of such a predicate is otkryvat’ zamok
‘open a lock’. This is an atelic predicate obtained from its telic counterpart otkryt’
zamok ‘open a lock’ through applying the secondary imperfective suffix -yva.
Within our assumption, this predicate denotes non-final parts of a complete event
of opening a lock. These non-final parts do not induce any change of state. The
result state is brought about by the very final subevent. This subevent, however,
is not in the denotation of the secondary imperfective otkryvat’ zamok ‘open a
lock’.

Consider the example in (32). In the provided situation, the sentence is judged
as ungrammatical.

(32) Situation: The lock in the door is broken. After spending half an hour
trying to open it, Vasja gave up.

* Vasja
V.

pro-[[otkr]-yva]-l
pRopeR-open-yva-pst

zamok
lock

polčasa.
half.an.hour

Intended: ‘Vasja spent half an hour opening the lock.’

It is easy to show that this predicate is indeed incrementally homogeneous. Let
𝑒 be a non-final part of a complete event of opening a lock. According to the
definition of onset given above, the onset of 𝑒 is its most initial proper part that
counts as an opening activity. Crucially, this onset counts as a non-final part of
an event of opening a lock, too. The very first manipulation with a lock aimed
at unlocking it counts both as opening and as opening a lock. Thus, the predi-
cate otkryvat’ zamok ‘open a lock’ is incrementally homogeneous. However, the
perdurative is blocked.

In the next subsection, I will try to identify the property that distinguishes
predicates that allow the perdurative from predicates that do not and try to for-
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mulate a unified semantic constraint that regulates the distribution of the perdu-
rative pro- in Russian.

3.5 The perdurative and arrangement by stages

I start this subsection from the observation, previously presented in §1, that the
perdurative can be derived from predicates based on the secondary imperfective
verb stems only if they receive a pluractional interpretation, (33).

(33) Kolja
K.

pro-[[otkr]-yva]-l
pRopeR-open-yva-pst

rot
mouth

minutu.
minute

‘Kolja spent a minute opening the mouth.’

a. 7 Scenario №1: Kolja spent a minute opening the mouth wider and
wider until he got cramps in his cheekbones.

b. 3 Scenario №2: Kolja spent a minute opening the mouth several
times until he realized that he was not producing any sounds.

The above contrast suggests that the distinguishing property of pluractional pred-
icates might serve as a clue to our understanding what the constraint on the
distribution of the perdurative is. There have been proposed various analyses of
event pluractionality in formal semantic literature (Lasersohn 1995; van Geen-
hoven 2004; Tovena 2010; Henderson 2012, a.o.). Space prevents me from review-
ing them in detail here. To put it briefly, the basic idea shared by these works is
that a pluractional marker takes an underlying predicate and ensures that there
is a multiplicity of atomic events of the same type. Importantly, these atomic
events are self-sufficient, they do not stand in any special temporal (like UTA)
or causal relation to each other. I capture this property by utilizing Landman’s
(1992) stage-of relation.

The notion of a stage has been proposed by Landman (1992) to define the se-
mantics of the progressive in English. He claims that the progressive is a function
from a set of events denoted by VP to a set of stages of those events. A progres-
sive sentence is true if a VP-event stage develops into an event of the same kind
denoted by VP. Stage-of relation is a partial ordering of the set of events. For
an event 𝑒 to be a stage of another event 𝑒′, 𝑒 must share enough characteristics
with 𝑒′ and must develop into 𝑒′ in some possible world that is near enough to
the world of evaluation.

Pluractional predicates are organized in a special waywith respect to the stage-
of relation: although every atomic event from the extension of the pluractional
predicate is a stage of the plural event denoted by this predicate, no atomic event
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is a stage of any other atomic event. I claim that other predicates allowing the
derivation of the perdurative are organized exactly as pluractional predicates
with respect to the stage-of relation. I propose that for a predicate to be able
to form the perdurative, subevents making up the activity component of this
predicate must not be arranged by the stage-of relation. Below I will argue that
if a predicate blocks the formation of the perdurative, it possesses the property
of aRRangement by stages (AbS). A formal definition of AbS is given in (34).

(34) Let 𝑒 be a partial eventuality from the extension of an event predicate P,
and
Let 𝑒 ′ and 𝑒 ′′ be stages of 𝑒 such that

a. 𝑒 ′ ⊆ 𝑒 , and

b. 𝑒 ′′ ⊆ 𝑒 , and

P(𝑒) possesses AbS iff
∀𝑒 ′∀𝑒 ′′ [ 𝑒 ′ ≪T 𝑒

′′ → 𝑒 ′ is a stage of 𝑒 ′′]
where ≪T is a temporal precedence relation on events.

(34) says that an event predicate P is an AbS predicate iff for all contextually
salient subevents 𝑒 ′ and 𝑒 ′′ in its denotation such that both 𝑒 ′ and 𝑒 ′′ are stages
of 𝑒 , if 𝑒 ′ temporally precedes 𝑒 ′′, then 𝑒 ′ is a stage of 𝑒 ′′. AbS is stronger than
incremental homogeneity. I claim that this property is what distinguishes predi-
cates that allow the perdurative from predicates that do not.

Let us consider the predicate otkryvat’ zamok ‘open a lock’ again. Imagine a
scenario in which one has a bunch of numbered keys but does not know which
one opens the lock. Suppose that a stage of a partial eventuality 𝑒 from the ex-
tension of the predicate otkryvat’ zamok ‘open a lock’ is an event of using key
number one. Let it be 𝑒 ′. Suppose that another stage of 𝑒 is an event of using
key number two. Let it be 𝑒 ′′. In addition, assume that 𝑒 ′ temporally precedes 𝑒 ′′.
Clearly, both 𝑒 ′ and 𝑒 ′′ are stages of the bigger event 𝑒 . The crucial fact is that 𝑒 ′

is a stage of 𝑒 ′′, too. According to the original definition proposed in Landman
(1992), “an event is a stage of another event if the second can be regarded as a
more developed version of the first, that is, if we can point at it and say, “It’s
the same event in a further stage of development.” (Landman 1992: 23). Although
Landman (1992) does not provide an explanation for what it is to be “a more
developed version”, intuitively, a more developed event is nothing more than a
next step a rational agent takes to achieve the desired goal. Returning to the dis-
cussed scenario, if the agent loses the hope of opening the lock with the first two
keys, it is very unlikely that she uses key number one again. In case she picks it
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and performs the same kind of activity as before (without changing the turning
direction of the key, the applied force, etc.), this can hardly count as a more de-
veloped version of the previous event, which is a sum of using key number one
and using key number two, because this activity does not bring the agent closer
to her goal—have the lock opened. For an event to fall under the denotation of
otkryvat’ zamok ‘open a lock’, this event has to consist of subevents such that
each subsequent subevent is a more developed version of the previous one. That
is, otkryvat’ zamok ‘open a lock’ is an AbS predicate. This is the reason why the
perdurative is not allowed from it.

As was shown in the previous sections, predicates like govorit’ po telefonu ‘talk
on the phone’ and taskat’ čemodan ‘carry a suitcase’ allow the formation of the
perdurative. My proposal correctly accounts for this fact. Let us consider the
predicate taskat’ čemodan ‘carry a suitcase’. Indeterminate verbs of motion in
Russian can express a wide range of meanings (Forsyth 1970). In episodic con-
texts, the perdurative is licensed when a predicate has the so-called multiple di-
rections reading. This reading arises in a scenario with a single event of motion
“in various unspecified directions” (Forsyth 1970: 321). It is easy to show that
when taskat’ čemodan ‘carry a suitcase’ receives the multiple direction reading,
it does not possess AbS. Suppose that a stage of a partial eventuality 𝑒 from the
extension of the predicate taskat’ čemodan ‘carry a suitcase’ is an event of mov-
ing in one particular direction. Let it be 𝑒 ′. Suppose that another stage of 𝑒 is
an event of moving in the other direction. Let it be 𝑒 ′′. Assume that 𝑒 ′ tempo-
rally precedes 𝑒 ′′. Both 𝑒 ′ and 𝑒 ′′ are stages of the bigger event 𝑒: an event of
moving in multiple directions is a more developed version of an event of moving
in a single direction. However, an event of moving in one direction can hardly
count as a more developed version of an event of moving in the other direction.
Moreover, after the agent tried to go in two different directions, she can return
to the starting point and take the first direction again. This action will still be in
the extension of the predicate taskat’ čemodan ‘carry a suitcase’. For an event to
fall under its denotation, it does not need to consist of subevents such that every
subsequent subevent is a more developed version of the previous one. The same
is true for the predicate govorit’ po telefonu ‘talk on a phone’.

The perdurative also cannot be derived from predicates associated with an
incremental relation between the activity and change of state components. Pred-
icates of this type denote events such that for every activity subevent there is
a change of state that it induces (Rothstein 2004). An instance of such a predi-
cate is pisat’ pismo ‘write a letter’. When one writes a letter, every part of the
writing activity corresponds to some part of the process of being written. The
perdurative cannot be derived from this predicate, (35).
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(35) * Kolja
K.

pro-pisa-l
pRopeR-write-pst

pismo
letter

vsjo
all

utro.
morning

Intended: ‘Kolja spent the whole morning writing the letter.’

My proposal predicts it because this predicate possesses AbS: an activity of writ-
ing a letter consists of subevents such that every subsequent subevent is a more
developed version of the previous one. Let me show why. Suppose that a stage
of a partial eventuality 𝑒 from the extension of the predicate pisat’ pismo ‘write
a letter’ is an event of writing an address. Let it be 𝑒 ′. Suppose that another stage
of 𝑒 is an event of writing a salutation. Let it be 𝑒 ′′. Assume that 𝑒 ′ temporally
precedes 𝑒 ′′. Since each of these subevents makes a contribution to the state of
being written, at the moment when the agent writes the salutation the letter is al-
ready finished to the extent of the address.The subevent of writing the salutation
extends the degree to which the letter is finished. Therefore, it counts as a more
developed version of the subevent of writing the address. After the salutation is
done, the agent can return to the address-part of the letter and, e.g., correct the
name of the street or re-write it anew if she realizes that she has made a mistake,
and this action will count as a more developed subevent and will be in the ex-
tension of the predicate pisat’ pismo ‘write a letter’. What she is very unlikely to
do is to perform the same kind of activity and write the address again without
any changes. The action of writing the address again will not count as a more
developed subevent and will not be in the extension of the predicate pisat’ pismo
‘write a letter’.

4 Conclusion

In this study, I have analyzed (morpho)syntactic and semantic constraints on the
derivation of the perdurative in Russian. Considering the restrictions that the per-
durative prefix pro- demonstrates when combined with a number of other affixes,
I have argued that this prefix is a selectionally restricted prefix that merges in the
functional domain between vP and AspP. I have shown that the perdurative pro-
selects for grammatically imperfective stems and combineswith predicates based
on secondary imperfective verb stems only when they receive a pluractional in-
terpretation. I have demonstrated that the distribution of the perdurative is also
constrained semantically. Having started from the observation that the perdura-
tive can be derived from predicates associated with an activity event structure
and having discussed the existing proposals for what it is to be an activity pred-
icate, I concluded that none of them is able to account for its distribution. I have
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argued that predicates allowing the formation of the perdurative do not possess
the AbS property. In other words, activity subevents from their extension do not
stand in Landman’s (1992) stage-of relation to each other.

Several questions remain. How does the analysis developed here account for
stative predicates like žit’ v Moskve ‘live in Moscow’, which allow the perdura-
tive? In principle, the proposed analysis predicts the availability of the perdura-
tive from statives because statives do not have stages (Landman 1992), and hence
there is simply nothing that can be arranged by the stage-of relation. This idea,
if correct, needs to be spelled out in more detail. If the perdurative is not respon-
sible for introducing perfectivity, what is its semantic contribution? A potential
line to follow, as I see it, is to make use of the notion of maximality, recently
much discussed in the literature (see Altshuler 2014; Filip 2017, a.o.). The perdu-
rative can be treated as an event modifier extracting a maximal stage (or part) of
a partial eventuality. The elaboration of this hypothesis is left for future research.

Abbreviations
AbS arrangement by stages
del delimitative
LP lexical prefixes
peR perdurative
PR positionally restricted

pst past
Rep repetitive
SLP super lexical prefixes
SR selectionally restricted
UTA unique temporal arrange-

ment
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Chapter 10

Complementizer doubling in Slovenian
subordinate clauses
Vesna Plesničar
University of Nova Gorica

The focus of the present paper is on complementizer doubling constructions in
subordinate clauses in Slovenian. The main goal is to show that complementizer
doubling in Slovenian is a syntactic phenomenon comparable to complementizer
doubling in other, mainly dialectal variants of Romance languages (e.g. Paoli 2003;
Ledgeway 2005; Dagnac 2012; Villa-Garcia 2012; González i Planas 2014; Munaro
2016). The Slovenian complementizer doubling data strongly suggests that the syn-
tactic analysis of such constructions is possible only under the assumption that
the complementizer field is split into several functional projections, as was first
proposed by Rizzi (1997). Since it seems that the doubling complementizer in Slove-
nian is always the closing element of the complementizer system, it is reasonable
to assume that at least in Slovenian, this element occupies the head of finiteness
projection, while the first complementizer in complementizer doubling construc-
tions, which functions as the complement clause introducer, sits in the head of the
highest projection of the split CP field, i.e. the force projection. The suitability of
force projection as the host of the first complementizer in Slovenian complemen-
tizer doubling constructions is justified by the fact that topicalized and focalized
phrases necessarily follow it, which is the exact same pattern that was observed
also for complementizer doubling constructions in Romance languages (e.g. Ledge-
way 2005; Dagnac 2012; Munaro 2016, among others).

Keywords: subordinate complementizer, complementizer phrase, subordinate clause,
complementizer doubling, split CP hypothesis

1 Introduction

Complementizer doubling is a phenomenon in which a clause contains two com-
plementizers, of which the first is the top-most element of the subordinate clause,
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while the second, doubling complementizer is positioned after the element that
occurs right after the first complementizer. The phenomenon was first observed
in mainly dialectal variants of Romance languages such as Italian (Paoli 2003;
Ledgeway 2005; Munaro 2016), French (Dagnac 2012), Spanish (Villa-Garcia 2012;
González i Planas 2014) and Portuguese (Mascarenhas 2007).

Examples of Slovenian complementizer doubling are shown in (1b) and (2).1, 2

(1) a. Mislim,
think

da
that

ker
because

pošteno
honest

dela,
work

mu
he

pripada
belong

plačilo.
payment

‘I think that because he works hard, he should get paid.’

b. Mislim,
think

da
that

ker
because

pošteno
honest

dela,
work

da
that

mu
he

pripada
belong

plačilo.
payment

‘I think that because he works hard, he should get paid.’

(2) Rekel
said

je,
aux

da
that

PetRovim
Peter’s

pRijateljem
friends

da
that

ne
not

zaupa.
trust

‘He said that he doesn’t trust Peter’s friends.’

As is evident from the examples in (1b) and (2), the complementizer can only
be doubled if there is some phrase that splits the two complementizers in the
left periphery of the embedded clause.3 If there is no such element, complemen-

1A subset of our data were collected in a controlled acceptability-judgment task; results of that
task are reported in Plesničar (2016). The judgments in Plesničar (2016) and the judgments
reported here are by Slovenian speakers from Goriška region. Regional variation with respect
to this type of sentences is possible.

2Phrases in examples typeset in small capitals are focused. The use of commas in this paper
corresponds to Slovenianwriting conventions and is not intended to reflect either the syntactic
status of constituents that are located between the two complementizers or prosody.

3Lenertová (2001) and Veselovská (2008) argue that Czech second position clitics occupy the
lowest head in the CP field, i.e. Fin0. If Slovenian clitics occupied the same position we could
say that the second complementizer in Slovenian is also in Fin0, especially in view of the
contrast between (1b) and (i), as the clitic cannot follow the first complementizer.

(i) * Mislim,
think

da
that

mu,
he

ker
because

pošteno
honest

dela,
work

da
that

pripada
belong

plačilo.
payment

But as pointed out in Marušič (2008) and as is evident by comparing (1a) and (ii), Slovenian
clitics do not occupy a unique syntactic position, so they cannot be located in Fin0.

(ii) Mislim,
think

da
that

mu,
he

ker
because

pošteno
honest

dela,
work

pripada
belong

plačilo.
payement

‘I think that because he works hard, he should get paid.’

Due to the different status of Slovenian and Czech clitics, an argumentation built on the clitic
status will most likely not be on the right track.
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10 Complementizer doubling in Slovenian subordinate clauses

tizer doubling cannot occur. The intervening element in complementizer dou-
bling constructions must be a constituent which was not base-generated in its
left-peripheral position between the two complementizers, but is rather located
there as a result of movement (the arguments for this claim will be presented
in §2 below, where the properties of complementizer doubling phenomena in
Slovenian are discussed in more detail). Possible landing sites for such moved
constituents are specifiers of the projections that are positioned between the first
and the second complementizer, arguably the specifiers of Topic or Focus phrases.
The moved constituent can be an adverbial phrase or adverbial clause, as shown
in (1b), but it can also be a PP- or an NP-argument of the embedded clause, as is
the case in (2).

Complementizer doubling can thus be understood as an inherent property of
complement clauses that can be realized only if some additional element or some
additional structure is inserted into the specifier position of one of the available
projections in the CP field, i.e., a projection between force and finiteness phrase.
The focus of the remaining part of the paper will be on examples such as (1b) and
(2), in which a second complementizer is present in the sentence structure.

Before proceeding with a detailed description and analysis, two clarifications
are in order. In complementizer doubling constructions, both complementizers –
the first one, which introduces the complement clause, and the second, doubling
one – occur in the complement clause. At this point, there is no clear picture
about what the full structure of the Slovenian CP-domain looks like. In this paper,
we are going to adopt one (of course not exhaustive) relevant proposal for the
structure of the Slovenian CP domain – that of Mišmaš (2015) – which is based on
her investigation of Slovenian multiple wh-fronting. A graphical representation
of the relevant structure is presented in Figure 1 below.4

Secondly, as becomes clear from (1a) and (1b) above, Slovenian complemen-
tizer doubling is optional, and the only obligatory complementizer in potential
complementizer doubling constructions is the highest one, as in (1a) above. The
optionality of the doubling complementizer is characteristic of complementizer
doubling phenomena in general (e.g. Ledgeway 2005; Dagnac 2012; Munaro 2016).
At this point we will not try to answer the question about the motivation for the
appearance of the doubling complementizer in the syntactic structure. We will,
however, assume – in accordance with the cartographic analyses of the left pe-
riphery (e.g. Rizzi 2004; though contrary to Mišmaš 2015) – that the position for
the doubling complementizer is present in the sentence structure regardless of
whether the doubling complementizer is phonetically realized or not.

4According to Mišmaš (2015), the starred projections are in the CP field only when needed, and
their positions are interchangeable.
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ForceP

SpecForceP Force′

Force0 InterP

SpecInterP Inter′

Inter0 TopicP*

SpecTopicP Topic′

Topic0 FocusP*

SpecFocusP Focus′

Focus0 WhP*

SpecWhP Wh′

Wh0 FinP

SpecFinP Fin′

Fin0 IP

Figure 1: The structure of the CP field in Slovenian (Mišmaš 2015)

In the next section, we will describe the key properties of complementizer
doubling constructions: first, the movement of the intervening element; second,
the absence of interpretative differences between complementizer doubling con-
structions and their counterparts without an overt doubling complementizer;
and third, the restriction of complementizer doubling to subordinate clauses, and
more specifically, to argument clauses/clauses in the syntactic position of argu-
ment.
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10 Complementizer doubling in Slovenian subordinate clauses

2 Properties of Slovenian complementizer doubling
constructions

This section describes and exemplifies three key properties of complementizer
doubling constructions in Slovenian linked to their structure and interpretation.
We will first show that phrases that occur between the two complementizers
must have moved to that position from a lower structural position. Then we will
argue that there is no interpretative difference between the complementizer dou-
bling construction and its counterpart without a doubling complementizer. And
thirdly, we will claim that Slovenian complementizer doubling is not just an ex-
ample of speech disfluency, but rather a syntactic phenomenon available only in
argument clauses.

2.1 Movement of the intervening element

As shown in (3), the phrase svojo mamo ‘one’s own mother’, which sits in the left
edge between the two complementizers and contains the bound reflexive adjec-
tive svojo ‘one’s own’, is bound by vsak ‘everyone’, whose surface position would
appear to suggests that it is located lower in the hierarchical structure of the em-
bedded clause. By Principle A of the traditional binding theory, reflexives must
have a local antecedent, which essentially means that the phrase that contains
the bound reflexive in (3) must have been originally located in the embedded
clause (Chomsky 1981).

(3) Rekel
said

je,
aux

da
that

svojo𝑖
one’s

mamo
mother

da
that

ima
has

vsak𝑖
everyone

rad.
like

‘He said that everyone likes their own mother.’

More direct evidence for the claim that the surface position of the phrase svojo
mamo ‘one’s own mother’ in (3) is a derived position is shown in (4), where
movement of the reflexive is illustrated step by step. (4a) is the example with the
most salient or preferable word order of the structurally incorporated numera-
tion elements from sentence (3), in which nothing has moved into the CP field,
and (4b) is the example with movement of the phrase that contains the bound
reflexive from the original structural position into the next available structural
position, though not yet as high as the CP field. Another available position for
the phrase with the bound reflexive is shown in (4c): since only a copy is left
after the movement of this phrase through the CP field of the embedded clause,
complementizer doubling is not available in (4c).
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(4) a. Rekel
said

je,
aux

da
that

ima
has

vsak𝑖
everyone

rad
like

svojo
one’s

mamo𝑖 .
mother

‘He said that everyone likes their own mother.’

b. Rekel
said

je,
aux

da
that

ima
has

svojo
one’s

mamo𝑖
mother

vsak𝑖
everyone

rad.
like

‘He said that everyone likes their own mother.’

c. Svojo
one’s

mamo𝑖
mother

je
aux

rekel,
said

da
that

ima
has

vsak𝑖
everyone

rad.
like

‘He said that everyone likes their own mother.’

Of course, if the movement explanation from above is accepted for cases like (3),
then it is reasonable to try and pursue the approach more generally, among oth-
ers also for cases like (5), in which the intervening element is not an argument
phrase but an adjunct adverbial clause. In other words, we would expect that
all intervening constituents found between the two complementizers in comple-
mentizer doubling constructions, including adverbial clauses, have moved to the
intervening position from their original position, which is lower in the sentence
structure. (5) below confirms the correctness of this approach for an intervening
adverbial clause adjunct.

(5) a. Rekel
said

je,
aux

da
that

vsak𝑖
everyone

žaluje,
grieves

če
if

izgubi
loses

svojo
one’s

mamo𝑖 .
mother

‘He said that everyone grieves if they lose their mother.’

b. Rekel
said

je,
aux

da
that

če
if

izgubi
loses

svojo
one’s

mamo𝑖 ,
mother

da
that

vsak𝑖
everyone

žaluje.
grieves

‘He said that everyone grieves if they lose their mother.’

The examples in (5) are direct parallels to the examples in (4). A comparison of
(5a) and (5b) shows that the reflexive adjective svojo ‘one’s own’, located within
an adjunct adverbial clause, must have originated, like the one in (4), lower in
the sentence structure or else it could not have satisfied the conditions set by the
binding theory’s Principle A.

2.2 Interpretation of the complementizer doubling construction and
its counterpart without an overt doubling complementizer

Crucially, there is no interpretative difference between cases with the doubling
complementizer and their minimal-pair counterparts without the second com-
plementizer, such as (1a) and (1b) above. In the complementizer doubling con-
struction the second, doubling da ‘that’ does not seem to function as anything
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other than a doubling complementizer, clearly not having the echo- or discourse-
marking role that in certain other cases, such as (6)–(7), da ‘that’ does also have.

(6) A: Petra
Petra

pride.
come

‘Petra is coming.’

B: Kdo
who

da
that

pride?
come

‘Who’s coming, again?’

(7) Misliš
think

da?
that

‘Do you think so?’

As can be seen from the contrasts between examples (1a), (1b), (6) and (7) the
Slovenian element da ‘that’ can be used to serve at least four different func-
tions. It can function as a complement clause introducer, as in (1a), as a dou-
bling complementizer in complementizer doubling constructions, as in (1b), as
an echo marker, as shown in (6), or as a discourse marker, as (7) shows. The last
two functions will be left aside in the remaining part of the paper and only da
‘that’ elements in the function of primary complementizer and da ‘that’ elements
in function of doubling complementizer will be the focus of our analysis, since
these are the only available candidates that can fill the two edge projections of
the complementizer system.

2.3 Restriction of complementizer doubling to argument clauses

In Slovenian, complementizer doubling is possible only in sentences with true
complement clauses (clauses in the syntactic position of argument) introduced
by the complementizer da ‘that’, as in (8), marginally also in clauses introduced by
the complementizer če ‘if’, as illustrated in (9), but not in adverbial or adjectival
(relative) subordinate clauses, as shown, respectively, in (10)–(12).5, 6

5As will be shown in §3, the complementizer če ‘if’ is possible, but marked, as an introducer of a
subject clause in copula sentences or in certain cases as an introducer of a complement clause.
In this type of contexts če can be used as an alternative to the complementizer da. Although
the use of this declarative če, when compared to da, does seem to bring a certain semantic
difference, this difference is not directly relevant for the purposes of this paper.

6In (10)–(12), the elements ki ‘who’, ker ‘because’ and ko ‘when’ are complementizers that intro-
duce a subordinate clause and are therefore, in this function, more like the complement-clause
introducing da ‘that’ from (8) or the subject-clause introducing če ‘if’ from (9) than like a wh-
question word (as one might incorrectly conclude especially on the basis of the glosses in
examples (10) and (12)).
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(8) Sem
am

pa
ptcl

za
for

to,
this

da
that

ker
because

imamo
have

zadevo
matter

na
on

dnevnem
daily

redu,
agenda

da
that

jo
it

čimprej
as.soon.as.possible

tudi
also

zaključimo
finish

…

‘I think that since the matter is already on the agenda, the only
reasonable thing is to conclude it as soon as possible …’ (Gigafida corpus)

(9) Najslabše
worst

je,
is

če
if

ker
because

te
you

ne
not

razume,
understand

(⁇če)
if

kričiš.
scream

‘The worst is if you scream because he does not understand you.’

(10) Vse
all

preveč
too.many

je
of

tistih,
them,

ki
who

ko
when

naredijo
pass

izpit,
exam

(*ki)
who

mislijo,
think

da
that

znajo
know

vozit.
drive

‘There are too many of those people who, when they receive the driver’s
license, think that already know how to drive a car.’

(11) Ne
not

sme
may

se
aux

premaknit,
move

ker
because

če
if

se
refl.

premakne,
move

(*ker)
because

mu
him

lahko
may

počijo
crack

kosti.
bones

‘He should not move, because if he moves his bones may crack.’

(12) Ni
not

mu
him

všeč,
like

ko
when

ker
because

je
aux

jezna,
angry

(*ko)
when

mu
him

ne
not

skuha
cook

kosila.
lunch

‘He is not happy when she does not make him lunch because she is angry.’

What examples (8) to (12) above show is that the discussed Slovenian comple-
mentizer doubling is a syntactic phenomenon, not just an example of speech
disfluency.7 If it was not a syntactic phenomenon but just a disfluency-type of
repetition, one would expect it to be available in any type of subordinate clause
introduced by a subordinate complementizer, including adverbial and adjectival
subordinate clauses, rather than being restricted by syntactic context. Clearly,
the way the subordinate clause is incorporated into the sentence structure is one
of the key characteristics of the observed complementizer doubling phenomenon.

7Note that when asked for a judgment, speakers emphasised that these examples seem a bit odd,
but certainly possible. The speakers judged the examples as clumsy – clumsy with respect to
the standard (normative) Slovenian. However, complementizer doubling can easily be found
in Slovenian corpora, e.g. Gigafida (the largest corpus of contemporary written Slovenian).
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What we conclude from the data introduced so far, then, is that the Slovenian
complementizer doubling under discussion can occur in clauses in the syntactic
position of argument, but not in embedded adjunct clauses.

Summing up §2.1 through §2.3, we showed that phrases positioned between
the two complementizers of the embedded clause must have moved to that po-
sition from a lower position of a sentence structure. We demonstrated that the
presence of a doubling complementizer in complementizer doubling construc-
tions does not result in a difference in the meaning of the sentence, i.e., sentences
with a second, doubling complementizer have the samemeaning as their counter-
parts without a doubling complementizer. We also showed that complementizer
doubling is only available in argument clauses, from which we concluded that
complementizer doubling is a syntactic phenomenon.

3 Doubly-filled comp filter vs. complementizer doubling

In this section we will briefly introduce another Slovenian construction recently
discussed by Bacskai-Atkari (2018), which was argued there to represent a vi-
olation of and thus a counterexample to the doubly-filled comp filter. At first
sight, this construction seems very close to our complementizer doubling con-
structions, so the question arises whether Bacskai-Atkari’s analysis can be used
to capture our complementizer doubling constructions as well. We will establish
that these constructions are not one and the same phenomenon (even though in
principle, there could be an indirect relation between these two phenomena). We
will argue that there is a structural and interpretative difference between Slove-
nian sentences that allow complementizer doubling and Bacskai-Atkari’s (2018)
sentences. While the second complementizer in the doubly-filled comp construc-
tions always contributes some additional meaning to the sentence interpretation,
no such interpretative difference is contributed by the second complementizer in
the complementizer doubling constructions.

An example of Bacskai-Atkari’s (2018) doubly-filled comp filter construction
(her data is from Hladnik 2010) is in (13).8

(13) Vprašal
asked

je,
aux

če
whether

da
that

pride.
comes

‘He asked whether it was true that he was coming.’

8In Bacskai-Atkari (2018), the sentence is marked with a question mark. In Hladnik (2010: (15)),
it has no such marking.
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According to Bacskai-Atkari, such sentences represent structures with a simulta-
neously realized specifier and head position of the same CP. Crucially, the pres-
ence of the second complementizer (da) in (13) above is responsible for the ‘it-
was-true-that’ part of the interpretation: without da, the interpretation of the
sentence would be just ‘He asked whether he was coming’. This means that (13)
is felicitous only when used as a response to a statement such as ‘He is com-
ing’ (Bacskai-Atkari 2018). In our complementizer-doubling Slovenian examples
from above, on the other hand, the second complementizer does not seem to con-
tribute any special interpretational difference, and there seems to be no special
meaning-related requirement for the use of complementizer doubling construc-
tion in Slovenian. Recall from the minimal-pair sentences in (1) and §2.2 that
the structure with and without the second complementizer both have the same
interpretation, which would suggest that the realization of the doubling comple-
mentizer in Slovenian complementizer doubling constructions is optional.

The lack of semantic effects thus clearly separates our complementizer dou-
bling constructions from Bacskai-Atkari’s (2018) doubly-filled comp filter con-
struction. In addition, our complementizer doubling sentences contain not just
two complementizers but also a phrase that has moved into the CP layer. For
these constructions Bacskai-Atkari’s approach therefore cannot work, because
there must be at least three positions available in the complementizer system
structure of the embedded argument clause to accommodate this CP material.
This is sketched in Figure 2, where, as will become clear below, the topmost func-
tional projection (responsible for typing the clause) hosts the first complemen-
tizer, the specifier of the intermediate functional projection (TopicP or FocusP)
hosts the moved constituent, and the lowest projection hosts the doubling com-
plementizer.

It was shown above that the complementizer doubling and the doubly-filled
comp constructions are not the same phenomenon, contrary to what one might
assume on the basis of the superficial similarity between the complementizers
involved in these two construction types. Now that we have established the dif-
ference between these two phenomena, we can focus on complementizer dou-
bling more closely. This closer examination of complementizer doubling in the
next section will then form the basis for the analysis provided in §5, which will
focus on determining the syntactic positions that the complementizers occupy
in the doubling construction.
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CP

XP C′

C0

that/if

CP

ZP

moved
constituent

C′

C0 CP

YP C′

C0

that/if

…

Figure 2: The structure of complementizer doubling construction

4 Further characteristics of Slovenian complementizer
doubling

As we already saw in §2.3 above, če ‘if’ is another complementizer that can, in
addition to da ‘that’, function as a doubling complementizer (albeit with some
degree of degradation). These two complementizers, however, are marked by a
clear difference in terms of their doubling positions. The declarative complemen-
tizer če ‘if’ can be doubled in the subject clause of copula sentences with pred-
icates such as pametno je ‘smart is’ or najslabše je ‘the worst is’, as shown in
examples (14) and (15) below, or in complement clauses with verbs such as prositi
‘ask/request’, as in (16).

(14) ⁇ Pametno
smart

bi
would

bilo,
be

če
if.decl

da
that

se
you

izogneš
avoid

dezinterpretaciji,
misinterpretation

če
if

mu
him

svoje
your

stališče
opinion

jasno
clearly

predstaviš.
present

‘It would be good if you state your position clearly, so that you avoid
misinterpretation.’
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(15) ⁇ Najslabše
worst

je,
aux

če
if.decl

ker
because

te
you

ne
not

razume,
understand

če
if

kričiš.
scream

‘The worst is if you scream because he does not understand you.’

(16) ⁇ Prosil
request

je,
aux

če
if.decl

ko
when

konča
finish

z
with

delom,
work

če
if

pospravi
clean.up

za
after

sabo.
yourself

‘He asked if he could clean up after himself when he finishes with his
work.’

On the other hand, the doubling construction is possible with da used in com-
plement clauses introduced by the verbs such as misliti ‘think’ or reči ‘say’, as
shown in (1b) and (2) above, as well as with da used in any other environment
where če is possible; compare examples (15) and (16) above with examples (17)
and (18) below.

(17) Najslabše
worst

je,
aux

da
that

ker
because

te
you

ne
not

razume,
understand

da
that

kričiš.
scream

‘The worst is if you scream because he does not understand you.’

(18) Prosil
request

je,
aux

da
that

ko
when

konča
finish

z
with

delom,
work

da
that

pospravi
clean.up

za
after

sabo.
yourself

‘He asked if he could clean up after himself when he finishes with his
work.’

More accurately, it is not just possible for da to be used in positions available for
če: according to our informants, the use of da rather than če actually improves
the acceptability of such doubling constructions, compare (14), (15) and (16) above
with (19), (20) and (21) below. Moreover, the use of da seems to be more natural in
the function of complement subordinator than the use of če; compare the contrast
between examples (15) or (20) and (17).

(19) Pametno
smart

bi
would

bilo,
be

če
if.decl

da
that

se
you

izogneš
avoid

dezinterpretaciji,
misinterpretation

da
that

mu
him

svoje
your

stališče
opinion

jasno
clearly

predstaviš.
present

‘It would be good if you state your position clearly, so that you avoid
misinterpretation.’

(20) ? Najslabše
worst

je,
aux

če
if.decl

ker
because

te
you

ne
not

razume,
understand

da
that

kričiš.
scream

‘The worst is if you scream because he does not understand you.’
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(21) ? Prosil
request

je,
aux

če
if.decl

ko
when

konča
finish

z
with

delom,
work

da
that

pospravi
clean.up

za
after

sabo.
yourself
‘He asked if he could clean up after himself when he finishes with his
work.’

The acceptability of a particular complementizer in the doubling construction
thus appears to depend on the matrix predicate, which can also be confirmed
with the availability of all four different combinations in cases where the matrix
verb is such that it accepts either da or če, as attested through the set of examples
in (15), (17) and (20) above and (22) below.

(22) ⁇ Najslabše
worst

je,
aux

da
that

ker
because

te
you

ne
not

razume,
understand

če
if

kričiš.
scream

‘The worst is if you scream because he does not understand you.’

Given that the acceptability of da or če in the complementizer doubling construc-
tion depends on the requirements of the matrix predicate, it is not surprising
that the same type of matrix-predicate dependence actually holds for the use of
da/če outside the doubling construction. On the one hand, if the matrix predi-
cate allows the use of either one of these complementizers outside the doubling
construction, as in (23) and (24), then both are also acceptable in the doubling
construction.

(23) Najslabše
worst

je,
aux

če
if.decl

/ da
that

kričiš.
scream

‘The worst is if you scream.’

(24) Prosil
request

je,
aux

če
if.decl

/ da
that

pospravi
clean.up

za
after

sabo.
yourself

‘He asked if he could clean up after himself.’

On the other hand, in sentences with misliti ‘think’ or reči ‘say’ as the matrix
verb, where the introducer of the complement clause can only be da, the use of
če is impossible, as shown by (25)–(26).

(25) * Mislim,
think

če
if.decl

mu
he

pripada
belong

plačilo.
payement

Intended: ‘I think that he should get paid.’
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(26) # Rekel
said

je,
aux

če
if.decl

ne
not

zaupa
trust

Petrovim
Peter’s

prijateljem.
friends

Intended: ‘He said that he doesn’t trust Peter’s friends.’

In addition to its declarative use from above, če ‘if’ can also function as an intro-
ducer of an embedded yes/no question. Like its declarative use, če’s interrogative
use also allows doubling, as shown in (27) below.

(27) Sprašuje
ask

se,
self

če
if.int

ker
because

ga
him

nihče
nobody

ne
not

posluša,
listen

če
if

naj
should

še
more

kar
still

naprej
on

govori.
talk

‘He wonders if he should keep talking, given that no one is listening to
him.’

Note that examples very similar to our Slovenian doubling examples from above
have also been observed in non-standard varieties of English. Specifically, Mc-
Closkey (2006) reports complementizer doubling in declarative and interrogative
contexts of the type shown in (28) and (29), which he analyzes with two CPs, one
stacked on top of the other.

(28) He thinks that if you are in a bilingual classroom that you will not be
encouraged to learn English. (McCloskey 2006: 23, (69b))

(29) John was asking me if, when the house was sold, would they move back
to Derry. (McCloskey 2006: 24, (72c))

In perfect parallel to Slovenian, doubling of the English declarative complemen-
tizer that is realized in complement clauses introduced by verbs like think, as
shown in (28) above. On the other hand, the parallel between Slovenian inter-
rogative če doubling and the English (29) is less straightforward; (29) is a less
transparent case of complementizer doubling. McCloskey (2006) argues, how-
ever, that (29) nevertheless shows clear evidence for the presence of two CPs
through the simoultaneous presence of both if and the auxiliary-subject inver-
sion. More specifically, all the CP material in (29) is evidence for the presence
of three distinct CP-field positions; one for the yes/no clause introducer if, one
for the topicalized constituent when the house was sold and another one for the
inverted auxiliary would. Even though (28) and (29) are thus both analyzed as
cases of complementizer doubling, they are also marked by a difference, namely,
only (28) shows actual doubling of the lexical complementizer.
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Similarly, Slovenian also shows a difference between the cases of declarative
complementizer doubling and interrogative complementizer doubling. Doubling
of če in its declarative use is somewhat degraded, and the acceptability of such
complementizer doubling examples improves if da is used instead, as was shown
above. In contexts of embedded yes/no questions, however, only če can occupy
the position of the doubling complementizer, as can be seen from the comparison
between (27) above and (30) below.

(30) * Sprašuje
ask

se,
self

če
if.int

ker
because

ga
him

nihče
nobody

ne
not

posluša,
listen

da
that

naj
should

še
more

kar
still

naprej
on

govori.
talk

Intended: ‘He wonders if he should keep talking, given that no one is
listening to him.’

A comparison between doubling in the two contexts, i. e., complement clauses
and embedded yes/no questions, implies that although complementizer doubling
is possible in both types of constructions, there is an additional restriction in the
case of the latter. This points to the fact that the complement clause introducer
da ‘that’ and the embedded yes/no clause introducer če ‘if’ are not the same
element with respect to their function in the sentence structure. This is further
illustrated through the contrast between (31) below and (27) above. (31) shows
that the substitution of če from (27) above with da is not possible in the case of a
yes/no embedded question, which is required by the matrix verb spraševati ‘ask’.

(31) * Sprašuje
ask

se,
self

da
that

ker
because

ga
him

nihče
nobody

ne
not

posluša,
listen

da
that

naj
should

še
more

kar
still

naprej
on

govori.
talk

Intended: ‘He wonders if he should keep talking, given that no one is
listening to him.’

We take this to suggest that, on the one hand, da and the declarative če occupy the
same structural position – the head of the highest CP projection, force projection
– since in certain cases they can be used interchangeably, as shown in (15) and (17).
On the other hand, despite the fact that it also allows doubling, the embedded
yes/no question introducer must be assigned a different position, which makes
it impossible for da to freely take this position. The fact that it is only in indirect
questions that the doubling complementizer must be identical in form to the
doubled one does not suggest that we are dealing with two different types of
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complementizer doubling constructions; rather, it only confirms the idea that
Slovenian complementizer doubling is restricted by requirements of the matrix
verb, i.e., both in declarative and in interrogative complement clauses. In fact,
Slovenian also seems to allow the doubling of the yes/no-question operator in
embedded questions, as shown in (32), further suggesting that we are dealing
with a single system of C-doubling.

(32) Vprašal
ask

je,
aux

a
Q

ker
because

ga
him

ne
not

mara,
like

a
Q

naj
should

kar
just

gre?
leave

‘He asked if he should leave because s(he) don’t like him..’

To recapitulate, §3 showed that Bacskai-Atkari’s (2018) doubly-filled comp phe-
nomenon and our complementizer doubling realize two different types of CP
configurations. For the realization of the doubly-filled comp construction, it suf-
fices to have one CP projection, whereas at least three positions are needed to
derive our complementizer doubling. The second complementizer of the doubly-
filled comp construction contributes additional meaning to the sentence, while
our doubling complementizer does not affect the interpretation of the sentence.
Furthermore, as was shown in §4, our complementizer doubling is not exhibited
only in declarative complement clauses but also in embedded yes/no questions,
and in both of these, the use of the complementizer is governed by the matrix
verb.

In the next section we will lay out our analysis of the Slovenian complemen-
tizer doubling construction, framing this also in the context of a comparison with
complementizer doubling, and its analysis, in Romance.

5 Analysis

Wewill claim that the Slovenian complementizer doubling construction can best
be explained with Rizzi’s (1997; 2001) split CP model, and more specifically with
the model of Slovenian complementizer field proposed by Mišmaš (2015), which
is sketched in Figure 1 above. We will argue that in declarative complement
clauses, the first complementizer sits in the highest part of the CP field, namely
in the head of the force projection, and the second complementizer in the head
of finiteness projection. (For the doubled embedded yes/no clause introducer če
‘if’, we will simply assume that, like in Italian (see Rizzi 2001), it occupies the
interrogative projection (InterP) in Figure 1 above.)

As has been observed for the Oïl dialect of French (Dagnac 2012), Slovenian
complementizer doubling is closely related to finiteness of the subordinate clause,
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with non-finite subordinate clauses not allowing it. The existence of this restric-
tion, however, is not surprising since Slovenian non-finite subordinate clauses
are never introduced by a subordinator, so that the use of da is ungrammatical
regardless of whether the latter is doubled or not, as shown in (33).

(33) * Peter
Peter

je
aux

hotel,
want

da
that

ko
when

ga
he

ne
not

bo
aux

nihče
nobody

videl,
see

(da)
that

prositi
ask

Metko
Metka

za
for

pomoč.
help

Intended: ‘Peter wanted to ask Metka for help when no one sees him.’

In other words, whenever da can appear in a structure as the subordinator, com-
plementizer doubling can also occur; but when the use of da is ungrammatical,
doubling cannot occur. But even though Slovenian finite embedded clauses are
always introduced by a complementizer and non-finite ones are always without a
complementizer, we still expect the information about finiteness/non-finiteness
to be present in both types of sentences; as argued by Rizzi (1997), the information
carried by FinP expresses a distinction related to tense.

Positing a link between complementizers and the finiteness projection is no
novelty either.That complementizers can express distinctions related to tense has
been established on the basis of Irish, where sensitivity of the complementizer to
the tense of the embedded clause is reflected in the form of the complementizer
(van Koppen 2017). As shown by (34), the past-tense form of the complementizer
differs from the form used for all other tenses. If the embedded clause shows
future tense, as in (34a), the complementizer is go, but when it shows past tense,
the complementizer gets a past-tense marker -r, surfacing as gur, as in (34b).

(34) a. Deir
say.pRes

sé
he

go
that

dtógfaidh
take.fut

sé
he

an
the

peann.
pen

‘He says that he will take the pen.’

b. Deir
say.pRes

sé
he

gur
that.past

thóg
take.past

sé
he

an
the

peann.
pen

‘He says that he took the pen.’

(Cottell 1995, as cited in van Koppen 2017: (3))

Based especially on evidence from dialectal variants of Romance languages (e.g.
Paoli 2003; Mascarenhas 2007; Villa-Garcia 2012; González i Planas 2014; Munaro
2016), it has been proposed that the doubling complementizer in those languages
sits in the head of the topic projection. The main evidence for this position is
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the fact that the doubling complementizer is never found after a focused phrase,
as pointed out for Spanish by Villa-Garcia (2012), consider the contrast between
(35a) and (35b) (see also Ledgeway 2005 for comparable data from older varieties
of Italian).

(35) a. Me
cl

dijeron
said

que
that

a tu
your

primo,
cousin

que
that

solo
only

dos
two

poRtÁtiles
laptops

le
cl

robaron
stole

(no
not

tres).
three

‘They told me that it was only two laptops that your cousin got
stolen, not three.’

b. * Me dijeron que solo dos poRtÁtiles, que le robaron a tu primo (no
tres).
(Villa-Garcia 2012: 30, (24a) and (24b))

This analysis cannot be adopted for our Slovenian data, however, because it
wrongly predicts that (36) belowwill be unacceptable, since the doubling comple-
mentizer in it is found after a focused phrase, specifically, after the contrastively
focused dve pivi ‘two beers’.

(36) Rekel
said

je,
aux

da
that

dve
two

pivi
beers

da
that

je
aux

včeraj
yesterday

zvečer
evening

spil
drink

(in
and

ne
not

treh).
three
‘He said that he only drank two beers yesterday evening (and not three).’

In fact, (36) could be taken as suggesting the head of finiteness phrase as the
site of the doubling complementizer, because the left periphery of the embedded
clause is usually seen as not featuring a topic phrase located after the contrastive
focus phrase to potentially host the doubling complementizer (Rizzi 1997), and
then the next available position (moving downward along the CP field) for the
doubling complementizer in this particular case is the head of finiteness phrase.
Although on the other hand, given Mišmaš’s (2015) structure of Slovenian left
periphery in Figure 1 above, Slovenian topic phrases can appear to the right of a
focused phrase, in which case (36) above may not be conclusive.

Furthermore, multiple occurrences of complementizers in the CP field are, con-
trary to what has been observed for Romance languages (e.g. Ledgeway 2005;
Mascarenhas 2007; Villa-Garcia 2012), not acceptable with multiple topicalized
phrases in Slovenian: compare (37) from European Portuguese and (38a) from
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Slovenian. In Slovenian, only the complementizer that opens and the lower one
that closes the complementizer system can be realized, as in (38b), supporting
our claim that the position in which doubling complementizers are located in
Slovenian is the head of finiteness phrase, as well as again suggesting that the
analysis developed for Romance cannot be adopted for Slovenian.

(37) Acho
think

que
that

amanhã
tomorrow

que
that

a
the

Ana
Ana

que
that

vai
will

conseguir
manage

acabar
to finish

o
the

trabalho.
assignment
‘I think that tomorrow Ana will manage to finish the assignment.’

(Mascarenhas 2007: 6, (20))

(38) a. * Ne
not

morem
can

verjet,
believe

da
that

ko
when

pospravlja
clean

stanovanje,
apartment

da
that

Andreja
Andreja

da
that

pomete
sweep

smeti
dirt

pod
under

preprogo.
rug

Intended: ‘I cannot believe that Andreja sweeps the dirt under the
rug when she cleans the apartment.’

b. Ne
not

morem
can

verjet,
believe

da
that

ko
when

pospravlja
clean

stanovanje,
apartment

da
that

Andreja
Andreja

pomete
sweep

smeti
dirt

pod
under

preprogo.
rug

‘I cannot believe that Andreja sweeps the dirt under the rug when
she cleans the apartment.’

In sum, this section showed that in Slovenian, contrary to what has been found
for the Romance languages, the doubling complementizer can occur after a fo-
cused phrase, and it is only the complementizer that opens and the one that closes
the complementizer system that can be realized in sentences with multiple topi-
calized phrases, both of which separate Slovenian complementizer doubling from
the doubling in Romance languages. Furthermore, it was also suggested that the
position hosting doubling complementizers in Slovenian is the head of finiteness
phrase. The main piece of support for this was the restriction on complementizer
doubling set by the finiteness system of the clause.

When a focused phrase is present in the sentence structure, complementizer
tripling is also possible, with the focused and topicalized phrases freely ordered,
as shown in (39) and (40).
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(39) Rekel
said

mu
him

je,
aux

da
that

tRi
three

Knjige
books

da
that

če
if

hoče
want

naredit
pass

izpit,
exam

da
that

mora
need

prebrat
read

(in
(and

ne
not

dveh).
two)

‘He told him that that he should read three books (not two) if he wants to
pass the exam.’

(40) Rekel
said

mu
him

je,
aux

da
that

če
if

hoče
want

naredit
pass

izpit,
exam

da
that

tRi
three

Knjige
books

da
that

mora
need

prebrat
read

(in
(and

ne
not

dveh).
two)

‘He told him that if he wants to pass the exam he should read three books
(not two).’

As is the case with complementizer doubling, complementizer tripling construc-
tions also seem to show no significant difference in meaning when the second
or the third complementizer is present in the structure. In contrast to comple-
mentizer doubling, complementizer tripling poses an additional question about
the exact position of the linearly second complementizer. Especially given that
the focused and topicalized phrases can surface in either order, it may well be
that the position of the second complementizer of (39) is actually not the same
as the position of the second complementizer of (40). What seems clear is that in
a structure like Figure 3 above, the second complementizers of both (39) and (40)
should sit in one of the available projections between InterP and FinP. Still, for
any real claims to be made regarding the tripling phenomenon, a more in-depth
investigation will be necessary, but this would go well beyond the scope of this
paper and will thus have to wait for future work.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we treated Slovenian complementizer doubling as an inherent prop-
erty of the subordinate clause which can be realized only if there is some addi-
tional element in the specifier position of some projection between force phrase
and finiteness phrase.

We showed that the phrase occurring between the two complementizers of
the embedded clause must have moved there from a lower structural position,
and we claimed that the presence of the doubling complementizer does not re-
sult in any difference in the meaning of the sentence. We suggested that since
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complementizer doubling is possible only in complement clauses, this must be a
syntactic phenomenon rather than a disfluency-type repetition.

We also argued that the doubly-filled comp sentences of Bacskai-Atkari (2018)
and our complementizer doubling constructions are separate phenomena, or ra-
ther, that the complementizer in Bacskai-Atkari’s doubly-filled comp sentences
and our doubling complementizer are two different elements. The realization of
the doubly-filled comp construction requires just one CP projection, whereas this
does not suffice for our complementizer doubling construction which requires at
least three structural positions. Furthermore, we showed that complementizer
doubling is also possible in embedded yes/no questions, which confirms the idea
that Slovenian complementizer doubling is constrained by the requirements of
the matrix predicate.

We suggested that Slovenian complementizer doubling can be nicely accounted
for if we assume a split CP model (Rizzi 1997; 2001). A comparison between
the characteristics of Slovenian and Romance complementizer doubling revealed
that the location occupied by our doubling complementizer cannot be the head
of topic projection. We proposed that in Slovenian, the doubling complementizer
is hosted by the head of finiteness phrase, while the first complementizer is the
highest element of the embedded clause and as such located in force projection.

Abbreviations
aux auxiliary
cl clitic
decl declarative
fut future

int interogative
pRes present tense
past past tense
ptcl particle
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Chapter 11

Negation, comparative and alternatives:
Experimental evidence from Czech
Iveta Šafratová
Masaryk University in Brno

The semantic interplay of negation with focus and scalar implicatures influences
acceptability judgments. This paper describes two readings of sentences with com-
paratives and negation, namely the equality reading and the interval reading. The
experiment provides evidence that sentences with negated comparatives prefer the
equality reading in Czech. I argue that Czech negated comparatives result in the
preferential equality reading as do English negated comparatives; but I challenge
the claim that Czech negation ne ‘no’ activates focus alternatives, unlike in English
negated comparatives with no where scalar alternatives cause the equality reading.
I argue that focus alternatives and scalar alternatives are the same. Both Czech ne-
‘not’ and English not in verbal negation comparatives lead to the preferential equal-
ity reading if negation has narrow scope over the maximality operator.

Keywords: constituent negation; verbal negation; scalar implicatures; focus alter-
natives; comparative; Czech; experimental semantics

1 Introduction

In recent years, the topic of scalar implicatures and numerals has attracted consid-
erable attention, and the research gave rise to several influential theories (Larson
1988; Krifka 1999; Sauerland 2004; Fox & Hackl 2006, among others). This article
investigates how negation interacts with comparatives involving numerals. I will
focus on the comparison of English data with Czech. Though the semantics of
many different types of Slavic numerals have recently been explored with con-
siderable success (e.g. Dočekal 2013; Wągiel 2014; 2015), so far little attention has

Iveta Šafratová. 2020. Negation, comparative and alternatives: Experimental ev-
idence from Czech. In Franc Marušič, Petra Mišmaš & Rok Žaucer (eds.), Ad-
vances in formal Slavic linguistics 2017, 257–276. Berlin: Language Science Press.
DOI:10.5281/zenodo.3764863
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been dedicated to their behavior in the interaction with negation and compara-
tives (with the notable exceptions of Dočekal 2017 and Dočekal & Wągiel 2018
respectively). In this paper, I intend to shed new light on this topic by means of
experimental investigation.

The article investigates how negation interacts with comparatives. We start
with Rick Nouwen’s observation about English negated comparatives (Nouwen
2008). He distinguishes two sub-types of comparatives, i.e., strict comparatives
(-er) in (1a) and non-strict comparatives (no(t) -er) in (1b).

(1) a. John found more than 20 mushrooms.

b. John found no more than 20 mushrooms.

Strict comparatives express either the relation less or more. We would expect
that the only thing non-strict comparatives do is that they simply reverse the
relation. But, according to Nouwen (2008), negation changes the relation from >
to ≤ and from < to ≥. Non-strict comparatives are ambiguous due to their ability
to express either less/more or equality.

Non-strict comparatives can be negated either by constituent negation (cn),
as in (2a), or by verbal negation (vn), as in (2b).

(2) a. John found no more than 20 mushrooms.

b. John did not find more than 20 mushrooms.

We focus on whether these two types of negation (vn/cn) influence the ambigu-
ity of non-strict comparatives and whether the composition of the meaning of
non-strict comparatives happens in the same way in English and Czech.

1.1 English non-strict comparatives

A sentence with a comparative activates scalar alternatives. Scalar alternatives
are present in scalar implications developed by Horn (1989; 1996), they are a sub-
type of generalized conversational implicature associated with scalar values or-
dered from the weakest value to the strongest value (Horn 2013). Consider the
following sample sentences with their scalar implicature (SI).

(3) Some people left.
SI: ¬ all people left

(4) John has two children.
SI: ¬ John has three children
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11 Negation, comparative and alternatives: Experimental evidence from Czech

(5) John bought a book or a pen.
SI: ¬ John bought a book and a pen

The strict comparative (6a) and the non-strict comparative (6b) both lead to scalar
implications, but with a different result.

(6) a. John found more than 20 mushrooms.

b. John found no more than 20 mushrooms.

The strict comparative in (6a) means that the minimum number of mushrooms
is more than 20. The limit lies in the lower bound, but the upper bound is un-
bounded, i.e. (20,∞).

(7) John found more than 20 mushrooms.

a. truth conditions:
MAXD

(
𝜆𝑦∃𝑥 [#𝑥 = 𝑦 ∧ mushRoom(𝑥) ∧ find(John, 𝑥)]

)
> 20

The negation reverses the relation from > to ≤; therefore the non-strict compar-
ative in (6b) means that the maximum number of mushrooms is 20. The limit lies
in the upper bound, whereas the lower bound is not specified, but the natural
perception of the world limits the minimal number, i.e., (0,20).

Nouwen (2008) explains the composition of non-strict comparatives. Accord-
ing to him, the non-strict comparative in (6b) has two readings: the interval read-
ing corresponds to the relation less – (0,20) and the equality reading corresponds
to the equality relation – (0,20).

If constituent negation negates a comparative (cn-comparative), as in (8), the
equality reading results from the strengthening of the truth condition interpre-
tation via scalar implicature. The sentence has standard truth conditions (8a)
and also scalar implicatures (8b), (8c), etc., but scalar implicatures are negated
because the proposition stating the number of mushrooms is ≤ 19 is logically
stronger than the proposition stating the same number is ≤ 20.1 The equality
reading then arises from the denial of scalar implicatures and strengthening of
truth conditions.

(8) John found no more than 20 mushrooms.

1Logical strength relates to the entailment. The proposition John didn’t find 19 mushrooms en-
tails the proposition John didn’t find 20 mushrooms; therefore the first proposition is stronger
than the second proposition.

(i) John didn’t find 19 mushrooms → John didn’t find 20 mushrooms → …
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a. truth conditions: MAXD(𝜆𝑑 . the number of mushrooms was 𝑑 ≤ 20)
b. SI: ¬MAXD(𝜆𝑑 . the number of mushrooms was 𝑑 ≤ 19)
c. SI: ¬MAXD(𝜆𝑑 . the number of mushrooms was 𝑑 ≤ 18)
d. MAXD(𝜆𝑑 . the number of mushrooms was 𝑑 = 20)

Nouwen (2008) claims that the most salient interpretation of English cn-compar-
atives is the equality reading, but he doesn’t exclude the interval reading.2

If verbal negation negates a comparative (vn-comparative), as in (9), both
readings are also possible but due to different reasons than in cn-comparatives.
Nouwen (2008) claims that interval and equality readings arise because verbal
negation can take two scopes within the proposition: narrow scope, as in (9a),
which corresponds to (8a), and wide scope, as in (9b).

(9) John did not find more than 20 mushrooms.

a. MAXD

(
𝜆𝑦∃𝑥 [#𝑥 = 𝑦 ∧ mushRoom(𝑥) ∧ find(John, 𝑥)]

)
≤ 20

b. ¬MAXD

(
𝜆𝑦∃𝑥 [#𝑥 = 𝑦 ∧ mushRoom(𝑥) ∧ find(John, 𝑥)]

)
> 20

The narrow scope leads to scalar alternatives. As in the cn-comparatives, the
scalar alternatives are negated, and the strengthening of truth conditions causes
the equality reading. The wide scope is interpreted as a denial and truth condi-
tions of the proposition are weaker: ‘it is not true that John found more than 20
mushrooms’. Strengthening does not occur in the construction because no scalar
alternatives are present; therefore only the interval reading is possible. Nouwen
argues that sentences with vn-comparatives show a preference for the interval
reading.

Table 1 summarizes Nouwen’s observations of English negated comparatives.

Table 1: English negated comparatives

cn-comparatives equality reading preferred
cn-comparatives interval reading non-preferred
vn-comparatives (wide scope) interval reading preferred
vn-comparatives (wide scope) equality reading non-preferred
vn-comparatives (narrow scope) equality reading preferred
vn-comparatives (narrow scope) interval reading non-preferred

2The interval reading arises because scalar implicatures need not be drawn, and the strength-
ening of truth conditions doesn’t occur.
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Table 1 shows a nice pattern of English negated comparatives, i.e., cn-compar-
atives prefer the equality reading, whereas vn-comparatives prefer the interval
reading if verbal negation takes wide scope over the maximality operator. The
equality reading is preferred in the case of narrow scope of verbal negation. I
now contrast this observation with Czech negated comparatives.

1.2 Czech non-strict comparatives

While English cn no and vn not differ morphologically, Czech cn and vn share
the same morphological form ne, but its semantic and syntactic properties vary.
Themarker of cn is a free morpheme; it stands independently in a sentence, as in
(10). The marker of vn is an ordinary prefixal verbal negation; it firmly connects
to a lexical verb or an auxiliary, as in (11).

(10) Chci
want.pRs.1sg

být
be.inf

doktorem,
doctor.ins.sg

ne
not

učitelem.
teacher.ins.sg

‘I want to be a doctor, not a teacher.’

(11) Nechci
neg.want.pRs.1sg

být
be.inf

učitelem.
teacher.ins.sg

‘I don’t want to be a teacher.’

Dočekal (2017) investigates non-strict comparatives in Slavic languages, espe-
cially in Czech. Following the previous investigation (Jasinskaja 2016, among
others), Dočekal starts with an observation that Slavic focus particles have to
c-command their focus marked constituents (12), and they have to be adjacent to
the focus marked constituent, unlike English focus particles (13).3 In this respect,
Slavic focus particles resemble German focus particles (see Büring & Hartmann
2001).

(12) a. Tento
this.nom.sg

slovník
dictionary.nom.sg

překládá
translate.pRs.1sg

{pouze
only

/ ne}
not

[z
from

angličtiny]foc
English.gen.sg

do
to

svahilštiny.
Swahili.gen.sg

‘This dictionary translates only/not from English to Swahili.’

3Dočekal (2017) gives examples with the Czech prototypical focus particle pouze ‘only’ and he
claims that Czech cn behaves the same way.
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b. Tento
this.nom.sg

slovník
dictionary.nom.sg

překládá
translate.pRs.1sg

z
from

angličtiny
English.gen.sg

pouze
only

[do
to

svahilštiny]foc.
Swahili.gen.sg

‘This dictionary translates from English to Swahili only.’

c. Tento
this.nom.sg

slovník
dictionary.nom.sg

překládá
translate.pRs.1sg

z
from

angličtiny
English.gen.sg

ne
not

[do
to

svahilštiny]foc.
Swahili.gen.sg

‘This dictionary translates from English not to Swahili.’

(13) a. I behave only [seriously]foc.

b. I only behave [seriously]foc. (Dočekal 2017)

Based on the pattern demonstrated above, Dočekal (2017) concludes that Czech
cn is a focus particle, unlike English cn. Negated comparatives activate alterna-
tives in both languages, but the type of alternatives differs: scalar alternatives in
English (Nouwen 2008) and focus alternatives in Czech (Dočekal 2017).

We interpret the semantics of focus by the proposal of Rooth (1985; 1992): each
sentencewith focus has two semantic values: ordinary value J𝛼K𝑜 and focus valueJ𝛼K𝑓 . Ordinary value is the truth-conditional value of 𝛼 ; focus value is the set of
alternatives of 𝛼 , as in (14b). Focus sensitive operators bear existential presuppo-
sitions of focus alternatives. The existential presupposition means that at least
one alternative from the set of alternatives is true (see Rooth 1985; 1992).

(14) a. Charles gave a rose to [Mary]foc.

b. {Charles gave a rose to 𝑥 | 𝑥 is a person}

cn adds the ¬ operator to a sentence; it negates the assertion and presupposes
that at least one alternative is true, as in (15). The assertion is negated (15a), but
the constituent negation – being a focus particle – introduces the presupposition
in (15b) (which is satisfied by a hoe).

(15) Maxwell killed the judge not with [a hammer]foc, but with [a hoe]foc.

a. ¬Maxwell killed the judge with a hammer

b. Presupposition: ∃𝑥 [Maxwell killed the judge with 𝑥]

Dočekal (2017) selected and classified sentences with cn from the largest cor-
pus of contemporary Czech, SYN2010. He formalizes the negated focus marked
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constituent cross-categorically because Czech cn may modify various types of
constituents, e.g., PP, AP, NumP, AdvP.4

The standard consideration about focus is that both the ordinary value and the
focus value have to be of the same semantic type. We illustrate this in example
(16): both constituents a doctor and a teacher are of type ⟨𝑒, 𝑡⟩ and in this case are
predicates. They have to share the same property because they belong to the set
of alternatives (in this case professions). The ordinary value a teacher is negated
by cn, and the focus value a doctor satisfies the need for at least one alternative
to be true.

(16) Chci
want.pRs.1sg

být
be.inf

doktorem,
doctor.ins.sg

ne
not

učitelem.
teacher.ins.sg

‘I want to be a doctor, not a teacher.’

a. ordinary value: a teacher

b. focus value: a doctor

Dočekal proposes that the Czech focus operator cn targets the comparative mor-
pheme více než ‘no more’ that has the following possible alternatives: ≤,=, >. At
least one alternative must be valid. The alternative > is negated; therefore two
alternatives remain: the alternative = leads to the equality reading, as in (17a),
the alternative ≤ leads to the interval reading, as in (17b).

(17) Peter drank no [more than] 5foc beers yesterday.

a. the equality reading: Peter drank no more, but exactly 5 beers.

b. the interval reading: Peter drank not more, but less than 5 beers or
equal.

Both Czech cn- and vn-comparatives are ambiguous between interval and equal-
ity reading, but Dočekal (2017) expresses the intuition that Czech cn-compara-
tives prefer the interval reading, whereas vn-comparatives prefer the equality
reading.5 Table 2 summarizes Dočekal’s observations of Czech cn- comparatives.

4According to Dočekal (2017), Nouwen’s explanation via negated scalar implicatures would not
work for Czech because Czech cn modifies various types of constituents, not only numerical
phrases. A compromise would be to say that in Czech cn-comparatives activate both scalar
alternatives and focus alternatives.

5Dočekal (2017) has verified his intuition with a small corpus study; he has checked whether
a context of the sentences approves the interval reading or the equality reading. Also, he has
consulted the translation of a sample sentence with native speakers of Polish, Bulgarian and
Russian. Based on the corpus study and the consultations with several native speakers of Slavic
languages, Dočekal argues that cn-comparatives prefer the interval reading in Czech. He de-
scribes vn-comparatives only minimally, he mainly investigates cn-comparatives.
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Table 2: Czech negated comparatives

cn-comparatives interval reading preferred
cn-comparatives equality reading non-preferred
vn-comparatives equality reading preferred
vn-comparatives interval reading non-preferred

Following Dočekal, I hypothesize that Czech cn-comparatives show a pref-
erence for the interval reading and vn-comparatives show a preference for the
equality reading, although Czech vn-comparatives have been less explored con-
cerning ambiguity than cn-comparatives.

A comparison of Table 1 and Table 2 shows that English cn-comparatives pre-
fer the equality reading, whereas Czech cn-comparatives prefer the interval read-
ing.The verbal negation can take two possible scopes. When English verbal nega-
tion is construed with wide scope, there is a preference for the interval reading,
but the equality reading is preferred when verbal negation takes narrow scope.
An observation of Czech verbal negation is not divided into two possible scopes,
the summary is only such that Czech vn-comparatives prefer the equality read-
ing.

The preference for the interval reading or the equality reading of Czech negated
comparatives is just Dočekal’s hypothesis; therefore it would be appropriate to
verify it experimentally. Before introducing an experiment, we will use the re-
mainder of this section to present another approach to alternatives.6

We argue so far that the difference between English negated comparatives
and Czech negated comparatives comes from different alternatives. According to
Nouwen (2008), English constituent negation involves scalar alternatives, but for
Dočekal (2017), Czech constituent negation ne is a focus particle; therefore Czech
constituent negationworkswith focus alternatives. Focus alternatives differ from
scalar alternatives in the fact that scalar alternatives are ordered on a scale from
the weakest alternative to the strongest one, whereas focus alternatives are not
hierarchically ranked because they are on the same level.

In recent years, the distinction between scalar alternatives and focus alterna-
tives faces doubts (see Katzir 2007; Fox & Katzir 2011; Fox & Spector 2018). Both
scalar alternatives and focus alternatives are considered to be determined in the
same way, namely as a contextual restriction of the focus value of the sentence.
Based on that, alternatives are in a particular logical relationship with the as-

6Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for raising this point.
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sertion or the prejacent. A unified nature of scalar and focus alternatives goes
against standard type-theoretic definitions of focus values (Fox & Katzir 2011).
For Krifka (1995), scalar items are inherently focused and their alternatives are
scales. The revised theory of scalar and focus alternatives challenges Dočekal’s
assertion that Nouwen’s explanation for English cn-comparatives cannot work
for Czech cn-comparatives because, according to Dočekal (2017), negated com-
paratives in Czech activate a different type of alternatives, unlike in English.

As I indicated before (see footnote 4), if we keep the distinction between scalar
and focus alternatives, we have to say that Czech cn-comparatives activate both
types of alternatives. An approach unifying these two types of alternatives into
one group provides a more comprehensive view of the topic of alternatives.

2 Experiment

I experimentally tested the availability of two readings of negated comparatives
in Czech. I focus on (i) whether both cn- and vn-comparatives are ambiguous
between the equality and interval readings, and (ii) whether as predicted by the
initial hypothesis cn-comparatives show a preference for the interval reading,
whereas vn-comparatives show a preference for the equality reading.

2.1 Method

2.1.1 Materials

The experiment consisted of a truth value judgment task that tested to what
extent Czech native speakers accept sentences with cn-comparatives ne víc ‘no
more’ and vn-comparatives ne + veRb víc ‘not veRb more’ with respect to two
possible interpretations: the equality reading and the interval reading.7

The experiment tested whether a sentence fits a given context. The context
preceded the target sentence. Participants were instructed to answer either “yes”
(věta je v daném kontextu pravdivá a vhodná ‘the sentence is true and appropriate
in the given context’) or “no” (věta není v daném kontextu pravdivá a vhodná ‘the
sentence is not true and appropriate in the given context’).8

7The constituent negation ne ‘no’ stands alone in a sentence, whereas the pre-verbal negation
ne- ‘not’ must be connected to a verb.

8I agree with an anonymous reviewer that a weaker (interval) reading is true in the equality
context, but presumably less natural (acceptable). If a participant prioritizes the truth over
naturalness, cn-comparatives, which would be judged unnatural in the equality context ac-
cording to the initial hypothesis, receive an answer “yes” in the equality condition because
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The experiment focused on these main issues:

• the interaction between a comparative and the constituent negation: ne +
more ‘no’ (cn)

• the interaction between a comparative and the verbal negation: ne- + a
verb ‘not’ (vn)

I investigated whether the syntactic position of comparatives could influence
the acceptability of sentences; therefore comparative constructions in tested sen-
tences appeared in two types of syntactic environment: (a) in a predicate position
and (b) in an object position. Sentences in the experiment did not include compar-
atives in a subject position.The support for choosing the two positions (predicate
and object) follows from Nirit Kadmon’s theory (Kadmon 2001) that claims that
the readings can differ in these two positions. I omitted the interaction between
topic and cn-/vn-comparatives.

I tested the acceptability of each sentence in two contextual environments:
equality (e) and interval (n).

Consequently, I tested the acceptability of negated comparatives in eight con-
ditions:

1. ocne – cn-comparative in an object position against the equality context

2. ocnn – cn-comparative in an object position against the interval context

3. ovne – vn-comparative in an object position against the equality context

4. ovnn – vn-comparative in an object position against the interval context

5. pcne – cn-comparative in a predicate position against the equality context

6. pcnn – cn-comparative in a predicate position against the interval context

7. pvne – vn-comparative in a predicate position against the equality context

8. pvnn – vn-comparative in a predicate position against the interval context

cn-comparatives are true in the equality context. The weaker reading is also true in the in-
terval context, but more natural. Even if a participant prioritizes the truth or naturalness, the
answer should be “yes.” But Figure 1 shows that participants answered “no” more often: the
interval reading is less acceptable in the interval context than in the equality context.
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There were 16 items – each item had 8 conditions (i.e., 128 sentences) – and there
were 16 fillers. Each participant judged 16 items and 16 fillers and the order of stim-
uli was randomized.9 The experiment was compiled from items and conditions
in such a way that each item appeared only once in the experiment, whereas in-
dividual conditions cycled (repeated Latin-square design). All items were tested
in all eight conditions 1–8 presented above.

Below, two sample items are shown: an item with cn-comparative in a predi-
cate position in (20) and an item with vn-comparative in a predicate position in
(21). Items were tested against two contexts: either against the equality context
in (18) or against the interval context (19) (not against both contexts simultane-
ously).

(18) Petr
Petr.nom

nalil
pour.pst.1sg

víno
wine.acc.sg

do
into

všech
all.gen.pl

6
6
sklenic.
glass.gen.pl

e

‘Petr poured wine into all 6 glasses.’

(19) Petr
Petr.nom

nalil
pour.pst.1sg

víno
wine.acc.sg

do
into

všech
all.gen.pl

5
5
sklenic.
glass.gen.pl

n

‘Petr poured wine into all 5 glasses.’

(20) Na
on

stole
table.loc.sg

je
be.pRs.1sg

ne
no

víc
more

než
than

6
6
sklenic.
glass.gen.pl

pcn

‘There are no more than 6 glasses on the table.’

(21) Na
on

stole
table.loc.sg

není
neg.be.pRs.1sg

víc
more

než
than

6
6
sklenic.
glass.gen.pl

pvn

‘There are not more than 6 glasses on the table.’

The other two sample items are following: an item with cn-comparative in an
object position in (24) and an item with vn-comparative in an object position in
(25). Again, items were tested against two contexts: either against the equality
context in (22) or the interval context (23).

(22) Všech
all.gen.pl

6
6
růží
rose.gen.pl

bylo
be.pst.1sg

červených.
red.gen.pl

e

‘All 6 roses were red.’

(23) Všech
all.gen.pl

5
5
růží
rose.gen.pl

bylo
be.pst.1sg

červených.
red.gen.pl

n

‘All 5 roses were red.’
9I used functions shuffle sequence and rshuffle in a statistical analysis. The functions are defined
as randomizing and sequencing operations over an array of items in the Ibex manual.
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(24) Jan
John.nom

dal
give.pst.1sg

Marii
Mary.dat

k
to

narozeninám
birthday.dat.pl

ne
no

víc
more

než
than

6
6

růží.
rose.gen.pl

ocn

‘John gave Mary no more than 6 roses for her birthday.’

(25) Jan
John.nom

nedal
neg.give.pst.1sg

Marii
Mary.dat

k
to

narozeninám
birthday.dat.pl

víc
more

než
than

6
6

růží.
rose.gen.pl

ovn

‘John didn’t give Mary more than 6 roses for her birthday.’

Each sentence is potentially ambiguous between the interval reading and the
equality reading, but I assumed a preference for a particular reading. As pre-
dicted by the initial hypothesis, I expected that sentences with cn-comparatives
like (20) and (24) will be more acceptable in the interval scenario, as in (19) and
(23), whereas sentences with vn-comparatives like (21) and (25) will be more ac-
ceptable in the equality scenario, as in (18) and (22).

2.1.2 Procedure and participants

The experiment was run on Ibex and participants completed the experiment on-
line. The experiment began with instructions and following that, the practice
items and the truth value judgment and appropriateness taskwere presented.10,.11

Participants were asked for the acceptability of a sentence against a context. 52
native speakers of Czech participated in the experiment, mainly students from
Masaryk University.

2.2 Results

The fillers in the acceptability task were either uncontroversially grammatical
or ungrammatical, and I checked whether the average of each participant’s re-
sponses to ungrammatical fillers was lower than the average of his or her re-
sponses to grammatical fillers. Eight participants had to be excluded due to their
unsuccessful scores in fillers; therefore I kept 44 subjects for subsequent analysis.

10The terms true and false are technical terms of logic and linguistics but the experiment targeted
native speakers of Czech irrespective of their academic background; therefore I used adequate
in the introduction.

11Follow the link below for the instructions and practice items, items and fillers used in the
experiment: GitHub
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I designed the truth value judgment task using a mixed-effects linear model.
To model the data I constructed 4 linear models (the standard lm command of R)
of the acceptability of the 4 conditions as depending on their e/n sub-conditions.
The equality condition was taken as the reference level for each condition (pcn,
pvn, ocn, ovn).

For all four conditions the linear model summary resulted in a statistically
significant difference between e and n sub-conditions: the mean acceptability
was a response vector depending on the e/n as a predictor.The statistical outcome
was the following:12

1. cn-comparative in a predicate position (condition pcn):
𝑡 = −3.468, 𝑝 = 0.000662

2. vn-comparative in a predicate position (condition pvn):
𝑡 = −3.149, 𝑝 = 0.00193

3. cn-comparative in an object position (condition ocn):
𝑡 = −4.125, 𝑝 = 5.73𝑒 − 05

4. vn-comparative in an object position (condition ovn):
𝑡 = −3.207, 𝑝 = 0.0016

Figure 1 charts the boxplots of the acceptability ratings depending on the eight
conditions and graphically displays the results using inferential statistics (the dot
represents the mean).

Figure 1 shows that I did not find the expected interaction between vn and
cn. The reference level for the e sub-condition is pcne condition and the fol-
lowing statistical output shows that all conditions pcne, pvne, ocne, ovne are
statistically not distinguishable from each other: pvne: 𝑡 = 0, 𝑝 = 1; ocne: 𝑡 =
−1.226, 𝑝 = 0.222; ovne: 𝑡 = −0.509, 𝑝 = 0.612. The reference level for the n
sub-condition is pcnn condition and all conditions pcnn, pvnn, ocnn, ovnn are
statistically not distinguishable from each other again. The statistical output is
the following: pvnn: 𝑡 = 0.300, 𝑝 = 0.764; ocnn: 𝑡 = −0.600, 𝑝 = 0.549; ovnn:
𝑡 = −0.751, 𝑝 = 0.454.The formal statistical results report no expected interaction
between cn and vn conditions.

The experiment provides the following evidence on the discussed interaction
in Czech:

12The value t states how big a difference there is between the equality reading and the interval
reading, the value p expresses how likely it is that the difference between the equality reading
and the interval reading is random.
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Figure 1: Means of responses average per subject and conditions (20)–
(21), (24)–(25) depending on their sub-conditions (18)–(19), (22)–(23)
(on the scale 0: inappropriate, 1: appropriate)

(a) Figure 1 shows that the acceptability rates of sentences with a compara-
tive in a predicate position and the acceptability rates of sentences with
a comparative in an object position are comparable. It does not support
the assumption that the syntactic position of a comparative affects the ac-
ceptability of negated comparatives under a particular reading (but see
Kadmon 2001).

(b) cn-comparatives and vn-comparatives are comparable.

(c) The acceptability of all four conditions was higher in the equality sub-
condition (e) than in the interval sub-condition (n).

The experimental results show that both Czech cn- and vn-comparatives prefer
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the equality reading; therefore they do not confirm the initial hypothesis that
Czech cn-comparatives lead to the preferential interval reading. Now I turn to
the questions: (i) the correlation between focus and two interpretations in Czech,
and (ii) reasons leading to two readings of Czech vn-comparatives.

3 Analysis and discussion

3.1 Czech cn-comparatives

The statistical outputs show that sentences with cn-comparatives and vn-com-
paratives are ambiguous between the equality reading and the interval read-
ing, but both comparative constructions prefer the equality reading. The crucial
point is that the results from the experiment go against Dočekal’s claim that cn-
comparatives show a preference for the interval reading, but I agree with him
that Czech cn is a focus operator that has to c-command its focus marked con-
stituent and has to be adjacent to the focus marked constituent.

Previously, Cohen & Krifka (2014) and Geurts & Nouwen (2007) observed that
comparatives associate with focus, which can lead to different truth-conditions
depending on the focused element. Comparative modifiers like more than may
focus varying portions of a sentence, as in (26).

(26) a. Ann ate more than [two]foc apples.

b. Ann ate more than [two apples]foc.

The sentence with comparative modifiers may have two readings depending on
the part of the sentence which is focused. Geurts & Nouwen (2007) observed that
(26a) implies that the number of apples that Ann ate exceeds two: ‘Ann ate more
than two apples, actually she ate four.’ (26b) implies that the number of apples
that Ann ate was exactly two: ‘Ann ate more than two apples, she ate two apples,
one pear, and two strawberries.’ In the first case, we count howmany apples Ann
ate, but in the second case, we count how much of everything she ate.

I contend that what we observe in Czech is the same phenomenon as already
observed by Dočekal (2017), namely that the comparative marker než ‘than’ can
have the equality or interval reading. I add to this an observation that focusing
of the numeral would lead to the interval reading only (the presupposed alterna-
tives then are a set of integers {0, 1}). However, because in Slavic languages the
focus operator mainly appears adjacent to the focused element, the focus on the
comparative marker než signaling the equality reading (and marginally interval
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reading) is more salient, which can explain the preference observed in the exper-
iment. Unfortunately, the experiment was a reading task; it did not control for
the use of intonation.

3.2 Czech vn-comparatives

The experimental results support Dočekal’s assertion that sentences with vn-
comparatives indeed lead primarily to the equality reading, but the interval read-
ing is also possible.

At this point, I agree with Nouwen’s line of argumentation that a narrow scope
of vn (27a) denies a constituent, and a sentence can have the equality reading
because: (i) the number is bounded, and (ii) scalar implicatures are present; there-
fore they can be negated, and the truth condition is strengthened.

(27) John did not find more than 20 mushrooms.

a. MAXD

(
𝜆𝑦∃𝑥 [#𝑥 = 𝑦 ∧ mushRoom(𝑥) ∧ find(John, 𝑥)]

)
≤ 20

b. truth conditions: MAXD(𝜆𝑑 . the number of mushrooms was 𝑑) ≤ 20

c. SI: ¬MAXD(𝜆𝑑 . the number of mushrooms was 𝑑) ≤ 19

d. MAXD(𝜆𝑑 . the number of mushrooms was 𝑑) = 20

The wide scope of vn (28a) denies the whole proposition and the equality inter-
pretation cannot occur because (i) the number is unbounded, and (ii) truth con-
ditions cannot be strengthened because no scalar implicatures arise. The wide
scope of vn leads to the interval interpretation (20,∞).

(28) John did not find more than 20 mushrooms.

a. ¬MAXD

(
𝜆𝑦∃𝑥 [#𝑥 = 𝑦 ∧ mushRoom(𝑥) ∧ find(John, 𝑥)]

)
> 20

3.3 Discussion

The most salient reading, which Czech speakers associate with both cn- and
vn-comparatives, is equality. I analyze it in §3.1 as a result of a particular focus
strategy. But I did not control for the focus strategies in the experimental design.
This is naturally what I will try to address in the next experiment.

The experiment design would be similar to the experiment presented in this
article. Participants would judge whether sentences fit a context.The experiment
would test only Czech cn-comparatives because vn-comparatives did not involve
focus alternatives. In order to investigate whether focused comparatives indeed
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influence the preferred reading, participants would read aloud the tested sen-
tences.The utterances would be recorded and digitized.The appropriate compari-
son of focused cn-comparatives and unfocused cn-comparatives could clarify the
issue of focus and the two possible interpretations of Czech cn-comparatives.13

4 Conclusion

I investigated Czech negated comparatives compared with English negated com-
paratives. I started with the observation that English negated comparatives lead
to two interpretations with respect to the type of negation, i.e., the preferred
interval reading in the case of vn and the equality reading in the case of cn
(Nouwen 2008).

I experimentally tested Czech negated comparatives. Although the experiment
to some extent supports Dočekal’s observation (Dočekal 2017), it also adds some
interesting twists.The experimental results show that both Czech cn-/vn-compa-
ratives are ambiguous between an equality reading and an interval reading, al-
though they strongly prefer the equality interpretation.

Following an approach that unifies scalar alternatives and focus alternatives
into one group and claims that both types of alternatives are the same (Katzir
2007; Fox & Katzir 2011; Fox & Spector 2018), I argue that both Czech cn-compar-
atives and English cn-comparatives result in the preference for equality reading
because they activate alternatives.

Czech vn-comparatives behave in the same way as English vn-comparatives:
a particular reading depends on whether negation takes wide scope or a narrow
scope with respect to a proposition. The narrow scope of vn results in a prefer-
ence for the equality reading in Czech, whereas the wide scope of vn leads to
the interval reading.

13Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for raising this point.
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Abbreviations
1 first person
acc accusative
cn constituent negation
dat dative
e equality reading
foc focus
gen genitive
inf infinitive
ins instrumental
loc locative

n interval reading
neg negation, negative
nom nominative
pl plural
pRs present
pst past
sg singular
si scalar implicature
vn verbal negation
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Chapter 12

Syntax predicts prosody: Multi-purpose
morphemes in Serbo-Croatian
Marko Simonović
University of Nova Gorica

Boban Arsenijević
University of Graz

We consider four Serbo-Croatian suffixes which appear in various structural po-
sitions and display different prosodic behaviour in these positions. Such suffixes
allow us to establish the effects of the structural context on prosody by constructing
minimal pairs between e.g. derivation and inflection. All four suffixes are shown
to fit the generalization that derivational morphology is more accented than inflec-
tional morphology. We propose a formal explanation and discuss the functional
benefits of a surface differentiation between the two uses.

Keywords: prosody, derivation, inflection, multi-purpose morphemes, Serbo-Cro-
atian, Optimality Theory

1 Introduction

Morphemes in different structural positions have different phonological proper-
ties. This insight has been formalised within various frameworks in both phonol-
ogy and syntax. In phonology, roots have long been recognised as allowing more
phonological contrast than affixes, an observation which has been formalised
within Optimality Theory as the constraint family Root Faithfulness (see e.g.
McCarthy & Prince 1993 and Beckman 1997 for a discussion of roots as one of
the privileged positions in phonology). In a related model, Revithiadou (1999)
presents evidence for the prosodic dominance of syntactic heads (stems and

Marko Simonović & BobanArsenijević. 2020. Syntax predicts prosody: Multi-purpose
morphemes in Serbo-Croatian. In Franc Marušič, Petra Mišmaš & Rok Žaucer (eds.),
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derivational affixes can be heads, but inflectional affixes cannot). Several accounts
couched in Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993; 1994) deal with pro-
sodic asymmetries of this kind. Doner (2017) argues that Spanish suffixes that ex-
press phi-features behave as prosodic adjuncts, which excludes them from the do-
main of stress assignment under certain circumstances. Marvin (2002) presents
evidence for prosodic behaviour that is a function of syntactic phasehood.

To our knowledge, few analyses along these lines have been proposed of cases
where the same morpheme appears in different environments, and virtually no
analysis targets the same affix in its derivational and inflectional uses. Data in-
volving the same affix are crucial because they constitute minimal pairs in which
the only difference is the structural position of the affix. Such minimal pairs are
the only type of evidence immune to alternative accounts that explain asymme-
tries between different structural positions as results of accident or functional
pressures on lexicalisation, which do not need to be recorded in the grammar.
In other words, while there are formal accounts of phonological asymmetries
between inflection and derivation (e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1993; Beckman 1997;
Revithiadou 1999) the fact that the derivational suffix X is accented whereas the
inflectional suffix Y is not does not immediately strike researchers as a fact in
need of a grammatical explanation. However, in cases where the same affix gets
different prosodic treatment in different structural positions, we can be sure to
see a grammatical mechanism at work.

The first analysis of the same morpheme in different structural environments
we are aware of is a cursory discussion of nominalising -ost in Slovenian in Mar-
vin (2002). This suffix seems to combine with the adjective mlad ‘young’ in two
different nominalisations: in mlad-óst ‘youth’ and in mlád-ost ‘youngness’ (sev-
eral other pairs of -ost-nominalisations are listed). For Marvin, the relevant dis-
tinction is that between root nominalisations and deadjectival nominalisations.
In the root nominalisation mlad-óst, there is no adjectival head between the root
and the nominal head -ost, so the root and the suffix are in the same syntactic
phase. As a consequence, the suffix imposes its prosody (mlad-óst). In the dead-
jectival nominalisation mlád-ost, there is a (silent) adjectival head between the
root and the nominal head -ost, which causes a separate spell-out of mlád. The
suffix arrives “too late” to affect the stress pattern of the whole, so the result-
ing stress pattern is that in mlád-ost. Arsenijević & Simonović (2013) analyse the
Serbo-Croatian cognate of the same suffix using the lexicalist mechanism of Lex-
ical ConseRvatism (first proposed in Steriade 1997), a constraint which enforces
copying the prosody of the base in all paradigm members. Lexical Conservatism
has no influence on non-paradigm members. To stay with the same Slovenian
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example, mlád-ost counts as part of the paradigm of the adjective mlád (based
on semantic transparency and the fact that the pattern is productive). As such,
mlád-ost copies the prosody ofmlád due to the pressure of Lexical Conservatism.
Mlad-óst, on the other hand, is a separate lexical item and its stress only depends
on the general constraints (which in this case seem to enforce the faithfulness to
the stress specification of the affix -ost). Simonović & Arsenijević (2014) present
an analysis along the same lines of the Serbo-Croatian deverbal nominalisations,
to which we will turn in §4.1.

Marvin (2002) and Arsenijević & Simonović (2013) use different formal tools,
but both account for the targeted data sets. Given this background, our main
goal is to expand the data set. We achieve this by discussing the influence of
the structural position on prosody in cases of maximal multi-functionality:
those cases where one of the structures in which the affix surfaces is clearly
inflection whereas the other one is derivation. Furthermore, we observe various
cases of such multi-functionality within the same language in order to establish
generalisations which hold across morphemes.

The main focus of this paper lies on the prosodic behaviour of affixes which
occur both in inflection and derivation and have different prosodic effects in the
two domains. To the best of our knowledge, while multi-functional affixes are rel-
atively frequent, so far, this kind of systematic dichotomy at the level of prosody
has only been attested in Serbo-Croatian. This is why the empirical focus of this
paper will be on data from this language.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. §2 addresses the issue of identi-
fying affixes which can surface in both inflection and derivation as well as pre-
dictions concerning the prosodic effects of such affixes. Based on the existing
literature, the prediction is put forward that the derivational uses of the affixes
should go hand in hand with more accentedness, whereas the inflectional uses
should be characterised by less accentedness. In §3 we present the key features
of Serbo-Croatian prosody and its notation. We then list four ways in which the
prosodic pattern of the base can be influenced by an affix in Serbo-Croatian. §4
presents a detailed overview of four Serbo-Croatian affixes which appear in both
inflection and derivation. We keep track of their suRface distinguishability
and accentedness asymmetRies in the two contexts. In §5 we identify the com-
mon patterns in the data presented in §4, observing that the prosodic pattern in
the derivations seems to be the same at least across the suffixes performing the
same function. In §6 we consider the theoretical consequences of the observed
asymmetries. §7 concludes this paper.
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2 Multi-functional affixes

Cases of the same affix appearing in both derivation and inflection are not hard
to come by. Below we quote examples from English and Italian. Both English
-edA and Italian -utoA appear as regular past/passive participle endings when
combined with verbs, but also as adjectivisers when combined with nouns.

(1) English -edA

a. fear fear-ed (Inflection)

b. beard beard-ed (Derivation)

(2) Italian -utoA
a. tem-ere

fear-inf
tem-uto
fear-pass.ptcp

(Inflection)

‘to fear’ ‘feared’

b. barba
beard

barb-uto
beard-uto

(Derivation)

Serbo-Croatian has several suffixes which behave in a similar way. Moreover,
Serbo-Croatian pairs of this type are often characterised by surface distinguisha-
bility by means of prosody. In (3) and (4) we show how Serbo-Croatian -atA and
-anA appear in different constellations.

(3) Serbo-Croatian -atA
a. prìzna-ti

recognise-inf
prȉzna-at
recognise-pass.ptcp

(Inflection)

‘recognise’ ‘recognised’

b. pȑs-a
bust

pr̀s-at
bust-at

(Derivation)

‘bust’ ‘busty’

(4) Serbo-Croatian -anA

a. pòsla-ti
send-inf

pȍsla-an
send-pass.ptcp

(Inflection)

‘to send’ ‘sent’

b. gȉps-a
plaster-gen

gìps-an
plaster-an

(Derivation)

‘plaster’ ‘made of plaster’
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We will discuss the details of the prosodic representation of Serbo-Croatian in
§3. For the moment, suffice it to say that both suffixes systematically display
different prosodic patterns in the two uses and, previewing our findings, that the
derivational endings are more accented. This asymmetry is in the same direction
as those observed in Marvin (2002) and Arsenijević & Simonović (2013), and it
also matches the cross-linguistic tendencies that will be discussed below.

Before moving on, we briefly address one potential objection to this presenta-
tion of the data. There is an obvious alternative: accidental homonymy between
unrelated affixes. So English -ed, Italian -uto, as well as Serbo-Croatian -at and
-an may be not a single affix but pairs of unrelated affixes which happen to have
the same form or, more precisely, the same segmental content. Our arguments
against this view can be summarised as follows:

• Whether inflection or derivation, the category of the word resulting from
affixation is the same (adjective in all the cases discussed above). On the
accidental homonymy analysis, this would be another accident.

• Most of these suffixes are old in both uses, without a diachronic tendency
to phonologically split into two different suffixes – which is what would
be expected were they different items.

• In Serbo-Croatian, the two uses of the same affix are systematically distin-
guished by different prosodic patterns, as discussed in this paper.

• Finally, it would be quite surprising for a Germanic, a Romance and a Slavic
language to have an accidental homonymy between the suffixes with ex-
actly the same purposes: the passive participle and an adjectival suffix.

Once we accept that the derivational and inflectional affixes in question are
indeed the same affix, prosodic asymmetry is predicted to exist in some language.
This follows from the cross-linguistic generalisation that derivational affixes are
phonologically more prominent than inflectional affixes (see e.g. Beckman 1997;
Revithiadou 1999). Based on facts from several languages from different language
families, Revithiadou (1999) proposes two constraints that favour prosodic promi-
nence of derivational affixes. HeadFaith is a faithfulness constraint which pro-
tects lexical prominence of syntactic heads (derivational affixes and stems are
argued to be syntactic heads, unlike inflectional affixes). HeadStRess is a marked-
ness constraint that militates against stress on non-heads. This constraint is vio-
lated whenever inflectional affixes are stressed.

The observed asymmetry predicts that there should exist two types of lan-
guages:
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• languages such as Italian inwhich both derivational and inflectional affixes
can be stressed (or otherwise prosodically strong) and

• languages such as English or Dutch in which derivational affixes can be
prosodically prominent but inflectional affixes cannot.

To our knowledge, there is no language which is a mirror image of English and
Dutch. In such a language, inflectional suffixes would be more stressed than
derivational affixes.

In Serbo-Croatian, both derivational and inflectional affixes can be either ac-
cented or accentless (but accented inflectional suffixes are becoming rare, see
Simonović & Kager 2020 [this volume]). Prosodic prominence in Serbo-Croatian
involves stress, tone and vowel length and the lexical sponsor of the surface
prosody is not easily determined. This is why we first turn to Serbo-Croatian
prosody and its representation in the following section.

3 Standard Serbo-Croatian prosody

Serbo-Croatian is traditionally classified as a pitch-accent system in which the
distribution of stress is predictable from that of high tone (Inkelas & Zec 1988;
Zec 1999). Every prosodic word is characterised by a single tonal accent headed
by the single stressed syllable of the word. Classical descriptions distinguish be-
tween falling and rising tonal accents. In the falling accents, stress and high
tone co-occur on the same syllable, which is typically the first syllable of the
word. Depending on the length of the stressed syllable, there are long falling and
short falling accents (in lȃđa ‘boat’ and krȁđa ‘theft’, respectively).The Rising ac-
cents are traditionally analysed as spans of two adjacent syllables which both
have a high tone, whereas only the first syllable also carries stress (but see Zsiga
& Zec 2013 for arguments that in some varieties the first syllable of the rising ac-
cents only carries stress but no high tone). The rising accents can also be long or
short, depending on the length of the stressed syllable (as in báka ‘grandmother’
and màča ‘sword.gen’, respectively).

Most accounts of Serbo-Croatian prosody share some central assumptions.The
rising accents are generally assumed to have a lexical sponsor in the rightmost
syllable of the span, which automatically spreads onto the preceding syllable: the
rising accent in màča ‘sword.gen’ then derives from /maʈ͡ʂaH/. This spreading
accounts for the fact that rising accents do not occur in monosyllables, where
only falling accents are possible. Falling accents are the realisation of high tones
that cannot spread to the left: those on the initial syllables. This also accounts for
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the fact that falling accents are restricted to initial syllables. The falling accents
are assumed to get assigned to the initial syllable as a default in the absence of
lexically specified prosody: /novine/ will become nȍvine ‘newspaper’ if no high
tone gets assigned in the derivation.

An obvious disadvantage of the traditional diacritics is that they do not mark
the second part of the rising accent, so the reader needs tomemorise the diacritics
and ‘imagine’ a high tone after every rising-accent diacritic. A disadvantage of
using an IPA notation is that it has some overlap with the traditional notation,
which confuses those Serbo-Croatian speakers who are used to the traditional
notation. This is why we use a different, more transparent notation in this paper:
high tone is marked by capitalisation and vowel length by doubling. Stress is not
marked, as it predictably falls on the leftmost high-toned (= capitalised) syllable.

Table 1: Traditional diacritics and the notation used here

monosyllables polysyllables

long falling grȃd = grAAd ‘town’ lȃđa = lAAđa ‘boat’
short falling grȁd = grAd ‘hail’ krȁđa = krAđa ‘theft’
long rising / báka = bAAkA ‘grandmother’
short rising / màča = mAčA ‘sword.gen’

Serbo-Croatian suffixes display varying behaviour with respect to prosody. Ta-
ble 2 illustrates four suffixes interacting with bases which have a rising accent,
i.e. they have an underlying high tone in their representation. The behaviour of
these four affixes can be described as:

• accent-beaRing (-ana deletes the accent of the base and imposes its own),

• accent-attRacting (-iji moves the accent closer to itself),

• accent-neutRal (-oost does not change the prosody of the base) and

• accent-eRasing (with -aaj, the high tone of the base is deleted, but no
other high tone is added by the suffix).

Note that in the fourth example, the accent-erasing suffix leads to default prosody
i.e. to the initial short falling accent.
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Table 2: Prosodic effect of suffixes in Serbo-Croatian

Base šEćEr rAnjIv rAnjIv pOkUš-ati
‘sugar’ ‘vulnerable’ ‘vulnerable’ ‘try.inf’

Derivation šećer-AnA ranjIv-Ijii rAnjIv-oost pOkuš-aaj
‘sugar factory’ ‘more vulnerable’ ‘vulnerability’ ‘attempt’

Behaviour accent-bearing accent-attracting accent-neutral accent-erasing

4 Case studies

In this section we present a detailed overview of the prosodic behaviour of four
Serbo-Croatian affixes which appear both in inflection and derivation: the nom-
inal -VVjeN and the adjectival -enA, -anA, -atA.

Throughout the discussion of the affixes, we will keep track of two aspects of
their behaviour. One is suRface distinguishability: to what extent are the two
uses of the suffix distinguishable in the surface form?The other concerns the for-
mal status of the relevant uses of the suffix in relation to protypical derivation
or inflection. In each case we consider the pRosodic dominance (accentedness),
pRoductivity and semantic tRanspaRency of the suffixes. In line with the ty-
pological generalisations and what we found in Serbo-Croatian in Arsenijević &
Simonović (2013) and Simonović & Arsenijević (2014), the general expectation
is that inflectional uses should be prosodically non-dominant, productive and
semantically transparent, whereas the derivational uses should be more prosod-
ically dominant, less productive and less semantically transparent.

In the literature on Serbo-Croatian, the affixes under scrutiny here, especially
the adjectival -enA, -anA and -atA, are analysed as different morphemes in their
derivational and inflectional uses. Since we are proposing a new unified analy-
sis of the suffixes in question, we limit our attention to those cases where the
presence of the suffix is unquestionable. We therefore restrict our corpus to the
cases of concatenation of morphemes without any irregular over- or underappli-
cation of phonological or morphological processes e.g. unexpected intervening
segments or consonant mutation. We do make an exception regarding one pro-
cess, as it is fully productive in at least one of the contexts, that of so-called iota-
tion. Iotation is a consonant palatalisation, typically before a j, e.g. in /sxʋati+en/
which surfaces as sxʋat͡ɕen ‘understood’ via the intermediate /sxʋatjen/, as tj is
palatialised to t͡ɕ.

In the rest of the paper, we distinguish between derivational and inflectional
versions using the following notation: affixDERIV will be used for the derivational
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versions, whereas affixINFLECT will be used for the inflectional versions of the
same affixes. In §4.1 the nominal suffix -VVjeN is discussed, whereas in §4.2 the
adjectival suffixes -enA, -anA and -atA are in focus.

4.1 Case study 1: -VVjeN

This case study summarises some of the findings presented in Simonović & Ar-
senijević (2014), placing them in the context of this paper. The suffix -VVjeN con-
sists of a vowel length that gets realised on the last syllable of the base and the
segmental content -je. It combines with verbal bases, as well as with phrasal units,
mainly VPs, N(um)Ps and PPs. In this paper, we only focus on its application in
the verbal domain, where it derives neat minimal pairs depending on the aspec-
tual properties of the base.

When combined with imperfective verbs, the suffix -VVjeN derives event-de-
noting deverbal nominalizations. This pattern is fully productive (the suffix com-
bines with all imperfective verbs), typically semantically transparent (fully com-
positional), and the suffixation does not affect the prosody of the base. This type
of derivation hence shows a number of properties typical for inflection and the
suffix can therefore be represented as -VVjeN.INFLECT (Table 3).

Table 3: -VVjeN.INFLECT

unapređIIvAti ‘promote.ipfv.inf’ unapređIIvAAnje ‘promoting.ipfv’
sAAdIti ‘plant.ipfv.inf’ sAAđEEnje ‘planting.ipfv’
čEkati ‘wait.ipfv.inf’ čEkaanje ‘waiting.ipfv’
psOvAti ‘swear.ipfv.inf’ psOvAAnje ‘swearing.ipfv’

When combined with perfective verbs, suffix -VVjeN derives factitive nomi-
nalizations. The derivation is idiosyncratic, barely productive, frequently lexical-
ized and imposes its own prosodic shape. It is hence much closer to prototypical
derivation and the suffix can be represented as -VVjeN.DERIV (Table 4, see also
Simonović & Arsenijević 2018).

Summarising the prosodic bahaviour of -VVjeN when combined with vebal
participles, we can establish two patterns with a clear divide between them:
-VVjeN.INFLECT behaves as accent-neutral as illustrated in Table 3 above, whereas
the nominalisations with -VVjeN.DERIV predictably have penult stress. In other
words, the -VVjeN.DERIV behaves as accent-attracting.

There is full surface distinguishability between the productive and transparent
pattern, which shows properties of inflectional morphology, on the one hand and
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Table 4: -VVjeN.DERIV

unaprEEdIti ‘promote.pfv.inf’ unapređEEnjE ‘promotion’
zasAAdIti ‘plant.pfv.inf’ *zasađEEnjE
sAčEkati ‘wait.pfv.inf’ *sačekAAnjE
opsOvAti ‘swear.pfv.inf’ *opsovAAnje’

the idiosyncratic pattern, which acts like prototypical derivation, on the other
hand. This asymmetry fits the typological generalisation that the properties of
inflection are more likely to coincide with prosodic inactivity, and the properties
of derivation go hand in hand with prosodically active behavior.

4.2 Case study 2: -enA, -anA, -atA

Serbo-Croatian has a set of three different suffixes which are equivalent in rel-
evant respects to the English -ed and the Italian -uto discussed in §2, i.e. which
are used both for the passive participle and for the derivation of adjectives.These
suffixes are -enA, -anA and -atA. We applied the following selection criteria in as-
sembling our data set of forms which contain -enA, -anA and -atA. Regarding the
passive participle use, we only included in our corpus verbs in which -enA, -anA

and -atA can clearly be reconstructed as the pass.ptcp morphemes (app. 90% of
all the verbs). A detailed overview of verbal paradigmswith prosodic information
can be found in Klaić (2013).

Our corpus of non-participial adjectives derived by -enA, -anA and -atA was
assembled using the Reverse dictionary of the Serbian language (Nikolić 2000)
and various available descriptions of Serbo-Croatian (Babić 2002; Stevanović
1979; Barić et al. 1995). As explained at the beginning of this section, we re-
stricted our corpus to the clearest cases of the use of the suffixes in question. Only
words which have a clear structure stem+enA/anA/atA were included. Specifi-
cally, words with a more complex suffix structure (e.g. papirN+nA+atA ‘made of
paper’), and words with stems synchronically lacking a semantic relation to the
derivation (e.g. iskrN+enA ‘honest’, synchronically not related to iskra ‘sparkle’)
were excluded from the corpus. Additionally, words with stem modifications
other than iotation (e.g. stamben ‘residential’ which is clearly related to stan
‘apartment’) were excluded as well.

For the prosodic specification of the bases and results of suffixation, we have
consulted the prosodic intuitions of modern Serbo-Croatian speakers. The full
set of words with the derivational versions of -enA, -anA and -atA can be found
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in the Appendix. The inflectional versions of these suffixes are productive (espe-
cially for the first two), which is why we worked with verb classes rather than a
corpus. We discuss each of the three suffixes in a separate subsection, including
a quantitative overview of their prosodic behaviour.

4.2.1 -an

Adjectives in -anDERIV are mostly denominal and have the interpretation of being
made of thematerial denoted by the base noun, or having a property related to its
semantics to a large extent. Their distribution in the corpus is shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Adjectives in -anDERIV in the corpus

Base type N V A Phrase

Example Ulj-An pIj-An mEk-an /
‘made of oil’ ‘drunk’ ‘soft’ /
(UUlj-e ‘oil’) (pI-ti ‘drink’) (mEk ‘soft’) /

Prosodic behaviour Attracting Attracting Attracting /
Neutral

Number of items 33 1 2 0

-anDERIV virtually always surfaces as the second part of the rising accent (the
only exception being the adjective mEk-an illustrated in Table 5). It is therefore
prosodically active and overwrites the prosody of the base. -anDERIV is only at-
tested with monosyllabic bases.

-anINFLECT shows a prosodically inactive behavior. Without exceptions, pas-
sive participles in -anINFLECT have a prosodic pattern that exists elsewhere in the
verbal paradigm, as illustrated in Table 6, where the other form with the same
prosodic pattern is represented in bold. In other words, it does not affect the
prosody of the base, and therefore we classify it as unaccented (i.e. neutral).

Even though they are segmentally identical, the two uses of -an, the participial
-anINFLECT and the denominal adjectivizer -anDERIV, are surface-distinguishable:

• -anDERIV is always part of a rising span (UljAn ‘made of oil’).

• -anINFLECT is never part of a rising span (pIItaan ‘ask.ipfv.pass.ptcp’).

• -anDERIV never surfaces in a long syllable (UljAn ‘made of oil’).

• -anINFLECT always surfaces in a long syllable (pIItaan ‘ask.ipfv.pass.ptcp’).
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Table 6: Participles in -anINFLECT

inf pRes.1sg pst.ptcp pass.ptcp Gloss

pIItAti pIItaam pIItAo pIItaan ‘ask.ipfv’
zapIItiAti zApIItaam zapIItAo zApIItaan ‘ask.pfv’
čItAti čItAAm čItao čItaan ‘read.ipfv’
pročItAti pročItAAm prOčitao prOčitaan ‘read.pfv’

The prosodic behaviour of the two uses of the suffix -an thus fully complies
with the generalizations in §2. Suffix -anDERIV is prosodically active: it always
imposes the same pattern, overwriting the prosody (including the vowel length)
of the stem (UljAn ‘made of oil’ vs UUlje ‘oil’). Suffix -anINFLECT is accentless, i.e.
neutral: the result of suffixation bears a prosodic pattern which has already been
present in the paradigm of the base.

4.2.2 -at

-atDERIV derives denominal adjectives with the structure baseN-at, and the inter-
pretation of having the denotation of the base noun to a large extent. It has the
following quantitative distribution in the corpus.

Table 7: Adjectives in -atDERIV in the corpus

Base type N V A Phrase

Example zUb-At / / /
‘toothy’ / / /
(zUUb ‘tooth’) / / /

Prosodic behaviour Attracting / / /

Number of items 17 0 0 0

The use of -atDERIV is additionally constrained by one phonotactic and one
semantic restriction on bases: the bases are strictly monosyllabic, and all denote
body parts. The participial -atINFLECT always has a prosodic pattern that exists
elsewhere in the verbal paradigm (typically in the past participle).

This situation leads to the same generalisation as with the suffix -an. The two
uses of the same suffix, -atDERIV and -atINFLECT are surface-distinguishable:
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Table 8: Participles in -atINFLECT

inf pRes.1sg pst.ptcp pass.ptcp Gloss

prepOznAti prepOznAAm prEpoznao prEpoznaat ‘recognise’
prOdAti prOdAAm prOdao prOdaat ‘sell’
porAvnAti porAvnAAm pOravnao pOravnaat ‘flatten’

• -atDERIV is always part of a rising span (zUbAt ‘toothy’), while -atINFLECT

never is (prOdaat ‘sell.pass.ptcp’);

• -atINFLECT is always part of a long syllable (prOdaat ‘sell.pass.ptcp’), whe-
reas -atDERIV always surfaces in a short syllable (zUbAt ‘toothy’).

All in all, the prosodic behaviour of -at is as expected: -atINFLECT is accentless
and -atDERIV always imposes the same prosodic pattern, deleting the prosody of
the stem (e.g. removing the vowel length of zUUb ‘tooth’ in zUbAt ‘toothy’).

4.2.3 -en

The two adjectival suffixes that we have considered so far display prosodic be-
haviour that neatly fits the tendencies outlined in §2. The situation is somewhat
less black-and-white with the suffix -en, which shows relatively higher produc-
tivity in derivation.

-enDERIV derives adjectives from bases of different categories and yields four
different prosodic patterns. With phrasal bases, the stress falls on the final syl-
lable of the first member of the phrasal base (jednO-cIfr-en ‘one-digit’), which
indicates that the initial syllable of the second member, which heads the con-
struction, bears a high tone. We only found one example with an adjectival base,
and it is a rather unique form that is in a suppletion relation with its own base
(mAl-En ‘little’ cf. the definite form mAAl-ii ‘little’). This one example, as well
as a vast majority of denominal adjectives derived by the suffix -enDERIV, show
a stress-attracting behavior of the suffix similar to that of -anDERIV and -atDERIV.
All such cases involve a monosyllabic base. In six cases – all with polysyllabic
nouns as bases – -enDERIV shows a neutral behavior (the derived adjective has
the accent pattern of the base). Tellingly, in all such cases, the stress pattern of
the base is not stem-final (e.g. IzlOžb-a ‘exhibition’, IzlOžb-en ‘related to an exhi-
bition’), so that the accent-attracting property of the suffix would have caused a
stress shift (*izlOžb-En). Finally, in two cases -enDERIV erases the lexical specifica-
tion of the prosody of the base – hence the derived adjective receives the default
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prosody (short falling initial accent). In sum, -enDERIV displays several patterns,
out of which the most frequent one is the same as that of -anDERIV and -atDERIV.

Table 9: Adjectives in -enDERIV in the corpus

Base type N V A Phrase

Example rAž-En / mAl-En dvOsmIsl-en
‘made of rye’ / ‘little’ ‘ambiguous’
(rAAž / (mAAlii (dvAA smIIsla
‘rye’) / ‘little’) ‘two senses’)

Prosodic behaviour Attracting (59) / Attracting Pre-stressing
Neutral (6)
Erasing (2)

Number of items 67 0 1 10

This behavior suggests an interplay between syntactic and phonological fac-
tors in the assignment of prosody. On the syntactic side, there seems to exist
a sensitivity to complexity (phrasal vs. simplex bases) and to categorial specifi-
cations (nouns vs. adjectives). On the phonological side, the length of the base
seems to play a role. Taking a more detailed look reveals another generalisation:
-enDERIV never shifts the stress of the base to another syllable (but it can delete the
H and the vowel length of the base). This is also true of all cases of -anDERIV and
-atDERIV, simply due to the fact that these two always combine with monosyllabic
stems.

Passive participles derived using -enINFLECT always have a prosodic pattern
that exists elsewhere in the verbal paradigm, as illustrated in Table 10. The only
exception is formed by four ‘rising’ classes, where the suffix seems accent-erasing,
yet without affecting vowel length. These are illustrated in Table 11.

Table 10: Participles in -enINFLECT

inf pRes.1sg pst.ptcp pass.ptcp Gloss

vAditi vAdiim vAdio vAđen ‘take out’
stvOrIti stvOriim stvOrIo stvOren ‘create’
otvOrIti OtvOriim otvOrIo OtvOren ‘open’
odlUUčIti OdlUUčiim odlUUčIo OdlUUčen ‘decide’
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Table 11: Participles in -enINFLECT in ‘rising’ classes

inf pRes.1sg pst.ptcp pass.ptcp Gloss

lOmIti lOmIIm lOmIo lOmljen ‘break’
žElEti žElIIm žElEo žEljen ‘want’
trUUbIti trUUbIIm trUUbIo trUUbljen ‘honk’
žIIvEti žIIvIIm žIIvEo žIIvljen ‘live’

In accounting for this pattern, we should take into account that in most anal-
yses -enINFLECT attaches to verbal bases that include the theme vowel -i- which
becomes consonantal and causes iotation of the stem-final consonant. The stan-
dard analysis is that lomljen corresponds to the underlying /lomi+en/ which first
becomes /lomjen/. As in these verbs the underlying H seems to originate on the
theme vowel -i-, it seems plausible for the H to disappear together with the syl-
labicity feature of the vowel. As a result, the form remains without an underlying
H and therefore surfaces with a short falling accent: lOmljen. A functional gain of
such a change is that distinguishability is improved: participles are kept different
from denominal forms with -enDERIV, such as rAžEn ‘made of rye’.

Summarising the picture, -enINFLECT and -enDERIV are not surface-distinguish-
able either in polysyllables (OtvOr-en ‘open.pass.ptcp’ vs. OpOrb-en ‘related
to opposition’) or in monosyllables (smIšljen ‘conjecture.pass.ptcp’ vs. smIslen
‘meaningful’). At the same time, in short en-participles there seems to exist an
active process that enforces distinguishability between them and the main pat-
tern in denominal derivations.The prosodic behaviour of -enINFLECT and -enDERIV

shows a partial overlap. -enINFLECT is neutral or erasing, whereas -enDERIV is neu-
tral, erasing or attracting. The observed pattern still exhibits an asymmetry and
still in the expected direction since the derivational suffix -enDERIV is more ac-
cented than the inflectional -enINFLECT.1

1Accent-attracting and accent-bearing -enINFLECT are attested in some of the inherited verbal
classes which lack a theme vowel, which were excluded from our corpus due to the fact that the
morphological structure of the participle is opaque.The peculiar pattern which we report with-
out analysing it here is that, at least for some speakers, perfective verbs display accent-bearing
-enINFLECT, whereas their imperfective counterparts display an accent-attracting version of -
enINFLECT. In the example below, we show the feminine version of the passive participle in
order to illustrate the contrast.

(i) a. ‘grind.pfv’: sAmlEti
inf

sAmEljeem
pRes.1sg

sAmlEo
pst.ptcp

samlev-En-A
pass.ptcp

b. ‘grind.ipfv’: mlEti
inf

mEljeem
pRes.1sg

mlEo
pst.ptcp

mlEv-En-a
pass.ptcp
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5 Common pattern

The prosodic behaviour of the four affixes analysed in §4 fits the generalisation
that derivational affixes are more prosodically dominant than inflectional affixes.
However, the commonalities seem to go even further. The dominant prosodic be-
havior is essentially the same for the four observed suffixes: it can be modelled
by assuming an underlying representation with a high tone and the capacity
to erase (parts of) the prosody of the stem. As mentioned above, this ability is
somewhat more limited for the adjectival suffixes -anDERIV, -atDERIV and -enDERIV,
which can delete the length and tone of the base, but cannot cause a stress shift.
On the other hand, -VVjeDERIV seems to leave no traces of the base prosody what-
soever, also shifting the stress position of the base.The representation of the four
suffixes would then be along the following lines:

• /-VVjeH/ + deletion of base tone, vowel length and stress,

• /-anH/ + deletion of base tone and vowel length,

• /-enH/ + deletion of base tone and vowel length,

• /-atH/ + deletion of base tone and vowel length.

Implementing such representations would account for the fact that e.g. the
base unaprEEdIti /unapreediHti/ ‘promote.pfv.inf’ loses both its vowel length
and its H in unapređEEnjE /unapređeenjeH/ ‘promotion’. Such a solution would
be similar to what Marvin (2002) proposes as the underlying representation of
the Slovenian nominalising suffix -ost, which we repeat in (5). Note that this
bracket insertion amounts to overwriting the stress of the base.

(5) -ost
Delete stress on the stem, insert a bracket at the right edge of the stem:
…* * *(

In addition to these very elaborate underlying representations, we would need
another mechanism that prevents these lexical prosodic specifications from sur-
facing in inflection. In Marvin (2002), this is spell-out which proceeds in phases,
in Arsenijević & Simonović (2013), this is Lexical Conservatism which enforces
the preservation of the base prosody in paradigm members. However, what both
approaches seem to leave unaccounted for is the fact that all the derivational uses
of different suffixes cause the same pattern: in Slovenian it is stem-final stress, in
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Serbo-Croatian it is stem-final H. Given the strikingly similar prosodic behaviour
in the four suffixes, a prefered explanation would be that the prosodic behavior
of the suffix depends entirely on the structure in which this suffix occurs, not
only in the case of inflectional uses, but also in the derivational ones. Accord-
ing to such an explanation, all the suffixes we consider here would underlyingly
be without any prosodic prominence and they would behave as accented (Slove-
nian) and accent-attracting (Serbo-Croatian) due to prominence which they re-
ceive when occurring in a particular structure. In the next section, we consider
what the implementation of such a solution would entail.

6 Theoretical implementation

DistributedMorphology offers an insightful way to distinguish betweenmorpho-
logical structures. As outlined in Marvin (2002), the difference between nóvost
‘newness’ and novóst ‘novelty’ would be in their structural complexity, as shown
in Figure 1. The difference in prosody would then naturally follow due to the
phasal spell-out.

nP

n

ost

aP

a

∅

√P

nov

nP

n

ost

√P

nov

Figure 1: nóvost ‘newness’ and novóst ‘novelty’

Two important predictions that this approach makes are:

• In root nominalisations (e.g. novóst), the suffix can impose (idiosyncratic)
selectional requirements on bases with which it combines and the pattern
therefore has limited productivity.

• The meaning of the root nominalisations cannot be compositionally de-
rived from the meanings of their parts.

Both of these predictions seem to be born out. However, the samemodel makes
some less desirable predictions:
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• The nouns derived by means of the unstressed -ost are expected to have
a compositional interpretation. There are, however, clear exceptions, e.g.
znán-ost ‘science’ is clearly related to znán ‘known’ but its meaning cannot
be derived from that of znán compositionally.

• The root nominalisation analysis predicts relative freedom of the stressed
-óst in combining with roots which otherwise surface as verbs, nouns or
do not surface independently. This is unfortunately not born out. Out of
the very few -ost/-óst nouns which have roots which do not surface as
independent adjectives, some have the stressed -óst (e.g. krepóst ‘virtue’)
but others have the unstressed -ost (e.g. kakóvost ‘quality’).

The same problems of the root-derivation analysis extend to our Serbo-Croa-
tian data. The three adjectival suffixes whose base category we examined show a
clear tendency to select nominal bases. Finally, and most importantly, a phasal-
spellout account seems unable to model the assignment of prominence by the
structure and leaves us with several suspiciously similar underlying representa-
tions of different affixes.

What is necessary, then, is an alternative whichwould allow for the prosody of
the derivational versions of the affixes to be assigned by the structure.We believe
that a viable alternative can be offered by Revithiadou (1999). If the distinction
between derivational and inflectional affixes is in headhood (only derivational
affixes being heads), then HeadFaith (a faithfulness constraint which protects
lexical prominence of syntactic heads) is already sufficient to produce the asym-
metry between inflectional and derivational uses. This would still mean that we
have to stick to all the affixes having an underlyingly specified H, and the ac-
count would be as strong as those presented by Marvin (2002) or Arsenijević &
Simonović (2013). However, HeadStRess (a markedness constraint that militates
against prominence on non-heads) can get us further. In stress systems, this con-
straint can enforce adding epenthetic stress to a head that has no lexically spon-
sored prominence (e.g. in the Slovenian nov-óst ‘novelty’). In Serbo-Croatian, this
constraint can enforce the epenthesis of a high tone, in e.g. unapređEEnjE ‘pro-
motion’.

A final piece of the puzzle is the fact that at least in our Serbo-Croatian data
set, the nominal affix-VVjeN overrides the prosodic specification of the base more
radically than the adjectival affixes -enA, -anA and -atA: the former is able to
cause stress shifts with respect to the surface prosody of the base. We believe
that this is a consequence of a cross-linguistic tendency for nominal content to
receive more prominence than other categories, which has been discussed in the
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literature under the rubric of Noun privilege (see Smith 2011 for a discussion).
While constraints enforcing Noun privilege have been proposed for roots which
surface as nouns, there is no reason not to extend them to nominalising affixes.

7 Conclusions

We have analysed four Serbo-Croatian affixes which occur both as derivational
and as inflectional. We provided an account that mutually relates their most
prominent semantic, structural and prosodic properties in a systematic way, thus
supporting the view that these cases indeed manifest different uses of the same
suffix rather than pairs of homonymous suffixes. In each of the four cases, we
compared the inflectional and the derivational uses of the suffix, sharing the
same target category, yet with differences in interpretation that can be derived
from the different contexts. The prosodic patterns of the derived words confirm
the initial generalization that derivational affixes are more prosodically promi-
nent than inflectional affixes. We speculated about both functional and formal
mechanisms behind this regularity. Our tentative analysis lends support to the
interface model presented in Revithiadou (1999).

Abbreviations
√ root
1 1st person
2 2nd person
3 3rd person
a adjective
a adjectival category
deRiv derivational
gen genitive
H high tone
inf infinitive
inflect inflectional

ipfv imperfective
n noun
n nominal category
nom nominative
pass passive
pcpt participle
pfv perfective
pRes present
pst past
pl plural
sg singular
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Appendix

This appendix contains the annotated corpus material for the observed adjectival
suffixes.

Table 12: an-adjectives with nominal bases and no segmental change

an-adjective Base

brOnz-An ‘made of bronze’ brOOnz-a ‘bronze’
zEmlj-An ‘made of soil’ zEmlj-A ‘soil’
grOžđ-An ‘made of grape’ grOOžđ-e ‘grape’
Ulj-An ‘made of oil’ UUlj-e ‘oil’
cIgl-An ‘made of brick’ cIIgl-A ‘brick’
tAft-An ‘made of taffeta’ tAft ‘taffeta’
plEh-An ‘made of tin’ plEh ‘tin’
gIps-An ‘made of plaster’ gIps ‘plaster’
cIc-An ‘made of textile’ cIc ‘textile’
plIš-An ‘made of velvet’ plIš ‘velvet’
rAž-An ‘made of rye’ rAAž ‘rye’
štOf-An ‘made of cloth’ štOf ‘cloth’
zvjEzd-An ‘starry’ zvijEEzd-A ‘star’
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Table 13: an-adjectives with nominal bases and iotation

an-adjective Base

sUnč-An ‘sunny’ sUUnc-e ‘sun’
žIvč-An ‘nervous’ žIIvAc ‘nerve’
dAšč-An ‘made of bars’ dAsk-A ‘bar’
kOnč-An ‘made of thread’ kOnAc ‘thread’
brOnč-An ‘made of bronze’ brOOnc-a ‘bronze’
lAnč-An ‘chain-like’ lAAnAc ‘chain’
nOvč-An ‘related to money’ nOvAc ‘money’
pUpč-An ‘umbilical’ pUpak ‘belly button’
pUšč-An ‘related to rifle’ pUšk-a ‘rifle’
tRšč-An ‘made of cane’ tRsk-a ‘cane’
nEpč-An ‘palatal’ nEpc-E ‘palate’
brOjč-An ‘made of numbers’ brOOjk-a ‘number’
sRč-An ‘brave’ sRc-e ‘heart’
mOžd-An ‘brain-related’ m(O)Ozak ‘brain’
žIč-An ‘made of wire’ žIc-a ‘wire’
svEč-An ‘celebrative’ svEEtAk ‘holiday’
vOšt-An ‘made of wax’ vOsak ‘wax’
kOšt-An ‘related to bones’ kOOst ‘bone’
zUpč-An ‘geary’ zUUbAc ‘gear’
pjEšč-An ‘made of sand’ pijEEsAk ‘sand’

Table 14: an-adjective with a verbal base

an-adjective Base

pIj-An ‘drunk’ pI-ti ‘drink’

Table 15: an-adjective with an adjectival base and no segmental modi-
fications

an-adjective Base

mEk-an ‘soft’ mEk ‘soft’
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Table 16: an-adjectives with an adjectival base and iotation

an-adjective Base

mlAđ-An ‘young’ mlAAd ‘young’

Table 17: at-adjectives with nominal bases and no segmental changes

at-adjective Base

nOg-At ‘who has big feet’ nOgA ‘foot’
krAk-At ‘who has big limbs’ krAAk ‘limb’
Uh-At ‘who has big ears’ Uho ‘ear’
brAd-At ‘who has a big beard’ brAAdA ‘beard’
bRk-At ‘who has a big mustache’ bRRk ‘mustache’
rOg-At ‘who has big horns’ rOOg ‘horn’
glAv-At ‘who has a big head’ glAAvA ‘head’
gUz-At ‘who has a big bottom’ gUUz ‘bottom’
lEđ-At ‘who has a big back’ lEEđA ‘back’
plEć-At ‘who has big shoulders’ plEćA ‘shoulder’
nOs-At ‘who has a big nose’ nOOs ‘nose’
pRs-At ‘who has a big chest’ pRsa ‘chest’
sIs-At ‘who has big tits’ sIsa ‘tit’
zUb-At ‘who has big teeth’ zUUb ‘tooth’
krIl-At ‘who has big wings’ krIIlO ‘wing’
rEp-At ‘who has a big tail’ rEEp ‘tail’

Table 18: at-adjectives with iotized nominal bases

at-adjective Base

kOšč-At ‘who has big bones’ kOska ‘bones’
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Table 19: en-adjectives with monosyllabic nominal bases and no seg-
mental changes

en-adjective Base

bAkr-En ‘made of copper’ bAkAr ‘copper’
bOrb-En ‘related to fight’ bOrb-A ‘fight’
tvOrb-En ‘related to making’ tvOrb-A ‘making’
drUštv-En ‘sociable’ drUUštv-O ‘society’
dvOjb-En ‘related to dilemma’ dvOjb-A ‘dilemma’
glAzb-En ‘related to music’ glAzb-A ‘music’
hImb-En ‘pretentious’ hImb-A ‘pretending’
kRzn-En ‘made of fur’ kRRzn-O ‘fur’
kOpn-En ‘related to soil’ kOpn-o ‘soil’
pApr-En ‘related to pepper’ pApAr ‘pepper’
jEčm-En ‘made of barley’ jEčAm ‘barley’
Ovs-En ‘related to oat’ OvAs ‘oat’
Ognj-En ‘made of fire’ OgAnj ‘fire’
plAtn-En ‘made of canvas’ plAAtn-O ‘canvas’
slUžb-En ‘official’ slUžb-A ‘service’
stAkl-En ‘made of glass’ stAkl-O ‘glass’
sUkn-En ‘made of cloth’ sUUkn-O ‘cloth’
svOjstvE-n ‘characteristic’ svOOjstv-O ‘property’
vApn-En ‘made of limestone’ vAApn-O ‘limestone’
vAtr-En ‘made of fire’ vAtr-a ‘fire’
dRv-En ‘made of wood’ dRv-o ‘wood’
glln-En ‘made of clay’ glIIn-A ‘clay’
gUm-En ‘made of rubber’ gUm-a ‘rubber’
lAn-En ‘made of flax’ lAn ‘flax’
lEd-En ‘related to ice’ lEEd ‘ice’
slAm-En ‘made of straw’ slAm-a ‘straw’
lIm-En ‘made of tin’ lIm ‘tin’
mEd-En ‘made of honey’ mEEd ‘honey’
svIl-En ‘made of silk’ svIIl-A ‘silk’
vOd-En ‘made of water’ vOd-A ‘water’
vUn-En ‘made of wool’ vUn-a ‘wool’
pUt-En ‘fleshy’ pUUt ‘flesh’
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Table 20: en-adjectives with monosyllabic nominal bases and no seg-
mental changes (cont’d)

en-adjective Base

sAn-En ‘related to dream’ sAn ‘dream’
mIsl-En ‘related to thought’ mIIsao ‘thought’
pAkl-En ‘related to hell’ pAkAo ‘hell’
cRkv-En ‘related to church’ cRRkv-a ‘church’
gRl-En ‘related to throat’ gRl-o ‘throat’
Igl-En ‘related to needle’ Igl-A ‘needle’
jEtr-En ‘made of liver’ jEtr-a ‘liver’
rAž-En ‘made of rye’ rAAž ‘rye’
kAzn-En ‘related to punish-

ment’
kAzn-a ‘punishment’

kIčm-En ‘related to spine’ kI(I)čm-a ‘spine’
svAdb-En ‘related to wedding’ svAdb-A ‘wedding’
Usn-En ‘related to lips’ Usn-a ‘lip’
zdrAvstv-En ‘related to health’ zdrAvstv-O ‘health’
žAlb-En ‘related to complaint’ žAlb-A ‘complaint’
žRtv-En ‘related to sacrifice’ žRRtv-a ‘sacrifice’
kAv-En-ii/kAf-En-ii ‘related to coffee’ kAv-A/kAf-A ‘coffee’
zOb-En ‘made of oat’ zOOb ‘oat’
mArv-En ‘related to cattle’ mAArv-a ‘cattle’
pIsm-en ‘literate’ pIIsm-O ‘letter’
smIsl-en ‘sensible’ smIIsao ‘sense’
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Table 21: en-adjectives with polysyllabic nominal bases and no segmen-
tal changes

en-adjective Base

božAnstv-En ‘wonderful’ božAnstv-O ‘deity’
jedInstv-En ‘unique’ jedIInstv-O ‘unity’
dostojAnstv-En ‘with dignity’ dostojAnstv-O ‘dignity’
veličAnstv-En ‘great’ veličAnstv-O ‘greatness’
knjigovOdstv-En-ii ‘related to book-

keeping’
knjigovOdstv-O ‘bookkeeping’

prvEnstv-En ‘primary’ prvEnstv-O ‘priority’
ubIstv-En ‘related to murder’ ubIIstv-O ‘murder’
kOsItr-en ‘made of tin’ kOsItar ‘tin’
mOlItv-en ‘related to prayer’ mOlItv-a ‘prayer’
OdrEdb-en ‘specificational’ OdrEdb-a ‘specification’
pOrEdb-en ‘comparative’ pOrEdb-a ‘comparison’
IzlOžbe-n ‘exhibitional’ IzlOžb-a ‘exhibition’
OpOrb-en ‘oppositional’ OpOrb-a ‘opposition’

Table 22: en-adjective with a nominal bases and iotation of the base

en-adjective Base

gvOzd-En ‘made of iron’ gvOOžđ-e ‘iron’

Table 23: en-adjective with an adjectival base

en-adjective Base

mAl-En ‘small’ mAAl-ii ‘small’
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Table 24: en-adjectives with phrasal bases

en-adjective Base

bezAzl-En ‘harmless’ bez zlA ‘without evil’
dvOsmIsl-en ‘ambiguous’ dvAA smIIsla ‘two meanings’
bEskIčm-en ‘spineless’ bez kI(I)čmee ‘without spine’
lakOmIsl-en ‘impetuous’ lAka mIIsao ‘light thought’
bEsmIsl-en ‘senseless’ bez smIIsla ‘without sense’
bEspOsl-en ‘idle’ bez pOslA ‘without job’
zApOsl-en ‘employed’ za pOslOm ‘for job’
UpOsl-en ‘busy’ u pOslU ‘in job’
jednOcIfr-en ‘single-digit’ jEdnA cIfra ‘one digit’
dvOcIfr-en ‘double-digit’ dvEE cIfre ‘two digits’
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Chapter 13

Serbo-Croatian is developing
stem-based prosody. Why so?
Marko Simonović
University of Nova Gorica

René Kager
Utrecht University

Evidence is presented that Serbo-Croatian, in contrast to other Slavic languages
with lexical prosody, is developing a prosodic system in which stressed non-stem
material is avoided and surface stress is becoming a property of the word stem. Five
case studies are shown in which stress is moving from non-stem material to stems.
We analyse the general move towards stem-stressed prosody as the final step in a
chain of language changes initiated by the Neo-Štokavian retractions, which were
automatic and contrast-preserving, but led to a massive removal of stress from
inflectional endings. We discuss the general reasons behind this language change
in terms of markedness and, more specifically, the constraints proposed within
Optimality Theory. We propose an analysis of the change under consideration in
terms of a promotion of the markedness constraint StemStRess, which requires
stems to be stressed independently of lexical prominence.

Keywords: lexical prosody, stem-controlled stress, inflection, paradigm uniformity,
StemStRess, Serbo-Croatian

1 Introduction

Standard Serbo-Croatian, in contrast to other Slavic languages with lexical
prosody (e.g. Slovenian, Bulgarian, and Russian), is moving towards a system in
which stressed inflectional material is avoided and stress is becoming restricted
to theword stem. In this paper, we present evidence for this change from nominal
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and verbal domains and consider different possible formalisations of the driving
force behind this change.

This paper deals with prosodic prominence inmorphologically complexwords.
Prosodic prominence can be a consequence of morpheme-specific lexical promi-
nence, of general prosodic restrictions of a language or of an interaction between
the two. For instance, when different morphemes within a word have conflicting
lexical specifications or when amorpheme has a specificationwhich clashes with
a general prosodic requirement of the language, the prosodic pattern of the word
is a result of an interaction of different prosodic preferences. Revithiadou (1999)
presents a survey of typologically different systems with lexical prosody, show-
ing that morphemes are not all equal in their influence on the resultant prosody
of the word. Two observed tendencies are important for our purposes:

• Inflectional affixes lose when competing with derivational affixes or roots,
and

• In cases where there is no preference (e.g. because no part of the complex
word carries lexical prominence), prominence will go to the stem.

Working in Optimality TheoRy (OT) (Prince & Smolensky 1993), Revithiadou
(1999) uses constraints to formalise these two observations. HeadFaith is a faith-
fulness constraint which protects lexical prominence of syntactic heads (deriva-
tional affixes and roots are argued to be syntactic heads, unlike inflectional af-
fixes). HeadStRess is a markedness constraint that militates against stress on
non-heads. This constraint is violated whenever inflectional affixes are stressed.

The asymmetries described above make a prediction concerning diachronic
change. Since prosodically prominent inflectional affixes are a marked option,
they are expected to get lost in the course of language history. We argue that
Serbo-Croatian is a case at hand, as will be illustrated by a number of case studies
in which stress moved to the stem.

OT is a convenient tool for formalising this type of change. In OT, diachronic
change is analysed as a promotion of a universal constraint, which therefore gets
to play amore important role in the evaluations.The new/old pairs can then serve
as ranking arguments.When looking for the constraint that got promoted, we are
looking for a constraint which used to be violated by old forms but is not violated
by the new ones. Often more than one constraint will fit this description, since
differences between candidate forms in terms of constraint violations are rarely
restricted to a single constraint. This is why we need to consider all candidate
constraints, striving to find the best match for the change under consideration.
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13 Serbo-Croatian is developing stem-based prosody. Why so?

As will be discussed below, such a quest will leave us with three well-established
constraints which correspond to three analyses of the driving force behind the
change discussed here.

Before moving on, several remarks are in order concerning aspects in which
we depart from the terminology used by Revithiadou (1999). First, prosodic promi-
nence is often termed “accent” and morphemes carrying lexical prominence are
called “accented”. We avoid this term here and stick to “lexical prominence” be-
cause we reserve the term “accent” for the tonal contours which surface in Serbo-
Croatian (discussed in §2). Second, since we are not concerned with headedness
in general but only with the distinction between stems and non-stems, in order to
improve the general readability of the paper, we will not refer to heads and non-
heads but to stems and non-stem material. This also means that Revithiadou’s
HeadFaith will continue its life in this paper under the name of StemFaith,
whereas HeadStRess will be called StemStRess. StemFaith is violated whenever
in the domain of the stem there are differences between the input and the output
form, but it is insensitive to any such differences outside of the stem. StemStRess
is violated whenever the stem is not stressed.

Now we can turn to the three constraints on which Serbo-Croatian seems to
improve by moving stress from non-stem material to stems.

Option 1: StemFaith. Prosody becomes (more) stem-controlled in the sense
that the lexical stem prominence wins (more often) when it is in conflict with
other constraints. The promoted constraint is then StemFaith. Being a faithful-
ness constraint, this constraint is not a priori violated by any surface pattern.
It tolerates stressed inflectional affixes whenever there is no lexical stem promi-
nence (or, in models which allow this, when lexical stem prosody imposes stress
away from the stem). This constraint family has a long history within OT (see
also Alderete 2001).

Option 2: StemStRess. Stress on the stem becomes an overall requirement.
The relevant constraint is StemStRess, a markedness constraint that requires
prosodic prominence on the stem, regardless of whether it is lexically spon-
sored or not. Stressed non-stemmaterial always incurs a violation of StemStRess.
While this constraint is readily derivable from Revithiadou’s (1999) HeadStRess,
we are the first to use it under this name and limited to stems.

Option 3: PaRadigmUnifoRmity. Prosody becomes more uniform in morpho-
logically related forms (within paradigms). The relevant constraint is PaRadigm-
UnifoRmity, which compares all the paradigm members and penalizes any dif-
ferences between them (Burzio 1996; Kenstowicz 1996). PaRadigmUnifoRmity
can favour stressed stems, especially in languages which have null inflectional
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affixes. Under the dominance of this constraint, stressed non-stem material is
only tolerated if it is stressed in the whole paradigm.

The first option is relatively easily distinguishable from the other two: if Stem-
Faith gets promoted, the change should be restricted to words in which both
stems and non-stem material are lexically prominent. The result of a promotion
of StemFaith would be that in such words, non-stem material loses its influence
on the prosody of the complex form. As will be clear from our discussion in §2
and §3, there are no compelling cases of such a constellation in the data illustrat-
ing the diachronic change discussed in this paper.

An issue that arises with respect to the two remaining constraints is that,
in many cases, they have the same effect. For instance, with monosyllabic
stems, any promotion of StemStRess will automatically mean that the winning
candidates also incur fewer violations of PaRadigmUnifoRmity. We can illus-
trate this using a minimal toy language Tatitotu. Tatitotu only has one stem ta
and three inflectional suffixes: ti, to and tu. The paradigm of the only Tatitotu
word is táti~táto~tatú. If StemStRess becomes undominated in Tatitotu, the new
paradigm will be táti~táto~tátu. This language change would also be compatible
with an analysis in which PaRadigmUnifoRmity got promoted, since the num-
ber of violations of PaRadigmUnifoRmity incurred by the paradigm went from
1 to 0.

However, the opposite is not true if PaRadigmUnifoRmity gets promoted.
This does not necessarily mean that the new paradigms incur fewer violations of
StemStRess. Returning to our Tatitotu example, a promotion of PaRadigmUni-
foRmity could also have the effect of táti~táto~tatú becoming tatí~tató~tatú, and
the number of violations of StemStRess would grow from 1 to 3.

In sum, StemStRess offers a more restricted formalisation of a language
change than PaRadigmUnifoRmity but faced with data compatible with both
a StemStRess and a PaRadigmUnifoRmity analysis, we cannot exclude either,
at least as long as we are in the domain of monosyllabic stems. However, poly-
syllabic stems can help us decide. Consider Tatitotu’s closest relative Tateti-
totu, which has the disyllabic stem tate and the same three suffixes: ti, to
and tu. Tatetitotu has the following paradigm: táteti~tatéto~tatetú. In such a
paradigm, the only form that violates StemStRess is the last one and there-
fore this is the only form that should change if StemStRess gets promoted:
it should become either tatétu or tátetu. So the paradigms which are com-
patible with the promotion of StemStRess to an undominated position are
táteti~tatéto~tatétu and táteti~tatéto~tátetu. As always, these are improvements
on PaRadigmUnifoRmity as well, but PaRadigmUnifoRmity is also violated by
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the difference between the first two forms, and, if promoted to an undominated
position, PaRadigmUnifoRmity would crucially also level the stress pattern in
the first two forms, yielding either táteti~táteto~tátetu, or tatéti~tatéto~tatétu or
tatetí~tatetó~tatetú. Due to the described asymmetries between the predictions
of the two accounts, we will not only focus on the changes we encounter but also
on those that are predicted to happen by the less restrictive account (in this case:
PaRadigmUnifoRmity) but fail to happen.This line of argumentation determines
the way in which the paper is structured, as discussed in the next section.

We present five case studies of language change within standard Serbo-
Croatian. In each case the stem is becoming more prosodically prominent at
the expense of non-stem material. We consider several possible formal accounts
along the lines hinted at above, adducing new data where necessary.

The rest of this contribution is organised as follows. §2 presents case stud-
ies from classical (pitch-accent) standard Serbo-Croatian. In §3 we consider the
three analyses briefly presented above. We first establish that the data are com-
patible with a promotion of StemStRess, which also means that a PaRadigmU-
nifoRmity analysis cannot be excluded, as discussed above. For this reason, we
introduce some additional data from both verbal and nominal domains in or-
der to pit the two analyses against each other. Finally we come to the conclu-
sion that PaRadigmUnifoRmity, which does not make any distinction between
stems and non-stem material, cannot account for the diachronic change under
consideration. In §4 we discuss an additional data set from relatively new and un-
charted stress-only standard varieties, which seem to have reached the endpoint
of the described change: in these varieties, non-stem material receives virtually
no prosodic prominence. §5 places the change discussed here in the broader con-
text of prosodic changes in Serbo-Croatian. In §6 the conclusions are presented.

2 Case studies

2.1 Standard Serbo-Croatian prosody

Standard Serbo-Croatian is a pitch-accent system with distinctive vowel length.
Four tonal accents are traditionally distinguished: two falling and two rising.
Each accent is traditionally called long or short, depending of the length of
its leftmost (or only) syllable. Falling accents (in which stress and high tone
(H) co-occur) are monosyllabic and restricted to word-initial syllables (e.g. long-
falling accent in grȃda ‘town.gen’, and short-falling in grȁda ‘hail.gen’ cf. *gradȁ,
*gradȃ). The rising accents are traditionally analysed as spans of two adjacent
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syllables which both have a H, whereas only the first syllable also carries stress
(so bèžati ‘flee’ stands for béHžaHti). More recently Zsiga & Zec (2013) have ar-
gued that the first syllable of the rising accents only carries stress (so bèžati ‘flee’
stands for béžaHti). As for the underlying contrast, all analyses assume that every
word has one or zero underlying H’s. Rising accents then originate from under-
lying H’s on non-initial syllables, which spread onto the preceding syllable (so
bèžati ‘flee’ is underlying /bežaHti/). If an underlying H is on the first syllable, it
gets realized as a falling accent because there is no room for it to spread. This ex-
plains why falling accents can only occur on the first syllable whereas the rising
accents can occur on any syllable (but cannot start on a final syllable). Finally, if
no H is available, a H gets assigned to the first syllable, so underlyingly toneless
words surface with a falling accent as well.

The traditional notation of Serbo-Croatian tonal accents (used in all standard
works in Serbo-Croatian, e.g. Stevanović 1979 and Klaić 2013) puts diacritics on
all stressed syllables (and a macron on all long unstressed syllables). This feature
makes them convenient for our purposes: the reader can immediately tell the
location of the stress in the word.This is whywewill use this traditional notation
in this article. Note, however, that the function of the diacritics in this notation
bears no relation to their function in IPA.

Table 1: Diacritics used for Serbo-Croatian accents and vowel length

rising accent falling accent unstressed

long á ȃ ā
short à ȁ a

The pitch-accent system described above has been the only official standard
ever since the beginning of the standardisation in the 19th century. It was based
on the prosody of the largest andmost central dialect group called Neo-Štokavian.
The implementation of the pitch-accent standard has been quite different in the
Neo-Štokavian dialect areas, where speakers already spoke a four-accent variety
natively, and in the remaining areas, where in most cases nowadays a stress-only
version of the standard is spoken.

In this section, we focus on the dynamics within the Neo-Štokavian pitch-
accent system (and we turn to the stress varieties in §4). We mostly rely on the
normative manual by Klaić (2013) based on a manuscript that was “over 50 years
old” at the moment this edition came out. Of special value for our purposes are
the editor’s notes, which often compare Klaić’s description to modern usage, en-
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abling the construction of new vs. old pairs that we use for documenting the
language change. We furthermore presented the new vs. old pairs to five native
speakers and report on their recognition and evaluation of the forms.

It should be pointed out that the distinction between Neo-Štokavian and Non-
Neo-Štokavian areas that we are making in this article is not the same as the one
that can be found in traditional dialect descriptions. This is because we are inter-
ested in the implementation of the standard Serbo-Croatian prosody, whereas
traditional dialect descriptions usually reflect the non-standard language use of
the oldest and least mobile inhabitants of an area. When it comes to the standard
usage, rural areas are characterised by massive exposure to the vernaculars and
the standard usage of the neighbouring cities (e.g. Kapović 2004 discusses the
modern Croatian situation in this respect). As a consequence, certain rural ar-
eas where traditionally Non-Neo-Štokavian dialects are spoken can be and have
to be included in the Neo-Štokavian area when it comes to standardisation. A
case in point is Slavonia, the area in which Bratoljub Klaić was born. The dialect
of Klaić’s native village, Bizovac, has an Old-Štokavian prosodic system, with-
out the Neo-Štokavian rising accents (Klaić 2007: 19) and is as such part of the
traditional Old-Štokavian Slavonian dialect. However, Bizovac is at only 18 km
from the Neo-Štokavian city of Osijek and the speakers from Bizovac adopt the
prosody of Osijek when they speak standard Serbo-Croatian. Since there are no
big cities where the Slavonian dialect is spoken, this dialect has not led to any
specific features in the implementation of the standard prosody. This is why we
include this dialect area, as well as the other dialect areas which, speaking in
terms of Kapović (2004), “gravitate toward” big cities in the area to which the
big city itself belongs.

2.2 From bežíte to bèžīte

This change targets stressed theme vowels. Stressed theme vowels used to be
possible in verbs with a stem-final short-rising accent in the sg present tense.
The type is illustrated by the form bèž-ī-m ‘I flee’, where bež- is the stem, -i- the
theme vowel and -m is the 1sg suffix. In such verbs, 1pl and 2pl present-tense
forms traditionally had the stress on the theme vowel: bež-í-mo ‘we flee’ and bež-
í-te ‘you(pl) flee’. Nowadays this pattern is virtually absent from standard Serbo-
Croatian and only bèž-ī-mo and bèž-ī-te is possible (editor’s remark in Klaić 2013:
379). The stress pattern is now the same in the whole paradigm and the stress
always falls on the stem. The old and the new paradigm are illustrated in Table 2
and Table 3. The forms which underwent change are in bold.

Additional evidence for the unacceptability of the old paradigm is provided by
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Table 2: The old present-tense paradigm of bežati ‘flee’

sg pl

1 bèž-ī-m bež-í-mo
2 bèž-ī-š bež-í-te
3 bèž-ī bèž-ē

Table 3: The new present-tense paradigm of bežati ‘flee’

sg pl

1 bèž-ī-m bèž-ī-mo
2 bèž-ī-š bèž-ī-te
3 bèž-ī bèž-ē

a recent social media hype after a Serbian politician uttered Gdȅ bežíte? ‘Where
are you running to?’. In the ensuing parodies of his statement, modern standard
speakers applied the pattern to verbs in which it was never possible (e.g. zviždíte
‘you(pl) whistle’, for actual zvíždīte). This points at the conclusion that the old
grammar (which produced stressed theme vowels only in 1pl and 2pl present-
tense forms of those verbs which have a stem-final short-rising accent in the
sg present tense) is no longer available to the speakers and that the modern
Serbo-Croatian grammar only derives bèžīmo, bèžīte. Forms like zviždíte show
that speakers are also able to form a generalised usage pattern based on their
experience with another variety of the same language, similar to patterns which
Janda et al. (1994) discuss as types of hypercorrection. This pattern is now appli-
cable to all verbs.

2.3 From gradóvā to grȁdōvā, from gradòvima to grȁdovima

This change targeted stressed plural augments, which were possible in a large
class of regular long-vowelled monosyllabic masculine nouns (type grȃd ‘town’)
and a small class of disyllabic masculine nouns that have a falling accent and
a stem-final unstressed syllable (type gȍlūb ‘pigeon’). Such nouns typically take
the augment -ov- in the plural forms. While most of the forms had and still have
the stress on the stem (e.g. in grȁd-ov-i ‘towns’, where grad is the stem, -ov- is the
augment and -i is the nom.pl suffix), the augment was traditionally stressed in
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gen.pl (e.g. grad-óv-ā) and in dat.ins.loc.pl (e.g. grad-òv-ima). Klaić (2013: 19–
20) acknowledges the forms like grad-óv-ā and grad-òv-ima are losing ground to
stem-stressed grȁd-ōv-ā and grȁd-ov-ima, which leads to prosodically perfectly
regular paradigms. Klaić lists the old and new paradigms as in Table 4.

Table 4: The plural paradigm of grad ‘town’

Old New

Nominative/Vocative grȁd-ov-i grȁd-ov-i
Accusative grȁd-ov-e grȁd-ov-e
Genitive grad-óv-ā grȁd-ōv-ā
Dative/Instrumental/Locative grad-òv-ima grȁd-ov-ima

For modern-day speakers, the pattern with the stressed augment -ov- has a
different status for the two case endings. Forms like grad-óv-ā are judged familiar
but ‘extremely archaic’, whereas forms like grad-òv-ima are judged unfamiliar.
The pattern in -óvā seems to have lexicalised to index archaic language use, but
also generalised: it is now also possible (in parodies) in short-vowelled stems,
where it was not possible before, e.g. for rȍb ‘slave’ speakers accept the parody
robóvā ‘slave.gen.pl’, for actual ròbōvā. As such, -óvā seems to have becomewhat
Janda et al. (1994) termed “hyper-archaism”, comparable to the use of once 2sg
-st for all persons in English.

2.4 From kamènu to kȁmenu, from poglédu to pȍglēdu

This change affects some dozens of polysyllables with an initial falling accent
and a long final syllable in nom.sg that refer to something inanimate, e.g. kȁmēn
‘stone’ and pȍglēd ‘gaze’. Such nouns generally kept and keep the falling ac-
cent throughout the paradigm (e.g. in the gen.sg and dat.sg forms pȍglēd-a and
pȍglēd-u), but traditionally the loc.sg forms displayed a stem-final rising accent
(e.g. pogléd-u). Klaić (2013: 30) mentions the general tendency for the locative to
take up ‘the dative forms’ (which means that the new loc.sg form is pȍglēd-u)
and the editor adds that forms like poglédu only survived in some fixed expres-
sions. Both paradigms are illustrated in Table 5.

As for the status of the old loc.sg forms for modern-day speakers, the forms
with a short-rising accent have a different status from those with a long-rising ac-
cent. The short-rising pattern (kamènu) is unfamiliar to most speakers, whereas
the long-rising pattern (poglédu) is impossible outside fixed expressions (as
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Table 5: The singular paradigms of kamen ‘stone’ and pogled ‘gaze’

Old New Old New

Nominative/Accusative kȁmēn kȁmēn pȍglēd pȍglēd
Genitive kȁmen-a kȁmen-a pȍglēd-a pȍglēd-a
Instrumental kȁmen-om kȁmen-om pȍglēd-om pȍglēd-om
Dative kȁmen-u kȁmen-u pȍglēd-u pȍglēd-u
Locative kamèn-u kȁmen-u pogléd-u pȍglēd-u

pointed out by Klaić’s editor as well). For instance, speakers accept the form
poglédu in the phrase u tom poglédu ‘in that regard’, but they reject it in u tvojem
pȍglēdu *poglédu ‘in your gaze’. Simonović & Arsenijević (2015b) discuss the rea-
sons for the survival of the long-rising pattern in fixed expressions, showing that
the long-rising penultimate accent pattern appears in a range of similar contexts
and claiming that this pattern should be considered the default in Serbo-Croatian
in forms and paradigms with overt endings.

Before we move on to the next data set, a caveat is in order regarding the pro-
ductivity of the rising loc.sg pattern in the reconstructed older stage of Serbo-
Croatian. There is a long tradition of representing this pattern as once fully pro-
ductive (and Klaić seems to follow this tradition). Assuming a stage of full pro-
ductivity does simplify the analysis of the stress shift, this analysis can then go
along the following lines. All underlyingly toneless nouns (which generally sur-
face with falling accents) had a stress shift in combination with the loc.sg -uH,
which, as its representation shows, had a H.This used to produce nom.sg~loc.sg
alternations kȁmēn~kamènu and pȍglēdu~poglédu, but also grȃd~grádu ‘town’.
The latter alternation is still active in modern-day Serbo-Croatian, where -uH
now marks the unified dative/locative inanimate case (Simonović & Arsenijević
2015a). This idyllic picture of the older stage is unfortunately an oversimplifi-
cation. As shown by Stevanović (1979: 219–220), there is no real evidence that
polysyllables ever productively had a stress-shift in interaction with loc.sg -uH.
Stevanović lists 35 nouns in which the stress shift is attested, pointing out that
many are optional and not all of the forms are attested in the same dialect. Ste-
vanović then goes on to point out that there are more nouns which have the same
prosodic pattern but never display any stress shift (e.g. mȉrīs ‘smell’ and jȁblān
‘black poplar’). On the other hand, monosyllabic stems have the fully productive
tonal accent shift of the type grȃd~grádu (but note that there is no stress shift in
grȃd~grádu). In sum, it seems that the shift kȁmēn~kamènu and pȍglēdu~poglédu
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actually was a feature of a lexical class. An analysis would then be possible along
the lines of Kager (2008) in which the words in this class used to have two stored
allomorphs (e.g. /poHgle:d~pogle:Hd/) and the first allomorph used to win in al-
most all cases because it carries the default prosody generally preferred by the
markedness constraints (which is proven by the fact that it gets assigned to tone-
less nouns as discussed in §2.1). However, the second allomorph used to win in
one case: when it also helped realise the H of the ending -uH, which could only
get realized as the second part of a rising accent. If this analysis is on the right
track, then inflectional affixes with a H never had the ability to cause a stress shift
except in the rare cases where two allomorphs were stored. If this is the case, the
fact that the old locative forms disappeared can be accounted for as a result of a
lexicon-internal simplification (/poHgle:d~pogle:Hd/ became /poHgle:d/, or even
/pogle:d/), rather than as a consequence of a grammar change.

2.5 From putòvati to pȕtovati

This change seems to be restricted to standard Serbo-Croatian in Serbia. It tar-
gets approximately a dozen denominal verbs derived using the suffix -ovati
from nouns which themselves display allomorphy in their paradigm. Tradi-
tionally, denominal verbs ending in -ovati displayed two possible prosodic
patterns. One is extremely uniform and reserved for verbs derived from
nouns which display no stem allomorphy: rȁt~rȁta ‘war.nom~gen’ derives
rȁtovati~rȁtujēm~rȁtovao ‘wage war.inf~pRs.1sg~pst’. The other prosodic pat-
tern displays prosodic allomorphy and surfaces in verbs derived from nouns
which themselves display prosodic allomorphy: pȗt~púta ‘travel.nom~gen’ de-
rives putòvati~pùtujēm~pȕtovao ‘travel.inf~pRs.1sg~pst’ (for a detailed analy-
sis see Simonović 2015). In most standard varieties in Serbia, the denominal
verbs of the type putòvati~pùtujēm~pȕtovao are moving to the new type pȕto-
vati~pùtujēm~pȕtovao, as illustrated in Table 6.

Table 6: The paradigm of putovati ‘travel’

Old New

Infinitive putòvati pȕtovati
Present tense (1sg) pùtujēm pùtujēm
Past participle pȕtovao pȕtovao
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Simonović (2015) found that approximately one third of modern speakers from
Serbia reject the old forms entirely, whereas the remaining two thirds accept
both old and new forms to different extents. The new infinitive prosody is clearly
copied from the past participle. However, this copying only targeted the infinitive
form, which had the stress away from the stem. In other words, what did not hap-
pen is the creation of a perfectly regular paradigm *pȕtovati~pȕtujēm~pȕtovao,
which would basically mean that the type putòvati~pùtujēm~pȕtovao moved to
the existing type rȁtovati~rȁtujēm~rȁtovao. Foreshadowing our analysis from the
following section, it seems like this did not happen because introducing the form
pȕtujēm would not improve anything from the perspective of StemStRess, be-
cause the stem is already stressed in the existing form pùtujēm.

3 Choosing the right analysis: StemStRess vs
PaRadigmUnifoRmity

Out of the three options for a formal analysis presented in §1, StemFaith is
clearly the worst match for the data presented. The case studies in §2.2, §2.3 and
§2.5 show no compelling cases of lexically prominent endings.The data described
in §2.4 do appear like a case of an accented ending (-uH) that loses ground. How-
ever, all relevant data come from words with toneless stems, in which there is no
lexical stem prominence to be protected by StemFaith. Moreover, as discussed
in §2.4, upon closer scrutiny, there seems to be no convincing evidence that there
ever was a system in which the case ending -uH could cause a stress-shift in the
stem unless supported by a stored allomorph of the stem (so essentially not vio-
lating StemFaith). In sum, -uH never caused and never causes any violations of
StemFaith. If it did, there would exist paradigms of the type illustrated below.
Note that Jùpiter ‘Jupiter’ is a noun with a lexical H: /jupiHter/.

Table 7: The non-existent and existent paradigms of Jupiter ‘Jupiter’

Non-existent Existent

Nominative/Accusative Jùpiter Jùpiter
Genitive Jùpiter-a Jùpiter-a
Instrumental Jùpiter-om Jùpiter-om
Dative Jùpiter-u Jùpiter-u
Locative Jupitèr-u Jùpiter-u
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As hinted in §1 the difficult part is distinguishing between the remaining
two options: PaRadigmUnifoRmity and StemStRess. All four changes we have
discussed so far can in principle be seen as improving the uniformity of the
paradigms. This is evident from the uniform paradigms that have resulted from
the changes, illustrated by Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5, in which the number
of prosodic allomorphs of the stem is now 1. Even the new paradigm in Table 6
improves on PaRadigmUnifoRmity to a certain extent, since the new infinitive’s
prosody is shared with the past participle (see putòvati → pȕtovati) which makes
the number of prosodic allomorphs of the stem drop from 3 to 2. However, the
survival of the present tense pùtujēm shows that tonal paradigm uniformity is
not enforced when stress is already on the stem. Indeed, based on what we have
seen so far, the PaRadigmUnifoRmity constraint in charge would have to be one
only considering the location of stress, while remaining blind to tonal informa-
tion: PaRadigmUnifoRmity(StRess Location).

The question is then: would PaRadigmUnifoRmity(StRess Location) do the
same job as StemStRess? The answer is that in all the cases we have seen
PaRadigmUnifoRmity(StRess Location) does indeed predict the right result
and the fact that stress ends up on the stem simply follows from the fact
that most paradigm cells had stressed stems already. However, PaRadigmU-
nifoRmity(StRess Location) seems to have a different problem: it predicts
several changes that did not happen. Below we show two extremely frequent
paradigms, which are also extremely stable throughout the history of standard
Serbo-Croatian.

Table 8: The present-tense paradigm of kopirati ‘copy’

sg pl

1 kòpīr-ā-m kòpīr-ā-mo
2 kòpīr-ā-š kòpīr-ā-te
3 kòpīr-ā kopír-a-jū

An analysis based on a promotion of PaRadigmUnifoRmity(StRess Location)
would predict such paradigms to regularise. One of the allomorphs should then
spread to the whole paradigm, resulting either in forms like *kopír-ā-m ‘I copy’
(if the 3pl allomorph was to spread to other forms) or in forms like *kòpīr-a-jū
‘they copy’ (if the allomorph attested in all the other persons spread to 3pl). We
have not found any attestation for such forms.

In sum, changes seem to only have happened if they rendered unstressed
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Table 9: The singular paradigm of delfin ‘dolphin’

Nominative dèlfīn
Genitive/Accusative delfín-a
Instrumental delfín-om
Dative/Locative delfín-u

stems stressed. Hence the driving force behind this change is a promotion of
StemStRess. Additional evidence comes from stress varieties of standard Serbo-
Croatian presented in the next section.

4 Additional evidence: Stress varieties

Stress-only standard varieties emerged in cities outside the Neo-Štokavian area
(Zagreb, Rijeka, Pula, Bor, Niš, etc.). They are virtually undescribed: all the data
presented here come from our data collection in the five cities listed above. Stress-
only standard varieties are generally seen as a hybrid between Neo-Štokavian
and Non-Neo-Štokavian varieties. However, as shown by Simonović & Kager
(2017), while indeed often combining some stress patterns from Neo-Štokavian
and some from Non-Neo-Štokavian, these varieties do not simply allow both in
free variation, but rather impose their own restrictions and generalisations. One
such generalisation, absent from both Neo-Štokavian and Non-Neo-Štokavian
dialects, is that stress always falls on the stem. This is quite surprising given the
fact that most Non-Neo-Štokavian dialects have paradigms in which the stem is
consistently unstressed. One such paradigm is illustrated in Table 10. (We only
mark the stress because some of these dialects only have stress, and the tonal
dialects may have different tonal patterns).

Table 10: The present-tense paradigm of bežati ‘flee’ in most Non-Neo-
Štokavian dialects

sg pl

1 beˈž-i-m beˈž-i-mo
2 beˈž-i-š beˈž-i-te
3 beˈž-i beˈž-e
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Paradigms of the type illustrated above never made it into the stress-only
standard varieties. Preserving such a paradigm in a stress variety should not
present any problem in terms of prosodic constraints, because the stress vari-
eties, unlike Neo-Štokavian, allow final stress (e.g. in kriˈstal cf. Neo-Štokavian
krìstāl). PaRadigmUnifoRmity cannot offer an account for the systematic selec-
tion of the paradigmswith stem stress because the Non-Neo-Štokavian paradigm
above is perfectly uniform. Again, the correct result is predicted by promoting
StemStRess. Stress-only standard Serbo-Croatian varieties are unique in Serbo-
Croatian (and possibly also entire Slavic) for having lost any prosodic promi-
nence on non-stemmaterial while still having lexical prosody. In that sense, they
seem to be spearheading the change to come. In the following section, we sum-
marise what the change is and how it can be accounted for.

5 Historical context: From automatic retraction to
promoting StemStRess

The general move towards a system with stem stress is the final step in a chain of
language changes initiated by the Neo-Štokavian retractions in the 15th century
(Bethin 2006: 162–168) which created the rising accents. This first step amounted
to an automatic leftward tone spreading from all non-initial syllables, thereby
removing (a) all cases of final stress and (b) a huge portion of stress from inflec-
tional endings.

Step 1: bež-ī-tȅ → bež-í-te (tone/stress shift + removal of final stress)

The remaining portion of stress on non-stem material was targeted by the
changes discussed here.

Step 2: bež-í-te → bèž-ī-te (complete removal of non-stem stress)

There are several possible accelerators of step 2. Dialect contact played a role:
Neo-Štokavian has been the standard since mid-19th century, which led to ex-
tensive dialect contact in the whole language area. More important than external
factors is the issue of the driving force – the linguistic factor that set the change
in motion and determined in which contexts it took place. As argued above, there
are general reasons behind this language change in terms of markedness. In OT
literature, this translates into constraint interactions favouring stem stress (e.g.
Revithiadou 1999; Alderete 2001; Kager 2000). The most direct result is achieved
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by promoting a single markedness constraint: StemStRess. Step 2 in the con-
sidered language change seems to show a rather advanced stage in promoting
StemStRess. After step 1, stress had been removed from most unambiguous in-
flectional endings (-te in the example above only expresses phi-features). Next,
in step 2, stress is removed from the remaining non-stemmaterial (theme vowels,
augments etc.).

6 Conclusions

In this contribution, we have presented an account of several diachronic changes
within standard Serbo-Croatian, showing that there is the same underlying force
behind all of them: strengthening stem prosody. We assumed OT constraints
as a tool for formalising the force behind language change and using this tool
proved to be useful, enabling us to distinguish between different processes (e.g.
singling out the process discussed in §2.4). This inquiry resulted in identifying
StemStRess as the constraint that got promoted, leading to a number of seem-
ingly unrelated changes in different morphological contexts. Crucially, consider-
ing any of the changes in isolation would not have revealed the presented gen-
eralisation.

Abbreviations
1 1st person
2 2nd person
3 3rd person
dat dative
gen genitive
H high tone
inf infinitive

ins instrumental
loc locative
nom nominative
OT Optimality Theory
pst past
pl plural
sg singular
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Chapter 14

Several quantifiers are different than
others: Polish indefinite numerals
Marcin Wągiel
Masaryk University in Brno

In this paper, I examine properties of two Polish indefinite quantifiers, namely ileś
‘some, some number’ and kilka ‘several, a few’. I argue that they share morpho-
syntactic properties with cardinal numerals rather than with vague quantifiers
such as mało ‘little, few’ and dużo ‘much, many’ and propose that they should be
modeled as involving a built-in classifier comprising both a measure function and
choice function. The difference between the two indefinites boils down to the type
of set the choice function selects a member from and the type of measure function
that is employed.

Keywords: indefinites, numerals, quantifiers, choice functions, classifiers, Polish

1 Introduction

For some time, properties of different series of Slavic indefinites have been suc-
cessfully explored (e.g., Błaszczak 2001, Testelets & Bylinina 2005, Yanovich 2005,
Geist 2008, Pereltsvaig 2008, Eremina 2012, Dočekal & Strachoňová 2015, Richtar-
cikova 2015, Šimík 2015, Strachoňová 2016). However, one particular class of in-
definite expressions seems to have been somewhat overlooked, namely indefinite
quantifiers such as those exemplified in (1).

(1) a. neskol’ko (Russian)

b. několik (Czech)

c. nyakolko (Bulgarian)

d. nekoliko
several/a few

(Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian)

Marcin Wągiel. 2020. Several quantifiers are different than others: Polish in-
definite numerals. In Franc Marušič, Petra Mišmaš & Rok Žaucer (eds.), Ad-
vances in formal Slavic linguistics 2017, 323–353. Berlin: Language Science Press.
DOI:10.5281/zenodo.3764869
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Remarkably, a similar gap is discernible in a long and prolific research on quanti-
fiers since certain characteristics of expressions corresponding to English several
remain surprisingly understudied (with the notable exception of Kayne 2007). In
this paper, I will examine an alternation involving two types of Polish indefinite
quantifiers, such as those seen in (2). In terms of terminology, I will follow the
Polish descriptive tradition and refer to such expressions as indefinite numeR-
als, a term which I take to be legitimate in view of the data discussed in the
subsequent sections.

(2) a. ileś (tam)
some/some number

b. kilka
several/a few

Though the alternation does not hold in every Slavic language, it does not seem
to be a Polish idiosyncrasy, as attested by the prima facie similar contrast be-
tween Russian skol’ko-to and neskol’ko ‘several’. The approach developed here is
intended to fit a broader research program dedicated to accounting for semantic
properties of distinct types of Slavic numeral expressions (Dočekal 2012; 2013;
Wągiel 2014; 2015; to appear; Dočekal & Wągiel 2018). Thus, the insights pre-
sented here might have wider applicability, at least within Slavic.

The paper is outlined as follows. In §2, I employ a battery of tests to determine
morpho-syntactic and semantic properties of the Polish indefinite numerals kilka
and ileś. In §3, I discuss additional data concerning the alternation in question
including the evidence in favor of specificity. In §4, I introduce the basic ma-
chinery necessary for the analysis: i.e., choice functions, measure functions, and
the intersective theory of cardinal numerals. In §5, I develop a morpho-semantic
approach to account for the discussed data. Finally, §6 concludes the article.

2 Cardinals, indefinite numerals, and vague quantifiers

2.1 Polish indefinite series

Similar to other Slavic languages, there are several series of indefinite expres-
sions in Polish and Table 1 gives the paradigm for the main ones. Based on mor-
phological evidence, it seems straightforward to assume that Polish indefinites
constitute derivationally complex expressions which can be decomposed into a
wh-element and an indefinite suffix. In addition, the indefinites in the -ś series
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14 Several quantifiers are different than others

can be followed by an optional pronoun tam ‘there’ which can express either a
great level of ignorance, or depreciative attitude (cf. Bylinina 2010).

Table 1: Indefinite series in Polish

wh-word -ś -kolwiek -bądź

kto ‘who’ ktoś (tam) ktokolwiek kto bądź
co ‘what’ coś (tam) cokolwiek co bądź
gdzie ‘where’ gdzieś (tam) gdziekolwiek gdzie bądź
kiedy ‘when’ kiedyś (tam) kiedykolwiek kiedy bądź
jak ‘how’ jakoś (tam) jakkolwiek jak bądź
jaki ‘what/which’ jakiś (tam) jakikolwiek jaki bądź
ile ‘how much/many’ ileś (tam) ilekolwiek ile bądź

As the last row in Table 1 shows, the Polish wh-word ile ‘how much/ many’
can take the indefinite morpheme -ś as well as the free choice item (FCI) markers
-kolwiek and bądź. Unlike other wh-words, it is incompatible with the negative
prefix ni- (*nile vs. nikt ‘no one’) and the depreciative FCI element byle (*byle
ile vs. byle kto ‘anyone (someone considered unworthy)’) but it can occur within
grammaticalized expressions such as bóg wie ile ‘God knows how much/many’
and chuj wie ile ‘who the fuck knows how much/many’. Despite the fact that
the ile series is somewhat defective compared to other wh-words, ileś is a proper
indefinite whose meaning could be probably best paraphrased in English as some
number or some amount.

On the other hand, kilka seems to be semantically more restricted. According
to the intuition of a majority of Polish native speakers it refers to a number be-
tween 3 and 9.1 Unlike ileś, it does not seem to be derivationally complex. In terms
of etymology, it emerged from the obsolete wh-word koliko ‘how much/many’
(compare, e.g., Czech kolik ‘how much/many’ ∼ několik ‘some/several’) and the
cluster -il- is arguably related to ile (see Bańkowski 2000). However, from a syn-
chronic perspective this relationship is completely opaque and for simplicity I
will assume that kilka is not a derived form and can only be decomposed into the
stem kilk- and the following inflectional marker.

I will refrain here from discussing the FCIs ilekolwiek and ile bądź ‘any amount/
number’ and for the purposes of this paper I will assume that whatever approach

1Such an intuition is corroborated by the lexical entries in standard dictionaries of the contem-
porary Polish language though perhaps it might be subject to some extent to vagueness or
interpersonal variation.
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accounts for, e.g., the kto ‘who’ ∼ ktoś ‘someone’ ∼ ktokolwiek ‘anyone’ series
(e.g., Kadmon & Landman 1993, Aloni 2007, Chierchia 2013), could also be ap-
plied to the ile ‘howmuch/many’ ∼ ileś ‘some amount/number’ ∼ ilekolwiek ‘any
amount/number’ alternation. Therefore, in the following text I will focus exclu-
sively on discussing novel data concerning the distribution as well as morpho-
syntactic and semantic properties of ileś and kilka.

To begin with, I will assume that two justifiable hypotheses can be formu-
lated with respect to the nature of the analyzed indefinites: (i) ileś and kilka
are similar to other vague quantifiers or (ii) to cardinal numerals. I will confine
my focus to testing properties of these expressions in comparison to pięć ‘five’
on the one hand and mało ‘few/little’ and dużo ‘much/many’ as two representa-
tives of a wider class of vague quantifiers (including lexical items such as sporo
‘much/many’, trochę ‘some’, niemało ‘quite a lot’, niedużo ‘not much/many’, and
masę ‘plenty’) on the other. Although due to some lexical idiosyncrasies not ev-
ery representative of that class has all the discussed properties, e.g., trochę, masę,
and sporo are not gradable, the general picture is roughly as presented below.

2.2 Inflection

I will start with the observation that in many respects Polish kilka and ileś pat-
tern with higher cardinals (i.e., five and higher) rather than with vague quanti-
fiers such as mało and dużo. Similar to pięć, both kilka and ileś (tam) agree in
gender with a modified NP and display the well-documented virile vs. non-virile
alternation (e.g., Miechowicz-Mathiasen 2011). On the other hand,mało and dużo
display no reflex of gender agreement with a modified NP, and thus have virile
forms, see (3)–(4).

(3) a. {Mało
few

dziewczyn
girls.nv

/ mało
few

chłopców}
boys.v

przyszło.
came

‘A few {girls / boys} came.’
b. {Dużo

many
dziewczyn
girls.nv

/ dużo
many

chłopców}
boys.v

przyszło.
came

‘Many {girls / boys} came.’

(4) a. {Pięć
five.nv

dziewczyn
girls.nv

/ pięciu
five.v

chłopców}
boys.v

przyszło.
came

‘Five {girls / boys} came.’
b. {Kilka

several.nv
dziewczyn
girls.nv

/ kilku
several.v

chłopców}
boys.v

przyszło.
came

‘Several {girls / boys} came.’
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c. {Ileś
some.nv

dziewczyn
girls.nv

/ Iluś
some.v

chłopców}
boys.v

przyszło.
came

‘Some {girls / boys} came.’

Another morpho-syntactic similarity between indefinite numerals and cardinals
is that, unlike mało and dużo, the indefinites ileś and kilka do not take a compar-
ative and superlative, see (5)–(6).

(5) a. mało ∼
few

mniej ∼
fewer

najmniej
fewest

b. dużo ∼
much

więcej ∼
more

najwięcej
most

(6) a. pięć
five

∼ *{pięciej
five.cmpR

/ bardziej
more

pięć}
five

∼ *{najpięciej
five.spRl

/ najbardziej
most

pięć}
five

b. kilka
several

∼ *{kilkiej
several.cmpR

/ bardziej
more

kilka}
several

∼ *{najkilkiej
several.spRl

/

najbardziej
most

kilka}
several

c. ileś
some

∼ *{ilesiej
some.cmpR

/ bardziej
more

ileś}
some

∼ *{najilesiej
some.spRl

/ najbardziej
most

ileś}
some

In the following sections, I will test the grammaticality of kilka and ileś in mul-
tiple environments in comparison to cardinal numerals and the quantifiers mało
and dużo. I will start with different types of modifiers.

2.3 Degree and numeral modifiers

One can distinguish between two types of modifiers that can combine with quan-
tifiers: (i) degree modifiers such as very (much) and (ii) numeral modifiers such as
over (five).2 Degree modifiers are compatible with quantifiers such as mało and
dużo but cannot combine with cardinal numerals. On the other hand, numeral
modifiers can target cardinals but fail to modify gradable quantifiers. Interest-
ingly, the indefinite numeral kilka behaves exactly like cardinals. The examples
in (7)–(10) illustrate the pattern.

2Nouwen (2010) further distinguishes between class A and B numeral modifiers. However, for
the purpose of this paper a simplified view is entirely sufficient.
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(7) a. bardzo
very

mało
few

b. dość
rather

mało
few

c. zbyt
too

mało
few

d. tak
so

mało
few

e. niemało
not.few

(8) a. * ponad
over

mało
few

b. * najwyżej
up.to

mało
few

c. * około
around

mało
few

d. * co
at

najmniej
least

mało
few

e. * od
from

mało
few

do
to

stu
100

.
.
.

(9) a. * bardzo
very

{pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

b. * dość
rather

{pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

c. * zbyt
too

{pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

d. * tak
so

{pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

e. * niepięć
not.five

/ *niekilka
not.several

(10) a. ponad
over

{pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

b. najwyżej
up.to

{pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

c. około
around

{pięciu
five.gen

/

kilku}
several.gen

d. co
at

najmniej
least

{pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

e. od
from

{pięciu
five.gen

/ kilku}
several.gen

do
to

stu
100

Similar to cardinals and kilka, the indefinite ileś is incompatible with degree mod-
ifiers, see (11). Nevertheless, unlike the expressions discussed above it seems to
be degraded with most numeral modifiers. Notice, however, that despite this fact,
the contrast between (12) and (8) is still detectable.

(11) a. * bardzo
very

ileś (tam)
some

b. * dość
rather

ileś (tam)
some

c. * zbyt
too

ileś (tam)
some

d. * tak
so

ileś (tam)
some

e. * nieileś
not.some

(tam)
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(12) a. ? ponad
over

ileś (tam)
some

b. ? najwyżej
up.to

ileś (tam)
some

c. ? około
around

iluś (tam)
some.gen

d. ? co
at

najmniej
least

ileś (tam)
some

e. od
from

iluś (tam)
some.gen

do
to

stu
100

I speculate that the reason that the acceptability of ileś with numeral modifiers
is reduced is its high level of indefiniteness. Since such modifiers compare more
or less defined values, at least some approximation with respect to the targeted
set of numbers is required. Out of the blue (12a) sounds odd, but if a proper
context sets a plausible range of possible values, it becomes perfectly acceptable,
as attested in an example from the National Corpus of Polish (NCP) provided in
(13).

(13) […] jeśli
if

stan
state

załogi
crew

wynosi
equals

ponad
over

ileś tam
some.number

osób
people

[…] powinien
it.should

być
be

zespół
band

muzyczny
musical

[…]

‘[…] if a crew amounts to more than some number of people […] there
should be a music band arranged […]’

All in all, the discussed data seem to indicate the distinction between quantifiers
mało and dużo on the one hand and cardinals and the indefinites kilka and ileś
on the other.The next test will involve the (un)grammaticality of quantificational
NPs where the quantifier is modified by the adjective or possessive pronoun.

2.4 Adjectival and pronominal modification

It has been observed that Polish cardinals are compatible with agreeing adjecti-
val modifiers such as dobre ‘good’ in preposition, see (14a), (cf. Babby 1987 and
Miechowicz-Mathiasen 2011).3 As indicated by the translations, if the preceding
AP employs the agreement strategy, it is the referent of the numeral that is modi-
fied and not the quantified entities; e.g., in (14a) it is the number of cookies that is

3An anonymous reviewer wonders whether dobre in examples such as (14) is in fact an adjec-
tive and whether it could be analyzed as an adverbial element. The case, gender, and number
agreement point to the contrary and, as far as I can tell, there is no evidence for the adverbial
nature of dobre in such examples. Furthermore, swapping the standard adverb dobrze ‘well’ for
dobre results in ungrammaticality.
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good, not necessarily the cookies themselves. Again, kilka and ileś pattern with
cardinal numerals in this respect, whereas mało and dużo do not allow for adjec-
tival modification, as witnessed by the ungrammaticality of (15).4

(14) a. dobre
good

pięć
five

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

‘a good five cookies’

b. dobre
good

kilka
several

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

‘a good several cookies’

c. dobre
good

ileś (tam)
some

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

‘a good number of cookies’

(15) a. * dobre
good

mało
few

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

Intended: ‘a good few cookies’

b. * dobre
good

dużo
many

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

Intended: ‘a good many cookies’

Similarly, both cardinals and indefinite numerals allow for pronominal modifica-
tion employing the agreement strategy (cf. Miechowicz-Mathiasen 2011), while
expressions such as mało and dużo do not, as witnessed by the contrast between
(16) and (17).

(16) a. {te
these

/ moje}
my

pięć
five

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

‘these / my five cookies’

b. {te
these

/ moje}
my

kilka
several

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

‘these / my several cookies’

c. {te
these

/ moje}
my

ileś (tam)
some

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

‘these / my cookies some number worth’

4It seems that there is a dialectal variation since some Polish speakers judge examples such as
those in (14) as ungrammatical and accept only APs which agree with the noun to precede the
quantificational NP. However, to my knowledge for such speakers the use of the genitival form
dobrych ‘good’ in (15) is still impossible.
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(17) a. * {te
these

/ moje}
my

mało
few

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

Intended: ‘these / my few cookies’

b. * {te
these

/ moje}
my

dużo
many

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

Intended: ‘these / my many cookies’

The (in)compatibility with different types of modifiers appears to be a reliable di-
agnostic for the classification of quantifiers and it suggests a distinction between
cardinals and kilka and ileś on the one hand and mało and dużo on the other.
Yet another test will explore the acceptability of the expressions in question in
contexts involving universal quantification and markers forcing obligatory dis-
tributive readings.

2.5 Universal quantification and distributivity

It is a well-known fact that Slavic numerals can co-occur with the universal quan-
tifier within one phrase (cf. Corbett 1978, Gvozdanović 1999, and Miechowicz-
Mathiasen 2011). Examples such as those in (18) show that, similar to cardinals,
the indefinites kilka and ileś are also licit in such an environment. However, ex-
pressions such as mało and dużo do not allow for modification by a universal
quantifier, see (19).

(18) a. wszystkie
all

pięć
five

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

‘all the five cookies’

b. wszystkie
all

kilka
several

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

‘all the several cookies’

c. wszystkie
all

ileś (tam)
some

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

‘all the cookies (where there are some cookies)’

(19) a. * wszystkie
all

mało
few

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

Intended: ‘all the few cookies’

b. * wszystkie
all

dużo
many

ciasteczek
cookies.gen

Intended: ‘all the many cookies’

Another contrast relates to distributivity. As observed by Safir & Stowell (1988)
and discussed by Borer (2005), English binominal each does not allow the dis-
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tributive share expressed by DPs involving the quantifier some. Similarly, there
are a number of restrictions on arguments of the distributive preposition po
in Polish which excludes a collective reading of a sentence in which it occurs
(Przepiórkowski 2008). Interestingly, phrases headed by quantifiers such as mało
and dużo are not acceptable as complements of po, see (21), unlike kilka and ileś
which again pattern with cardinals, see (20).

(20) a. Dałem
I.gave

im
them

po
distR

pięć
five

ciasteczek.
cookies.gen

‘I gave them five cookies each.’

b. Dałem
I.gave

im
them

po
distR

kilka
several

ciasteczek.
cookies.gen

‘I gave them several cookies each.’

c. Dałem
I.gave

im
them

po
distR

ileś (tam)
some

ciasteczek.
cookies.gen

‘I gave some cookies to each of them.’

(21) a. * Dałem
I.gave

im
them

po
distR

mało
few

ciasteczek.
cookies.gen

Intended: ‘I gave few cookies to each of them.’

b. * Dałem
I.gave

im
them

po
distR

dużo
many

ciasteczek.
cookies.gen

Intended: ‘I gave many cookies to each of them.’

It seems that the contrasts discussed here cannot simply stem from, e.g., distinct
ranges of vagueness or other superficial differences between the indefinites kilka
and ileś as compared tomało and dużo. Rather, the data suggest that a muchmore
essential disparity is involved and the expressions in question should be treated
as belonging to two distinct classes.

2.6 Uncountable NPs

So far, we have discussed environments in which cardinals pattern both with
kilka and ileś. However, another division can be drawn based on the interac-
tion with uncountable nominals such as mass nouns and pluralia tantum. While
cardinals and kilka cannot combine directly with such expressions5 and require
either a measure word or a specialized classifier suffix, (22), ileś patterns in this

5I put aside cases where the mass denotation is shifted to the count domain by means of the
universal packager or the universal sorter.
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respect with quantifiers such as mało.6 In particular, it is compatible both with
mass nouns and pluralia tantum as well as measure and classifier constructions
involving such expressions and cannot take the classifier suffix, as presented in
(23).

(22) a. * {pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

wody
water.gen

b. {pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

butelek
bottles.gen

wody
water.gen

c. * {pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

nożyczek
scissors.gen

d. {pięć
five

/ kilka}
several

par
pairs.gen

nożyczek
scissors.gen

e. % {pięcioro
five.cl

/ kilkoro}
several.cl

drzwi
door.gen.pl

(23) a. {mało
little

/ ileś (tam)}
some

wody
water.gen

b. {mało
few

/ ileś (tam)}
some

butelek
bottles.gen

wody
water.gen

c. {mało
few

/ ileś (tam)}
some

nożyczek
scissors.gen

d. {mało
few

/ ileś (tam)}
some

par
pairs.gen

nożyczek
scissors.gen

e. * {małoro
few.cl

/ ilesioro (tam)}
some.cl

drzwi
door.gen.pl

Before we move on to discussing more contrasts regarding kilka and ileś, let us
recapitulate the findings so far.

2.7 Data summary

Table 2 summarizes morpho-syntactic and distributional properties of Polish in-
definite numerals as compared to cardinals.

6Theuse of forms such as pięcioro and kilkorowith pluralia tantum seems to be fading, especially
in younger generations. Some speakers, however, still use such expressions and the plurale
tantum noun drzwi ‘door’ ranks in 11th place as a collocation candidate for the lemma kilkoro
in the NCP. For more details concerning different uses of suffixed numerals such as pięcioro
see Wągiel (2014; 2015).
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Table 2: Morpho-syntactic properties of cardinals and indefinite nu-
merals

pięć kilka ileś (tam) mało
‘five’ ‘several’ ‘some’ ‘few/little’

degree modifiers * * * ✓
comparison * * * ✓
mass nouns * * ✓ ✓
pluralia tantum * * ✓ ✓
virile vs. non-virile ✓ ✓ ✓ *
universal quantifier ✓ ✓ ✓ *
distributive po ✓ ✓ ✓ *
adjectival modifiers ✓ ✓ ✓ *
pronominal modifiers ✓ ✓ ✓ *
numeral modifiers ✓ ✓ ? *

As Table 2 shows, three patterns can be distinguished within an axis extending
over poles constituted by compatibility with numeral modifiers on the one hand
and degree modifiers on the other. Based on the battery of tests applied in this
section, cardinal numerals and the indefinite numeral kilka appear to form a
logical class which contrasts with the class of vague quantifiers such as mało
and dużo. On the other hand, the indefinite numeral ileś seems to somewhat fall
in between the two categories. Although it shares a number of key properties
with cardinals, it is not subject to the distributional constraints concerning direct
modification of uncountable expressions.

I conclude that kilka is essentially a cardinal in disguise, whereas ileś seems to
be a numeral augmented with some more general semantic features. In the next
section, I will provide more data that shed new light on the core of the discussed
alternation.

3 Some intriguing contrasts

3.1 Predicate position

As illustrated in (24), Polish cardinals and indefinite numerals have yet another
property in common, namely they both can appear in predicate position.
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(24) a. Tych
these

dziewczyn
girls

było
were

pięć.
five

‘The girls were five in number.’

b. Tych
these

dziewczyn
girls

było
were

kilka.
several

‘The girls were several in number.’

c. Tych
these

dziewczyn
girls

było
were

ileś (tam).
some

‘The girls were in some number.’

At this point, it might be tempting to analyze kilka and ileś essentially on a par
with pięć. However, this is not the whole story. In the following sections, I will
focus on some non-trivial differences between cardinals and indefinite numerals
on the one hand and kilka and ileś on the other. By examining this distinction
more closely, we can provide a proper semantic account of Polish indefinite nu-
merals.

3.2 Reference to number concepts

One could attempt to analyze indefinite expressions such as English several in
terms of existential quantification over numbers of a certain size. However, it
appears that there is a serious problem with the existential quantification ap-
proach (see Schwarzschild 2002). In particular, indefinite numerals differ from
cardinal numerals in that they cannot be used to name number concepts and do
not fit contexts calling for numerical arguments, see (25). Furthermore, consider
the mathematical statement in (26a). A natural way to paraphrase it making use
of the existential quantifier is given in (26b). Nonetheless, similar statements in-
volving indefinites in (27a) and (28a) are not felicitous despite the fact that their
intended meaning can be easily paraphrased in terms of existential quantifica-
tion, as provided in (27b) and (28b) respectively.

(25) a. liczba
number

{pięć
five

/ *kilka
several

/ *ileś}
some

b. Jaś
Jaś

umie
can

policzyć
count.up

do
to

{pięciu
five.gen

/ *kilku
several.gen

/ *iluś}.
some.gen

‘Jaś can count up to five.’

(26) a. Cztery
four

plus
plus

pięć
five

to
this

mniej
less

niż
than

dziesięć.
ten

‘Four plus five is less than ten.’

b. There is a number n = 5 such that 4 + n < 10.
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(27) a. # Cztery
four

plus
plus

kilka
several

to
this

mniej
less

niż
than

dziesięć.
ten

Intended: ‘Four plus several is less than ten.’

b. There is a number n ≥ 3 ∧ ≤ 9 such that 4 + n < 10.

(28) a. # Cztery
four

plus
plus

ileś (tam)
some

to
this

mniej
less

niż
than

dziesięć.
ten

Intended: ‘Four plus some number is less than ten.’

b. There is a number n such that 4 + n < 10.

The facts described above suggest that Polish indefinite numerals cannot be mod-
eled in terms of existential quantification over numbers. The following section
will provide additional evidence calling for an alternative treatment.

3.3 Specific reading

To my knowledge, it is a novel observation that Polish indefinite numerals can
have a so-called specific reading, i.e., an interpretation corresponding to the
widest scope in the sentence (cf. Fodor & Sag 1982 and Kratzer 1998).7 For in-
stance, (29) can be interpreted with każdy ‘each’ scoping over kilka: i.e., for each
teacher there is some indefinite number of which they know that that many stu-
dents were called before the dean. Such an interpretation is sometimes referred
to as a quantificational reading. However, (29) can also mean that in a given con-
text there is a certain number of my students, say five, and each teacher knows
that the number of my students that were called before the dean is that number.
The same applies to ileś, as illustrated in (30).

(29) Każdy
each

nauczyciel
teacher

wie,
knows

że
that

kilku
several

moich
my

studentów
students

wezwano
were.called

do
to

dziekana.
dean
‘Each teacher knows that several students of mine had been called before
the dean.’

a. each > kilka quantificational reading

b. kilka > each specific reading

7Fodor & Sag (1982) call it a “referential interpretation”. I will stick to the term specific though.
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(30) Każdy
each

nauczyciel
teacher

wie,
knows

że
that

iluś (tam)
some

moich
my

studentów
students

wezwano
were.called

do
to

dziekana.
dean
‘Each teacher knows that some students of mine had been called before
the dean.’

a. each > ileś quantificational reading

b. ileś > each specific reading

Alongside the ability to escape islands and insensitivity to various operators, the
capability to take the widest scope is considered to be one of the diagnostics to
detect specific indefinites such as a certain word in (31).

(31) There is a certain word that I can never remember.

In a certain way the evidence seems to steer in the opposite directions. On the
one hand, indefinite numerals appear to be ‘referential’ in the sense that they
can indicate a specific, though indefinite, number. On the other hand, however,
they are infelicitous in contexts calling clearly for numerical arguments such as
terms in mathematical equations.

3.4 Referential restrictions

Another contrast concerns referential restrictions that apply to kilka. While ileś
can be used to denote any real (or perhaps even complex) number, kilka seems to
be restricted to a subset of integers, specifically the set {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}.8 Notice
that a constraint regarding natural numbers seems to apply also to cardinals.
For instance, in a scenario where there are four and a half apples on the table
and it is conspicuous that the half does not count as a whole apple, it is rather
odd to utter (32a).9 In such a context, it is also strange to use (32b). However,
(32c) seems perfectly felicitous. A similar contrast is given in (33). Since 𝜋 is an
irrational number, it can be associated with the co-referential ileś in the main
clause, however using kilka in such a sentence is impossible.

8Some speakers may include 10 while others may restrict the set even further by excluding 3. I
acknowledge that this issue might be subject to some degree to idiolectal variation but for the
sake of simplicity I will ignore this fact in the following analysis.

9An example of such a scenario would be a cooking event in which one bakes stuffed apples. In
such a context half an apple is useless and simply does not count.
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(32) a. # Na
on

stole
table

leży
lies

pięć
five

jabłek.
apples

Intended: ‘There are five apples on the table.’

b. # Na
on

stole
table

leży
lies

kilka
several

jabłek.
apples

Intended: ‘There are several apples on the table.’

c. Na
on

stole
table

leży
lies

ileś (tam)
some

jabłek.
apples

‘There are some apples on the table.’

(33) a. # Pole
area

koła
circle

to
this

kilka
several

razy
times

r2,
r2

a
and

dokładnie
precisely

𝜋
𝜋
razy
times

r2.
r2

Intended: ‘The area of a circle is several times r2, precisely 𝜋 times
r2.’

b. Pole
area

koła
circle

to
this

ileś (tam)
some

razy
times

r2,
r2

a
and

dokładnie
precisely

𝜋
𝜋
razy
times

r2.
r2

‘The area of a circle is some number times r2, precisely 𝜋 times r2.’

The data suggest yet another distinction between indefinite numerals. Similar to
cardinals, kilka makes reference to natural numbers whereas ileś is not restricted
in such a way. Rather, it is apt to denote any number associated with a particular
plurality or quantity.

3.5 Cardinal suffixes

The final data point to be discussed in this section concerns an interesting fact
that unlike, e.g., English several (Kayne 2007), the Polish indefinite kilka can take
cardinal suffixes, as illustrated in (34b). On the other hand, ileś is significantly
degraded with cardinal suffixes, see (34c).10

(34) a. pięć ∼
five

piętnaście ∼
fifteen

pięćdziesiąt ∼
fifty

pięćset
five.hundred

b. kilka ∼
several

kilkanaście ∼
several.teen

kilkadziesiąt ∼
several.ty

kilkaset
several.hundred

10Although such forms are definitely not part of standard Polish and many speakers judge them
as ungrammatical, for some speakers they are marginally acceptable. However, the balanced
NCP subcorpus which contains more than 240 million tokens returns no hits for the forms ileś-
naście and ileśdziesiąt and six hits for ileśset, two of which are from the prose of a linguistically
very creative author. Therefore, I will assume that such forms are not well-formed expressions
of Polish.
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c. ileś ∼
some

*ileśnaście ∼
some.teen

*ileśdziesiąt ∼
some.ty

*ileśset
some.hundred

Interestingly, the interpretation of the suffixed indefinite numerals seems to be
derived from the meaning of kilka. For instance, at least for some speakers kilka-
naście does not mean a number between 11 and 19 but rather it seems to exclude
the values 11 and 12, hence {13,…, 19}. Similar, it would be awkward to refer to
a plurality including approximately twenty members using kilkadziesiąt; for a
collection of around thirty entities it would be felicitous though. In spite of the
fact that such intuitions may not be shared by all native speakers and I suspect
some interpersonal variation here, my judgments as well as the judgments of the
informants I have consulted are quite clear with respect to this issue and I will
assume them to hold in general.

3.6 Data summary

Although Polish indefinite numerals pattern with cardinals such as pięć ‘five’
rather thanwith vague quantifiers such asmało ‘few/little’ and dużo ‘much/many’,
there are a number of respects in which they differ. In particular, though both
cardinals and indefinite numerals can occur in predicate position and can have
a specific reading, kilka and ileś cannot be used to name numbers, i.e., to refer to
abstract concepts, and do not fit clearly numerical contexts. On the other hand,
ileś differs from cardinals and kilka in that it cannot take cardinal suffixes and
is not restricted to natural numbers: i.e., unlike kilka it can be used to talk about
any real and possibly even complex number. Table 3 summarizes the similarities
and contrasts discussed in this section.

Table 3: Semantic properties of cardinals and indefinite numerals

pięć kilka ileś (tam)
‘five’ ‘several’ ‘some’

predicate position ✓ ✓ ✓
specific reading ✓ ✓ ✓
cardinal suffixes ✓ ✓ *
restricted to integers ✓ ✓ *
names of numbers ✓ * *
numeric contexts ✓ * *
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I conclude that a neat classification developed here calls for a more elaborate
analysis of numerical expressions than usually assumed. In particular, a proper
treatment of numerical expressions should account for the semantic differences
between the class of cardinals and two types of indefinite quantifiers, namely
kilka and ileś.

Before we move on to spelling out the semantics for indefinite numerals that
will capture the discussed patterns and contrasts, it will be useful to introduce
several theoretical tools. In the next section I will sketch a framework within
which the proposed analysis will be grounded.

4 Setting the stage

4.1 Choice functions

Following Reinhart (1997) and Kratzer (1998) as well as subsequent cross-linguis-
tic research on specific indefinites (see Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2003
for Spanish algún, Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002 for German irgendein, Yanovich
2005 for Russian indefinite series, andMatthewson 1998 for indefinites in St’át’im-
cets), I model ileś and kilka as choice functions (CF): i.e., operators selecting a
member from a set. On the adopted view, CF indefinites are not existentially
quantified. Instead, the CF variable remains free at LF and its value is provided
by the context. In particular, I embrace the approach that CFs provide a null
pronominal element of type ⟨⟨𝜏, 𝑡⟩, 𝜏⟩, where 𝜏 is a generalized primitive type,
see (35a) and (35b) for entities.

(35) a. For any 𝑓⟨⟨𝜏,𝑡 ⟩,𝜏 ⟩ and any 𝑃 ⟨𝜏,𝑡 ⟩ , 𝑓 is a CF if 𝑃 (𝑓 (𝑃)) = 1

b. For any 𝑓⟨⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩,𝑒 ⟩ and any 𝑃 ⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩ , 𝑓 is a CF if 𝑃 (𝑓 (𝑃)) = 1

If a CF 𝑓 is applied to a set of, e.g., sleeping individuals, it will yield a specific
sleeper relative to a particular context. Similar, when applied to a set of natural
numbers, it will return a relevant integer. In this way, one can account for the
referential flavor of specific indefinites without employing existential quantifica-
tion.

4.2 Measure functions

Following Krifka (1989), I model quantification in numeral and measure construc-
tions in terms of extensive measure functions (MF), i.e., operations that map a
plurality of individuals or quantity of substance onto a real number correspond-
ing to the number of individuals or units making up the plurality or quantity.
Such MFs are additive, see (36a) and have the Archimedean property, see (36b).
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In addition, assuming the remainder principle for ⊔ guarantees monotonicity,
see (36c) (cf. Schwarzschild 2002).

(36) a. 𝜇 is an additive MF with respect to ⊔ iff for any 𝑥𝑒 and any 𝑦𝑒 ,
¬𝑥 ◦ 𝑦 → [𝜇 (𝑥 ⊔ 𝑦) = 𝜇 (𝑥) + 𝜇 (𝑦)]

b. 𝜇 is an Archimedean MF iff for any 𝑥𝑒 and any 𝑦𝑒 ,
[𝜇 (𝑥) > 0 ∧ 𝑦 ⊑ 𝑥] → 𝜇 (𝑦) > 0

c. 𝜇 is a monotonic MF with respect to ⊑ iff for any 𝑥𝑒 and any 𝑦𝑒 ,
𝑥 ⊏ 𝑦 → 𝜇 (𝑥) < 𝜇 (𝑦)

Counting is thereforemodeled as a form ofmeasuring. For instance, theMF liteR
returns the integer 3 if there are three liters of an entity in question, see (37a).
Similar, the MF # can be introduced which would yield 3 if a number of individ-
ual members of a plurality it is applied to equals 3, see (37b).11 Let us assume
that # is defined in such a way that it takes only a plurality of atomic individ-
uals, i.e., entities that do not have proper parts, and returns a number of atoms
making up that plurality. Such a restriction guarantees its incompatibility with
mass nouns unless their denotation is shifted to the count domain, e.g., via the
universal packager or the universal sorter.

(37) a. Jthree liters of juiceK = 𝜆𝑥 [juice(𝑥) ∧ liteR(𝑥) = 3]
b. Jthree applesK = 𝜆𝑥 [apple(𝑥) ∧ #(𝑥) = 3]

Furthermore, to account for the compatibility of ileś with both countable and
uncountable NPs I will follow Bale & Barner (2009) in assuming a generalized
context-dependent MF 𝜇. Such an approach posits a mechanism of contextual
conditioning along the lines defined in (38).

(38) 𝜇 is interpreted as one of the MFs𝑚𝑧 in the series ⟨𝑚1,𝑚2,𝑚3 . . .𝑚𝑛⟩
such that the argument for 𝜇 is in the range of𝑚𝑧 ; furthermore,
contextually𝑚𝑧 is preferred to𝑚𝑦 if 𝑧 < 𝑦

A contextually conditionedMF can cover themeanings of both puremeasure con-
structions such as (37a) and counting expressions like those in (37b). In particular,
𝜇 is interpreted as an MF counting units of, e.g., volume, when combined with
a mass term denoting a substance and as an MF counting atomic entities when
combined with expressions denoting individuated semi-lattices such as count
nouns and pluralia tantum.

11Here I depart from Krifka’s (1989) original proposal. In his system, the nu operation (for ‘nat-
ural unit’) is postulated which when applied to a property returns a number of natural units
associated with that property.
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4.3 Cardinals

Rothstein (2013; 2017) distinguishes between several functions of numerals. In a
non-classifier language such as English cardinals can be used as (i) nominal modi-
fiers, (ii) predicates, and (iii) names of concept numbers.When used in attributive
and predicate position numerals are cardinal predicates of the same type as adjec-
tives (Landman 2003), see (39a), whereas when used as names of numbers, they
refer to abstract objects of a primitive semantic type n, see (39b). On this view,
cardinal predicates denote sets of plural entities with a specific cardinality, i.e.,
{𝑥 : #(𝑥) = 𝑛}, and have standard intersective semantics.12 For instance, three ap-
ples denotes a set of pluralities that are both in the denotation of apples and have
the property three, i.e., a set of triples of apples. Rothstein assumes that cardinal
properties are basic, whereas their individual correlates, i.e., names of number
concepts, are derived and building on Fregean property theory (Chierchia 1985)
postulates shifting operations ∪ and ∩ which allow for switching freely between
the two.

(39) a. Jthree⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩K = 𝜆𝑥 [#(𝑥) = 3]
b. Jthree𝑛K = 3

In the system described above, complex numerals such as twenty-three are de-
rived by means of a null + operator which works as illustrated in (40).

(40) a. J+K = 𝜆𝑚𝜆𝑛[𝑚 + 𝑛]
b. Jtwenty-threeK = 𝜆𝑚𝜆𝑛[𝑚 + 𝑛] (20)(3) = 𝜆𝑛[20 + 𝑛] (3) = 20 + 3

With all the ingredients in place, let us now see what they can account for and
how they interact. In the following section, I will provide an analysis of the Polish
indefinite numerals kilka and ileś which captures their similarities with cardinals
as well as accounts for the discussed differences.

5 Putting the pieces together

5.1 Adaptations and extensions

Within the patch-work framework adopted here there are several adjustments
and developments I will make. First of all, unlike Rothstein, I assume that the

12Both Landman and Rothstein use the symbol | . . . | instead of #. I have replaced it for the sake
of notational uniformity and clarity.
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use of cardinals as names of numbers is the basic one. In particular, I posit that
numerals are complex expressions involving the numeral root which is an ex-
pression of type 𝑛, the Numeral head which introduces gender, and optionally
the classifier element caRd (for ‘cardinal property’) which takes a number and
returns a set of atomic individuals whose cardinality equals that number, see
(41). Proper counting is guaranteed by the # MF and presupposition of atomicity
incorporated into the semantics of caRd. In other words, cardinals are born as
names of numbers (cf. Scha 1981) and by adding additional structure can be con-
verted to cardinal properties at type ⟨𝑒, 𝑡⟩. I assume that in a language such as
English or Polish caRd has no overt exponent. However, in classifier languages
it is introduced by the classifier (see Sudo 2016 for a similar proposal).

(41) JcaRdK = 𝜆𝑛𝜆𝑥 . ATOM(𝑥) [#(𝑥) = 𝑛]

Furthermore, I posit yet another classifier element, namely qant (for ‘quan-
tificational property’) which also shifts number concepts to sets of entities but
unlike caRd it employs the contextually conditioned MF 𝜇 which can either mea-
sure, e.g., volume or count individuals depending on a context. Such conditioning
makes qant compatible with both countable and uncountable NPs.

(42) JqantK = 𝜆𝑛𝜆𝑥 [𝜇 (𝑥) = 𝑛]

Finally, I propose that in Polish suffixed numerals there is no covert + operation
but rather cardinal suffixes are number operators of type ⟨𝑛, 𝑛⟩ themselves. They
take the denotation of the numeral root and yield a number enlarged via addition
or multiplication, see (43), which can be then shifted by caRd. Notice, however,
that the cardinal suffixes incorporate a special presupposition that makes them
compatible only with natural numbers. Such a move will explain the behavior of
ileś, but it is also independently motivated by the fact that cardinal suffixes are
not compatible with expressions denoting fractions, as shown by the contrast in
(44).

(43) a. J-naścieK = 𝜆𝑛 . INTEGER(𝑛) [𝑛 + 10]
b. J-dziesiątK = 𝜆𝑛 . INTEGER(𝑛) [𝑛 × 10]
c. J-setK = 𝜆𝑛 . INTEGER(𝑛) [𝑛 × 100]

(44) a. dziesięć
ten

i
and

pół
half

b. * półnaście
half.teen

Let us now examine how the proposed semantics accounts for Polish cardinals
and indefinite numerals.
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5.2 Composition of cardinals

I argue that Polish cardinal numerals are complex expressions. First, let us con-
sider cardinals in numerical contexts such as (26b) where they are used as names
of abstractmathematical concepts. In general, I take numeral roots to be category-
free, as often claimed (e.g., Halle & Marantz 1993). Due to the fact that Polish
cardinals can be used not only as modifiers and predicates, but also as names of
numbers and can be modified by agreeing adjectives, I assume that in a sense
they have some nominal-like properties. Therefore, I posit that a gender value
is always associated with the Numeral head which forges the cardinal. Let us
consider the derivation of the non-virile numeral pięć ‘five’, see Figure 1. The
category-free root

√
pięć- is a name of the natural number 5, i.e., an expression

of a primitive type 𝑛. Though the Numeral head has a crucial structural role, i.e.,
it assigns the [NV] (for ‘non-virile’) gender value and forms the numeral, it lacks
any particular semantic contribution, and the resulting expression is therefore
simply the name of number 5.13

NumeralP𝑛
5

Numeral
[nv]

-∅

√
pięć-𝑛

5

Figure 1: Derivation of the number name pięć ‘five’

However, the structure in Figure 1 can be further augmented with the silent
node which introduces the caRd operation, see Figure 2. As a result, the number
5 is shifted to the set of atomic individuals whose cardinality equals 5. Such an
expression can be used both as a nominal modifier and in predicate position.

Finally, a derivationally complex numeral such as piętnaście ‘fifteen’ can be
obtained by incorporating the node associated with the cardinal suffix in the
structure. Specifically, I posit that it is not until the cardinal suffix attaches to the
root and yields an enlarged number that the Numeral head applies and forms
the NumeralP which can serve as an argument for caRd. The tree in Figure 3
gives the structure for the non-virile cardinal piętnaście; the derivation of other
suffixed cardinals is analogous.14

13In the case of the form pięciu, the Numeral head assigns the [V] (for “virile”) value.
14Notice that pięć- and pięt- are allomorphs, similar to the suffixes -naści- and -nast-, as in the
virile form piętnastu. I take -nast- to be the basic form and assume that it alternates with -naści-
in contexts preceding -e.
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NumeralP⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩
𝜆𝑥.ATOM(𝑥) [#(𝑥) = 5]

caRd⟨𝑛, ⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩⟩
𝜆𝑛𝜆𝑥.ATOM(𝑥) [#(𝑥) = 𝑛]

NumeralP𝑛
5

Numeral
[nv]

-∅

√
pięć-𝑛

5

Figure 2: Derivation of the cardinal predicate pięć ‘five’

NumeralP⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩
𝜆𝑥.ATOM(𝑥) [#(𝑥) = 15]

caRd⟨𝑛, ⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩⟩
𝜆𝑛𝜆𝑥.ATOM(𝑥) [#(𝑥) = 𝑛]

NumeralP𝑛
15

Numeral
[nv]

-e

𝑛

15

-nast- ⟨𝑛,𝑛⟩
𝜆𝑛.INTEGER(𝑛) [𝑛 + 10]

√
pięć-𝑛

5

Figure 3: Derivation of the cardinal predicate piętnaście ‘fifteen’
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With the proposed mechanism of deriving Polish cardinals in place, let us now
move to the semantics of indefinite numerals. The next section is dedicated to
explaining the composition of kilka and ileś.

5.3 Composition of indefinite numerals

5.3.1 Deriving kilka

I will start with the structure for kilka ‘several’, see Figure 4. I presume that the
root

√
kilk- involves a built-in CF that applies to the restricted set of alternatives,

namely the set of natural numbers {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}, and yields a specific value in a
given context. The root then combines with the Numeral head which assigns the
[NV] gender value. However, unlike in the case of cardinals, the Numeral head
does have a semantic contribution. In particular, it introduces the caRd opera-
tion which shifts the indefinite number to the cardinal property. The resulting
expression is of type ⟨𝑒, 𝑡⟩, and thus it is illicit in contexts calling for numeric
arguments, as already illustrated in (27a). Furthermore, the fact that the MF # re-
quires atomic denotations explains why kilka is incompatible with mass terms.

NumeralP⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩
𝜆𝑥.ATOM(𝑥) [#(𝑥) = 𝑓⟨⟨𝑛,𝑡⟩,𝑛⟩ (𝜆𝑛 [INTEGER(𝑛) ∧ 𝑛 ≥ 3 ∧ 𝑛 ≤ 9]) ]

Numeral
[nv]

caRd⟨𝑛, ⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩⟩
𝜆𝑛𝜆𝑥.ATOM(𝑥) [#(𝑥) = 𝑛]

-a

√
kilk-𝑛

𝑓⟨⟨𝑛,𝑡⟩,𝑛⟩ (𝜆𝑛 [INTEGER(𝑛) ∧ 𝑛 ≥ 3 ∧ 𝑛 ≤ 9])

Figure 4: Derivation of kilka ‘several, a few’

The proposed semantics also accounts for the fact that kilka can combine with
cardinal suffixes. Since the number selected by the CF 𝑓 is a natural number, it
can serve as an argument for the cardinal suffixes, as defined in (43).

5.3.2 Deriving ileś

As discussed in §2.1, the indefinite ileś ‘some number’ is a complex expression
involving a wh-word and the indefinite suffix -ś. In general, I assume that wh-
elements denote properties. In this case, the wh-root

√
il- denotes a property of
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type ⟨𝑛, 𝑡⟩, namely a property of being a real number.15 Furthermore, I adopt the
view that indefinite suffixes in Slavic introduce a generalized CF of type ⟨⟨𝜏, 𝑡⟩, 𝜏⟩,
see (45), which can attach to any wh-element to yield an indefinite expression
(Yanovich 2005).

(45) 𝜆𝑃 ⟨𝜏,𝑡 ⟩ [𝑓⟨⟨𝜏,𝑡 ⟩,𝜏 ⟩ (𝑃)]

I propose that the composition of ileś proceeds as in Figure 5.The indefinite suffix
-ś combines directly with the wh-root

√
il- so that the CF 𝑓 yields a specific real

number relative to a particular context.16 Similar to kilka, the Numeral head not
only assigns the gender value, but also introduces the classifier element. How-
ever, in this case it is not caRd but qant.

NumeralP⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩
𝜆𝑥 [𝜇 (𝑥) = 𝑓⟨⟨𝑛,𝑡 ⟩,𝑛⟩ (𝜆𝑛 [REAL(𝑛) ]) ]

Numeral
[nv]

qant⟨𝑛, ⟨𝑒,𝑡 ⟩⟩
𝜆𝑛𝜆𝑥 [𝜇 (𝑥) = 𝑛]

-e-

𝑛

𝑓⟨⟨𝑛,𝑡⟩,𝑛⟩𝜆𝑛 [REAL(𝑛) ]

indef.suffix⟨⟨𝜏,𝑡 ⟩,𝜏 ⟩
𝜆𝑃 [𝑓 (𝑃 ) ]

-ś

√
il-⟨𝑛,𝑡 ⟩

𝜆𝑛 [REAL(𝑛) ]

Figure 5: Derivation of ileś ‘some, some number’

The type of the NumeralP is again ⟨𝑒, 𝑡⟩ which does not allow ileś to refer to
number concepts in clearly numeric environments. On the other hand, the con-
textually conditioned MF 𝜇 accounts for the fact that ileś is compatible both with
count and mass terms. In the first case, it simply returns the number of atomic

15Arguably, it might be even a complex number. However, since I remain agnostic with respect
to the question whether the concept of complex numbers is part of the semantics of natural
language, I will stick to reals.

16The surface order of morphemes in Figure 5 is derived by (phrasal) movement of the root
√
il-

to the left of the two functional heads -e- and -ś, which remain in the base order. As pointed out
by an anonymous reviewer, this is not a frequent phenomenon, and it goes against traditional
accounts of morpheme order based on head movement (e.g., Baker 1988), which would lead to
a mirror-image order such as *il-ś-e. However, the type of movement needed for Figure 5 has
been argued independently to be necessary for various morpheme orders within words as well
(e.g., Koopman & Szabolcsi 2000, Julien 2002; see also Caha 2017 for discussion).
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individuals making up a plurality whereas in the latter it yields the amount of
substance. Finally, the fact that the indefinite number is not necessarily an inte-
ger makes ileś incompatible with cardinal suffixes.

The last issue concerns how to ensure that the Numeral head gets the correct
semantics in combination with a particular root, i.e.,

√
kilk-,

√
il-, and cardinal

roots such as
√
pięć-. For this purpose, I postulate the interface instructions as

provided in (46).

(46) Interpretation of the Polish Numeral head at LF

Numeral ⇔ caRd / [ [
√
kilk-] ]

⇔ qant / [ [
√
il-] ]

⇔ ∅ / elsewhere

Given the standard elsewhere principle, the application of a specific operation
overrides the application of a more general rule, and thus what happens at LF is
as follows. The Numeral head is interpreted as caRd only in case it dominates
the root

√
kilk- and as qant if and only if its complement is the root

√
il-. In all

other cases, i.e., whenNumeral combines with the cardinal root, it is semantically
vacuous. The proposed mechanism guarantees adequate interpretations of the
structures postulated for number-denoting cardinals and indefinite numerals in
Figure 1, Figure 4, and Figure 5. Insertion of an additional null caRd node higher
in the tree, see Figure 2, gives rise to a cardinal predicate which can be used as a
nominal modifier and in predicate position.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, I presented novel data concerning the distribution as well as seman-
tic properties of the Polish indefinite quantifiers kilka ‘several, a few’ and ileś
(tam) ‘some, some number’. Based on a number of tests, I concluded that such in-
definites pattern with cardinal numerals rather than with vague quantifiers such
asmało ‘little, few’.Moreover, I posited that kilka and ileś should be treated as spe-
cific indefinites since they can have a ‘referential’ reading in an embedded clause,
i.e., they can scope over a quantifier in a matrix clause.Therefore, I proposed that
Polish indefinite numerals essentially share the core choice-functional semantics
and argued that they should be analyzed as having a built-in classifier involving
a measure function. The difference between the two results from the fact that
kilka employs a cardinality function which is compatible only with atomic deno-
tations and yields a value from the set of natural numbers {3, . . . , 9}, whereas ileś
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introduces a contextually conditioned measure function which, depending on a
context, returns a real number corresponding either to a cardinality of a plurality
or to a measure calibrated in relevant units.

Further research should focus on cross-linguistic investigations related to in-
definite numerals both within Slavic and beyond as well as the behavior of FCIs
such as ilekolwiek ‘any number’ in Polish. An open issue concerns the exact na-
ture of the mapping between semantics and morphology in the case of the dis-
cussed indefinites from a typological point of view.

Abbreviations
BCS Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian
NCP National Corpus of Polish
LF Logical Form
FCI free choice item
CF choice function
MF measure function
caRd cardinal property
qant quantificational property

v virile
nv non-virile
cmpR comparative
spRl superlative
gen genitive
distR distributivity marker
cl classifier
pl plural
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1 Introduction

A-binding has been a chief area of research in comparative linguistics since the
early 80s (Chomsky 1981; 1986; Manzini &Wexler 1987; Belletti & Rizzi 1988; Rap-
paport 1986; Willim 1989; Burzio 1996; Hellan 1988; Progovac 1992; 1993; Avrutin
1994; among others) when the foundations for modern theory of binding were
laid. It very soon became transparent that binding phenomena were subject to
parametric differences involving such notions as the size of the binding domain,
the morphology of the anaphoric element and the choice of the privileged binder.
This paper touches upon the last aspect of the parametric difference, namely
the strict subject orientation of anaphors in Polish (and other Slavic languages)
as well as certain conditions which dative arguments must meet to qualify for
binders; it turns out that even when dative arguments happen to be supreme ar-
guments in particular structures, they do not fully mimic the behaviour of nom-
inative subjects as binders.

Polish is a subject-oriented binding language, and objects, either dative or
accusative-marked ones, cannot bind anaphors in other object/adjunct positions
(Willim 1989; Reinders-Machowska 1991; Rappaport 1986 for almost identical data
in Russian), as presented in (1).

(1) a. Jan1

Jan.nom
pokazał
showed

Marii2
Maria.dat

[{swoje1,*2
self.poss

/ jej2
her

/ *jego1}
his

zdjęcie].
picture.acc

‘Jan showed Maria his/her picture.’

b. Jan1

Jan.nom
zawierzył
entrusted

córkę2
daughter.acc

[{swojej1,*2
self.poss

/ jej2
her

/ *jego1}
his

patronce].
patron.dat

‘Jan entrusted his daughter to his/her patron.’

c. Jan1

Jan.nom
opowiedział
told

Marii2
Maria.dat

[o
about

{sobie1,*2
self

/ ?niej2}
her

(samej)
alone

/

*nim1].
him

‘Jan told Maria about himself/her.’

Both the reflexive pronoun and the reflexive possessive seem to be oriented to-
wards the nominative subject, while dative and accusative objects are infelicitous
binders in (1).

In certain constructions referring to psychological states, dative arguments
bind anaphoric pronouns but allow for optionality with pronominal/reflexive
possessives.
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(2) a. Marii1
Maria.dat

było
was.3sg.n

żal
sorrow.3sg.m

{siebie1
self.gen

/ *?jej1}
her.gen

(samej).
alone

‘Maria felt sorry for herself.’

b. Marii1
Maria.dat

było
was.3sg.n

żal
sorrow.3sg.m

{swojej1
self.poss

/ jej1}
her

koleżanki.
friend.gen.f

‘Maria felt sorry for her female friend.’

The psychological predicate podobać się ‘appeal to’ shows variable behaviour:
when bound, the possessive pronoun in the nominative argument is strongly pre-
ferred to the possessive reflexive, as in (3). However, Witkoś (2007; 2008) shows
that a preverbal dative-marked argument can be involved in anaphoric binding
into the nominative-marked constituent (cf. (4)):1

(3) Marii1
Maria.dat

spodobała
liked

się
Refl

{?*swoja1
self.poss

/ jej1}
her

nowa
new

sukienka.
dress.nom

‘Maria liked her new dress.’

(4) [Nowakom2]
Nowaks.dat

spodobała
liked

się
Refl

[nowa
new

książka
book.nom

(Kowalskich1)
Kowalskis.poss

o
about

sobie1,2]
self
‘The Nowaks liked the new book (by the Kowalskis) about
themselves/them.’

We address these issues by developing and updating an approach to binding
based on Nikolaeva’s (2014) index Raising (IR) and Despić (2013; 2015). In the
view of the data in (2) and (4), our goal is to explain why dative antecedents in
constructions with psychological verbs, (2b), allow for the option of binding both
reflexive and pronominal possessives, while the nominative antecedent allows
only for the reflexive possessive variant.2 We submit that these different binding
properties are due to different positions occupied by nominative and dative an-
tecedents, namely SpecTP and SpecvP, respectively. We also claim that data such

1A detailed analysis of dative object experiencers of both verbal and non-verbal psychological
predicates remains beyond the scope of this contribution. Recent analyses are presented in
Jimenez-Fernandez & Rozwadowska (2016) and in Bondaruk (2017).

2We will not take into consideration reciprocal constructions in Polish, whose properties are
markedly distinct from reflexives and identical to Russian reciprocals (Willim 1989; Reinders-
Machowska 1991; Rappaport 1986 for Russian). For instance, in contrast to reflexives, recipro-
cals are not subject oriented and can be bound by the object as well. In terms of the IR-based
analysis, reciprocal pronouns in Polish do not undergo IR.
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as (3), though plentiful, are encumberedwith an additional complicating factor in
the form of the Anaphor Agreement Effect (AAE, Rizzi 1990; Progovac 1992; 1993;
Woolford 1999; Reuland 2011) and they deserve a slightly different treatment.The
most straightforward diagnostics for determining the binding potential of the da-
tive argument involves cases when it binds (into) non-nominative elements (so
(2) rather than (3)).

The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we present an outline of our theory
of binding, with emphasis on our version of the IR theory articulated in Niko-
laeva (2014), modified in line with Bošković (2005; 2012; 2013; 2014) and Despić
(2011; 2013; 2015). §3 provides our account of binding in structures with dative
arguments. We show why the dative argument of the ditransitive verb cannot
bind reflexive elements, we analyse the position and binding option of the dative
object expeRienceR (OE). §4 concludes the paper.

2 Components of the analysis

Our account of anaphoric binding in Polish follows from and draws from a triplet
of sources: (A) approaches which stress the need for (covert) anaphor raising to
some functional head position, usually Infl or T (Vikner 1985; Chomsky 1986; Pica
1987; 1991; Hestvik 1992; Avrutin 1994; Nikolaeva 2014), (B) approaches which
stress themorphological impoverishment of the anaphoric elements (Burzio 1991;
1996; Safir 2014), and (C) approaches that recognize the notion of derived com-
plementarity (Hellan 1988; Safir 2004; Boeckx et al. 2008).

(A) The most identity dependent form in (1), be it anaphoric, personal or pos-
sessive, is overlaid with lexical content late in the derivation, at Spell-Out.
It is introduced into initial numeration as an undefined element, the most
dependent form, called D-bound in Safir (2014), the index in Nikolaeva
(2014), or root-pron in Heinat (2008). Safir (2014: 91–92) defines properties
of D-bound/index in the following way:

(5) a. Always a variable: D-bound is the same object in sem (the
syntactic input to semantic interpretation) in all cases; it is
interpreted as a bound variable regardless of its φ-features.

b. Always A-bound: the binder of D-bound (its antecedent) must
c-command it from an A-position; that is, the D-bound form is
A-bound. (We further narrow down the definition of A-position
to the position where the antecedent has its case valued).
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c. Always feature compatible: D-bound must be feature
compatible with its antecedent (informally, this property may
be termed antecedent agreement).

d. Spell-Out of the morphological shape of D-bound is potentially
sensitive to whether A-binding is phase internal:

– agreement compatible with morphological shape may be
determined by phase internal factors locally distinct from
antecedent agreement;

– D-bound enters the derivation with φ-features arbitrarily
assigned to it;

– anywhere phase-internal shape is not required, D-bound
receives default pronominal shape.

(B) The D-bound/index is impoverished in its feature composition, very much
like the lexical anaphor in Polish, in that it has a [−var] feature.3 Theunder-
specification of this feature forces the index to move to a position where
this interpretive impoverishment can be compensated for, in line with a
similar procedure for semantically and morphologically deficient pronom-
inal clitics in Béjar & Rezac (2003) and Franks (2017; Forthcoming).4

3The Polish reflexive pronoun and the reflexive possessive inflects for case but not for person,
number and gender. The reflexive pronoun siebie ‘self’ also has a weak/clitic form się but we
leave this issue aside in this paper.

4Franks (2017; Forthcoming) claims that clitics are deficient in three respects: prosodically, se-
mantically and syntactically:

(i) The prosodic deficiency: Clitics cannot project prosodic feet. (Franks 2017: 147)

(ii) The semantic deficiency:

a. Clitics cannot instantiate lexico-conceptual features.

b. A clitic may not have [+person] features (either entirely or only subcomponents
[Participant [Author]] of the 1st/2nd person).

(iii) The syntactic deficiency: Clitics cannot express syntactic complexity (they are heads).

In our analysis, the index does not show prosodic deficiency. Following Cardinaletti & Starke
(1994) and Béjar & Rezac (2003), Franks (2017) proposes that [+person] must be licensed by
entering into an agree relation with a functional category.
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(C) The index moves from its thematic/case position to the head v/T, but it is
not phonologically impoverished the way clitics are. This is why its move-
ment forms a chain in which the copy is pronounced.5,.6

In short: we take the relation of binding to hold between the antecedent c-
commanding D-bound/ index from its case position. The spell-out form of D-
bound/index is determined by its movement to v/T.

Nikolaeva (2014), building on Chomsky (1986); Vikner (1985); Pica (1987;
1991); Hestvik (1992) and Avrutin (1994), proposes that the lexicalisation of D-
bound/index depends on IR. We modify her original proposal as in Figure 1.

The diagrams in Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the placement of arguments in
both the construction with ditransitive verbs and psychological predicates. In
Figure 1 the direct object is the complement to V0, the indirect object occupies
SpecVP, fromwhich it c-commands NP1.The position of the dative experiencer in
SpecvP corresponds to the dative in (2)–(4) with psychological predicates. As the
diagrams above show, we assume two distinct positions for dative goals, bene-
and malefactives (NP2 in SpecVP) and dative OEs (SpecvP). We follow Larson
(1988; 1990; 2014) for the placement of the former and Woolford (2006) for the
placement of the latter. Two positions are reserved for the agentive subject: the

5A similar idea of an element raising (to the edge of the vP phase) and having its copy pro-
nounced as reflexive is applied in an analysis of binding in German in Safir (2004) and in Lee-
Schoenfeld (2008: 291). According to the latter source the licensing of sich ‘self’ co-indexed
with mother requires covert movement:

(i) Die
the

Mutter𝑖
mother

lässt
lets

[vP die
the

Kleine𝑗
little-one

{sich?i/j
self

/ ihri/*j}
her

die
the

Schokolade
chocolate

in
in

den
the

Mund
mouth

stecken].
stick
‘The mother lets the little girl stick the chocolate in her mouth.’

6A reviewer for this volume expresses doubts as to whether a non-phonological clitic such as
our D-bound/index should behave movement-wise like a clitic and pick the same landing site
v0/T0. This reservation can be addressed in a number of ways. First, let us point out that in
terms of their syntax non-clitic elements can be ambiguous between X0/XP status and partici-
pate in head movement irrespective of their phonological properties; after all, clitic movement
constitutes a subset of head movement. Second, in one of its multiple functions the Polish clitic
się ‘self’ serves as the clitic form replacement of the reflexive pronoun siebie ‘self’. Importantly,
the distribution of this type of się ‘self’ fully overlaps with the distribution of clitic/weak pro-
nouns and the span of the binding domain in Polish.

We claim that this overlap is not accidental but due to the same underlying operation: move-
ment of D-bound/index and clitic/weak pronoun to the same functional head placed outside
VP.Third, there are fruitful analyses of grammatical phenomena in Germanic (scrambling) and
Romance languages, which link abstract (covert) clitic elements with overt non-clitic phenom-
ena, such as Sportiche (1996) and the concept of “clitic voices”.
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TP

SubNOM T′

T0

3
Rfl/pRn

T0

vP

SubNOM v ′

v0

2
Rfl/pRn

v0

VP

NP2

…

V′

V0 NP1

NP

Rfl/pRn

NP1

…

Figure 1: Index positions: a ditransitive predicate (the DOC type)

bottom of its A-chain in SpecvP and the top of its A-chain in SpecTP. The gist of
the lexicalisation procedure is as follows (Nikolaeva 2014: 68):

(6) a. Movement: an index (marked as Rfl/pRn in Figure 1–Figure 2) must
undergo IR unless it is at a lexicalisation site or movement is no
longer possible.

b. Lexicalisation site: an index is a sister to a node with label D0/v0/T0

and is c-commanded by a specifier,

c. Co-argumental Lexicalisation: if an index is at a reflexivization site
and is coindexed with a specifier which is its co-argument, the index
has to be realized as reflexive.

d. Lexicalisation at spell-out: when the sentence is sent to spell-out, if an
index is coindexed with a specifier of the projection to which it is
adjoined, the index has to be realized as reflexive.

e. Pronominal is an elsewhere condition: if an index has not been realized
as reflexive, it is realized as pronominal.
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TP

T′

T0

3
Rfl/pRn

T0

vP

NP2.Exp v ′

v0

2
Rfl/pRn

v0

VP

V0 NP1

NP

Rfl/pRn

NP1

Figure 2: Index positions: A psychological predicate with acc/dat ex-
periencer

As VP is not a lexicalisation site by definition, the overt position of the index
(pronoun or anaphor) is mostly ignored in the calculation of its spell-out form.7

IR is closely linked to ideas concerning clitic movement, see Sportiche (1996);
Kayne (1985; 1991); Roberts (1992; 1993) in the GB tradition. Clause in (6e) clearly
corresponds to the competition-based approach to binding, see Safir (2004), and
the movement-based approach, see (Hornstein 2001; Boeckx et al. 2008), where
the pronoun is the default ‘elsewhere’ option wherever the reflexive cannot be
licensed.

7Exceptions include clause (6c) and co-argumental reflexivisation, where pronouns show not
only strong anti-subject orientation but also anti-object orientation:

(i) a. * Mama2
mother

pokazała
showed

Marii1
Mary.dat

ją1/2
her.acc

(w
in

lustrze).
mirror

Intended: ‘Mother showed her to Maria (in the mirror).’

b. * Mama2
mother

pokazała
showed

Marię1
Mary.acc

jej1/2
her.dat

(w
in

lustrze).
mirror

Intended: ‘Mother showed Maria to her (in the mirror).’

This issue remains beyond the scope of the current contribution but see Gogłoza et al. (Forth-
coming) for a detailed analysis couched in the IR framework.
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Let us sketch three derivations illustrating the mechanics of the system. Safir
(2014) proposes the following derivation for an English example:

(7) a. John1 praised {himself1/*him1/him2}.

b. [vP John [v′ v [VP praise D-bound+3sg]]]
c. [TP John [T′ T [vP John [v′ v [VP praise himself]]]]]

D-bound/index is merged in with unvalued φ-features assigned to it. John is
the antecedent for D-bound/index and because John is the phase edge, the D-
bound/index spells out in the shape indicating phase-internal dependency (the
-self form in English). The major difference between Polish reflexive forms and
the English ones is that the D-bound/index in Polish is impoverished in its feature
composition, very much like the Polish lexical anaphor, in that it has an under-
specified slot for [+φ] features. We take this underspecification to allow for the
copying of the φ-features from the antecedent but not for their expression in
situ. The expression of these features takes place only upon the movement of the
D-bound/index to v and T (see Béjar & Rezac 2003 and Franks 2017 for a corre-
sponding notion of clitic movement to a compensatory position for [+person]
expression):

(8) a. Jan1

Jan
zobaczył
noticed

{siebie1
self.acc

/*jego1}.
him.acc

‘Jan noticed himself.’

b. Binding
[vP Jan1 [v′ [v +3sg1 – v] [VP noticed D-bound[#φ] ]]]

c. φ-expression
[vP Jan1 [v′ [v okD-bound+3sg1 – v] [VP noticed D-bound[#φ] ]]]

d. Spell-Out
[TP Jan1 [ T [vP Jan [v′ [v okD-bound+3sg1 – v] [VP noticed self]]]]]

In (8a) the D-bound/index is bound in its base position (it copies the φ-features
of its antecedent). In Witkoś et al. (Forthcoming), we treat A-binding as upward
agree for feature [+variable], followingHicks (2009) rather than plain phi-feature
copying. Here, the index meets Safir’s (2014) condition of local antecedent agree-
ment of (5c). The φ-features on D-bound/index cannot be expressed in its base
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position and this morpho-syntactic deficiency forces the index to move to v0 in
(8b), forming a chain. At the point of spell-out of the vPD-bound/index is realized
as the reflexive form siebie ‘self’ on the bottom copy of the chain in (8c).

The derivation of (1) follows a similar path. In (9c), D-bound/index is c-
commanded by its antecedent and copies its φ-features under local antecedent
agreement, yet it cannot express them, so it moves to v and forms a chain.The lex-
icalization of (covert) D-bound/index at v is determined by Nikolaeva’s (6d) the
NP content of the local SpecvP bears φ-features different from D-bound/index,
so it is lexicalized as a pronoun at the bottom of its chain in (9e):

(9) a. Jan
Jan

pokazał
showed

Marii
Maria

jej
her

zdjęcie.
picture

‘Jan showed Maria her picture.’

b. [vP Jan.nom1 [showed [VP Maria.dat2 [V’ V [her2 picture]]]]
c. Binding

[vP J1 [[v +3sg.f2-v] showed [VP M2 [V’ V [D-bound[#φ]2 [pic]]]]

d. φ-expression
[vP J1 [[v +3sg.f2-v] showed [VP M2 [V’ V [D-bound[#φ]2 [pic]]]]

e. Spell-Out
[vP J1 [[v +3sg.f2-v] showed [VP M2 [V’ V [her2 [pic]]]]]]

Interpretation-wise, the dative goal of a ditransitive verb can function as an-
tecedent for the possessive in the accusative object, see (9d), but its case position
is placed too low in the structure (it is VP-internal in a broad sense) to serve as
a local antecedent for the index at the lexicalization site, see (9e).8

One of the consequences of IR is that the index moved via head movement and
adjoined to v/T (positions [2] and [3]) should not c-command from the head ad-
joined position, as this would lead to undesirable principle C violations. While it
is commonly believed that an adjunct to a maximal projection does c-command
outside its adjunction host (see Kayne 1994 and subsequent work), there is less

8It seems that movement of the D-bound/index to a VP-external position is an inevitable step for
any empirically adequate account of subject orientation, as it prevents one object from being
antecedent of a possessive reflexive embedded in the other object. Even recent conceptually
appealing accounts of binding (Reuland 2011; Zubkov 2018) take subject orientation for granted.
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evidence for c-command following head adjunction. Nikolaeva (2014: 93–94): ex-
cludes this option by following the definition of c-command in Hestvik (1992:
574): “x c-commands y iff every node dominating x includes x and y, and x does
not dominate y (where x includes y iff y is dominated by every segment of x,
as proposed in May (1985)”. Such a definition leaves the c-command domain of
the adjunct undefined, as the node dominating the adjunct at the adjunction site
does not include it. Citko et al. (2018) invokes the “word interpretation” notion
from Chomsky (1995: 322) to prevent such unwelcome c-command: “at LF, X0 is
submitted to independent word interpretation processes WI, where WI ignores
principles of the computational system within X0”. If c-command from within
a complex head (a word) leading to a violation of binding principle C is such
a “principle of the computational system” then it can be ignored.9 Furthermore,
Roberts (2009) develops a minimalist analysis of clitic climbing, to which IR cor-
responds, and observes that if clitics are taken to minimally constitute only the
bundle of φ-features, moving them via excorporation from one head to another
is very close to agree for φ-features.

We propose a particular structure for NPs including possessives, which cap-
tures anti-cataphoRa effects (ACEs):

(10) * Jan1

Jan.nom
pokazał
showed

jej2
her.acc

dyplom
diploma.acc

koleżance
friend.dat

Marii2.
Maria’s.dat

Intended: ‘Jan showed her diploma to Marta’s friend.’

R-expressions in Polish cannot be placed in positions following co-indexed pro-
nouns, even if these pronouns apparently do not c-command them in an obvious
manner.The grammar of Polish (as well as other Slavic languages) does not toler-
ate cataphoric relations. Despić (2011; 2013; 2015) develops an account of binding
in Serbo-Croatian (SC) which relies to a large degree on the idea that adjectival
possessives are adjuncts and therefore c-command outside the NP they are part
of. In SC, the possessive c-commands from its adjoined position, on a theory of
adjunction as in Kayne (1994), and thus causes a principle B effect, (12b), and a
principle C effect, (12a), which does not occur in English examples, e.g. (11). Sig-
nificantly, Polish shares with SC the fact that possessive pronouns trigger off

9Baker (1988) argues extensively that heads incorporated into other heads (where incorporation
is a showcase example of head movement) cease to act upon elements they used to c-command
before incorporation. So, headmovement (incorporation) does not extend their c-domain, quite
the contrary. For example, in Mohawk, the incorporated N no longer governs (under c/m-
command) its possessor and does not license case on it, the verb as the incorporation host
governs the possessor instead.
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the ACEs (13a), although nominal possessives do not, see (13b), as discussed in
Witkoś & Dziubała-Szrejbrowska (2015):

(11) a. Hisi latest movie really disappointed Kusturicai.

b. Kusturicai’s latest movie really disappointed himi.

(12) a. * Njegovi
his

najnoviji
latest

film
movie

je
is

zaista
really

razočarao
disappointed

Kusturicui.
Kusturica.

Intended: ‘His new movie really dissapointed Kusturica.’

b. * Kusturicini

Kusturica’s
najnoviji
latest

film
movie

gai
him

je
is

zaista
really

razočarao.
disappointed

Intended: ‘Kusturica’s new movie really dissapointed him.’

(13) a. * Jegoi
his

siostra
sister.nom

bardzo
very

pocieszyła
comfort.past

Jankai.
Janek.acc

Intended: ‘His sister comforted John very much.’

b. Siostra
sister.nom

Jankai
Janek.gen

bardzo
very

goi
him.acc

pocieszyła.
comfort.past

‘Janek’s sister comforted him very much.’

These authors conclude that Polish seems to employ two structures to represent
nominal with possessives: the simpler bare NP-structure is usedwith pronominal
and reflexive possessives, while the more complex structure involving possessive
phrase and another functional projection (FP) on top of it is used with nominal
possessives:

(14) a. [NP jego
his.gen

[NP siostra]]
sister.nom

‘his sister’

b. [FP[NP siostra][F′
sister.nom

F0 [PossP[NP Janka][Poss′
Janek.gen

Poss0 [NP siostra]]]]]
sister.nom

‘Janek’s sister’

Nominals with pronominal possessors appear to be smaller, truncated versions
of structures with nominal possessors.10 The result is that only the pronominal

10In his analysis of English possessive constructions, Despić (2015) proposes a similar solution in
that the pronominal possessor is placed at a lower level of the DP structure than the nominal
possessor or the reciprocal possessor:

(i) [DP Mary/each other [D’ [D ’s] [PossP my/their/her [Poss’ Poss [NP friends]]]]]
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possessives are expected to c-command outside the NP they modify, while nom-
inal possessives do not. Significantly, the structure in (14a) has the following
advantage: the pronominal c-commands outside its NP from its base position,
the position where it has both its thematic role and case licensed, thus its A-
position.11

3 Index raising in action

This section serves as an illustration of an application of the notion of IR to con-
structions with datives in Polish.

3.1 The VP-internal dative antecedents

The study of ditransitive structures has gained a lot of prominence in Slavic lin-
guistics and the discussion has typically involved two problem areas. Initially,
the assumption was that there was one underlying structure for all ditransitive
constructions and much of the debate centred around the issue of the basic order
between the acc and dat objects: e.g. Willim (1989), Witkoś (1998; 2007; 2008),
Tajsner (2008), and Citko (2011) for Polish, and Franks (1995), Dyakonova (2007;
2009) for Russian, claimed that the dat–acc was the basic order, while Bailyn
(1995; 2010; 2012) and Antonyuk (2015) argued for acc–dat as the basic order.
The argumentation was based on such tests as genitive of negation, distributive
po constructions, binding of reciprocals, licensing of secondary predicates, idiom
formation, focus propagation, and VP topicalization.12

The second general approach was funded on the conviction that ditransitive
verb constructions are derived from two basic underlying structures, one cor-
responding to English DOCs (V-/acc), as in (15) and the other to the so called
to-dative construction (V-acc- (to) dat), in ((16), after Dvořák (2010)):

(15) [vP Jan showed [ApplP Maria.dat Appl0 [VP V0 her picture.acc]]]

(16) [vP Jan subordinated [VP a page.acc V0 [PP P0(to) his knight.dat]]]

11A reviewer raises the question of the origin of the thematic role and case for the possessor, an
adjunct in syntax which functions like an argument in LF. We follow Bošković (2005; 2012) and
Despić (2011; 2013; 2015) in this regard and assume that the thematic role for the possessive as
adjunct is determined compositionally at LF upon the transfer of the nominal phase (NP). Its
genitive case is inherent, determined straightforwardly by the thematic relation. A plausible
alternative leading to identical consequences for c-command relations, which we do not con-
sider here, would be to posit movement of the pronominal possessor from within an extended
projection of NP and adjunction to its outer edge, cf. Cegłowski (2017) for a recent analysis of
the internal composition of the Polish NP.

12We refer the Reader to the above-mentioned sources for a detailed discussion of these tests.
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In this regard, two positions can be outlined. One holds that particular verbs
project only one of the two underlying structures and further alternative
word order permutations operate on them (Dvořák 2010). Other authors argue
that all benefactive/recipient verbs can appear with any underlying structures
(Gračanin-Yuksek 2006; Marvin & Stegovec 2012). The criteria used in distin-
guishing between the two construction types involve the obligatory presence
of the dative argument (17), causative reading (18), VP-topicalization, nominal-
isation, quantifier scope, and the two-goal construction. For lack of space, we
illustrate only a few of these tests. Our Polish examples are based on the exam-
ples given in Gračanin-Yuksek (2006), Dvořák (2010), and Marvin & Stegovec
(2012) for other languages.

(17) a. Jan
Jan

wysłał
sent

(Marii)
Maria.dat

paczkę
package.acc

już
already

wczoraj.
yesterday

‘Jan sent Maria a package yesterday.’

b. Jan
Jan

powierzył
entrusted

Marię
Maria.acc

*(jej
her

patronowi)
patron.dat

już
already

wczoraj.
yesterday

‘Jan entrusted Maria to her patron yesterday.’

(18) a. Beethoven
Beethoven

dał
gave

światu
world

Czwartą
Fourth

Symfonię.
Symphony

‘Beethoven gave the world the Fourth Symphony.’

b. # Beethoven
Beethoven

dał
gave

Czwartą
Fourth

Symfonię
Symphony

światu.
world

‘Beethoven gave the Fourth Symphony to the world.’

From our perspective, all the above mentioned ditransitive constructions show
a crucial property, namely the superior object cannot function as an antecedent
for the reflexive possessive in the other object; it can only antecede a pronominal
possessive:13

13It must be noted that this conclusion does not hold for all Slavic languages. For example,Marvin
& Stegovec (2012) show that in Slovenian, a quantifier in the higher dative object can bind a
reflexive possessive in the lower object, as in (i).

(i) Tat2
thief𝑗

je
aux

vrnil
return.past

[vsakemu
each.dat

oškodovancu]1
victim.dat

[svoj1,2
his.acc

avto].
car.acc

‘The thief returned every victim his car.’/ ‘The thief returned every victim his (the
thief’s) car.’
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(19) a. Jan1

Jan
pokazał
showed

Marii2
Maria.dat

{swoje1/*2
self.poss

/ jej2}
her

zdjęcie.
picture.acc

‘Jan showed Maria her picture.’

b. Jan1

Jan
pokazał
showed

Marię2
Maria.acc

{swojej1/*2
self.poss

/ jej2}
her

przełożonej.
supervisor.dat

‘Jan showed Maria to her supervisor.’

c. Król1
king

podporządkował
subordinated

giermka2
page.acc

{swojemu1/*2

self.poss
/ jego2}
his

rycerzowi.
knight.dat

‘The king subordinated the page to his knight.’

d. Król1
king

podporządkował
subordinated

rycerzowi2
knight.dat

{swojego1/*2
self.poss

/ jego2}
his

giermka.
page.acc

‘The king subordinated his page to the knight.’

This leads us to propose that in both patterns singled out, the Spell-Out form
of the index in both constructions is determined by the fact that VP is not a
reflexivization domain/site. So, both the accusative and the dative object of a
regular ditransitive verb is placed too low in the structure to serve as a co-indexed
antecedent for the index at the reflexivization site, defined as vP or TP, but not
VP, see positions [2] and [3] in Figure 1 and Figure 2. As soon as the pronoun is
not a co-argument of the object, IR applies and carries the index to the domain
of vP/TP, out of the c-domain of the object, so despite their coindexation, no
Condition B violation occurs:

(20) [vP Maria.nom1 [index2-v showed [VP Jan.dat2 [V’ V [index2 [pictures]]]]

Interestingly, the dative of possession seems to behave like a regular VP-internal
dative object. Polish has a construction where the dative-marked nominal repre-
sents the thematic role of possessor, correctly captured in the English translation:

(21) a. Jan1

Jan.nom
złamał
broke

Tomkowi2
Tomek.dat

{*swoją2
self.poss

/ jego2}
his

ulubioną
favourite

kredkę.
colour-pencil.acc
‘Jan broke Tomek’s favourite colour pencil.’

b. Maria1
Maria.nom

wybiła
knocked out

Tomkowi2
Tomek.dat

{*swoją2
self.poss

/ jego2}
his

nową
new

złotą
golden

plombę.
filling.acc
‘Maria knocked out Tomek’s new golden filling.’
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The fact that only the possessive pronoun is the correct co-indexed bound form
indicates that dative of possession is placed only as high as SpecVP, as NP2 in
Figure 1, and the index is raised to attach to v/T, outside of its c-command domain:

(22) [vP Jan1 index2-v broke [VP Tomek.dat2 [V’ V [NP index2 [favourite
pen]]]]]

In general, if accepted, our analysis can be used as a detector for the position in
which a given antecedent is placed with respect to heads v/T; any antecedents
placed below v, so within VP, are predicted not to be able to bind reflexive pro-
nouns/reflexive possessives.

In this context, consider an example of the impersonal passive construction
with a dative argument:

(23) Marii
Maria.dat

pokazano
shown.impRs

{*swoją
self.poss

/ jej}
her

nową
new

koleżankę.
friend.acc

‘Maria was shown her new friend.’

Despite the fact that the dative argument is placed in the left peripheral posi-
tion in the clause and on many analyses, it occupies SpecTP, it can only function
as antecedent to a pronominal possessive. We take this fact to indicate that the
case position of this argument is really low, probably SpecVP, as any ordinary
dative object of a ditransitive construction and its movement to T does not ex-
tend its binding domain, see (5b).14 At the same time, the word order in (23) does
not convey any information-structure related message and it can be used as an
answer to a general ‘what has happened?’ question. So a position in SpecTopP
or SpecFocP is not an option. We assume that the dative NP in (23) is either in
SpecTP on account of checking only the [+EPP] property of T, which is not suffi-
cient to extend its binding domain, or it is moved to a position that is technically
an A-position but, crucially, not a case position, as proposed in Germain (2015)
and Citko et al. (2018):15

14The same conclusion is reached in Moore & Perlmutter (2000) for Russian impersonal passives.
15Germain (2015) proposes that conflicting characteristics of this position find a natural explana-
tion if feature inheritance is split and the phase head C (Fin in her account where Rizzi’s (1997)
split CP architecture is assumed (i). The head Fin passes on only φ-features to T but retains the
[+EPP] property. Hence the nominative case can be valued under agree on the postverbal DP,
while the non-nominative DP can move up to SpecFinP to satisfy the EPP-property.

(i) [ForceP Force [TopP Top [FocP Foc [FinP Fin]]]]
(Russian left periphery; Germain 2015: 428)
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(24) [TP/FinP Maria.dat (Fin) [TP index-T shown [VP Maria.dat [V’ V [NP index
[new friend]]]]]]

3.2 The medial domain: Dative OEs in SpecvP

In this section we investigate (both verbal and non-verbal) dative OEs which
bind anaphoric pronouns as co-arguments and optionally possessive reflexives
as non-co-arguments. The successful antecedents to anaphoric pronouns are all
placed in a clausal position higher than VP.

Psychological predicates with dative experiencers fall into two classes: non-
verbal predicates and verbal ones. The chief source of differences between them
in terms of binding properties of their dative arguments stems from the fact that
only the latter allow for nominative T/SM (Target/Subject Matter) arguments and
binding into these shows considerable speaker variation.

3.2.1 OEs in non-verbal psychological predicates

We start with non-verbal psychological predicates such as było żal ‘was sorrow’
or było wstyd ‘was shame’. In (25), the anaphoric/pronominal object (the index) is
the object of the predicate żal ‘pity’, so a co-argument of the dative experiencer.
IR carries it to the v-adjoined position and no further, see (6c). This position is
c-commanded by the dative NP:

(25) a. Marii1
Maria.dat

było
was.3.sg.n

żal
sorrow.3.sg.m

{siebie1
self

/ *?jej1}
her

(samej).
alone

‘Maria felt sorry for herself.’

b. [vP Maria.dat [v’ index-v was [ sorrow index]]]

In (26) the index is free to either head-adjoin to v or move on to head-adjoin to T,
as it is not a co-argument to Maria. In the former case, clause (6d) forces lexical-
isation as reflexive, in the latter, clause (6e) forces lexicalisation as pronominal:

(26) a. Marii1
Maria.dat

było
was.3.sg.n

żal
sorrow.3.sg.m

{swojej1
self.poss

/ jej1}
her

koleżanki.
friend.sg.f.gen

‘Maria felt sorry for her female friend.’

b. [TP index-T [vP Maria.dat [v’ index-v was [ sorrow [index
friend].gen]]]]

The two derivations above markedly differ from equivalent constructions with
nominative subjects and a corresponding verbal predicate żałować ‘feel pity’ in
a predictable manner:
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(27) a. Maria1
Maria.nom

żałuje
feels-pity

siebie1
self.gen

(samej).
alone

‘Maria feels pity for herself.’

b. Maria1
Maria.nom

żałuje
feels-pity

{swojej1
self.poss

/ *jej1}
her

koleżanki.
friend

‘Maria feels pity for her friend.’

In (27a)–(27b), the subject occupies SpecTP, the highest A-position in the clause,
so in both corresponding derivations the index must be spelled-out as a reflexive:

(28) a. [TP Maria.nom index-T [vP Maria.nom [v’ index-v [ feels-pity index]]]

b. [TP Maria.nom index-T [vP Maria.nom [v’ index-v [ feels-pity [index
friend]]]

Furthermore, other verbs with dative OEs can function as antecedents to both
reflexive pronouns and reflexive possessives, for instance in selected PPs:

(29) Marii
Maria.dat

nudziło
bored.3.sg.neut

się
Refl

w
in

{swoim
self’s

/ jej}
her

domu.
home.loc

‘Maria was bored at home.’

Additionally, other factors support the idea of a higher placement in the clausal
structure of dative OEs in comparison with dative goals/benefactives, for in-
stance the applicative characteristics that the predicates with dative OEs display.
Cuervo (2003) argues that the dative argument of gustar, the Spanish equivalent
to podobać się ‘appeal to’ seems to be licensed by a high applicative in the sense of
Pylkkänen (2002). This is because the nominative argument is not involved with
it in any relation of possession or location which are typical of ‘low’ applicatives
in (30a)–(30b), where Maria’s habitual possession of the pen is implied, so (30b)
can only mean that the pen was Mark’s and it was in Maria’s possession only
temporarily. No possession or location is implied in (31), where the fancy of the
pen (whosever it is) has overcome Maria:

(30) a. Marii
Maria.dat

złamał
broke

się
Refl

długopis.
pen.nom

‘Maria broke a pen.’

b. # Marii
Maria.dat

złamał
broke

się
Refl

długopis
pen.nom

Marka.
Mark.gen

‘Maria broke Mark’s pen.’
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(31) a. Marii
Maria.dat

podoba
appeal

się
Refl

długopis
pen.nom

Marka.
Mark.gen

‘Mark’s pen appeals to Maria.’

b. Marii
Maria.dat

było
was.3.sg.neut

żal
sorrow

długopisu
pen

Marka.
Marek.gen

‘Maria was sorry about Mark’s pen.’

In the context of the solution proposed here, the dative argument corresponding
to the ‘high’ applicative is placed in SpecvP, while the one in the ‘low’ applicative
in SpecVP. It appears that (31) stands apart from (30).

It is therefore more worrying that at first glance the binding capacity of verbal
psychological predicates runs counter to what has been presented thus far.

3.2.2 Verbal psychological predicates and the idiosyncrasy of podobać się
’appeal to’

The most frequently researched verbal psychological predicate in Polish is
podobać się ‘appeal to’ (see Miechowicz-Mathiasen & Scheffler 2008; Bondaruk
& Szymanek 2007; Żychliński 2013; Jimenez-Fernandez & Rozwadowska 2016;
Bondaruk et al. 2017). Its distinctive property is the fact that it selects for the
experiencer in dative and the cause/target of emotion in nominative. It has also
been noticed that the binding potential of its dative-marked argument differs
from the dative of non-verbal psych-predicates:16

(32) Maria1
Maria.nom

podobała
appealed

się
Refl

sobie1
self.dat

w
in

lustrze.
mirror

‘Maria appealed to herself in the mirror.’

16Franks (1995: 253) observes this contrast for Russian:

(i) Mne
me.dat

zal’
sorry

sebja.
self.acc

Intended: ‘I feel sorry for myself.’

(ii) * Mne
me.dat

nadoedaet
bore.3.sg

svoj
self’s

ucebnik.
textbook.nom

Intended: ‘My textbook bores me.’

(iii) * Mne
me.dat

dosazdaet
vex.3.sg

svoj
self’s

brat.
brother

‘My brother vexes me.’
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(33) Maria1
Maria.nom

podobała
appealed

się
Refl

{swojemu1

self.poss
/ *jej1}

her
koledze
friend.dat

z
from

ławki.
school.desk

‘Maria appealed to her school desk friend.’

(34) Marii1
Maria.dat

spodobała
appealed

się
Refl

nawet
even

?%ona1
she.nom

{(sama)
alone

/ *sobie1}
self.nom

(sama)
alone

w
in

lustrze.
mirror

‘Even herself in the mirror appealed to Maria.’

(35) Marii1
Maria.dat

podobał
liked

się
Refl

{*swój1
self’s

/ jej1}
her

kolega
friend.nom

z
from

ławki.
school.desk

‘Her school desk friend appealed to Maria.’

(36) Janowi1
Jan.dat

spodobały
liked

się
Refl

listy
letters

od
from

{swoich1

self’s
/ jego1}
his

fanek.
fans

‘Letters from his fans appealed to Jan.’

(37) Mi1
Me

się
Refl

swój1
my

głos
voice

podoba.
like

‘I like my voice.’
(Miechowicz-Mathiasen & Scheffler 2008: 107, ex. (62); corpus search)

In general, if the dative Experiencer of a psychological verb is in SpecvP, we ex-
pect to see optionality with the pronominal vs reflexive possessive, similar to
that with non-verbal psych-predicates, but this is not the case.17 The data pie
can be partitioned into three uneven sections. Most native speakers asked for
judgements on the data prefer for the dative Experiencer to bind pronominal
possessives, see (35). Quite a few allow the dative Experiencer to bind a posses-
sive reflexive but only in contexts where the reflexive is embedded deep in the
nominative constituent and bears a different case.

17Other similar verbs in Polish are dokuczać ‘tease, vex’, nudzić ‘bore’, and szkodzić ‘harm’:

(i) Marii1
Maria.dat

dokuczał
teased

{*swój1
self’s

/ jej1}
her

kolega
friend.nom

z
from

ławki.
school.desk

‘Her school desk friend teased to Maria.’

(ii) Janowi1
Jan.dat

szkodziły
harmed

listy
letters

od
from

{?swoich1
self’s

/ jego1}
his

fanek.
fans

‘Letters from his fans harmed Jan.’
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These inconclusive data lead to conflicting views on the position of the dative
OE and the position of the nominative argument. Jimenez-Fernandez & Rozwad-
owska (2016) assume that its A-position is in SpecVP (and the preverbal position
is in an articulated CP area). Bondaruk & Szymanek (2007), Tajsner (2008), and
Bondaruk et al. (2017) propose that the dative experiencer is in SpecvP, as its
binding scope is different from dative goals. Miechowicz-Mathiasen & Scheffler
(2008) claim that the dative Experiencer reaches as high as SpecTP:

For the sake of concreteness, we assume that the dative Experiencer occupies
the position of SpecvP, though this view is not uncontroversial:18

(38) [TP indexi-T [vP dati [v′ indexi-v [VP V [nom indexi Nk]]]]]

Let us tentatively assume that the structure in (38) is correct for the Polish
podobać się ‘appeal to’, with the nominative theme argument optionally raised to
its case position in SpecTP in overt syntax.19 The index is c-commanded by the da-
tive OE in the v-adjoined position (corresponding to position [2] in Figure 2) but
it is not so c-commanded when placed in the T-adjoined position (corresponding
to position [3] in Figure 2).

With this general idea in mind, the derivations of (32)–(36) look as follows,
with the dative experiencer fronted to an A-position in line with Germain (2015),
see (35):

(39) [FinP Maria.dat Fin [TP index-T [vP Maria.dat [v’ index-v [VP appealed
Refl-V [even she.nom/*self*case (self/alone)] in mirror]]]]]

(40) [FinP Maria.dat Fin [TP index-T [vP Maria.dat [v’ index-v [VP appealed
Refl-V [?*self’s/her school friend]]]]]

(41) [FinP Jan.dat Fin [TP index-T [vP Jan.dat index-v [VP appealed Refl-V [NP

[NP letters] [PP from [NP self’s/his fans]]]]].

18For instance, Cuervo (2003) argues strongly for the view that the dative OE is placed in a higher
position, as the nominative Theme occupies SpecvP:

(i) [TP index𝑖 -T [ApplP dat [Appl′ Appl0 [vP index [v’ v0 [ nom index] [v’ v-be [VP
psych veRb]]]]]]]

We cannot discuss this issue in full for lack of space.
19An analogous structure is proposed in Klimek & Rozwadowska (2004).
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(27) is easy to deal with, as Polish has no nominative reflexive pronouns. Due to
lack of this form in the morphological paradigm, its closest equivalent is selected,
in line with Safir’s (2004) foRm to inteRpRetation pRinciple (FTIP).20

(40) seems to be a problem indeed, but an unacceptable status of the reflexive
possessive can be credited to what Rizzi (1990: 26) calls the anaphoR agReement
effect (AAE):21

(42) Anaphors do not occur in syntactic positions construed with agreement.

Our discussion of Polish data reveals that consequences of the AAE are sub-
ject to considerable language variation: nominative reflexive possessives are typ-
ically avoided by most speakers, although they are construed with agreement
only indirectly: they agree (in case and φ-features) with NP they modify and this
NP agrees with the auxiliary/verb. Yet, the structure we propose for pronominal
possessive NPs is shown in (43). It is only natural to extend it to cases of reflexive
possessives:22

20FTIP, Safir (2004): If:

a. X c-commands position Y,

b. z is the lexical form or string that fills Y,

c. w is a single form more dependent than z,

d. both w and z could support the same identity-dependent interpretation if Y were ex-
haustively dependent on X, then (the referential value for) Y cannot be interpreted as
identity dependent on X.

21Rizzi (1990: 32–33) reports the following contrast in Italian: a dative experiencer can bind an
anaphor as long as it is not nominative, so since importare ‘matter’ takes a genitive theme, this
theme can be bound, while a nominative argument of interessare ‘matter’ cannot:

(i) A
to

loro
them

importa
matters

solo
only

di
of

se stessi.
themselves

‘They matter only to themselves.’

(ii) * A
to

loro
them

interessano
interest

solo
only

se stessi.
themselves

Intended: ‘They have interest only in themselves.’

Significantly, however, dative experiencers can function as binders once the AAE is controlled
for, as in (i). The same picture obtains with Polish dative experiencers above.

22Note that the structure in (43) with a pronominal possessive is much less ambiguous than the
one with the reflexive in (44) on account of the pronominal possessive bearing a different case
(genitive) from the nominative of the NP it modifies.
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(43) [NP jego
his.gen

[NP siostra]]
sister.nom

‘his sister’

(44) [NP swoja
self.poss

[NP siostra]]
sister.nom

‘self’s sister’

This structure may be quite ambiguous when the AAE applies, as the possessive
element is equidistant to T with the NP it modifies.

(45) Janowi
Jan.dat

nie
not

spodobała
appleal

się
Refl

{*swoja
self.poss

/ jego}
his

siostra.
sister.nom

‘His sister did not appeal to Jan.’

(46) T.agR2/1 … Jan.dat1 … [NP self.nom1 [NP sister.nom2]]

The equidistance relationship in question may cause confusion as to what really
agrees with Infl/T here, the modified NP (with no consequence for the AAE) or
the possessive reflexive (violating the AAE in (44) and (45) above). In the latter
case, from the perspective of the Binding Principles, the possessive forces its ref-
erential subscript to represent the subscript of the entire NP.23 Now, this is quite
similar to what Landau (2000: 109–111) observes for cases of Obligatory Control,
where the controller (unexpectedly) does not c-command PRO but constitutes
the specifier of a c-commanding DP:

(47) It would help Bill’s1 development [PRO1 to behave himself1 in public]

Landau proposes that a well-defined class of nouns denoting abstract notions
reflecting the individuality of the controller ([X’s NP]) allows for what he calls
the logophoric extension of X:

(48) For the purpose of control, a logophoric extension [X’s NP] is
non-distinct from X: [X’s1 NP] → [X’s NP]1.

Thus, logophoric extension is a selective process that affects only one module
of grammar and one aspect of interpretation: Control Theory. We would like
to submit that an analogous process of reanalysis affects the adjunct/specifier
structure:
23In languages where possessives are genuine specifiers rather than adjuncts, possessive reflex-
ives are allowed, as shown in Woolford (1999: 273–274).
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(49) Extended AAE:
Anaphors do not occur in syntactic positions construed with agreement
directly (a) or indirectly (b):

a. Nominative anaphors do not exist in languages showing
subject/verb agreement;

b. For the purpose of binding, an indexical extension [X’s NP] is
non-distinct from X:
[NP2 swój.nom1 [NP2 name.nom2]] → [NP1 swój.nom1 [NP1

name.nom2]]

Our notion of indexical extension differs from Landau’s original on two counts:
first, it is not limited by the semantic (sub)class of N and second, it depends on
the structural position of X, which we have shown to act as an adjunct, following
Despić (2011; 2013; 2015).

But this does not seem to be enough to cover the whole spectrum of the data.
First, notice that index extension may be less local in the cases discussed by Lan-
dau. For instance, the controller for Obligatory Control PRO can also be placed
in a position embedded in a measure NP selecting for the ‘logophoric NP’:

(50) ? It considerably helped [NP1 first stages of [NP2 her1 music career]] [PRO1

to have an uncle in a record company]

So, it seems that (at least for some speakers) X from (50) need not be very close
to the edge of the NP to propagate its index to the maximal NP (here NP1).

Once we allow for the less local propagation of the index in the cases of in-
dexical extension in definition (49) above, we can account for (4) above on the
assumption that the rule of the Extended AAE is subject to graded speaker vari-
ation:

(51) * antecedenti … [AgrP anaphori agreementi…]

(52) For the purpose of binding, an indexical extension [X’s NP] is
non-distinct from X:
[NP2 self.nom1 [NP2 name.nom2]] → [NP1 self.nom1 [NP1 name.nom2]]

(53) For the purpose of binding, an indexical extension [X’s NP] is
non-distinct from X:
[NP3 N3… [NP2 self.nom1 [NP2 name.nom2]]] → [NP3 N1… [NP1/2 swój.nom1

[NP1/2 name.nom2]]]
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All speakers of Polish have (51) in their grammars, most speakers have (52) as a
part of their grammars and exclude nominative reflexive possessives as a result of
indexical extension, while the most conservative ones allow for non-local index-
ical extension and disallow reflexive possessives in cases other than nominative
if they are embedded in nominative NPs, see (53).24

4 Concluding remarks

In the process of our investigation, we have raised a number of questions with
respect to the data in (1)–(4). We conclude that, universally, there is one D-
bound/index which is the most dependent form bound locally and lexicalized
in two different forms: reflexive and pronominal, determined by IR. When the
co-agreeing NP locally c-commands D-bound/ index in its landing site at v/T, it
is spelled out as a reflexive form, otherwise it is spelled out as a pronoun. The
chain of Index Raising exhibits copy pronunciation, i.e. the tail of the chain is
pronounced. In Polish (Slavic), IR is driven by the need to compensate for im-
poverished [+person] feature on the D-bound/index. The subject orientation of
reflexive pronouns and possessive reflexives comes out rather naturally in this
account. As IR places the index in these positions, it is not surprising that pro-
nouns and anaphors show complementary distribution only with respect to the
subject but not the object. The picture becomes even more transparent when we
take into account the distinction between co-argument and non-co-argument re-
flexivization, see (6c) vs. (6d)–(6e). The non-co-argument index covertly raised
beyond the c-domain of the object is predicted to be spelled out as a pronominal
possessive, although it is co-indexed with the object c-commanding it in overt
syntax. We have shown that successful binders of reflexives and reflexive pos-
sessives in Polish need not occupy the position of SpecTP, which is reserved for
nominative subjects only. Dative OEs occupy a lower position of SpecvP.25 In
view of the scope and reach of IR, these elements can bind and be co-indexed

24A similar effect arises for the ACE. Willim (1989: 82) reports that the following example is
problematic, though many native speakers accept it as only mildly deviant:

(i) % Ta
this

recenzja
review.nom

książki
of-book

mojego
my

brata1
brother’s

zupełnie
completely

go1
him.acc

załamała.
devastated

‘This review of my brother’s book devastated him completely.’

A reviewer for this volume raises the issue of how the propagation of the index can be con-
strained. We presume that it is a matter of speaker variation but the extent of the propagation
is difficult to gauge on accout of processing difficulties. Certainly, this issue deserves further
empirical study.

25For arguments to this effect also see Citko et al. (2018).
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with reflexives and reflexive possessives adjoined to v but they can also be co-
indexed with pronominal possessives adjoined to T.The optionality of possessive
forms co-indexed with them is thus explained.26 We have also credited imperfect
results of dative OEs binding into nominative themes to Extended AAE of Rizzi
(1990) caused by a specific placement of possessives as adjuncts at the edge of
the nominative NP. Such placement leads to ambiguity of representation and the
probe/goal relations involving T and NP.nom.

Abbreviations
1/2/3 first/second/third person
AAE anaphor agreement effect
acc accusative
ACE anti-cataphora effects
aux auxiliary
cl clitic
cop copula
dat dative
DOC double object construction
f feminine
FTIP form to interpretation principle
gen genitive
impRs impersonal

inf infinitive
IR index raising
loc locative
neut neuter
nom nominative
OE object experiencer
past past tense
poss possessive
pRes present tense
Refl reflexive clitic
sg singular
SC Serbo-Croatian

26Introduction ofmore structural contentwhich does not block IR, specifically PRO and infinitive
T with raising and control constructions, multiplies reflexivization sites and provides for more
spell-out options for the index:

(i) Maria1
Maria.nom

kazała
told

Piotrowi2
Piotr.dat

patrzeć
look.inf

na
at

{siebie1,2
self

/ *niego2
him

/
/
nią1}.
her

‘Maria told Piotr to look at himself/her.’

The infinitive complement in (i) constitutes a binding domain for a co-argument index of PRO.
Hence the co-argument must stop moving at the vP level and is spelled-out as a reflexive (this
is interpretation with index2, as PRO is controlled by the object).The pronoun co-indexed with
PRO is clearly impossible here (*niego2). However, a considerable number of cliticization sites
implies that the index co-indexed with the subject of the control predicate has a few options
and can be spelled out as either a reflexive (siebie1’self) when it is raised to matrix v or T, or
as a pronoun (nią1’her’) when it cliticizes to embedded v or embedded T:

(ii) [TP Maria1 index1-T [vP index1-v-told [VP Piotr.dat2 [V’ V [CP [TP PRO2 index1-T
[vP PRO index1,2-v-look [VP V [PP at index]]]]]]

For a more thorough discussion of the issues discussed in this contribution, see Witkoś et al.
(Forthcoming).
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